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.... v.' •. ,.u ... theory as a 
development of a "South African Shakespeare". Relying on post-
framework, it 
creative. 
colonised culture not as secondary and 
but as pLA'U ...... J work of the is to trace the 
by "Shakespeare", as a set 
writing in English Africa in 
as an Icon, m a 
half of the IW€mnem 
secondary framework is that of politically radical Shakespearean scholarship. I "'''1'0,''''''''''' 
with this IO-.M.nrIeTICan work in to determine how it manifest in a 
tradition of South scholarship. I to determine can 
to a specifically African theoretical framework, one that is able to describe 
of a South Shakespeare. route to this discussion, I begin by 
objections this scholarship the kind of humanism that has been 
by English n .... ''' ... t , ..... un .. '". I in many ways 
problematically invoked and enacted by J.Jll,!;lJ.o:'tI.l liter ry other .... ..,.Ju'"' .... u''-'u"'' 
South African history and in the development of writing "'"'ui5 ... "' .. in South 
the same time, I acknowledge English studies' relation to colonialism, 
for the 
culture. 
I go on to examirle the use of a 
concept , in the 
use of in South 
of texts, and a ... 1'\1'."' .... '(;, symbol, 
"'" .. ,'" .... , .. South African nn ...... "' ... r ofa 
by the 
in 
..., .. i5 .. .., ... I 'PI"'TnT'1l which begins with the writing of Solomon Plaatje 
and extends to writers for in the I conceptualise this traj ectory 
within South African literary history as evidence not only of cultural but also 
of cultural transformation and ownership. 
I suggest 
framework 
post-colonial >LV •• VA< ofhybridity, .... VA.UAJl6""" .. as it is, is a useful 










which hybridity, as a theory which to .... "'..,"'A .. '"., the operation to 
carefully nuanced this case particularly by concerns of gender) in 
usefully a condition produced by histories of inequality. 
Igoon ad<lrel;s liberalism as a political philosophy in South Africa. particular 
, .... uu.''-''''t<;nnJ' .. of plays an important role in establishment of a contrasting 
South African use of Shakespeare. "white liberal" Shakespeare flourished the 
establishment of the "Shakespearean" theatre, Maynardville. making use of 
emblematic discursive moments Maynardville's I discuss the way in which 
Shakespeare was used as part of a construction of "European culture" in apartheid South 
Sophiatown and Maynardville are thus contrasted as two different South 
African Shakespearean spaces. 
same I seek ultimately to demonstrate that apparently oppositional ,,. .... ,.v'"'''' 
(within English and South uses of Shakespeare) 
not as different as they seem. I point to the of a New South 
Africanness which on humanism, on liberalism, on opposition to apartheid 
practices. In its strategies, in the cultural commercial tools available 
11 
today, this New South Africanness unites the which comprise development of 
South Shakespeare mapped in this I hope to demonstrate that a 
South African Shakespeare which grown out of the complex material and literary 
history discussed here, is used to help build ~ particular kind "new South 
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Resistance ... need not necessarily mean rejection of dominant culture, the utter refusal to 
countenance any engagement with its forms and discourses. Indeed, not only is such 
isolation impossible but most post-colonial has the 
wresting, from imperial hands, of some measure of political control over such things as 
la1l5u"'5"', writing and various kinds of cultural discourse 
Bill Ashcroft, ~~~~~~~~~ (2001: 47). 
And in my contacts with them, the Europeans had made it clear that they were the 
overlords, that the earth and all its wealth belonged to them ... And I had submitted to 
their strength. But a subtle A man can submit today 
resist tomorrow 
Abrahams, ~~~~(l954: 310). 
Native in his primitive or isolated state ... has been little or not at all UH1U"',U"' .... Y 
contact with white has not, become a problem to 
European the same sense in which the romantic but much more troublesome 
educated or semi-educated Native is a problem. It is from the Native in contact with the 
European that the Native problem 
C. T. Loram, ~~~lli!....!!:L!:....!:~!:.!!!!!:.!..!.!::~~!:!!:!!W:::!.~~~~~. South African 
Association for the Advancement of Presidential 13 July 1921 
(Qtd. Rich, 1984: 
from an unpublished notebook: 
With apologies to 's "Merchant o/Venice" 
Hath not a Mochuana 
Hath he not hands, organs, dimensions, affections, passions?? 
Is not a Mochuana fed with the same food, hurt with the same weapons, 
subject to the same by same warmed 
cooled by the same summer and winter, as a whiteman is?? 
If you prick us, do we not bleed? If you tickle us, do we not laugh? If you 
poison us, do we not die? And if you wrong us shall we not revenge? If 
we are like you in the rest we resemble you that 










Chapter 1: Introdu.ction 
Shakespeare and the Essentially Hu.man 
Western societies do not embody the democratic values they proclaim 
(Blackburn, 
Political positions are simply as prc,gr(~SSl 
reactionary, bourgeois or radical. .. outside the terms 
address 1994: 
thesis will frameworks for specific uses of Shakespeare in South Africa. Such 
uses contribute to construction a I call South African Shakespeare. I hope to 
weigh South African component development ofthe uses Shakespeare I 
1 
are a number reasons for need to this discussion, not 
;:snaK(~Sllear'e , as emblematic of 
the 
cultural currency which accrues the construct 
."'." ........ "'. and as the figurehead a worldwide aCl:I.ueIlllC 
COIue;u of post-colonial which this 
inscribe the cultural realities of the 'VU''''''''''', vIewmg 
responsive, but as primary and in their own right. 
industry. In the 
there is an imperative re-
not as secondary and 
choice to avoid discussion of the merits of what have come to signify 
"Shakespeare's is not to deny the UT"',"""'H merit texts. '''AI .... ''.~r aesthetics 
are not my concern Rather, I to explore the ways which an emblematic 
"Shakespeare" was used in South African literature and literary to trace how this 
construct on the development a radical literary theory, and ofliterature 
.LJUj",""''', in South Africa. 
I undertake work with an awareness of English relation to 
colonialism. history implications English as a language general in 
and the study of English literature universities. In the of wider 
debates about the colonially-implicated development of English literary and in 
the context of the proliferation of politically aware studies, an important 











reasonably expect from literary theory (1995)? Furthermore, how do we address the 
question of Shakespeare's "relevance" to South Africa? These questions are explored in 
chapter two. Accounting for Shakespeare's use in South African literary history is one 
way of addressing these issues. Shakespeare's presence in South Africa's literary history 
is inextricable from Shakespeare's presence in South African education practices, albeit 
in ways that are more complex than some South African Shakespeare criticism has to date 
allowed. 
In chapter three I overview the tradition of what I denote radical Shakespearean 
scholarship, which tries to reclaim Shakespeare from the oppressive nationalist-colonial 
history sketched in the second chapter. Radical South African Shakespearean criticism 
initially located itself within this Anglo-American tradition, and I investigate the 
theoretical implications of this debt for South African criticism. Crucial to this discussion 
is the role of liberal humanism as Public Enemy Number One for radical Shakespearean 
criticism. 
This introductory chapter explores the objections against the kind of humanism that has 
been used by English literary studies. Liberalism as a philosophy is addressed in chapter 
six, which goes on to address a manifestation of liberalism in one South African use of 
Shakespeare. Although radical scholarship tends to use the label "liberal-humanism" as 
representative of a political and ethical framework against which it objects, I wish to 
make the point that liberalism and humanism, although related, are different frameworks. 
As such each philosophy has its own South African history. 
I seek to demonstrate.that the anti-humanist theoretic of radical scholarship in its Anglo-
American form relies in some crucial ways on the humanism it disavows. A major strand 
of my argument here is that apparently oppositional stances - radical scholarship, and 
humanist-inflected literary scholarship; a transformative South African use of 
Shakespeare in the service of opposition to racist colonial practices and to apartheid, and 










African "liberals" - are not as different as they may seem. One important unifying force 
across these apparently very different modes of thought and practice is class. 
3 
"Class" is a difficult category in the history of South Africa. It has a complicated, and 
ongoing, relationship with race. According to Posel et aI., liberal opposition to apartheid 
initially coalesced around a critique of Afrikaner nationalism, and not around the 
economic inequities which apartheid developed and entrenched (reasons are suggested in 
chapter six, where the bourgeois nature of liberalism - which benefitted from the 
economic and territorial implications of apartheid - is explored). The Marxist rejection of 
this liberal approach emphasised "the relationship between apartheid and capitalism", and 
concentrated on " 'class' in making sense of apartheid's origin, character and future ... 
[An] instrumentalist treatment of apartheid's race policies as a tool of class interests" thus 
characterised much South African Marxist scholarship. This emphasis helped to deflect 
attention away from the social performance of race as a category (Posel, Hyslop & 
Nieftagodien, 2001: iii; v). I am concerned in this thesis with writing in English which is 
linked to the development of what can be called a class fraction of petit-bourgeois black 
men (although not without qualification, as I discuss in chapter four).' Liberalism plays a 
role in the development of this class fraction, and therefore in the cultural transactions 
currently being endorsed by the ruling elite in post-apartheid South Africa. Ultimately, 
liberalism as a political philosophy, and humanist logic as it applies to Shakespeare's 
"universality", both inform the uses of Shakespeare in South Africa: in the development 
of writing in English in the twentieth century, and in the performance of "South African 
culture" in the present. This is addressed in chapter six. 
In addition, I make the point that humanism, although in many ways problematically 
invoked and enacted by English literary studies, has other applications in South African 
history and in the development of writing in English in South Africa. Humanism cannot 
easily be rejected in South Africa. 
I The ongoing difficulty of racial nomenclature in the South African context has been much discussed 











lam the second half of the to draw out a African Shakespeare 
whose on theories interaction and as 
both political personal resistance. I to privilege a expenence 




with which it 
ona 
:smlKe:speare Plaatje's use 
a concomitant 
I..JV,'VU'VU Plaatje made 
access to education nraCllc:es. 
personal 
schooling 
that are linked to ............. n"'. mlssion with .u"',5n,;:." 
and to class " .... ,,.,,,..,.,.,... The construction of the South African writer 
as a man in this period is <I{1r1I .. """,,,,,,,,{1 through a .", ....... u,,!". Abrahams' 
The notllons of hybridity, of challenging "" .... '''''''''''uF> Manichean 
binaries which will always disadvantage Africa, are crucial 
::sn'lKe:speare might have developed a South African face. I 
in understanding how 
South African 1,1"""·" .... , 
history as a model of cultural transformation. By conceptualising a trajectory within 
South literary history as n t only of cultural resistance, but also as 
I hope to 
a 
history, and refilses 
I hope that this understanding 
that culture is an 
PT'Ir.nT'e,,,, the possibility 
in South Africa 
0 ........ " ... It cannot be 
resists 
"'''1''''T',,,t .. development 
development of a sense of what can constitute "South 
contribute towards 
post-apartheid. 
v u,J'U",,,,,,, and de facto 
constitution's entrenchment 
commodification of of democracy 
VU/l:;'VU1/l::. ",so(ao··eC~Dll()mlC exploitation, 
that operate in South despite the new 
range of rights. Sole ""''''1''''''' the idea that "a general 
belief Enlightenment notions such as 'liberty', 'justice' and 'equality' can be 











warns against valorising version of African nationalism" which "discerns in 
South Africa ... a history of transculturated, hybrid identities" (1997: 
134-5). I with Sole's suspicion of an easy invocation ofhybridity, which overlooks 
ongoing inequities which can to a nationalist of being, and 
buying, "proudly South . In chapter I it may be to 
redefine hybridity, Once we have taken cognisance of the of in 
notion ofhybridity, it might be a useful concept to describe a component of South African 
writing 
In I to trace the a kind of South 
Shakespeare, into some of the of the 1950s. I examine link a textually 
inscribed class identity, English literary education, and Shakespeare, in autobiographies 
ofthe decade and in the of and about The 1950s were also the 
decade when the apartheid that was increasingly gestured towards throughout the 
half ofthe twentieth century, as Plaatje's struggles make so clear, was fonnalised into the 
dejure policies of the Nationalist state. 
While the mark a clear use of Shakespeare as part a South African tradition 
writing in it is also time when another kind South African :sn'lKespeare 
was born. "liberal" flourished with establishment of the 
Shakespearean Open Air theatre, Maynardville. Chapter offers a derived 
some of the discourses used to describe the establishment ofMaynardvi11e in 1955, 
as home, Sophiatown, was slowly dismantled. I discuss way in which 
Shakespeare was used as part of a construction of "European culture" in apartheid South 
£"1'"'L" .... :.. as can be seen by representations in newspapers of the staging 
Welcome Msomi's at Maynardville in 1974. Sophiatown and Maynardville are 
contrasted as two different South African Shakespearean spaces. 
In chapter I also how Msomi' s career has developed, with the more recent 










commodification of a New South Africanness which relies on humanism, on liberalism, 
and on opposition to apartheid practices. its discursive strategies, and the cultural 
and commercial tools today, this new South unites strands 
which comprise the development of African Shakespeare mapped in thesis. 
Ido endorse the opposition of cultures, two monolithic 
binaries are separate opposed. While I do not want to endorse 
unproblematic ally a ........... u". culture, I believe we should 
Said's assertion that belongs as much to West as does to 
Germans, since his music is now ofthe human heritage" (1993: xxv). I take this to 
mean that culture is responsive and mutable. of the effects nineteenth-century 
colonialism was to cultures available to each other,albeit unequally. Another 
was development of English literary study as what amounted to a cultural-political 
tool. is a view of the relationship between culture politics that only insists 
culture is political, and that cultural and other discourses have an effect on .. l .... vU .... 
conditions, but which views the use Shakespeare within these historical and 
"' .. ,. .. ...,.UUJlF'o other than a neutral carrier of human values. 
At does not want escape ,",,,.,.u,,-,,,, on a tradition 
makes use of an readmlg :Shak:esJ)eaJre This is not to suggest 
that is no way Personal relationships and 
journeys can be facilitated access to the of others - literature, philosophy, 
journalism, as well as other kinds not all of them written or even verbal. But 
own to this investigation within the realm of the political, together with my 
scepticism of humanist discourses, not least feminist objections which are not 
adequately addressed by the anti-apartheid struggle's use ofthe of "human 
rights", mean that I steered clear of attempts to chart personal journeys. However, I 
do to a class-based analysis of education on textually-constructed personal1u.""uu, r 












I am aware that this nr(''I1PI1'''t runs the of pleasing neither two camps 
South African • the liberal the radical I hope, 
my .u .... ., ... .:> of both, to be ., ... j:;,F.V''' .... lF. a third way. This alternative would be informed by 
the politics of a tradition of radical scholarship, which COlmters a universalising tendency 
a brand of humanism overlook determining factors of identity and experience, and to 
to acknowledge the complex relationship between politics cultural .L",,L"U,,,", 
between material conditions and condition of reading. the same time, I wish to 
avoid the of the radical discourses that have been produced South Africa, 
",n,ne,," oppositional energy inflects the work with an informing principle of anti-ism. Such 
work often contains politically motivated moral attacks on what is perceived as a 
homogenous South Shakespearean system which in reality is a more complex 
of systems. This proj ect is now of my at nominally post-
apartheid historical placement. totalising evil of the apartheid structure no 
longer as a monolith against which all efforts have l,egitimately directed. 
I to describe a South African ownership of :Sh:ak:e:sp~~ar(~-ru;-a·,serl\"''''-'u,-
texts as a symbol of education, while remaining aware of the brutalities of historical 
impositions which led to the imperative of ownership in the place, and of how 
historical continue the present. There is a fundamental problem implicit in 
talking about alternative ways oftalking about Shakespeare, in the context of the history 
of English South This is the problem of how to make space for 
conceptualisation and discussion without taking space from South African cultural 
endeavours in name of what ultimately "' .... !~:::....!!:::!l:':...!::.!~~~e~~~~~:.'::!.::: 
~~.§1a'~USJsJf)Ul1tJ:)lPS!Jtl£;~!!!!!Lm~~:S,.).t is the problem of speaking a South 
African Shakespeare without speaking over South half of equation, 
African writers whose complicated personal processes and extremely vexed 














as Margreta de Grazia, Peter Stallybrass, ................ Vj, .. Cloud, and 
convincingly the as it developed 
8 
U.LL, ............ history is part a construction of "Shakespeare", a collection 
of texts which embodies the of English literature (immortal words down 
careful order by an immaculate genius), developed through history, and is constituted 
as well as implicated in, material and ideological conditions. Thus Shakespeare 
corpus is a body of works has gathered to itself textual stability as it has accrued 
social meaning and critical interpretations. 
In material history (an increasing, increasingly constructed, textual stability; 
accumulation exegesis; accreted cultural value), then, ;:snjaKe:spl~arle' texts can be 
characterised as a collection of Western communal npl"h<lll"" one 
reason why works are so porous, capable of accommodating a wide range of 
readings. Another reason be located in rhetorical nature of Elizabethan writing, 
which allows for ambiguity and concomitant linguistic play, part of what Stephen Orgel 
called complexity of sensibility which is we have come to value most 
Shakespearean drama, in Renaissance culture as a whole" (1998: 11). A third 
;:sn.ucespe:are owes philosophical un(leqnmun!;s part to what 
calls consensual orthodoxy of the west" in which "the numan 
the self, is the figure": (1985: x). as a system 
thinking and rather more complex history than many recent radical 
;:sn:aKf:spcear'ean scholars allow (Todorov, 2002). Nevertheless, literary studies, 










a particular tradition ...... ; ... u ... ,,', .... It is "O' .. ll .. ". fonnulating 
concomitant ideologies, strands of critical PnJlCtllCeS 
the latter half ofthe development took place within 
what can be classed as the systems of thought, including 
structuralism, and post-colonialism. For groups of Anglo-American critics whom 
Janet MacArthur calls the practitioners of "revisionist criticism" (1989: 71) I 
will refer to as "radical ", • .,"""" .. A moral hypocrisy of this humanism is 
philosophically and politically ."' ...... u·..,. and the underlying theoretical ,",v ...... ",,..,,, 
untenable. For South pn)pcments of a Shakespeare criticism uen.ceo by this 
politically radical, aU\.l-UUlllaJu.n 1'Y!pnf'~I" tradition, the hypocrisy 
liberalism, in English-speaking South Africa is the 
necessary target 
This thesis seeks to tradition of radical Shakespeare "',",,,.v.,, .. "'.,,.,, 
takes cognisance use within a world system 111"", .. ".,.., e,aU(~atlIOn that is 
implicated in colonial """T"''''U I call this kind of Shakespearean ,....,1~',..''',...... radical because 
of its leftist political impetus, and its often oppositional tone. 




understand the complex ways in which 
the beginning with the 
colonization; and by 
~hak:(~speat'e was smlUl1:an4~OUlSlV ,"",'P"·tP/1 
"""1"'1,'""1"'1,1'",,;1 as a repository 
canon becatne an instrument 
as powerful in its way as the 
9 
I exatnine the 
studies, in 
logic of this Anglo-American development in Shakespeare 
","'~Jll""""'" its usefulness to South Africa. It is not unexpected that there 
should "'v .... ~n.."' .... vu"', caution in transposing ,,,,",'v,,,,,,, onto "post-colonial 











African Shakespearean scholarship 
"U.',",U,,,,,,,,, tradition. 









of the task in tenus 
that infonus both the 
My founding concern 
an imposed, elevated notion 
Can the liberal humanist 
criticism be viewed in any 
scholarship, which views 
colonial history? Following the 
can 
objections against a particular 
....... lou"'.. n'''''''T",f scholars working 
an instrumentalist 
tradition, and the 
be to South Africa 
characterised as primarily 
which saturate the tradition of 
than that presented by 
with suspicion, as a result 
of post-colonial theories of 
Shakespeare? 
.. ...,1 .. _' ....... ' ... which have been 
of modern and 
the possibilities for n".~n{"'T"I inherent in this practice of 
on to point to the potential for other uses to which the theory of 
humanism can be put. I hope ultimately to suggest first, humanism in South Africa 
was a 
development 
not be as logically 
wholesale is not 
the struggle against oppression, both politically and via the 
English in South Africa; and that criticism 
humanism as it would 
throw the baby out with the ",,,,nU)'"'''''''' 
humanism 
to run the risk of 
reinscribing the hypocrisy of which humanism is so 
Liberal, 'f.'''~''''''i'tii~ 
Liberal humanism is 
both in South African 
Terry Eagleton calls, 
", .. 1'1111"'1" .... Humanism 
of politically committed radical ~hl1kespe:are scholarship, 
Anglo-American criticism, on what 
difler'ent context, " 'straw-targeting' ,. (1996: viii), Liberal 
















of an essential, 
of humanism: 
[humanism] appeals (positively) to the notion a core humanity or 
common essential in terms of which human beings can be 
defined and thus (negatively) to ("alienation", 
"inauthenticity", , etc.) designating, and intended to explain, 
the perversion or of this common takes history 
to be a product claims that the 
humanism is thus a 
'-'ULIA,",'" , "responsibility", 
unolerst2moulg (1986: 11-2). 
the "concept of the human subject", which is 
rejected by what Soper designated as "anti-humanism" (1986: Tzvetan Todorov 
a history of the development humanism term "humanist" 
11 
was by Montaigne 
able to bridge 
God of tradition, and u ...... , ... ..,J ...... 
"" ..... > ...... ~.'" religious or moral laws. 
hetwefm the """,n,,,, 
(sic), who grapples 
as the mode 
bound by the laws of 
rref~aOJm from 
Todorov, the version of humanism rejected by "anti-
humanism" is one of the "watered down secondary school [of humanism] to 
which we have become accustomed". Such simplified Un(lennaII0l1rlgs of humanism 
human 
"vigour of thought" 
Humanist 
xteientJtl- to nineteenth- ""' .. 'fl ..... ' (231). 
from relying on a "U"AIJ.A .... ''''' concept of the 
"deny any between, on the 
of the right to selt:",glovc~rrument and, on the other, the Y""",.<J' .... U.VH of society, 
morality, or the subject" (29). As such, for Todorov humanism is intellectual mode 
best to address the crisis of the or deferred subject which is an informing 
condition of modernity. Such a .. Ul';"" ..... i"U ... 'U at points to history of 
humarus:m, complicating any might constitute tunlOmneIltal nature. 
is a particular mV'OCiitlOln and enactment English 
.. ",." ... against which radical critics object. 
MacArthur summarises the fundmnental conceptual split between humanism and the 










For many postmodernists, the human subject is defined within language 
rather than informed with a pregiven essence or presence which makes 
him unique, autonomous, and self-sufficient. The belief in identity -
outside of textuality - is viewed as a nostalgic mystique of presence 
which masks the role oflanguage in Western philosophies and in the 
construction of reality (1989: 73). 
12 
The problematic assumption of a sUbjectivity which exists outside of language; the ~ 
yearning for a lost plenitude; and the related conservative modernist nostalgia for a more 
ordered past which is equally unreclaimable, are some of the points of contention that 
radical criticism has with the use of what it denotes as liberal humanism within traditional 
English literary studies. 
Jonathan Dollimore selects for analysis the pious tone ofthis humanism, which he says 
relies on a tragic notion of human dignity in an unjust universe. He calls this system of 
thought "essentialist humanism", and links the transcendentally human concerns of the 
second half of the term to an essentialism which neither this humanism nor Christian 
providentialism can escape. According to the logic of this essentialism, says Dollimore, 
Man's redemption is in his own hands, not in God's, and his intrinsic dignity is found in 
his noble suffering (1989: 189).2 Todorov identifies "perversions" of humanism: 
"prideful" humanism and "naIve" humanism. The former assumes that "man is 
omnipotent"; the latter that "man is intrinsically good" (2002: 36 - 8). According to 
Dollimore, despite the centring of Man and the dislocation of God, this (prideful and 
naIve) humanism contains residual traces of the Christianity to which it offers an 
alternative.3 Both betray a "preoccupation with the universal counterpart of essentialist 
sUbjectivity" (1989: 190). Furthermore, both mystify suffering; the one as part of God's 
plan, the other as a way for man to effect self-redemption (194). Transcendence becomes 
2 In all cases in this thesis, when the nouns "man" and "Man" and the pronouns "his" and "him" appear, 
they do so specifically and deliberately. In the context of this discussion of the humanist subject, I wish to 
indicate that the humanist subject is silently and intrinsically gendered male (even Todorov's overview of 
European humanism demonstrates, by its universalising pronouns when they occur, as much as by the 
discussions of the works of the exclusively male figures who belong to this "intellectual family", that the 
humanist subject is male [2002]. The book's cover depicts an older white man's head, made up ofa 
montage of vegetation from the "Imperfect Garden" which is the human [sic] condition, and which 












the shared "essentialist conception of what it is to be human" (194).4 Ultimately, the 
universal and the notion of human essence are mutually dependent counterparts in this 
schema (253). Essentialist humanism is thus quasi-religious; it affirms and mystifies 
suffering and removes historically determined causes of oppression, and the possibility 
for change of material conditions (194). For Dollimore it is both the essentialism and the 
stress on transcendence that are problematic - for both encode a conservative politics. 
Dollimore differentiates between the anti-humanist, and the "anti-humanitarian and anti-
democratic" (253), a distinction which is important for my concern with the possibilities 
for humanism in South Africa. He reconfigures the humanist! anti-humanist dialectic as 
the differences between idealist and materialist conceptions of subjectivity. And an 
alternative understanding of the constitution and definition of subjectivity is vital to 
Dollimore's anti-humanism, since subjectivity is a central issue to "English studies as it 
has been historically constituted" (249). What Dollimore conceives of as essentialist 
humanism in English studies is also presented by MacArthur as underlying the 
development of English literary studies. In her overview, the late Victorian! early 
twentieth-century moment in which English literature began as a subject incorporated 
what she denotes romantic-essentialist as well as modernist elements (1989), resulting in 
the use of a specific notion of humanism in English studies against which Dommore is 
objecting. 
MacArthur provides an account of how a humanist Shakespeare was developed and used 
from the Romantics to the Modernists, reSUlting in the construction of a "universal" 
Shakespeare who is above "the nightmare of history" (1989: 21). She details the 
alienation and despair which produce a modernist twentieth-century "aesthetic 
humanism" (38-9), and demonstrates how Shakespeare comes to represent the pinnacle of 
3 For Catherine Belsey, too, the subject of humanism takes the place of God (1985: 74). 
4 "Redemption and Endurance" are the "two sides of essentialist humanism" (191), which Dollimore further 
divides into "ethical humanism" (concerned with "essential humanity, the universal human condition") and 
"existential humanism" ("essential heroism and existential integrity") (193). Soper comments on the 
atheistic quality of modern humanism and points to the zealous character of humanist atheism (Humanism 











this in "'''''~'T'''' (33-7). Ae;srmenc humanism, as it is used """",6""" literary studies, has 
'"'u ... ,.., ....... characteristics. The um:oerced self' is one crucial """' .• il""'" of this 
(39, following Lentricchia). MacArthur further describes 
conservative literary-critical tradition of aesthetic humanism, with its 
emph~lslS on authority ofthe author, or reader; on 
transcendent aesthetic realm; and on the organic monuments of 1'I'pr'~r'U 
art (46). 
It is socially COltlServaltJ (53) and both requires and constructs order (51). 
Dollimore is ..,., ..... '"'u .• " about the uses to which a humanism been put, the name 
of what Literature been made to stand for: "Essentialist theories of human 
though 
which 
intrinsically have contributed powerfully to the 1\.l.\;i\JU.1l::.1'val conditions 
illustrates how apparently different philosophical 
essentially "Ull"a'L" result equally conclusions, the 
nrl"C!I"'I'-1ntivp logic universally luu,uau (1989: Furthermore, echoing 
MacArthur's point about use of such a humanism, Dollimore stresses the ways 
which this notion of human essence can be used for authoritarian purposes (1989: 257). 
crucial point", he concludes, surely 
Essentialism, rooted as it is in the concept of centered structure and 
determining constitutes a within "' ...... ' ... u ... 
thought which, though it has not entailed has certainly made 
classic ideological a specific identity is universalized or 
nal;urEmzeo; more to social this 
metaphysic is activated cultural formation, one 
conception of what it is to human, to the corresponding exclusion 
of others (258). 
goes on to illustrate how tradition hypocritically humanist (because 
apparently relying on notions of universal, a shared human essence, but invoking 
the and exclusionary logic he outlined above) is manifested in the founding 
moments how :Sh~lke~:;pe;:tre' 











Ultimately, Dollimore concludes that the notion of ",,,,,,.d.U'<U humanity" which 
philosophy of humanism as sketched it, enc:oa~~s 
aernm;rac:y and change" (267). Instead, he wants a of 
U'''''''''''''U'l5 "not essence but vv.",.uuu. not the human but cultural ttp1'pnf'p not 
destiny but collectively ..... "", .......... .... (271). uv ........... objections to a 
'""111·"'n,"''' .... history of thought action are clear, as is ....,V' .. UHVJ.'" 
an """', .. ,,' .. to which he has "' .. 'l ..... """ largely committed,S Dollimore, the 
...... ,n ....... ". objective is "the ti""'''' ..... 1'''''''", ..... 1'T of man" (249). However, his desire 
em,aniClpatU)n, and belief in human justice, themselves rely on a valorisation 
of humanity: 6 beneath a more lies a human 
which, by virtue humanity, is entitled vv.nn ..... and Soper 
to the danger of "VLU .... 'IU .... "" politics and phlJOS'OPtlY without due attc:mtlon to 
methodological process: "We must be wary, in fact, by focusing on the philosophical 
the actual demise of humanity" we en(~OUl1'a~~e a passivity that may 
""' ....... ' ... ,'''' Belsey, ... n ...... ' .... anti-humanist ht".l"""'U "', .... "" ... '''''''V''~'' • • " ........... ,," use 
and Renaissance to explore and 
human subject, relationship to the expression Belsey 
that the of this figure - human subject on the 
notion of an unchanging essence, is fundamentally C011serv<:lth'e Belsey's 





reason literature is 
the emergent 
(4), in "both 
........... "" to literature 
language a 
an important within 
subject is because ......... vu is involved 
subjectivity 
power to impact on 
address[ing] the 
formation of 
not dissimilar to """,U"'''''''>J.H valorisation 
S For an example of his more recent attention to this see his essay in fm!!::£'!~!!&~~~~ 
(Loomba & Orkin, 1998). 












which were "pI'oduc~~d 
objections to the politically conservative use that can be 
ess:en1tIall)l human. She points to the class interests encoded 
humanism's "' .... ', ....... to "both natural and universal", but 
'1"0-":'1'\1., class which came to power 
16 
(7). lnOel;xt. 
ofliberal ...... , .. ..."u'""" .. 
goes so far as to date the birth 
moment when the bourgeoisie is 
installed as L..I .. ,"' ..... humanism, conceived as autonomy for the 
but also as violence ... [was] born in 1649" 
LtmJSIUiIl IE:twIBBn !'lTll'\!'lTPnt autonomy, and the discursive and actual 
.v .... , .... ~, .... as one of the sites of contradiction in liberal 
The Dreisem~e or more 
liberal humanism for 
"humanism" are plural 
contradictions becomes a major faultline within 
According to Belsey, while both "liberal" and 
denote a "contradictory phenomenon": 
While it is true that major made in its name, it also 
provides the for a .u .... · ... "'. ecclnomy defended by a powerful 
police force, and a of inequality both the state and in the 
family which is profoundly 
It thus "is neither liberal nor numams:r !'lTlt'\!'lT,pnT "c()mmitment to man, 
whose essence is freedom" (8) 
authoritarian in practice. ael11l0,Cnlcy is 
philosophical idea: "patriarchal, HHH .. ' .... "" .. "'. 
conflict" (14). 
"'''' ......... " .... ''' on """,.I ....... ' .... ", competition and 
Patriarchy's centrality to this notion 
upon and illustrates throughout 
is silently gendered 
another "one of the[ ... ] cOIltraaIC'[IorlS 
essen1:1all'y ....... ,'_ .. is a point __ ., __ > insists 
notion ofthe human subject 
rI ... u,,· .. n the genders is 
a •. "" ............ ,U ... 'U.:>'IU (9). Todorov's discussion of 
7 I use the term "patriarch'v" in its widest sense, to denote which endorse the 
Rule of the Father. The invoked humanist criticism do not have to be enunciated by a 











ability to address the ~u .... ~.'''' L1I'AY' ..... "'~U Man's lost 
illustrates gendering of humanism's subject. Todorov's 
"hel , and at times the female pronoun to illustrate a general case. It is 
uses 
even more 
in Todorov's discussions of humanism's subject, the "he". 
nrl,'\1"l"l,V contends that humanism modem democratic society, as will 
At the same time, his of the philosophical conditions which 
made and American possible fails to fact that 
.uv-.. ... '" democracy meant, initially relatively recently, votes men. 
points to liberal humanism's tendency to extricate the political, 
it (as mere drama either above of politics (as art) or 
(7). This 
to divorce art 
a humanist tradition lit" ... "."'{, criticism has 
is repeated by many .a ..... "a. Shakespearean literary 
separation of art and politics is directed at the tum-
V.I. .. ",r""".""' ...'u ..,""'" ... , and the British of an Amoldian 
sense of Culture (Hawkes, 1986). this apparently actually 
authoritarian and conservative, male, bourgeois humanism -
"denote [ s] the ruling assumptions, values and meanings of the epoch" (7). 
IS in such a picture, much which to object, and and frustrations 
anti-humanist radical critics are understandable in this light. 
Dollimore, KP.I~P.V aCK:nO'Wle:agl~s that humanism as a philosophy shifts and 
develops, is not monolithic. monikers use point to this - Dollimore's 
essentialist humanism ...... "' . ..,,,,, ........... different elements Belsey's 
humanism. Soper also to differences in inflection across humanism, when 
discusses what she calls a modem" 'technical . She contrasts this mOiaelD 
humanism to ... ,."'u ... ',,,.,, ........ "" humanism, which saw as a 'free and sovereign 
determining his 'own without constraint barrier' "; and to "the 
eighteenth-century humanists" (1986: 14).8 She also sketches 










parameters of a mrlett~enth-lceIlltl " " humanism, a 
British humanism" (16), and a "Marxist humanism" (20). 
But Belsey insists that 
confirms 
are identifiable "woods as well as 
a profound '"'VJu .... ' ... "' •• "'''' our powers to come to know and 
control our Vlf'Omneltlt and destiny lies at the heart of 
humanism; we must acknowledge a continuity 
(1986: 14). 
to 
SK.(~tCJleS how humanism is In ........ J.., ...... ' .. 1I1f"'n.,cv study. 
u ..... ,u..., ...... J'U .... 1i.11Oi.:;U\...:.I to an eternally 




contradiction. Un.'>'.;)>'H is thus a choric elegy for lost prt;:st:Ill,;;l; 
terms of analysis are an of MacArthur's account of the 
and post-structuralist U.",'UL>."., oflanguage" on literary criticism's 1"InTH,\1"I of SUbjectivity, 
with its concomitantly deconstructive effect on "Western ...... , .. ..." .. ,,.... . "identity or the 




endlessly deferred by language", with subjects engaged in "a 
a 'presence' that language promises but can never deliver" 
hurnanlsm which un'h' .... not only 
18 
seeks to ,.p.£t,.p.'~Q 1'"Irr.tll1ep. at core 
itself.9 It u ..... ,"'." .... interpretative authority 
language 
as humanist 
meaning encoded in 
so it requires "a certain expertise, a u .. "''''~''' of judgement not given to all 
criticism "is a way of controlling knowledge", 
the 
readers, UIOi\"·a.U~'''' the meaning in question is text nor produced by the text 
points to the of trying to categorise "humanism" and "anti-humanism" as wholly and only 
opposite in theoretical and methodological intention (16-8). 
9 "Humanist criticism is predicated on the subject's inability to express the meaning of which the subject is 
nonetheless the Treating all texts as utterances, it undertakes to redouble them with another ................ p:" 
what the author meant, what we as readers are meant to understand. The point is to remedy the 
author's inevitable failure. The quarry is the source of the meaning only 











but is always elsewhere" (53). In this case the critic becomes the privileged 
consciousness, he who is able to claim the status of enunciating subject. And again, it is 
this concern with both chasing and mourning the ever-elusive subject, as well as the tone 
in which this is done (which locates the inadequate present in a particular relation to the 
lost idealised past), which has directly political implications: 
[T]he subject ofliberal humanism is a chimera, an effect oflanguage, not 
its origin. Meanwhile, the social and political are placed as secondary 
concerns .... In the subject's hopeless pursuit of self-presence politics can 
safely be left to take care of itself. And we can be sure that the 
institutions in question will in consequence stay much as they are (54). 
In this formulation it is again easy to see why radical critics would take umbrage with a 
mode of criticism that claims the moral high ground through its construction of a 
common, universal human essence which, when considered, is the reflection of the white 
Anglo-American patriarchal critic. It is also not difficult to see the moral and 
philosophical stakes in apartheid South Africa, in a criticism that replicates this logic in 
the context of such obvious and sustained inequality. Indeed, it is one of Martin Orkin's 
main concerns in Shakespeare Against Apartheid to reveal the ways in which 
Shakespeare has been mis-used, through being mis-read, to prop up the apartheid status 
quo. As will be seen, however, Orkin's criticism in its fundamental need to locate the 
meaning in Shakespeare, to replace an incorrect reading with a correct, emancipatory one, 
replicates the humanist logic it seeks to displace and critique. Humanism has proven more 
difficult to dislodge from English literary studies than it would seem from the anti-
humanist critiques mentioned above. 
MacArthur's overview of twentieth-century Renaissance literary criticism, which charts 
"how the changing notions of man and the human" affect literary critical thinking (1989: 
11), highlights the lines ofthought that connect and continue through literary criticism, 
even within ostensibly oppositional modes ofthought. So, for example, there are clear 
connections, in some shared assumptions, that run through, as she plots it, romanticism, 
modernism and new criticism, formalism, and reader-response theory. Even though she 
marks a "linguistic shift" (106) between modernism and post-modernism, the latter of 











movements or structures of thought also owe a debt to the scholarship they seek to 
overturn or reject. This debt is most obvious, she says, in feminism, whose "concern with 
a male/female dialectic, or a discourse of sexual difference, in literature has played a large 
part in historicising 'Man' and revoking his claim to universal human essence and spirit" 
(92). This concern, MacArthur points out, ultimately still depends on a reliance on the 
individual human subject. 
Equally, however, 
like the aesthetic humanists [her moniker for the literary critics against 
whose apolitical sense of High Culture and use ofliberal humanism the 
later generation of radical critics object], the new historicists apparently 
have their own nightmare of history which bears on their interpretation of 
the past (90). 
Following Jonathan Crewe, MacArthur suggests that the crisis of power-in-action located 
by so many new historicist critics is an allegory of 1980s academia; or that the concerns 
of this criticism might constitute its own "postmodern elegy for the lost self' (91). She 
ultimately concludes: 
[N]o literary interpretation, history, or theory escapes nostalgia for 
everyone is the subject of his own history ... Rather than create feelings 
of doubt or futility, however, this should challenge literary critics to 
accept the presence not only ofthemselves, but also of earlier moments 
ofliterary theory, in the past and in reconstructing individualism. This 
leads me to offer for consideration the prediction that a genuine 
humanism will necessarily be founded on nostalgia (110). 
Nostalgia is one of the informing affects of humanism for which it is criticised, because 
this humanism's nostalgia encodes a politically conservative yearning for an ordered 
society structured along recognisable and inviolable class lines. This vision of an 
organically structured society echoes the yeaming for the unfractured pre-modernist self, 
and may account for the centrality ofthe early modern period, as depicted in Tillyard's 
The Elizabethan World Picture, to the scholarship produced from this kind of humanist 
imperative. Tillyard's Elizabethan England is still rooted in its inherited "world picture ... 











and the hope redemption"; greatness of the Elizabethan age was that it 
contained so much of the new without bursting the noble form of the old (1972 
[1943]: 13; 16). book begins a discussion "Renaissance humanism"(11). The 
conservative, elements of Tillyard's vision 
Dollimore Alan Sinfield, who respectively 
of order" (Dollimore, 1985: 5); of: 
to 
been discussed by Jonathan 
construction of metaphysic 
a Shakespeare who is fundamentally confident about the hierarchical 
view universe and about the political order which that seems to 
legltllll1ate ... conservative[,]... on ideas 
human nature and the desirability of and ... hostile to positive 
political action (Sinfield, 1985: 131). 
Michael Bristol a "hermeneutics of reconstitution" behind pre:sem;e ofliberal 
humanism literary studies, which functions as a "strategy to keep faith with tradition" 
(1990: 16). It is thus 
fractured, unstable present. 
backwards-looking, is informed by a suspicion of the 
"background consensus" of liberal humanism, 
.... ""LU"'_,., scholarship as a disinterested love for the various products 
literary tradition and for the institutionalization of that love a 
substantive educational curriculum consisting of great works (16-7) . 
.L!1l1"''''U humanism, in context, on a sense of itself as ideologically neutral, and 
on a canon dlssernlIllate:d within an education system (Evans, 1989: 9). According 
relies upon to Bristol, humanism both assumes 
indivisable, complete text, which py.,.,r.,.""",,,,", this 
existence of an essential, 
Shakespeare's "absolute cultural 
authority over that interpreters". Thus this humanism is primarily concerned 
"a submissive empathy with the transcendent source of aesthetic experience". 
Implicit in this activity is a lllHlgrI.ess to submit oneself to authority (Bristol, 1990: 17) -
the authority of the and extension, presumably, of the literary critic who is 
specially placed to interpret the text. Accordingly, objecting or questioning reader is 
positioned as "not understanding , and the 










Critical discussion of the general validity of a belief system is deflected 
back towards the reader's capacity not just to understand but to assent to 
the text's message ... readers can misinterpret, but the play cannot be 
wrong (21). 
22 
This insistence on the authority of the text, expressed in terms of aesthetic absolutes and 
spiritual values, masks a conservative politics whose nostalgia for the past is also a 
nostalgia for "various forms of archaic repression" (ibid). This objection to the use of 
humanism to valorise a stratified society where none but the voices of the rulers are heard 
is one ofthe criticisms directed against Tillyard. to 
This humanism is English, bourgeois, problematic: a smokescreen for gender and class 
oppression. It also underlies the development of twentieth-century English studies, in 
ways linked to English nation building and to colonialism. However, this analysis is 
produced from, and for, Anglo-American history. It takes on different resonances in 
twentieth- century South Africa, resonances that are too easily overlooked by South 
African Shakespeareans who want to ally themselves with the revisionist critics in a 
laudable need to work against the hypocrisies of English liberalism in apartheid South 
Africa. 
MacArthur calls new historicism "a criticism of confrontation, even subversion, of the 
benighted criticism of former days" (1989: 80). This oppositional energy, the desire to 
speak against an ideology characterised as benighted, is one reason why the transposition 
ofthis mode of thinking to anti-apartheid South African Shakespearean criticism would 
seem to work well. But humanism, in anti-apartheid South Africa as well as in post-
apartheid South Africa, has in some ways a more complex meaning or presence than it 
does in the Anglo-American critique of its use in the development of English literary 
studies in general, and in Renaissance studies in particular, as a cornerstone of the study 
of Literature. Furthermore, the kind of Shakespearean criticism which wants to speak out 
10 See, for example, Graham Holderness, 1988b: 193. Here, as elsewhere in The Shakespeare Myth (John 
Drakakis refers, shorthand, to "a moribund Tillyardism" [1988: 26] ), and in the oeuvre of new historicist 
and cultural materialist critics, Tillyard functions as the representative example of all that should be resisted 











against apartheid fits within a of English liberalism, which is crucially informed 
by humanism and which part produced the South African writers who transformed 
Shakespeare into a of personal and political 
Indeed, as been nn'~"'t.>rI above, Todorov depiction of humanism ' 
omrrea by the critics discussed nt'(,~"l''1P~ an J .. ".vu.V'U account of the 
philosophy which stresses its potential to with "modem thought in its diversity" 
(2002: too, out that the total of humanism can result from a 
simplistic invocation of what humanism Humanism as a philosophy has multiple 
potential applications, even practice is sometimes problematic: 
need to distinguish ... between two levels of humanist 
between the constitutive of individuals in making 
and the assertion that history itself is the working-out of an 
lmmanel[u human be humanist in the sense without 
being committed to a teleo~~gical view of history or to the that 
a particular social to humanity's essential 
"being" or argument ... has to 
vU.1,IL.1a'~", these two positions and to assume that both are present 
humanist argument (Soper, 21). 
Furthermore, as Eagleton has pointed out, 
bourgeois humanist subject is not fact simply part of a clapped-out 
----"--J we can all agreeably or reluctantly leave if it is an 
increasingly inappropriate at certain levels of subjecthood it 
remains a potently others (Qtd. Lockett, 11). 
The potency ofthe bourgeois subject will oeC:OITle clear course of this thesis, as my 
is that the humanist subject in Africa can also resisting, 
Intrinsic to this ..,,, ... ,, .............. '" is petit-bourgeois 
aspiration. This will be dlS4:us:sed 1D more four five. At same 
rejection 
L", ..... "U ofthe subject's 
1 .... cr~·n1'" humanist subject is itself bya 
liberal to OOIlt1Cal justice. In(]lee4Cl, "[I]t is precisely 
uv ... 'a ... ~,,", human individuals have free will that liberation possible ... Human liberation 
cannot come about through the rejection or 
affirmation of individual freedom" (Brown, 
of individual autonomy, but by the 











made by radical criticism to the uses of liberal humanism in Jl..JUj"'u ..... ~ literary are 
connOelllnl!. the of humanism's role Shakespeare '"'LA ... "' .. " .... and materialist 
criticism that to comment on society which it is produced, is more 
cOlnoiex than a simple ofhumamsm can allow. 
Humanism and Human Rights: Humanism in South Africa 
Raymond Williams has detailed how the development of a modem, Western, notion 
"culture" is implicated industrialisation, and the concomitant growth of democracy as a 
bourgeois political system. According to Williams, "culture" came to in part an 
alternative to an increasingly un""' ...... ' .... "" ... , democratised society. "culture" came to 
refer an of personal and apparently private .... I>.~I .... LA ..... U''' .. (1958: xvii)." 
development notion of included a vu ...... ~'".v in the 
art and artist, and the relationship these concepts and their 
places 
and into 
socllerv This change, which Williams traces through the end of the eighteenth 
nineteenth centuries in England, includes the development a focus which 
we may characterise as humanist: "a theory 'superior reality' of art, as the seat of 
imaginative truth, was receiving increasing emphasis" as part of this process of the 
development of "culture" Williams on to sketch how the Romantic notion of 
the Artist, and the "emphasis on special nature of art-activity as a means to 
'imaginative truth' ", grew part out of "the opposition on human to the 
kind of civilization that was being inaugurated" tmough consolidation the middle 
classes and industrialisation (36). If Williams is correct, this kind ofhumamst-informed 
artistic imperative can be seen to be in character. However, Williams's 
formulation also stresses is the element of hope which informs nostalgia, in its search 
for that, at philosophically, do not encode 
an oppressive political practice: "What was was the stress to 
II This account of the ofa modem sense of "culture" as "a whole way oflife" (ibid) can be 
read fruitfully with Matthew Arnold's especially with regards to how 











a mode of human experience and activity which ...... ,'\nT'P"'" of society seemed 
increasingly to deny" (39); was laid down as a defensive reaction tJec:arrte the 
course ofthe century a most important positive principle, which in 
was deeply generally ............. ... (40); emphasis on a cr",."", .. " common humanity 
was evidently ne(~essar a new kind of society was "'VAUHll", to 
of man as rn"''-PI,U a "'I-"_"'U;&H£,'-'U instrument of production" (42).12 
It is not surprising that a humanist-inflected conceptual frarrtework should fit with a 
notion of art which seeks to counter an experience of objectification. According to David 
Medalie, humanism is based on a philosophical model which conflates and 
personality" (2002: The to the """""U,'ll" human society with the 
rounded and -developed human subject may partially account for the critics' tone 
frustration in face of an unjust modem SO(~lel;Y saturated with a humanist discourse. 
Furthermore, as Medalie points out, the .. n, .... t<! of making psychological model the 
basis for social policy arrtounts to more than the centrality of the individual"; it 
also minimises the impact of social and economic factors on the individual (33). 
about one the contradictions of humanism, is also by both Dollimore and 
Belsey. What Medalie's discussion highlights in addition to humanism's hypocrisy in 
action, is that as much as it is flawed both philosophically and historical action, 
humanism does also contain the possibility for political and social awareness, and a 
linked compassion that could be conceptualised as human or ethical. This emotion must 
surely underlie any material action towards large-scale socio-political change, for which 
leftist critics are working, 
Medalie points to the essemlall that corttmues to underlie this expression 
compassion. Thus out the foundations" of the statement: 
The material conditions of poorer working-class life are hostile to the 
an::ummelnt of personal they stunt physical and 
chapter two. 
12 This formulation, as it does not make room for as a even within its overt 
location in white, English, bourgeois history. Williams's silence around the shared of all the 











growth, but, more they maim 
will, sapping the roots of character (Hobson qtd Medalie: 
Central to purposes here, however, is an emphasis on at least possibility for 
compassion, as well as hypocrisy. Williams, too, offers a definition of humanism which 
stresses potentials, and not Thus humanism is ,;)"'"'1-''','5 spirit of 
-""'--J and cornDllSSllon< 29). Without adjectives of 
"liberal", "e~;sel[ltuu or "aesthetic", hUl10anlsm IS ttP· .. p."tlv ....... "''''' • .., ... by a critic 
within the same politicallTaumlon as the leftist 
Furthennore, in Williams's discussion of "The Romantic Artist" (1958: 3.0-48), it 
becomes that humanism does 
.. u ...... ,,,,, points to 
activities to 
essentially; automatically, and only have to be 
activities of the ... ,,'"" ........... '" .... poets, and to the 
nnpn .... ,. "The pattern and political] .......... ujO,V 
u .... '"' ........ which the Romantics was not background, as we may now [in 1 
inclined study it; it was, rather, mould in which O"P."pr!'l experience was cast" (31). 
the separation of "art" and "politics" belongs to a 
applied a " .... "','"'u .. ,'"' n.""\n".n of the role 
period, which 
society to the 
""" ... nT"and 
themselves] . 
"p .. 'h" ..... ' as disparate interests 
between which a man must choose and in act choice declare 
himself poet or were nonnally, at beginning of the 
century, seen as interlocking interests: a conclusion about personal 
feeling became a conclusion about society, an observation of natural 
beauty carried a moral reference whole and unified 
/ 
(30). / 
Williams is describing a politically aware humanism, a mode ofthought which, 
'-~'U"h cognisance of "the of man in society", also assumes the possibility of an 
organic fullness ("the whole and unified life") which is linked to the subject as "man". 13 











is an historical view elopm.em of a humanist way of understanding 
construction of the subject in Belsey's. The 
only in the emphasis (Williams is reintegration of politics 
poetry, Belsey with critiquing development of the 
modem subject). Williams's the possibiljty - even or 
has not yet been, realised - that a UWIUUU.,. understanding ofthe subject is not mtJnm;lCllll) 
outside the realm of socio-politics. It be added, however, following 
......... Elu ... El'" in which Williams's above, that Williams seems to 
a politicised humanist of the male subject. This refers us back Belsey's 
crucial point that humanism, for 
"U',", .. L1J gendered. 
claims to universality, has 
Medalie provides a ",,,,,.au,",,,, VY".L11"" 
philosophy in England during 
uses of liberal 11"""11..,ll1""'" as a..,"' ..... "' ... 
of modernism (2002: 
characteristics of ....... """L"".'" system of thought, as well as ...... "LU., .. LEl in detail 
"traditional bedfellow" 
from this comprehensive 
nmnalllsrn. A definition of .. ,-,.,un nUlnaln1Sln ""' ...... "' .. 0"·., 
analysis. Part of this definition, as {1P1.lPII"InF'{1 by 
"several generations of Anglo-American liberal-humanist critics of the 1950s and 1960s" 
(2), includes "the importance of personal relations, art, the inner life,." the individual" 
(Beauman qtd Medalie: 
the impersonal, the 
Medalie charts the 
New Liberals to ,,"""'U'V 
of this familiar. However, it 
patriarchal, the capitalist and 
on liberalism, and 
reInstate liberalism as an .... "'.va'FoY 
something to offer as a political as well as a moral framework. 
liberalism lays "'"'11-'11"'''' on the relationship between the 
despite its humanist-inflected pull towards the subject uber alles, 






can have a 
which as a 
Todorov, for whom humanism historically confirmed "the fundamental sociability of mankind ... [and the 











cohesive political philosophy sought to respond to were perceived to the waning 
fortunes of political liberalism, points is that liberalism can have benign or hopeful 
political intentions, not only hypocritical best and nefarious worst, as objected to by 
critics. Liberalism as a political philosophy South Africa grows out of 
British political liberalism. Thus the British Liberalism of the early twentieth 
century, and the political liberalism established South Africa the 1950s, share 
common roots. In the South African COIlte:u the IJV,'''' ... fLU'' ..... ''' of for both 
human justice hypocrisy are differently HUI"'''.',U by history. will be 
more detail in '-'HaUL"'. 
What becomes clear Medalie's discussion, which is of importance for later 
discussion of South liberalism, is that New L..!H" .. ,.uo;>,eu cannot escape its 
bourgeois nature (10). As Belsey demonstrates, the bourgeois comp nent of the 
humanism that developed within LJUj5U",H literary studies the half of the last 
century responsible the contradictions which cause the strain between 
upm 
humanism's intention, and what occurs socially and politically to human rights. Medalie 
details "dilemma [which] results from the reluctance liberals to up their 
entrenched eC(]lnOl[nIC advantages" (13). Spender points out that 
to that property was the of individual in 
our society explains the genuine dilemma of many liberals whose loyalty 
been divided the of freedom for a classless 
society the freedom few exceptional have been 
haunted by the that democracy, which they have political 
freedom, would achieve economic freedom threaten the liberties 
of the individual which from property (Qtd Medalie: 13). 
As as it is necessary to see contradictions of humanism, it is 
necessary to aware of where humanism and its opponents a common platform. 
Having shown how Romanticism contributed to the growth of a sense of the Artist which 
was useful to a later humanism, Williams points out the "continuity between Romantic 
Marxist ideas", one of which that the basic economic or1:l:aIlllzatlon could not 











MacArthur's of the relationship humanism, and 
there an historical conceptual continuity 
between these various modes of thought which vexes any sustained attempt to cast 
as opposites, although they at various times be combinations of disagreement and 
reaction to each other. Similarly, Medalie comments on 
which Hulme, Wyndham Ezra Pound and 
for declared the liberalism 
humanism has had the effect of obscuring the extent to which modernism 
was both shaped by, and implicated in, what modernists of a 
radically and were pleased to pronounce 
1'1"""' ..... "T (2002: 3). 
contradictory nature - as a philosophy of plenitude 
as a hopeful system of thought which contains the 
is fundamentally 
its own - can 
thus also be traced to relationship with other, apparently oppositional forces with 
it is in entwined. Robbe-Grillet comments on humanism's ability "to 
incorporate everything, .. ~,-, ......... ~ts things that may be trying to limit it, or even totally 
reject (qtd Medalie: 35). While this may one reason for humanism's tenacity, it is 
also a reason for the amount of opposition it has generated: "[W]hen so much is of 
capaciousness and malleability, failures to include or adapt to damn motivating 
philosophy as well as the attempts" (Medalie: Indeed, Medalie details 
Forster's exploration of the devastating results of the 
intentions 
of humanism's good 
In its <lrlrt1"p,~c! "programmes for .. "", ....... liberation" (1966: Williams's 
socialist is profoundly humanist: Marxist revolution will ensure society 
the incorporation all its ~"""~''''' as whole human beings," is possible (76); 
"Revolution remains necessary ... because there can no acceptable human order while 
the full humanity of class of men is in practice denied" (77).14 It thus problematic to 
14 John Noyes says that Marx's distinction "between a philosophy and an ideology of humanism" allowed 
him to "reject[ ... ] the former outright, while recognising the possibility of the latter as a tool for enabling 
political action" (2000: 58). This is not to suggest that aU forms of Marxism are concerned with human 
rights. A profoundly non-humanist analysis is possible, where "[t]he universality of humankind is negated 











set humanism as nothing more than moribund Tillyardism". Humanism South 
as much as it encodes a moral and OOllUcal hypocrisy, using humanism' s 
universalism and universal subjecthood to standardize a white nn.gw:m-:spe:aK:mg colonial 
identity, underpins an anti-apartheid drive TnUl<.1TF'" human 
IS a between humanism .cUll"',"_ Human 
HU~'~" •. lVH is reliant on affirmation of human suggests above. 
UUIJ""'''.'''\.1 in an .understanding subjectivity inflected by 
humanism: valuation the "human" elelmellt which implies the 
to rrelOOClm, and must be an extant subject to deserve this freedom. Accordingly. 
notion of "human for all" underlay African National Congress's 
resistance campaign relies to some extent on a humanist mode of thinking about civil 
subjects. 
For "[h]umanism is the ideology underpinning modem democratic since 
the principle of "the wilL.. over modem nation-states" (2002: 
1 0). One ofthe slogans in the 1994 elections was "democracy aU". Following 
of its resistance campaign, "human are linked to the new African 
"democracy"; each by 
informed by humanism. 
will ensure the 10 terms otlere~d here, is 
One three possible meanings of "humanist", says Todorov, is .. who tell us 
that we must treat hU11nan beings dec:entIV (2002: 29-30). It is in this "moral (30) 
of 
fullest sense 
that humanism and human rights connect. "Human rights" det:lenC1S 
basis "1U;'.~ "' ... humanity. Furthermore, humanism 
tells how men are: a race whose members are sociable partially 
uflideterrnl11led - and who to their. 
"',",U'V1", ••• it how they should be: human beings for 
themselves and according the same dignity to all (30 -31). 
The to freedom ",,,,,,'Lv'" could be rephrased as "democracy for all"; 










"human rights for aU". The twinned invocation of democracy and of human rights in 
South Africa is significantly reliant on humanism as a mode of thought. 
31 
In the stress on subjective will, and on the link between this autonomy and the right to 
political freedom of choice, humanism's affinity with liberalism as a political system 
comes into focus. In South Africa, the contradiction atthe heart of humanism manifests 
most evidently as liberal hypocrisy because of the unavoidably obvious intentions of the 
apartheid political system. Historically, liberalism was in many ways the province of the 
English-speaking white South African, located outside of Afrikaner Nationalism, but still 
occupying the position of coloniser, and still privileged by apartheid legislation. 
Mike Kirkwood explores the use of "legitimizing emotion" in the construction of white 
English South Africa's self-identification, which overwrites a more honest, and therefore 
more painful, understanding of South Africa's colonial history (1976: 102; 104). He 
offers a critique of the white English South African sense of having been the mediator of 
humanist values in South Africa, bridging the gap between Afrikaner Nationalism's 
racism and African nationalism's assumed anti-European imperative. Pointing to the 
hypocrisy of such a self-positioning, Kirkwood says: 
[W]e are not in the middle because we are on top ... Our political 
opposition to the evolution of apartheid since 1948 ... is limited to a 
discussion of the tactics through which domination is to be perpetuated 
(l08). 
This is one problem with the liberalism within the group identity Kirkwood assigns to 
South African English speakers. Using the work of Guy Butler as his representative 
example, Kirkwood describes this group's solution to its identity crisis as encoded within 
the statement, "we must unite to cherish and service the English language for the benefit 
of Africa" (ibid). This attitude, Kirkwood points out, is an obfuscation of the identity of 
the coloniser which underlies the history of what were, at the time of writing, "English-
speaking members of the South African ruling class" (123).15 
15 I acknowledge here that white South Africans can still be considered the economic ruling class of South 
Africa, not least in the current success ofneo-liberal economic policies which entrench the middle class as 
the group whose interests are protected. Kirkwood anticipates this situation when he says, "Racial economic 











Echoing one of the objections against the use of humanism in the construction of meaning 
art, Kirkwood goes on to ... "".uv,"" .. that it is artificial between 
and politics (a of Belsey's critique separation and which 
allows problematic self-deception, characterised as self-knowledge, to develop 
(110). Even the coloniser awakening to 
role", will 
self-knowledge, who "wishes to 
also be attracted by the humanist literature arising out of the first epoch 
of colonisation. the of a new world by Ralegh and 
Montaigne, for example, he admire temper of mind which allows 
humanism to ethnocentricity, and combines an empirical 
respect for detail with a readiness embody dream of the golden 
here too will soon to see contradictions: Ralegh's gentleness 
describing people is opposed by his participation 
in brutal colonization of Ireland nearer home; both and Montaigne 
approve of Christianity's spiritual imperialism (131). 
his 
Kirkwood traces development South English liberalism as a response to 
the political situation South Africa, especially 1948. also characterises the 
"Western culture" with which he sees liberalism as identifying as humanist and 
colonial in origin (110-15). ill way, he is discussing a specifically white South 
African .L.JU;5"~'" liberal humanism. While his objections to philosophy are relevant to 
any discussion of the shortcomings 
with Shakespeare's texts and reputation, 
founding tradition of Western humanism to 
humanism to a South African relationship 
are ""1-'''''''''''' of his to the 
Kirkwood sees white .LJU,5U~'" South 
that 
Africans as looking identity and absolution. 
While Kirkwood's critique of white "-''',Eo''''''' "'.Jvan.u"Ji'o identity "'V.'V"'U"', the tradition of 
Western humanism South has a more complicated history, and extends its 
influence to other incarnations and identities. The creators of what I will characterise in 
thesis in chapters four and five as a truly South African Shakespeare, were 
themselves humanists, products of the schools. It was thus this humanist tradition 
that produced a South African Shakespeare who, if only elements within the emerging 











sUbjectivity. Of course, these educated elite have not escaped censure precisely for 
believing in the humanist promise of universal human rights. The political implications of 
humanism as imported and used in colonial South Africa can be seen to be as profound as 
the cultural results. While a humanist education resulted in a rich African response to the 
literature encountered through the colonisers, humanism has also been held responsible 
for emasculating a founding generation of African political leaders. Ironically, many of 
these leaders were also the founders of what came to be the African National Congress, 
which having brought South Africa to liberation, now rules on the basis of a profoundly 
liberal-humanist constitution. 
David Chanaiwa offers a sustained analysis of "African Humanism in Southern Africa" 
which, while taking an absolutist position which does not allow for nuances of resistance 
in the writers he discusses, nevertheless provides useful illustrations of some of the 
problems of the operation of humanism as a philosophy in South Africa. Chanaiwa 
defines humanism as an "overwhelming commitment to th  ideology of individual 
dignity, non-racialism, and the brotherhood of mankind, which was not merely a 
philosophy of life, but a moralist crusade against evil, ignorance, and racism" (1980: 33). 
Because of the humanist education which shaped them, Chanaiwa alleges that the 
mission-educated elites "imagined a utopian world of universalism, nonracialism, and 
moralism that was antithetical to the racist world of settler colonialism". This 
understanding oftheir world was "unrealistic and self-defeating". As a result, they 
"achieved minimal practical gains before World War 1I" (9). Chanaiwa's analysis points 
to the propensity in a system which stresses "universality, nonracialism and moralism" to 
steer clear of revolutionary political action. In the context of colonialism as both a local 
and a global phenomenon, it is understandable that humanism has been accused of 
entrenching oppression while speaking a rational universalism. This is one of the 
manifestations of a contradiction in a philosophy which proposes a universal human 
essence while at the same time defining that essence narrowly, with conservative political 











Retrospectively, we can see that the were often so carried away by 
their humanistic impulse towards the universal .. and towards 
brotherhood based on Christianity, reason, and goodwill that they 
real, and problem of 
predatory settler colonialism ... They misjudged the parliamentary 
struggle English and Afrikaner which was nothing 
more than family differences between groups of privileged white settlers 
over economic and social dividends and over some of the psychological 
qualms of colonial domination (31). 
34 
political implications of humanism, ranging from an almost unintentional hypocrisy 
to an insidious deliberate attempt to prevent real change, are thus mapped 
Kirkwood's and Chaniawa's accounts. Humanism has been useful to both white .1..1'"'5'""""-
speaking South Africans, and to the group from which came a tradition of South African 
writing which was informed, both literally and symbolically, by a familiarity 
with Shakespeare as a symbol of the best of West em learning. This usefulness can be 
inflected by an understanding of the problems ................ u"' ... as pointed 
out by the ..... "'1"11"< .... radical as well as by Kirkwood and Chaniawa from 
South African .... "'?·., ..... .,...l"u"'" 
However, it is also important to remember that precisely in avowal of the human 
of all humans, based on a notion of something essentially humanism could be 
made to stand in opposition to apartheid's dehumanising policies. his defence 
statement made during the Rivonia Trial, Nelson Mandela's commitment to a democratic, 
humanist vision is central to both his argument his strategy. Mandela speaks of the 
Freedom Charter, which now underlies South Africa's constitution, as the political 
document which encodes "the concept of freedom and fulfilment for the African people 
in their own land", Furthermore, as part of his strategy to attain a society which 
emrelllcnc:::s human .. <W" .... "".L .... proclaims his "" ....... nrt for ,,,,,,,rpm conaemmea by 
as fundamentally problematic: 
The Magna Carta, the Petition and the Bill of Rights are 
documents which are held by throughout 
world ... I have for British political institutions, and for the 










dignity" .n,,'r\l.'TH. "that quintessential UU,lUQdU;:)U,", 




u ... 'e ......... ..,'''' of African life in South, ALl."'''' , and against which "we (1989: 184). His 
famous ,", .. ,.UHF. opposes racism to human rationality, and reaffmns commitment to 
aeltllOCnLCV Furthermore, in formulation, suffering informs, .... "" .. ,,..."""', and legitimates 
"''''bn .... ,''"''''. Suffering does not Dollimore. Thus, of a rational, 
of a humanity; of a Western f1Pln ..... ,("r!:lT1 system which is 
of the development and suttermg human subj ect' s 
IJ"'.'''''''''''''. inform Mandela's 
[The ANe's] struggle ... is a struggle of the African people, inspired by 
their own suffering and own experience. It a for the right 
to live. During my I have dedicated myself to this struggle of the 
African people ... I the ideal of a and free 
society in which all live together in harmony and with equal 
opportunities (178). 
Of course. for Mandela in !:In~'1'Tnpl Africa in 1964, it was imperative that he 
the points he wished to about what he ALL' ........ patriotism 
was understood as .16 Similarly, it is l". .... ' .. UJ .... that the discourse 
human rights which hopes of a new South failed as profoundly as 
and is being used as cynically and as hypocritically by the neo-Liberal current 
as humanist principles ever were by the developing ........ ,5."~ ..... bourgeoisie, by 
'"'v.v ....... " ... , or indeed by ..... vlJ .... "" ... of English ",.u, ... ",,,, - but that 
scope of the current m'V'esl1gIlL1l0n. The point is South Africa, 
- that, humaLDllim became a could use to "'ft,I'\"'<''''' !:I."",rl·h",,' 
16 While it was strategically important for Mandela to avoid dismissed as a "communist" in order for 
his moral point against the apartheid state to be made, the defmition of communism given during the State's 
'"'v ......... , .... '" address makes it clear that any opposition to apartheid could conveniently be classed as 
"communist" : 
Communism means ... in any doctrine or scheme which aims at bringing 
about any social or economic within the Republic by the 
promotion of disturbance or unlawful acts or omissions or by the threat of 
such acts or omissions or by means which include the or 
disorder or such acts or omissions or threats Trial: State's Address 











words, u\.U.UQJ'u .. J, .. at potential to be used in the service of the 
political 
u ........... , .. ..,.J, .. became available for Mandela to use as a powerful 
his inaugural presidential speech, the 
pvf· .. .,l1 ... ,h .... .,.·'U human disaster that lasted too 
humanity will be proud. Our 
r1.un, ... e.., must produce an actual South 
belief in justice, .:>u, ..... I!5,uu.' .. 
the nobility human soul and sustain all our hopes 
all (1994: 1). 
Similarly, Nation address on 24 May 1994, Mandela speaks to 
fragile and PtTlP .. Olno U""'Vll with the full humanist force of his personal authority: 
important challenge .. to help establish a social order 
trec::ctOlm of the individual will truly mean the freedom of the 
We must construct that people-centred society of freedom 
a manner that it the political liberties and the human 
all our citizens (8). 
analysis ofthe potential and pitfalls of humanism South 
nl"\" .... 't~,rI out the central way in which humanism underlies the 
South Africa. Humanism could be more easily refused by a 
nrn,np~ln tradition which he locates, as is appropriate for an essay on cultural In 
" ... "",,..'t .. ,,,, of humanism's barbarism ... which the Frankfurt School 
" ..... , .... u.,. culture" (2000: 54). However, 
OP'TlIPrl:! philosophy cannot be easily 
Sell-C(lllCepIlon of the liberation ",tT1·Ii'J'lYI 
to the new constitution, has been decidedly .............. .., •. 














co llapse into 
to create an ... u." "' .. un ... ' .. ". position which 
discourse it nnn,,,,,, .. -- (55).17 
Noyes \.I.I0'...,UO'0,",0 the need to be able to ... "" ........ '" "a general human identity, a common 
identity Africa today", and as the main task of the intellectual in South 
37 
Africa to articulate a utopian discourse which relies on of the human in 
But we have no smlces, cc::mceptual or structural, which to begin such an 
because tension h .. 1'lIT~·"'" ~ ... "',uu~ 
lOOlf!;emlent of "the impossibility of a "nl~", .. ,"'n1- ~"'''',l''U 




"common human ... identity", endorsed by anti-apartheid humanism, and what can be 
seen as "cultural or ethnic ... 1"1-.... '''' ....... ' .. ' as articulated by a post-apartheid "culture of 
Noyes's reminder that 
humanity, retains 
..... UU1U"~U the possibility of being translated into political .. ", .. ,,", ... In the context of 
on the need for .. h" ....... ", .... 
notion of "human 
practice" (60), 
is a communal or 11""1'\'", .. " 
such as Chanaiwa's, and radical critical history of the total refusal of 
.. ~,u"' ....... ,' .. as politically or philosophically acceptable, Noyes anew way to 
the of humanism 
out of hand. 
South make it more ..... U,U'"'U,H 
to 
Spivak addresses the need to .......... , .... universal humanism difference together", while 
ac~::nOWH~agmgpart of the problem with the suggestion that "you cannot have 
project without some notion of the ways which human beings are 
IS 
Historically, the who have been 
from above - slave-holders and proponents 
emancipatory 
Christianizing the natives, 
kind of 
17 Perhaps one version of such a contradiction can be found in Albie Sachs's celebratory paper on South 
African culture under the new dispensation, "Preparing Ourselves for Freedom" which, in to outline 
a South African culture capable of imagining a post-apartheid invariably falls into humanist 











so on - are ones have produced the discourse (1991: 227). 
is a vital reminder, and is part of the reason for the inclusion of the last chapter of 
this thesis. much as I point to the resistant, triumphantly transformative nature of 
South African Shakespeare, I want to the potential problems with liberal humanism, 
which are still present in the current political and cultural discourses in South Africa. 
the historical contradiction has raised be avoided only if the principle of 
a universal humanism - the place where indeed all human beings are similar - is seen to 
lodged their being different" (228). In other words, what we share is that we are 
different. the reminder that is not a monolithic concept. Then "notions 
difference rather than notions of identity" become "the basis of universal humanism" 
(229). This is a neat way of avoiding the philosophical problem of unified subject 
which at the heart of traditional liberal humanism, and which underlies the notion of 
the human subject recognised by a discourse of human rights. 
How, ifat do the possibilities raised by Noyes and Spivak change the possibilities 
inherent in a humanist Shakespeare? The radical Shakespearean critical tradition in South 
Africa has been understaffed, and vigorously oppositional in its energy. It draws 
on notion of humanism as it is expounded in the Anglo-American tradition, and does 
not engage with other uses to which humanism has been put in the anti-apartheid 
struggle. Precisely because of the failure to deal with the contradictions and ambivalences 
within humanism as outlined above, South African radical Shakespearean criticism is 
fundamentally theoretically contradictory, the humanist Shakespeare it seeks 
to is more detail in chapter three. 
"Liberal" and "humanist" are two different which quite 
notwithstanding of a protean philosophy ofthought called "liberal 
u~ .. ~,uu .... Not only are there different kinds of humanism - ranging from the kinds of 
thinking critiqued as "liberal", "essential", or "aesthetic" humanism, to what I have 
denoted here as "radical humanism", and including Williams's brand of Marxist 











contradictory, in South specifically. In a South context, "humanism" 
can denote African communality; it can be a way to the spirit ofubuntu 
(Makgoba, 1998; see chapter "Liberal" can mean any combination ofthe epithets 
privileged, conservative, white, racist. At same "liberalism" been proposed 
as the one true path for South discussed in "' ..... ..,."'. six). While 
infonned ..,vu.u,",,,, and development of an African 
UU\.J".U'" class, has critiqued as part of that tradition 
entrenched racial oppression by creating an African petit-bourgeoisie and keeping it tame 
(Chanaiwa, 1980). 
There is a political social which combines all of these elements of both 
humanism and liberalism. This history runs through mission schools' humanist 
education policies, Christianity, the founding of the ANC, and into 
struggle politics. is a trajectory which the liberallynchpins of the ANC, and 
of current political dispensation. Hn· .. "'·,,,,,,, the recent Lt .......... ,.'" debates on 
the role of liberalism in South be forgiven thinking that liberalism 
the current political dispensation were at different in the political spectrum. 
so much in South between schools of thought have 
stressed in ways which obscure similarities, and their conjoined historical 
development. According to much writing by white liberals, so-called "Marxist" 
thinking, which is characterised by a "~"l"nn critique ofliberalism as a political philosophy 
and as a social practice, belongs the struggle tradition of African nationalism, which is 
at most extreme as anti-white, which is to anti-liberal, fanatical, 
".v~ .. "...,,'''' and misguided in its concentration on as the core problem at root 
of South racialJ socialJ political difficulties (Butler, Elphick & Welsh, 1987. 
chapter six). 
Amongst complex web of material history, philosophical strands of thought, and 
politics, we can place development of writing English in South Africa. history 













an important part, both as a symbol of education and as an influence. 





white privilege and racism -
a tradition of Anglo-American 
'"'v.v .. J ..... and nationalist practices, for 
"h'.lIn;anistl(~" denotes all that is 
African, nn.,.\nC!f'n liberal (1998). 
Humanism as a of thought, characterised by philosophical history, 
played out colonialism, and implicated in of English literary ""uun""" 
liberalism. Expressing a fundamentally bourgeois imperative, both 
stress 
human, 
Due to "his" status as ultimate expressor of the universally 
"his" role in national systems and in global 
of cultural ", ... n. ... ,,_ ::Shal\~eSl)eaJre is implicated 
problematic But there is """£\;ru",,.. 
::sn~lKe~;;pe:are, cnalI'actenseo by the same 
South 
"his" 
corlte~:t. This other Shakespeare was 
post-apartheid South Africa. 
to explore a cultural .......... ,"' .... 
use made of Shakespeare the 
of this complex South African ................ . 
",.v..., ... ", ... of an indigenous literature 
the course twentieth century. I similarities between 
that so presented thems lves as includes radical ::snaK(~speru: 
criticism relationship to what it humanism. It a 
colonially-disseminated Shakespeare in a of cultural resistance 
At same time, I point out that while development of literature written 
can of as having one trajectory which relies on both a .................... OJ, .......... , 
colonial tradition and a sense of opposition to racism and entrenched 
..... • .. ~ru "'_ ......... be valorised as without due attention being paid to its 
Class and gender are factors in the expression trajectory-
both how and in why South in English developed in way that it did. 











emerges from an exploration of a particular "'-"~'J of a use Shakespeare in South 
Africa is a black, African, middle-class, trajectory which is liberal even 
as it nl"".tpC!t<! against hypocrisies of white liberalism. 
route to a more detailed of this trajectory in 
by Shakespeare's role as the embodiment 
This a brief investigation genesis, development, 
I1t" ... ",,,·'U studies. an exploration of English l-it" ... "' .... , 
about its, concomitantly, 
colonised states. This subject 
status 
following cnalPter 













Chapter 2: English Literature's Shakespeare in South 
""".LV .... '" iriteI'est in the possibilities 
fail to become a pre:occ:up,ano1n 
...... u'5u<.u •• is [not] directly, yet, a question 
closed down ~long with other eCOlnOlmu:;alf 
unproductive ... areas ... Rather, it is a question, posed 
what .. Whether it has a future, whether it "",nuuI 
as a discipline, and if it does, in what ways it 
There is a crisis education ... More than ever betore 
history nation, educators are compelled to confront 
have .:u,,:I.I."""\.1 ... '... ' .. ", .... F> practices in our society ... 
most radical of possibility in the academy. 
. . . 
unaware growmg cnSlS 






"1J""u,n,." to some ofthe issues facing university .LJlll51l"'U 
today. In fact, the extracts come In 
Leavis's ===::.=...:==-=",,-,=:...:..==:.;..' written in 1943, seeking ""VA ... "' ......... 
as a social and edllcatlonal crisis crucial to England's sense of national 1<1PTOT11'" 
42 
saw 
fibre (9); Widdowson's contribution to a book published in 1982 that adclres:ses an 
Anglo-American 
universities in Q..,ito, .... 
in 1994 and OlS(;Ussmg 
the introductory 
published just over ten 
What this 
reception, and """",uvuU'''''' 
.LJlll5H"'H literature as it affected education nn!lCtlCeS 
hooks's introduction to lla9nn~urnl§g~~, 
llb1eratorvpotential of education 
1990: 1). 
otatlorls ........... ,"'.,,,,.., is that a crisis of identity, purpose, 











South and not unique to our current political, ,;,v\.<,u;u, or economic climate. There is 
arguably "'VAU"",AU"FO. endemic to origins of -",O"~'" as a discipline that has 
which continually U"'i~tAILJl1jm"';~, or mistrusts, itself: 
Some may .. that price - consistency, in sheer of 
salvaging legitimacy of an activity for status as a "genuinely 
worthwhile mode of knowledge" we rarely had more than its own 
is too great (Davis, 1982: 36). 
tle(:all::;e English literary was established to ... ..,,,,,,,,u and 
to a 
relationship with, a construct called "culture'" the discipline is a constant state of 
struggle, the entity "culture" with which it is "" .... TuTn·"'." English as a discipline has 
signified the transmission of "high culture", Matthew Arnold's anarchy-countering, state-
"u,,,,,,,,uvu dependent, internally personal "pursuit of total perfection ... the which 
been and in the (1994 [1869]: 5): discipline also encompasses a 
of activities which include analyses of "everyday culture" (During, 
1993; Williams, 1958). development of the discipline of English literature is linked 
to a specific historical-cultural-political enterprise, ~nd carries 
accordingly. 
legacy of its inception 
At start investigation into development of English literature as a discipline 
in nineteenth-century India, Viswanathan warns: 
[T]he discipline of English came into own in an of colonialism ... no 
serious account growth and development can afford to the imperial 
mission educating and civilizing colonial subjects in literature and 
thought a miSSIon in the long run to Western 
cultural hegemony in enormously complex ways (1989: 2).2 
I Janet MacArthur details how the "romal:ltic-exlpre~;sivist enthusiasm" 
'critics "was put into the service of establishing a disciplinary status for A-Ue,U"U 
(1989: 11). She also details at some the studies in early twenUf:tn-c:enlturv 
England, and the role of as in these discussions (1989: esp. 
2 For an alternative account of colonial education one which aims to counter some of the broad 
criticisms of colonial education pra.ctIc,es g(meraliy and to nuance the discussion 
by insisting that practices differed to geography and in see Watson, 1982. For an 
explication of the view that "It can hardly be used schools 
as a means of social control" in Africa at least, because of the mdlepelndentrole of the mission schools after 










Viswanathan illustrates that the deliberate use of English literary education for social 
control was begun in India even before it was implemented in England amongst the 
working classes. She demonstrates that the development of English as a subj ect is 
inextricably tied into processes of colonisation in India, albeit in ways that reveal the 
internal contradictions and vulnerabilities ofthe imperial mission. . 
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The power that the English literary text had to shape conditions in the colonised world is 
commented upon by diverse practitioners of literature, located both at the receiving end of 
literature that was implicated in colonial discourse, and at the point of production of 
literary colonial discourse. The Malawian poet Felix Mnthali insists on the connection 
between the dissemination of "Eng. Lit." and material conditions of power in "The 
Stranglehold of English Lit." (Moore & Beier, 1984: 139-40): 
... if we had asked 
why Jane Austen's people 
carouse all day 
and do no work 
would Europe in Africa 
have stood 
the test of time? ... 
Your elegance of deceit, 
Jane Austen, 
lulled the sons and daughters 
of the dispossessed 
into a calf-love 
with irony and satire 
around imaginary people. 
While history went on mocking 
the victims of branding irons 
and sugar-plantations 
that made Jane Austen's people 
wealth beyond compare! 
Mnthali addresses English Literature by addressing a series of questions directly to 
Austen as its representative. By invoking an author who was (and is) taught as 











was TP(,'PHfPF' through the tertiary education Austen is also apposite because 
is known as social critique, documenting and commenting the manners of her 
The question that Mnthali asks in this extract directly addresses the discrepancy between 
particularly ....... '0 .. ",.. world universalised as expressive of common human experience, 
and ... · ..... u.,," of African under colonialism. Mnthali points to broader economic 
system that enabled Austen's people" (thus, through possessive, emphasising 
national character of the literature, and linking fictional world with the material 
reality of the i.Jlll"U"'J", "' ..... v ... ".V aU day/ do no .,,~~.," which is not acknowledged by 
the literature. It is I.JJ. .... "'."''''. the absence of acknowledgement of material reality he 
characterises as "deceit", 
The "elegance" deceit is 1tpl~T'lnp~~<: of English Literature pr(~Seltlt In r.o. ... ,,, ....... 
"irony deceitful system is seen in "calf-love" 
engendered "' ......... "' ...... "'. The implication is that it was the literary 
quality of English literature that "luned" 
beauty, what the English - their 
colonised into believing in the literature's 
t ...... 'n" ... - were saying, at the expense 
seeing what the English were doing in Africa. So in addition to the literature being guilty 
of omitting realities exploitation the colonies, it is partially responsible 
perpetuating colonial conditions. Mnthali concludes: 
Lit. .. 
was more than a joke -
it was heart 
of an conquest. 
Rudyard Kipling's poem "The White Man's Burden" coined a .... n .. ·""e" with to 
conceptualise the so-called "civilising mission" he presents the English as nobly 
acc:eptlng. "The Man's (Kipling, 1930: encodes the assumption 
that the White Man, 
had the duty of 
ret're~;ented. by his most supreme V'H.VVUUJ"""U, 












pO~sse:sses. Superiority is indicated not only by whiteness which metonymic ally 
indicates his purity; it is expressed through glorious history of which 
English literature is both product proof: 
Take the White Man's burden-
forth the best breed-
Go bind your sons to 
serve captives' need; 
To wait in heavy harness, 
On fluttered folk and wild-
Your sullen """""'''''''''i:). 
Half-devil and half child ... 
Take up White Man's 
And his old reward: 
blame of those 
the hate ye 
The of hosts humour 
(Ah slowly!) toward the light: -
"Why brought bondage, 
"Our loved night?" 
up the White Man's burden-
dare not stoop to less -
Nor call too loud on I:<rel~aom 
cloak your weariness; 
By all ye cry or whisper, 
By all ye leave or do, 
sullen peoples 
Shall weigh Gods and you. 
The discursive strateg es used to represent the colonised as morally, politically, and 
are subtle. The "captives", "fluttered ... and wild", are both childish 
devilish, they swarm "hosts" and, the children oflsrae1 blinded by OPT1iPrlOl 
of slavery, cannot see the truth of their leaders' or pre:seIlce of God, for 
so long what, in their ignorance, they have come to "love[. . , their 
night". fact of their attachment to their moral bondage becomes proof of their need 
















for speech, and by implication certainly not that most eloquent and carefully structured of 
speech, literature. That what they can express they do sullenly, further marks the kind of 
speech to which they have access as child-like, immature, and inarticulate. Underlying the 
binary of (white) civilised} (black) uncivilised Kipling is using here, is the lurking 
presence of English Literature as part of an inheritance which becomes proof of the moral 
superiority that justifies political and economic intervention. "Culture", as expressed by 
the presence of a history which is chronicled partly through great works of literature - "all 
ye leave or do" - becomes the motivating factor for colonialism. 
The belief in English moral superiority, expressed in poetry and thus contributing to one 
of the systems which chronicles that superiority, is an example ofMnthali's "elegance of 
deceit". The act of passing on the conviction of superiority (with all the implications 
which justify imperialism) by passing on English Literature as a discursive system which 
encodes this conviction, is what Viswanathan caBs "voluntary cultural assimilation as the 
most effective form of political action". Minutes recording an exchange in British India in 
1838 raise the spectre of Kipling's construction of the White Man: " 'The Natives must 
either be kept down by a sense of our power, or they must willingly submit from a 
conviction that we are more wise, more just, more humane, and more anxious to improve 
their condition than any other rulers they could possibly have' "(1997: 113). For Kipling, 
the truth ofthese superior attributes propels a moral imperative for action. The additional 
element of political control, without the overt tone of self-sacrifice and moral 
responsibility, is brought out here by the emphasis on "keeping down" the "natives", if 
not first through "power" directly, then by a belief in the English right to rule. Indeed, 
Viswanathan comments: 
Implicit in this statement by a high-ranking British official [J. Farish] in 
the Bombay administration is a recognition of the importance of self-
representation, or the production of an image ofthe "ideal" Englishman. 
Logically, there were two sources from which the colonial subjects could 
derive an idea of the humaneness and justness of their rulers, one actual 












Given that actual behaviour of the ........ ,E;u ..... in India could seldom up as a 
model of humaneness and justness India Company's CP'-1"""'T'" were sent 
to were charged by ...... u,5U".uu .• "' .. themselves with mtlemper'anc:::e and rapacity" 
[114]), it bec:arrle increasingly important to rely on representational sources to do this 
.... u,""'u ..... as a benign and and Viswanathan 
details which the u .... ·u, •• ' ..... arts of England were ------..1 put to use to 
convey an of the 'ideal' t!.nl;lIS!I:lm,an" (1 This 
reforms education explicitly <1e~UgIle<1 to counter the charges caused by 
was also tension the behaviour of the East India Company's staff in India (114-5). 
n .. rnl"'~T'I parliament and the missionaries working in India, which was "productively 
U"'J"!"." the introduction ...... ui5u".u.literature" (119) which acquired a quasi-
.......... onOl:emlal. She details the cultural implications of the religious 
education 
.... ,"'''' ..... its 
that developed: 
strategy of locating texts 
sordid history of colonialist expropriation, material "'A~"V""''''VU' 
class and race oppression European world the 
Englishman known to the through the results of his mental labor 
him from the plane of ongoing colonialist .. production 
of thought defined the true essence, all other 
........ ,"'''' • .., of his identity - personality, actions, behavior... split 
betwe(~n the material cultural practices is nowhere " 
than in the rarefaction ofthe rapacious, exploitative, 
reflective literature (127-
8). 
"split between the material and the cultural practices is precisely 
overrides the 
should not be 
by Mnthali, and demonstrated by Kipling, whose 
..... Quu •• i:> of historical action (which would suggest that the White 
all he says and production of an idealised figure - the English 
is embodied for high comparison to his 
'1'1<>1rn1&'" ",I"" ...... """, who have neu:ner culture nor with which to AV ..... A',." 
use of written English as a ............. ,." to dominate even the .\Ju.n .. 










Brian Doyle suggests the "more direct exercises of power" undertaken through use 
the word began with 
IJ~A.n .. '.... forms, and the 
Tudors'development a national currency of written 
status accompanying such forms (1982: Thus 
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development relation commodification rank; 
and, its ability to 
of the state to 
as well as 
nOtlOn of literature, are 
power of censorship, the 
5',#&.UUAUV to the .v"' ........ , .. 
or' .. " .. ""' .... of English literature (Febvre & Martin, Wall, 1993; Marotti, 1995). This 
the act ofms;8t::IIlUli:llllUg written texts has always been implicated the 
Op(~ral:lOrlS of power on both and material even before standardised, 
",vu.~nu teaching was as a means tra11SnllSSlon of texts, with concomitant 
agendas for both English working "' ...... "''''''' colonial Empire. 
wa Thiong' 0 the suppression 
as an integral part 
language and 
colonisation 1'\lI"r.,..."",,, 
UUI.,U'" .... , ... ''' education as a """"",...,... "The French ... had 
assimilation. The English ... <:lT1,n,u called it ea"€CairZ01f' 
the whole nrCICe!iS a name: 
the 
of 
systematisation of English in schools and unllverstt:ies War 
finds that "even at most humane and In'''''''''''' [English 1t", .. ",t",.... necessarily 
"'.Ln,,,, ... ',.... the European 
aernm.emal to the 
VLL'~U~'''' of history", a perspective which Ngugi IS 
sense of self (1 91). More than that, obj ects 
that this humanist use ..I.JUjt;U"'ll literary au .... v .. reduced complex incisive work 
to writing of "mindless 5""'''''''''''''' whose only "'''''.L''U>'''''U quality was a sense of 
compassion": 
These writers, had the sharpest most penetrating observations on 
the European culture, were often taught as if their only concern 
was with themes birth and death. Sometimes 
their was presented as one more English gift to world 
alongside the Shakespeare and 
brought light to was a teacher our ""' .. VVI 
used to say that Shakespeare and very simple J..JU5U""", 
someone pointed out that Jesus The 










the colonised mind of the colonial child is nul''''''''';> 
ImDo~sea upon by a tradition which deems 
[cultural] alienation ... it does not matter that the .......... "">"1",,,<1 
humanist tradition of the best in Shakespeare ... "(1986: 
thus culturally. 
point of view of 
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--IalUluageofhumankind" (1986:109), and presenltati()ll as v ..... " .. ." ... personal, 
"' .............. , and political consequences for those are 
discussion of the politics as a discussion of 
human liberation ... a call for the ofthe real 
language of struggle" (1986: 108). Thus upon one 
.............. 'u", ... to counter the presence of another. 
predication of the concept of humanity to 
.......... .., .... ("human liberation"); it is commonsensical that human 
ForNgugi, the hypocritical promise of universal 
West is adversely affected by the medium through which 
_".~u~' .. as a language has a history of use which .......... ,'v." 
as an of human rights. 
u .. , ............ _' contrasting the history of the 
J,JU,5U"'U as a language, he pointedly sug;gests 
implicated is a legacy that users of the 
---"--J of imperialist aggression against 
...,u,:.u~.u would a credible candidate [for a language 
apl)llc:an'ts must in the meantime work hard to remove 
.... ,.u ... .., as sexism, national chauvinism, and ...... ,cr<lt·,,, .. 
nationalities and races so as to meet the criteria of 
..... 0 ..... 0" for the world. In this respect Kiswahili would 
candidate for the world language. It already 
having grown in the graveyard of other ... AU_O .. 'AO "''''' 
has created space for itself in Africa and world without 
national chauvinism. The power of Kiswahili not 
ae]:lemlea on economic, political, or cultural aggrandizement. It 
of oppression or domination of other cultures. And yet 
IS now as a major language in eastern, central, 











Ngugi is suggesting that English 
humanity (and here 
without much reparation, be a language 
"",v •• .uu •• "",,, "humanity" with "struggle", calling into 
a differently-inflected .. WJ.u ....... ""u .. , i1"",n11r", strong tradition of a literature that is 
presented as universal in ext)reS:SlOn. The colonial 
spread of English globally becomles part character, in 
continued presence in neC)-COICmHU 
a beast is surely an activity not only ""'J.J'A"''''''' 
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IfNgugi is correct, the HUVAL'''' ... AVAJ'.:> 
are serious: housing and reeOlI1lg 
justify, but dangerous for the of its keepers, who will continually subject to 
amlIlc:am:ms of working with the sly and contrary the negative psychic 
many post-colonial literary study insist on the nature of 
Lit.' s relationship once colonised by the discipline with which now 
have a W(]ITKllllg 
Despite her " ..... 'u .. '",.., lIlvest!jgatlOn history of English ....... 'J. ......... as a tool of colonial 
control in India, Viswanathan ultimately concludes that the IUV'"",,',U 
British Empire and ...., .. ,5H~ ... 
simple lessons to be "''''T-'''''''' 
is not to be "readily are no 
this history, least of all the lesson 
be swiftly undone by hurling away the texts it institutionalized" (1 
Viswanathan acknowledges that literature is still being La.U,!;lU 
universities, and wants to that activity from its imperial 
today's India 
was that an unquestioning acc:eDl:an(~e 
values is now firmly institutionalised there 
3 In contrast, Aijaz Ahmad of the Indian university's ··"'''"'n''1'." .. relation with 
dependencies upon - its British and American counterparts... there become 












She points to that the relationship between imperial practices and 
what currently in is not simply causal: "[I]n an effort the 
relations between .LJU.511~'" studies and colonialism there always 
an overriding determinism in the relation" (1989: 120). Viswanathan needs to point to the 
complexities in locating a direct causal continuity present and will 
have a case the rejection of the within which she works. if English 
"''''1'~ru study's colonial history is taken into account fully, the conclusions for modem-
day departments of English in ex- or neo- colonies must be similar to those made in what 
calls the Nairobi Literature ueoatle: ""'''F.'.A':>'' departments should scrapped in 
response an acknowledgement of the mtenl10rlS and e1H~cts of colonial uses of -"J"""~'" 
literature (1986: 87-108). Ifthe establishment development of English literary 
as a are as implicated a project of (and political 
control, as well as the development of a nationalism which would prop up 
projects, as Viswanathan, Ngugi, and suggest (Belsey, 1982; Longhurst, 
1 • is it enough simply to conclude that the continued existence of the discipline 
overwrites the conditions its birth? 
it is from Viswanathan's own work, as well as from the work of her colleagues, 
that ....... ,.., ... .., ... literature does indeed have a valuable Indian history,S awareness of 
spread 
range 
ideology, discourse or language constrain subjects, they do not imprison them, nor 
are subjects immobilised by power". Accordingly, Ashcroft wants 
a principle of post-colonial agency which concedes, on the one hand, 
central function oflanguage in "forming" SUbjectivity, but which 
ourselves". It is in English faculties that "this parasitic intellectual dependence of the Indian 
university upon its metropolitan counterparts [is] so obvious" 44). 
4 "A connection ... exist[s] between the material plunder of South Africa by capitalists, the 
continuing racial subordination of the majority of the population, and the teaching of Shakespeare" 
(Johnson, 1996: 72). For a discussion of the Great Tradition's links to colonialism and South African 
liberalism, see Vaughan, 1984. 
5 The work of Ania Loomba, to which I will refer repeatl~d1v is one example of 











to intexvene in the TnQT"'''''' 
sunnreSSl()ll in order to '1raI1lS10rn}" them (2001: 47). 
the lamguage literature - has trarlsl0rm(~G by South 
made fruitful use of both. role of English Africa as a of 
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resistamce has been discussed (Mphahlele, 1984; Kirkwood, 1976; Pechey, 1994), making 
it that English as a ...... ,0 ..... '5"" partially GlssernlIllate:a by a tradition literature, does 
a complex to its colonial 
'"-'U.O .. "'H literary study's is only a of its life. Wyk 
acknowledges the colonial political agenda embedded in both ....., •• ,0> •• .., ... l'i-_<>, ... 1 
study amd its spread. nUl'"",,,,,,. he rejects the notion that English has to defined by its 
political V"E';HllU,uj;:;''' It may not be (following Arnold) "am for 
'the is known amd ... ~~,... .. world' "but it is not necessarily 
only "so much cnc ... """T elitist cultural "'<l,."'<lOr",,' (1990: 10). too, 
the notion of English refer to the I1t.,'r",t1"r", of England -
amd specifically :Sh.lkespe~are - do not offer sornethmlg of worth to amd of 
(1988). 
Africa :Sh~lkel:;pe;are' , as a body of texts 
amd as am icon of education civility, was a component ofthe 
disseminated during colonial education development. And yet the of 
"Shakespeare" by 
imperialism. 
is not amy "Africam" for being UUIJ ........... u in cultural 
identifies two "contrasting. . . of Africam 
amenable to amd one hostile (1990/91: 31). The Wright classes as 
liberal, engaged with modern world, international in its amd aims (in 
words, although not named as such by Wright, humamist). latter is" 'closed', 
'oppositional',. . . amd "largely the of a minority of the intelligentsia" 











Shakespeare, .~,.., .. __ . and Wright counters claims of 
"Uj5""L'"U''' malPprOlJlnatenless by pointing out that African have 
asked for by to debates that complicate the between 
literature and lQUa ...... a ... acquisition (33-4). 
It is clear which ofthe two traditions Wright feels is more ofthe will of the 
majority African and which is more beneficial to The discussion of 
humanism in chapter one ofthis can be to complicate Wright's separation 
what appears to be a humanist tradition what to be a (34) one. As 
I argue removal politically potential from humanism can seen to be 
artificial in a South African context. In addition, as Wright on to suggest, 
Shakespeare has become a component African culture, and as Ali details 
African political life as 
Wright offers a detailed exposition of why was, an 
1111" ...... ''' ...... on African and He locates Shakespeare's and 
longevity and in factors that are far less than Viswanathan's, 
although he recognise internati nal enjoyed by Shakespeare 
influence of the nineteenth century idea of a liberal education" (33). first factor is 
initial paucity of African dramatists, led "naturally" to filling the 
gap in (Wright is not primarily with the historical behind 
"the international prestige by , and the of 
as the obvious solution to a in syllabuses whose contents themselves 
carry historical and implications). 
second is the prestige attached to a education Wright 
tendency "conservative" characterises those who do 
not support the rational, internationalist voice of African, cu!tural 











crude u ........... 'E> [Shakespeare] with a vast western conspiracy of racism and 
exploitation .... 1'\~..,..!Ol'''''''11 vulgar Marxist 
Wright's firm commitment to a universal ~na.lc(~spear·e IS in the conclusion 
essay. .... ,,·{l"" ... ·"'1"ICf the various ways relationship with 
was maintained, from eGlLlcaltlon' ...... "'1"~1".'" to amateur dramatics to 
diplomatic 
judgement: 
'''''''1'\'''''' of the British Council, final paragraph turns to aesltnetlc 
Shakespeare in post-colonial 
"'V"'VH~/V of any mention quality as a writer ... 
become part were not the "' ............ "" 
no or educational 
habituation could prevent him OUU'UIJ:; 
It is this unique quality which the apparently 
ast;atmlg incongruity of presenting four-hundred-year old plays 
culture, written in an of English, to young people 
las~;rOClms and lecture theatres Africa (46). 
The reassurance about Shakespeare's unique greatness, in a conclusion which 
seems 
entlren(~nrnlent that Wright has detailed, ......... 1" ... .,,, the processes 
conditions in favour ....... ~ .. uv, unnameable "unique 
tail end of a worked hard to 
worth to Africa. uelemnv<::ness is typical 
.. "' ...... VJ" .... ~"" who have allied themselves humanist tradition 
~na.lc(~speal·e in South Africa in these terms. 1-' ..... .,,, ... ,,,, it reflects the 
unjustly implicated in what "a vast W estern COlt1Stnr~lCY 
and exploitation".6 
6 
"'''''1<II.JJ''''. Guy Butler's defensive editorial on the founding of the i:)ml,K~Sp!;;l:I,r~ St\'-'lP.lrv· 
believe this is neither the time nor the to be a to encourage the app,recllaticm 
dramatist who was born in a foreign land over four hundred years ago ... South Africa has more 
matters to attend to. It certainly but that does not mean that long-term interests must be nell:.tectea. 
There are occasions when urgent matters may benefit from our to matters 
Imt:~ortancle" (1987: v). The apparently liberal ideology objects to the apPIroplria1tion of 











is a history of South lTlI~~TI'~ finding uses for u..,<U\.~," This is in critical 
and creative which to, on, or utilise Shakespeare as a body of texts, as 
indicative of educational status and ability, and as symbolically useful (Gray, 1997).7 
Mphahlele's vision of "The literature ofthe ..... u,E)u,,' .. speaking people in South 
Africa, as the literature of blacks" (103) begins with Caliban as an image of defiance 
(Mphahlele, 1984a). Themba's identification of Elizabethan England with 
energetic life of Sophiatown operates as a vehicle 
cultural comment (Themba, 1963; see chapter five). 
political as as wry 
Mazrui claims an even bigger debt to the Western literary canon than this harnessing 
familiar imagery and invocation of cultural weight, and is useful to South Africans 
speaking an African acceptance of Western literary traditions. Myrtle Hooper, 
"Canonisation in Context: Metaphysical Poetry at a 'Black University' ", quotes Mazrui 
thus: 
[I]n some important sense, African nationalism has literary origins. 
arts schools played their part in giving shape to ideas. The ..... uiOu.:'u U"UJ;;IUCl.;;:,1;> 
afforded access to new intellectual The cultural 
started tradition of organized political disputation. But it is in the nature of 
nationalism to be inhibited in acknowledging a debt to foreign inspiration. 
Shakespeare for a Western literary tradition. can respect 
Shakespeare as a Western genius - but Africa can only rarely acknowledge him 
as an African inspiration (qtd Hooper, 1990: 161-2),8 
Similarly, Wright says, "All the major literary figures of modern Africa have used the 
technology of the book to become intellectual of the world. They have .... ,,, ....... 
what gleaned from diverse, non-African sources with their own and 
inspiration, to plough something new back into the soil of Africa" (1990: 280). IS a 
fecund and hopeful notion, but it overlooks the complex power dynamics inherent in 
==-== are also examples. His 
=="" ,£,!!£,,!~~illL;!l!....JUill!!::E, M1llillLM2.A.QQYWQ1hmg, and "at least part of' ==::.... 
fiaj~memts (Couzens, 1988: 64). See chapterfour. 
Th~ng!~bfi!J2.!ill.J,,&mn!Q!!~ill!!, Mazrui is also clear about the importance of the Anglo element to 
what he sees as the Commonwealth. Writing in 1967, he points to the importance of the 
British fellowship that ties Commonwealth countries the ultimate what could a New 












orCICe!iS of "mixing". The of "" ... ' ........ .j, .. of Africa through 
education was intended to a nn,,,_u,,,,, oroices:s.9 
on, his later work, to V""'U'''''i<F.''' of the African university as a 
,",v.' .. ,. .. , ... lIlstrtutJ,on: "The same educational 
colonial rule ... have also perpetuated 
two positions - speaking for the presence of UUa.I\. ... "'lJvw. 
and displaying an awareness of colonial 
produced nationalists 
colonialism" (1984: 275). The 
in African political and cultural 
- are not contradictory. 
it is the terms in which each position has tenclea 
problematically antithetical. The relationship hAf,lUA'"'" 
be V'"'''''''' that are 
It'Pc~np!:lrp·« both illustrates complex historical orOices:ses OPl)re~;SlOn and 
"" .... , ... "..... and allows for a sense of under the 
order to 
and the 
were imposed upon them. It is for the 
~',J.v""'. Shakespeare" ov~em)QII~S I"."n~hh."",,, of production by 
traC[utl.on:alliberal-humanist that a problematic is generated 
moral, and political. 
on Mazrui' s chapter on "Shakespeare 
some of the foundations of his arguments 
..rLU,l"'''''l Political Thought" in 
use of Shakespeare, 
ofMazrui as a pro-Shakespeare African ...... ", •• ,,,.lS uncdeI'stand,ab],e. 
Mazrui, too, ultimately on the universal applicability 




vllQIJ\vl one). In this 
humanist Chanaiwa finds so implicated 
he ~a~"'~ achievement of political treed()m 
Shakespeare two identities, one "'''''''"',",LlU. the other 
.l.Ju,5u< ... language" and "the 
(1967: 108). The "'H',UUF, 
cre~ltor of human 
as "the English 
"human characters and eternal situations" which makes 
9 a lecture to the National Geographic Society, London, Arundati Roy was 











aware of how hal<:eSI)emre operates as a symbol, something with 
those who 
cultural prOices:ses 
which this awareness is expressed locates Mazrui 
Mazrui differentiates between an African Shakespeare 
display their acquisition of Western culture - and 
109). This demonstration of historical and 
the premise that Shakespeare is a universal 
Sh.ikespe:are did African cultural and ..,Vlnn".o::u 
problematically liberal u ............. u ... ~ 
a V"'l'V""'U L.JU5J .• "u lit ... ,·", ... , tradition. At the time of writing (1967). 
colonial theoretical '""''''''1'·<>t'''''''''' to reconceptualise resistance had not been 
comprehensively 




u ... , .. ,,· ....... It is thus perhaps not surprising that what interests me 
....... "' ...... ., put Shakespeare politically - is subsumed by what 1Je<~onles a 
genius, in "his" ability to appeal to Africans. 
to the logic of a humanist Shakespeare manifests in his quoting Plato 
literary education is politically efficacious (to some 
tradition to validate itself), and culminates a 
who quotes "lines directly from Shakespeare" (11 
a circular 
he 
Ch~lPt<~r by quoting Shakespeare to illustrate why Shakespeare is both to 
nationalism, and unacknowledged as such (120). of 
UllLverS3,llslm is thus solipsistically self-generating. 
for English literary education as a (107). his 
the child of a rape a tribute to the 











mapping of the development of English literary education in the Western Cape, David 
Johnson also takes Shakespeare to be "representative of English studies" and on the basis 
of this assertion goes on to write about the history of Shakespeare studies as the history of 
English studies in the region (1996: 6; see also Harley, 1991). 
Johnson locates four related positions on the social function ofliterature in nineteenth-
century writings which mark the beginning of English studies in South Africa. He 
classifies these positions as: the missionary position ("literature as a proselytizing aid and 
occasional substitute for the scriptures"); the utilitarian position (literature "as something 
oflimited use-value in the emergent capitalist social order"); the romantic position 
(literature "as a repository of profound spiritual truths"); and the imperial position 
(literature "as a means of constructing and securing British identity") (1996: 14). 
The steps of Johnson's argument illustrate that the terms of an enquiry which wants to 
demonstrate an awareness ofthe colonial conditions under which English literature grew 
can be, ifnot as politically problematic as a traditionally liberal humanist enquiry, at least 
theoretically weak. Rather than offering a comprehensive historical analysis of the 
foundation of Shakespeare studies in South Africa as Shakespeare and South Africa sets 
out to do, the book is hampered by its author's desire to reiterate a political position. 
One example is the tension between an awareness of the processes of English nationalism 
which fed colonialism as an enterprise, and a need to construct a Shakespeare who would 
truly be able to speak to South Africans previously oppressed by such an enterprise. Thus 
Johnson want to have his Shakespeare and eat it~ too: if Shakespeare is monolithically a 
tool of colonial and apartheid oppression, then how, and why, should "he" speak to 
oppressed South Africans? 
Equally, "the conservative late romanticl imperial commitment" to forging a connection 
between canonical artists and the idea of nation that is developed in nineteenth-century 











the problem of such an enterprise, Johnson objects to what he sees as the false unity of 
the concept ofthe "nation", which in reality excludes a number of disempowered and 
disenfranchised groups (39). Yet Johnson concludes his book with the hope that it "will 
be incorporated within a reformulated version of English studies, and read as a 
contribution towards the forging ofa 'People's English'" (213). What is "a People's 
English" in the context of the multiple, often entwined, linguistic and cultural formations 
of South Africa? Despite his founding objection to the false unity which underlies the 
concept ofthe "nation", Johnson supports the notion of "the People" of South Africa. 
Shakespeare and South Africa also raises the questions: what can one reasonably expect 
of Shakespearean texts, and of the teachers of Shakespearean texts? In his examination of 
"Minorities against English Studies", Johnson suggests that the presence of minority 
groups within the discipline "has no necessary connection with the collective 
improvement of their constituencies", as though lecturing in an English department 
should necessarily have the potential to improve people's access to water and housing. As 
Lynda Palazzo says of the issues manifesting themselves in South African English 
education, "The real educational debate is ... what literary education can reasonably hope 
to achieve" (1990: 280). The educational debate needs to be located in clear relation to 
the political issues raised by, the exigencies of pre- and, indeed, "post-" apartheid. Only in 
this way can the potential of education to effect social change be managed. 
In a series of Clarendon lectures, Stanley Fish outlines why, in his opinion, literary 
criticism can never bring about political change (1995). His argument is in some ways 
compelling: in order to claim existence as a discipline, any enterprise must have its own 
professional boundaries, must have a way of knowing "what it is we do around here". The 
definition of "what it is we do around here" relies on a certain amount of self-
referentiality. Outsiders to a discipline cannot speak about that discipline's internal 
structures, rules, or meanings, because by definition they are not talking about the thing 
itself if they are outside it. Accordingly, Fish says, when literary criticism "does" politics, 











the question, "What this ht"·r~r"'l.J text ""11""" to her analysis, she is 
no practising 
Fish makes use of historical arguments to draw out the ways in which 
literature and, accordingly, literary criticism, has changed, and why literary criticism 
cannot and should not, as the "new historicists and cultural materialists" claim, cross 
boundaries, push for interdisciplinarity, and ultimately influence and affect the realm of 
the political (see chapter three). Fish outlines how Renaissance poets could and did carve 
for themselves spheres of influence politically, using their literature as a medium for 
political contrasts this state of with his perception modem 
positioning of poet: "who cares what poets do" today (35)? 
Fish concludes that it is not a coincidence those who the Renaissance call for a 
redefinition of the VV_UIUCU of literary 
the would not be the preferred of those 
who call today for a more interventionary literary scholarship; but it is no 
accident that such calls often issue from scholars who work in the 
and centuries and who persuasively my view, 
an Elizabethan-Jacobean culture in which the boundaries between literary 
non-literary are permeable. What is curious is that insights of these 
into the material conditions which intervention possible and 
even inescapable in the period they study have not been matched by a 
recognition that conditions no exist and a realisation that their 
return cannot willed either by an individual or by collective a 
gathered practice ... Criticism can "claim" anything it likes; it can claim to be a 
cure for the common cold; but making good on claims will depend on 
forces it cannot muster, never mind control (37-9). 
that "conditions no exist" which would afford practitioners of 
the "literary" to intervene in "non-literary" makes an important point about the 
difference between However, assumption that the boundaries 
between the literary and the nOll-lIterarv are no longer "permeable", runs the risk of 
sounding like the traditional humanist separation of culture politics. While he is (in 
my OOlmon. problematically) refusing a understanding relationship 
power, eVt~rtnele:ss is seeking to provide a reality between UlS:COlJrS1e, 











historicist or cultural materialist criticisms which characterised especially the earlier 
criticism. (Arguably, the earlier scholarship functioned as a kind of call-to-arms, and, 
since what was at stake, via Shakespeare studies specifically, was a notion of nationhood 
and of national history, the sense critics had of engaging in a debate with important 
implications, over hotly contested ground, was not as self-inflated as Fish suggests lO). 
While Fish convincingly demonstrates that there are theoretical complications in the 
development of a politically committed literary criticism, objections to the radical 
developments in literary theory can easily sound politically naIve at best (similar to the 
humanist claim that literary criticism is an ideologically "pure" activity) or politically 
reactionary at worst. Fish's view of the socio-political impotence of literature today and 
the concomitant grandiosity ofliterary criticism's claims to political intervention can be 
contrasted with another set of Clarendon lectures. In Ngugi wa Thiong'o's pUblication of 
his 1996 lectures, Penpoints. Gunpoints. and Dreams: Towards a Critical Theory of the 
Arts and the State in Africa, he explores precisely the vexed interrelationship between art 
and the state (1998). Ngugi details how the African artist has often been seen as a threat 
to the regime s/he is living under, and how the production of literature can have 
enormous political and social power for individual communities. Ngugi locates his 
discussions of the role and potential power of art within the context of the effects of 
global capitalism on the development ofthe state in Africa. 
10 Attempts to push discipli ary boundaries into the broader arena of cultural politics have tended to 
engender hostility from critics who object to the politicised nature of such a project, and to the concomitant 
tone that sometimes accompanies the need to push for change: "Everything, it seems, can be explained in 
political, ideological terms; no text or writer is exempt. .. Those who do not agree or subscribe are accused 
of 'ideological blurring' "; in criticism that seeks politically-aware eclecticism is "another form of 
dominance - a rank provincialism that replaces one culture of reading and writing with another. It does not, 
as suggested, provide plurality, but... dogmatism" (Kooy, 2000: 476). Wright believes that literary critics 
will only "do" sociology or politics badly and dent their own credentials in the process. Furthermore, 
attempts to politicise South African students through teaching literature in the context of other 
developments might have the "educational consequence ... of generations of 'literature' majors burdened 
with naIve notions about the nature of the African crisis ... [T]his kind of problem is characteristic ... of all 
undergraduate literary studies where the demands ofinterdiscipIinarity are taken seriously" (1990: 45). Ian 
Glenn suggests, in the context of English-speaking South African universities' attempts to locate themselves 
in 1980s South Africa, that it is the process of struggle itself which produces symbolic value, and 
furthermore, that "[t]he academic belief in academic power to assign or deny value is the virtual equivalent 











Ngugi speaks as an African activist who is an African and critic, 
positioning powerfully contrasts Fish's. This is especially clear when, in the course 
of his argument, Fish mentions Milton's view censorship: that a work of 
literature, once it actualised the public should policed by state. Words 
the same "potency" as Milton's world (36), today are 
.... "' ........ vu. from politics, from political agency. understanding of the 
pmIVerleS!melSS of the and has an altogether application 
COI1Ltex,tuallsc;:d by in South under the apartheid or by 
"'.n.~,,,,u,"'U'''''' of imprisonment and exile. both South Africa and Kenya, it is 
clearly not the case that no one "cares what poets 
there a difference between poets and literary critics. For John Joughin, 
disjunction between academic political is clear. At the same 
Joughin insists that the failure of "old sensibilities" (by this he 
presumably is referring to anti-humanist which so much of the 
....... ,L"' ..... theory which is reacting) is no longer (1997: 270).11 Joughin 
radical theory, embodied for in cultural materialism his focus is 
Britain, 
gesture 
."Ln,,,,.,, .... :." 'political' with the ultimately empty 
.... '''In ..... '''''' which "disaffiliation established tradition" came to 
1"P1'l,1"PC!pnT (275). "fetishisation of struggle" becomes "an impoverished substitute for 
the thing" (288). this perspective, if the energy of radical criticism 
came partly from its disaffiliation from literary tradition, it needs the literary tradition it 
"",",,"H ",," In to exist. 
The to do with faith or intcmtion, than with theoretical 
history of ... "' ....... "'.u.'" radicalism. Aijaz Ahmad has offered a comprehensive account of the 
development of literary theory and its relation to parent, literary criticism. points 
out that radical theories often rely on of abstracted, Marxist-inflected thought, 











patchwork "[E]clecticism of theoretical and IJv.u."' ..... positions the common 
on which radical literary theory is ... constructed" .n.,uu .... ' .... , 1992: The is 
that implications of the institutional sites which 
radical theory issues are overlooked by the theory Jonathan Dollimore, too, denotes 
a practice that is not intellectually thorough enough, a shifting collection of ideas spliced 
together, as "wishful theory" (1998: 269). In addition, Ahmad notes the difficulties of 
being simultaneously a theorist and an activist, that the generation academic 
theorists who produced radical theory is committed to youthful without 
expenence realities processes of political (66). Thus it may be that 
radical intention, as belonging to a tradition academic thought, is better suited to 
'-' .. I""."Ul,s mere intention. 
j.Jp1"h<:i1"\C another into the question of the relationship between study and 
politics is the notion of relevance. terms of Wright's liberal defence the "'n'~rT1rp 
of relevance he is trying to to rest by the invocation of a unique Shakespearean quality 
to justify apparently devastating of presenting four-hundred-year old 
culture, form to people the 
classrooms and lecture theatres of contemporary Africa". It is perhaps more pointedly 
raised by definition of the relevance" as "the for a liberating 
np,ocn'F>l't'n,p within which to see ourselves clearly in relationship to ourselves and to other 
(1986: 
Anton van Hoven eschews the very notion of relevance, arguing what is relevant 
according to the always-changing nature of culture: "[T]here is no meta-language in 
which we can define what is relevant" andfurthermore, to "put one's faith such a 
language" is to risk an of domination (1986: 115). While he 
,n<",,,,t,,, on the the of relevance", van Hoven's 
",,",uv,,,,,, Said's of a "human of cultural texts (an idea which 
relies on a humanist understanding of culture). Van der like Said, a sense 










of cultural or human apartheid, a logic of delineation, which would be necessary to 
identify "relevant" texts: 
[W]hat we need most." is a persistent negative disciplining.", which 
must always ask of relevance, always give it a 
final answer ... Should our syllabuses not play their part in 
convincing people that the world is, in the first instance, a place 
lived in and shared equally with others? (117).12 
complications from an 111i:l'1o;n'",U\',\J on .... '"",L .. ~' ..... V .. - on who owns what - are 
especially apposite to a discussion of the status of English as a language 
While Mphahlele finds ...... 5"' ... 5'" of liberation, Ngugi detailed 
how, for as "The bullet was the means of physical subjugation" in colonial 
65 
so "Language was the means spiritual subjugation", English is centrally 
implicated in the colonial project: "the night of the sword and the bullet was followed by 
the morning of chalk and the blackboard" (1986: 9).13 goes on to detail the cultural 
functions of a language, in order to illustrate the effects of colonially-imposed languages, 
process Ngugi names "colonial alienation", which amounts to forcing Ngugi's 
colonised child to view world through an imposed culture (17), Ngugi 
, .. "', ...... ., .... languages as •• nVUJ"y'U1"> to the petty-bourgeoisie "born in literature 
colonial schools and (20. See Sole, 2001). asserts that access to 
both political power and own identity, terms of which they 
could on to falsely the majority (21-2). 
of class identity and political power are taken up in chapters 
below. 
five, and six 
academic radicalism (1992: 65), 
12 The question of relevance has a in South African and can be traced to 
debates about the inclusion of Southem African and African texts in the as well as over 
how these texts should be both sets of discussions were politically inflected. Some 
of the results of these debates are reflected in South in the 1980s, and are manifest as an 
opposition between the moral and aesthetic aims and what may be broadly classed as 
a Marxist criticism which to locate South African in their historical and 
In 1984 out an Studies in Transition" which was 
in October 1986, that two years later the issues were still topical. 











Wole V~,UnjJelle, in response to Ngugi's "unsympathetic review of the controversy over 
the language of modem African literature" in !l!';;£Ql!Qn!.§!!!&Jrut..Mllru!, says that modem 
could never have avoided .!:.wroplean 
the work of Benedict Anderson in !m~~~.Q!!tmJ!m~ 
African literature to the development of the modem African 
to 
5 ........ "' .• '" links modem 
which is a product of 
colonialism. Furthermore, the literature on a shared, European, language, which 
was as important a part of nationalism as the in question. Thus "cultural identity 
could only be truly 'national' if expressed in that language" (1 and in a 
relationship of tension with traditional communities, what Ogundele calls 
Ultimately, "authenticity" (called into as national authenticity by invoking the 
natio, a tactic sometimes by nationalist ",...,1"""",, is irrecoverable. African nation-
with which theorists to work are the "consolidated IAN""'" of nationalism" 
(130) and of colonialism. Any notion of the ("\u,mpl"cm 
this awareness. 
of languages or of texts is 
Graham Pechey discusses English in South Africa within the "singularities the force 
of South African politics that will always resist the totalisations either grand 
theory or of grand history, areas of communal micropolitics unamenable to any 
macropolitical subsumation" (1994: His characterisation of the English-speaking 
community well with Kirkwood's, discussed in Introduction above, and 
Johnson's, discussed chapter below. Pechey notes "appearance of innocence 
<uu" ... ,,. manifold wickedness" that accrued to ........ ,.., ..... ' .. as a language, due in part to the 
political ascendancy of.ru.A ....... " ... "'. nationalism (158). English is also the language 
(discursive) eloquence": 
Its status is like that of Latin early modem Europe, in that most 
of those who communicate in it speak some other tongue home, and 
most of these users can also Fluency in is virtually 
synonymous with literacy in a context orality still determines the 
consciousness of millions ... Speaking English is for many rather 
modulating from the spontaneity of everyday to that quasi-
clI'<lumltlc expository mode which oneself to an outsider. 
Writing it as the medium of poems and novels and plays is many 










none the presents itself to or him as necessary language 
making oneself heard by an alien audience. For the majority 
J..jl.lj51.1~'1l is "natural" means of "secondary resistance" ... J....I .. 15u~ ... 
commits even would-be nativist users to ends cannot 
than culturally hybrid and politically (158). 
community, and language South hybridity. In this 
formulation, ~ ... ",."". facilitates understanding ways similar to those by 
Mphahlele. 
is that ......,HJ5H~ ... as a language South 
linguistically. As Viswanathan 
present; use complicates conditions of 
is multivalent: historically, 






political always embedded in literary studies, its inception as a discipline. 
speak Shakespeare in the South African education system is to 
complex network of (political, historical, and linguistic) ... ", .. "' .. , 
into a 
Shakespeare has been used by South Africans a range of ways. theoretical use of 
Anglo-American Shakespeare studies within the a South African 
::snllKespe:are who was part a set of tactics for self-determination and to 
colonial formal apartheid a problematic liberal humanist "h'urcmean' 
:Shak(~SDeaI'ewill be vAI.lH.lJLVU in the course of this Fish suggests; 1S a 
limitation on political action within framework of literary theory se. Nonetheless 
an important history of colonial mobilisations of as a cornerstone of formal 
English literary study, needs to acknowledged. The of humanist practices 
embedded these mobilisations must not be repeated. Most importantly, it is possible to 
assert that """H,5""'" language and literature have an African component that is no real 
or actualised for born out of a "'I"",,,, ...... of colonial oppression. 
It is in the notion ofhybridity that the future of English studies in South Africa 











the central it embodies can be refonnulated, as Ashcroft has recently done, as 
transfonnation. Like Ngugi, Ashcroft confinns "that to have a language is to have a 
particular kind of world, a world that is simply not communicable in any other language". 
However, Ashcroft on demonstrate that, of understanding solely 
as that which transfonned the colonised, it imperative to for "transfonnable" 
nature of language itself. Only then is it possible to fonnulate a "theory of 
transfonnation" (2001: 59). 
It is contention in thesis that a theory of transfonnation is possible, and indeed 
necessary, in order to account not only for a history oppression and destruction in 
which literature as a discipline is implicated, but to account for powerful 
and from South which themselves birth to new 
possibilities English as a South African At the same time, 
genesis of English literature cannot wished away by love and appreciation, and the 
possibilities inherent a South African use of Shakespeare (as the primary embodiment 
of the of the language) must be tempered by a theoretical investigation 
the of values and actions that have come to be designated "Shakespeare". 
There is a tradition of South African literary scholarship which has begun work. 
However, it displays many theoretical faultlines of its parent theoretical tradition, 
Anglo-American radical Shakespearean theory. The following chapter will 
..... J'i;, ... r,t: .......... ~.v ..... traditions, and of the South provide a brief overview ofthe 












Radical Shakespeare scholarship: An overview 
Paradigms cannot avoided; they can only be replaced 
(Taylor, 1989: 372). 
Can :.sn.lKe.Slle:are even a radical Shakespeare, be useful to South Africa? Kate 
Chedgzoy's with an Introduction entitled "This 
island's mine", name of a play by Philip Osment (1995). The "'", .. .1\.",. of these words 
In play is a "young black man from Hackney, recently the victim ...,.....,,..u"6 at 
the hands of the Metropolitan Police". Chedgzoy asks, "What right does '1' that 
speaks here to claim these words - let alone this island - as his own, and whom does 
represent? .. who may speak of! for Shakespeare? And for/to whom may Shakespeare 
be made to speak?" (1). An English academic, feminist and queer rights advocate, 
Chedgzoy details the "appropriation of Shakespeare's cultural authority" that is 
represented by which 
insist[ s] that the history and of this island, which Caliban shares with 
play's audience as much as with are ... composed of, 
and belong to, the diverse voices ofthe exiled, marginal, dispossessed and 
oppositional individuals who populate it (2). 
Such a statement points to and spe~s for the position of minority groups in "this 
island", An appropriation of Shakespeare the form PrrlT'PC1T makes a particular 
statement about access to cultural authority and identity (and thus to social and political 
rights) people living, working, from within England. Shakespeare 
is immediately recognisable as the national the right to speak 
words is also right to claim access to British national identity, and to the rights 
afforded all citizens by virtue of their joint membership ofthe nation. Through this use of 
Shakespeare, Chedgzoy and Osment are presenting an English man who also young, 











The' history of the establishment of English literary studies, with Shakespeare as a key 
development cr~a:tes ,a set of possibilities South 
African writers, workers, pr()tel;tellS who to reappropriate :sn,aKe:spc:::arle' 
cultural authority. Chedgzoy believes 
Shakespeare is not exclusive possession anyone social group or 
cultural fonnatiorl; but provided an and empowering resource 
which has allowed voices to make themselves heard, to stake a 
to cul~l often in the forces which would 
, (2). 
ways in which StGlke:speare cultural autnoltlty and texts enabled u"",t',., ..... of 
South Africans is th¢subject of chapters four, and the last third of chapter six. The 
question of whether radical Shakespeare criticism provided an "enabling and empowering 
.. """"",..,..,.' to South A~A'''''_' academics is explored this chapter . 
................ , .... Shakespeare sctlol.arsltllP as defined ......... u.'''''. one, relies 
"hUlmanist Shakespeare" developed through an Amoldian notion 
on opposing the 
as part ofa 
nationalist agenda; and by colonial education practices which entrenched "him" as the 
the English could and therefore as best there was to "humanist 
:sn:aKe:~p(~ar(~" played a t''''''''''''<>''Hr'''' role in studies as a 
..... "' ..... !J'u ....... partially the universalising of particularly ....... ,"'u .... ....,,,,,t'''' .... conditions 
concerns in order to colonial control- Mnthali's "elegance of deceit", 
"""J~ .. " ... literary criticism also dr w on a notion of the unified human subject which 
enc:;oclea white male as universal. which occluded socio-economic 
of the <1"""",1",...,\.," 
American scholars 
which encompasses 
the late 1970s and 1 
"""'''''' .. ''' of radical Anglo-European DOllrllleOl:Sle. The 
:sn.lKespe:are are understandable 
political developments (and frustrations) 
context, 
TnP1MI'~ and Britain 
The professional imperative for innovation within academia, 
especially for what was then a younger newly entering the university circuit, is 












political ".U .. ,VH."'"'J''' which inform radical ::sn,uce:speare scholarship 
be classed as "liberal", in the sense that they are COIlceme:a with 
change in wider social C!"C!T""nlC! in order to facilitate hUIlllan rights of the 
lOermt:y tonnallon, and by individual subject. They are histories 
post -structuralist understandings of the en(l1e~ISl}r-ac::teITeCl 
scholars "'..,,"''''.,'''' liberal humanism U\A,au;:,\;i of what they see as its 
promises a for human does not deliver; and U\;i\w,au.,\;i it uses this 
promise class, race and gender 
these scholars would like to see Shakespeare 
committed to what we may, in a South 
By extension, th""",,,,f;" .. ,,,, some of 
in the service of a society more 
context call human rights 
scholarship ever really escape a hwnmllst ::sn,lKeSP(~ar(~-( 
This chapter will by briefly some of the theoretical by 
Anglo-American Shakespearean in order to frmne a discussion 
how this tradition was used in South Africa. I hope to point out that, as politically 
theoretically important as I believe radical scholarship to be, it has not managed to escape 
entirely the humanist it so vigorously opposes. inability to manultact.ure a 
complete break from UYJeU ... lU",.'" as an informing ....,ll,""ll~.U literary IS 
in part to the between 1tt~''''P1'\t ",,. ......... ,, .. ofthought in 1,."' .. ·" ..... , 
criticism. In Ch~lpt(~r one I !'IrMll"PC!C!Pri the fact that "' ......... 1">',,"" literary criticism which 
developed opposition or to each other, still tend to draw on each other. 
"'.n ..... '" this is inevitable within any discipline, where of enquiry always 
develop in relation to and to present ruling n .. ",ulv'I;L .. ·"', 
What mnounts to a theoretical contradiction - the disavowal terms of inquiry 
with the concomitant some of those terms - is in what I call 
South African radical scholarship. The inability to avoid a humanist logic -
is, a logic which ultimately on a Shakespeare who universal, and 
meaning - is not politically problematic, context of a 











does become problematic, however, are 
when an anti-humanist invective (which 
terms in which this scholarship is expressed, 
the of universal and unitary 
meaning) is imported from Anglo-American scl1,olarShlP and applied indiscriminately to 
all "other" South African Shakespeare scholarship. 
Opposing a Tyrannical Shakespeare 
Michael comments: 
Shakespeare enters the consciousness the 
whether or not they any plays. understand Shakespeare 
as subjects that have been Shakespearized ... There is thus 
something in the notion a critique Shakespeare, 
such a notion implies that Shakespeare be to oec:OITte 
emancipated from than to be emancipated by. very 
fact, tyranny is an indication of just how 
powerfully situated this material is within the ensemble of social and 
cultural in contemporary society (1990: 5). 
Shakespeare's position the top ofthe cultural food and the reasons for "his" 
success have examined literary, textual, and cultural critics. There is agreement 
<UU:VUEo"" a number of Anglo-American critics Shakespeare traditionally fora 
politically conservative, class-inflected notion of "culture" which its roots a 
humanist project based on invisibly politicised assumptions about universal values. 
"Shakespeare" is recognised as a multi-layered industry which incorporates includes 
schools, theatres, the advertising industry, research libraries, popular culture, 
tourism, the media, film, as well as apparatuses of capitalism. reasons 
entrenchment are not "natural" proof of "his" universality, but, in the most radical 
accounts, are implicated in programmes of political, nationalist, economic, colonial, and 
cultural control. One example of a critical project concerned with explicating these ideas 
IS .!1.Mugl.Ml~~uy!ym (Holderness, 1988). In that volume John Drakakis links 
obfuscation construction of culture to naturalising of inequitable social relations 
and Margolis how ::smlKe:speare present, t'P",t'PC!pnt and 
rer,ro(lUc:e a ruling-class view ofthe world which is naturalised. UUJ.~VU Shepherd uses the 










"Shakespeare" is a construction, and Derek Longhurst discusses how U 'Shakespeare', 
although largely appropriated in the present century by national institutions of education 
and interlocking cultural institutions, is not essentially and transhistorically the 
blockbuster of bourgeois culture and dominant ideology" (1988: 71).1 
Nevertheless, many working within Anglo-American academe in the last three 
decades .... ,1· .... "t .. the historically conservative use of ~mllCe,speare Marcus 
that editing, the activity upon which Shakespeare's textual authority is based, is 
conservative by nature, possibly because of the levels of erudition required by the activity 
(1996: The gentlemanly activity of educational attainment which produced many of 
Shakespeare's earlier editors is thus implicated, in all its class privilege and 
establishment-endorsing politics, in the founding of what Bristol calls "Shakespeare as an 
institutional reality" (1990: 2), and what Terence denotes "Bardbiz" (1992: 141). 
Margreta de Grazia provides an account of the construction Shakespeare's textual 
authority in the eighteenth century. In her study of the Shakespearean editorial tradition, 
she argues that "the apparatus enclosing Shakespeare in the eighteenth century 
provided sanction ... for unique study of Shakespeare" the that followed, 
and details how the impetus this apparatus partly derived a conservative political 
and cultural agenda (1991: 10). 
Hawkes sees as having been invoked for conservative rnllTtI'\QPQ 
"Shakespeare is a powerful ideological weapon, always periods and 
used according to the exigencies of the time to resolve crucial areas of indeterminacy" 
(1986: 68). illustrates this use Shakespeare in Britain, in relation the world wars 
and the Falklands, and finds that Shakespeare has been mobilised very effectively to 
enforce status quo. "As a central feature of the discipline we call 'English' plays 
form part of that discipline's commitment - since 1870 in a national system of education-
to the and of what is seen as a 'natural' order of things" (ibid). 
I See also Sinfield & Dollimore, Longhurst, 1982; 1985; Barker, 1986. For a feminist-
inflected application of some of the theoretical and political issues raised by the radical scholarship 










""'"'","' • .,,,"'''' some of the ways in 
inequitable eC()uClmllC and social relations. 
UA"'''''''''VU of Shakespeare aeIJlemlS on 
an irreconcilable ··"ru.,~ .. ", 
(19) in cultural mobilisations of ~h~lk:e:speare in England and the A"",,,,.U.U conditions 
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of the wo:nUIlg class which enabled these mobilisations (1986).2 that 
"image speaks to and 1'n,,1rA"" a number of powerful prejudices" enjtOf(~e<1 
"transmitted through a of unlearned, unofficial"v''''-'''''A''' (1996: 
1). 
overview of the history dramatic 
mt1erp,retatllons implies that the institutionalisation of ~hak€~spear'e was ... "' ... '.u ........... by a 
conservative political agenda. that the development and of 
as a cultural icon were "AU"""" to royalist politics and protection of social 
the Restoration onwards (1989: 120-1). In the elgJtltef~nth century the 
-..."' ....... u.,'"' of political and social 
:sn:ak(~spear'e was invoked 
was justified as a \..I."' •. ..,u" ..... 
culture (148-9). 
English culture, and 
and de Grazia, 
finds that the early """'111'" ... ,,, .... ", .... " ....... of Shakespeare took an intrinsically 
cOflseI'Vative form (130). sense that dominant English Restoration 
always been inherently is strong in Taylor's all ruling 
nn.u .... is conservative, but it seems from this reading that :sn:ak(~spear'e was mobilised and 
"'n .. " ...... """ immediately and by an unprogressive, "",",Je",u"" status quo. 
accounts :sn:ak(~spear'e's ongoing cultural authority in America by critiquing 
what he calls "the "' ......... '"''''' I"tHI,r~l"tpr' ofthe scripture" (1990: 19). 
a sustained analogy industry of:snak(~spear'e o)l.UUl\;io) as a quasi-religious 
movement which on a spurious notion Tradition, true . 
sense, no longer exists in late-capitalist America: 
tradition ... is replaced by a system of institutions that conserve and 
administer a fund of intellectual values sedimented in 
art and a type of wealth "without qualities" ... and 
2 See "Swisser Swatter: a Man of English Letters" in the same volume for an exploration of the 












accumulation ... Accumulation of artistic and intellectual 
place of tradition as a source of authority (59). 
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Bristol also links the development of J.VUUQL literary "'UI'!'''Q.UUj'~. which says was based 
on Shakespeare, conservative politics (79-80). The development of this industry 
resulted in an American :Sh~ike:speare who is firmly Establishment, constituted by a 
specific "constellation of interests" which include the large private collections that are 
now research nrl'llrlPC: and which have in-built, political-cultural .. 5""" ......... and the power 
to shape research agendas accordingly, "important government agencies, ... a consortium 
of universities, and ... private industry finance" (88). 
response to political educational COllse·rv'llIsm by accounts, seems 
to have informed the tea(~nIIlg the mceptlOn of 
English literary studies, a number of critical challenges have mounted from within 
humanities the last decades. Differently inflected, sometimes aligned, 
sometimes in disagreement, the different strands can classed as America's new 
historicism, England's cultural materialism, tel1nmLlSl1n, and post-colonial Th",,,, .... ,,,, (always 
allowing for fact that delineations are SOI1netlm(~S artificial, and that a.., .... , .... .., ••• 
response can incorporate a combination strands of thought;. indeed, this 
hopes to).3 All have a particular relationship to Shakespeare although the first 
two schools thought concentrate on Renaissance studies, and particularly 
Shakespeare's and cultural manifestations. The sense ofa Shakespeare historically 
Tnll"U"I"" by proponents of conservative political agendas is one of the constructions 
against which this radical scholarship reacted, and helps to account in part for 
sometimes vigorously oppositional " ..n.~ru"" 
3 Ania Loomba offers an overview of the until recently conspicuous absence of "Empire, race, colonialism 











New historicism and cultural materialism 
New historicism and cultural materialism are related critical strands, concerned with 
analysing challenging cultural formations of power relations, with "[gJetting to grips 
with what our inherited notions of 'right' conceal from us" (Hawkes, 1996: Part of 
this work involves pointing out the politics behind liberal humanism as it has been 
uu,,",u .. ,",''''' in English literary studies, and how Shakespeare's texts have related to this 
project. addition, by alternative thematic and structural readings to those 
provided by humanist "" .. ,.uno"', new ",.",·rn ... ,,,.,,,"'" and cultural materialists use 
texts to point to textual and materialist in the texts and their 
contexts. Shakespeare's texts are thus used for positive illustrations radical 
methods as much as are proof of the misuses u ..... , ... (.IJu ... "'J.U as it informed the 
development of English literary studies. 
Much been about new historicism as a critical practice, with insightful 
critiques appearing both in journals and as chapters in book collections.4 tenets of 
new historicism's British sibling, cultural materialism, have also formally been laid out in 
critical collections.s Ionathan Dollimore characterises cultural materialism, following 
Raymond Williams, as being primarily concerned with cultural analysis (and self-
4 For an overview of the development, and an of the proponents, of new historicism, see Mullaney, 
1996. For a critical overview see Dollimore, 1985. Jean E. Howard also offers an account of new 
historicism (1986). James Holstun, while supporting the politicisation of literature that new historicism 
popularised, the use texts as contextualisations for canonical texts, and the 
"tendency to claim a totalization of early modem culture" (192) based on canonical texts. 
Holstun also theoretical issues in new such as its on notions 
of power (1989: 
5 Political Shakespeare is subtitled "New essays in cultural materialism", and Dollimore's introduction 
addresses this approach and its relation to new historicism. of cultural materialist abound 
in many of the books mentioned in the footnotes above. with its concern with 
cOIlternp()raJY British cultural as well as the between and politics, is 
retJ1resentatnre of the kind of practice to which cultural materialism although the collection does 
not directly claim that school of thought for itself. Don E. Wayne, a self-identified new discusses 
the and similarities between the American and the British criticisms (Howard & 
1987: 60). Wayne for not accounting for the differences between 
American and British radical and explicates "a discontinuity between the work of 
British and American scholars" (51) which he sees as characteristic of most of the criticism produced in the 










proclaimed cultural materialist texts are concerned with contemporary cultural politics), 
whereas new historicism is seen to be primarily concerned with the operations of power 
...... "'u ... ,'''''''' .... ''''''. Both kinds of l" .... ,t,l",C!1'Y\ seek to complicate a trans-historical use 
early modern in the name of universal values. 
part overview ofthe industry, Bristol addresses new 
historicism the of one of its major proponents, Stephen 
importance of [Greenblatt's] work is not it is a 
interpretation" Shakespeare or a "correct interpretation" of the 
Renaissance. Greenblatt is an extremely sensitive reader whose scholarship 
very acutely certain deep and contradictions our 
cultural dispensation (209). 
It is important to note that, this asslesslrnellt of Greenblatt's work, humanist terms 
still have a place. is sensitive and reflective; this case heightened 
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awareness works not only for his pelLSonal development and eXlpartCleCl ", ... ".n"",., but for 
a more general socio-cultural awareness as well. terms of the discourse against which 
new historicism .... ,,, ..... :/ Pl'nPt'OPri and which helped to define the Shakespeare with 
which new is engaged, are still powerfully 
Radical Renaissance criticism has been critiqued for using historical scholarship as a 
vehicle its own political agendas, in a which distorts the various of history 
at its disposal. By the mid-nineties those scholars who had been u&'" .... ,l'> for a more 
political (or politically aware) criticism assumed positions in 
Once the exhilaration sheer innovation had subsided, the challenge was to 
a theory and method which would retain 
study while at same working a understanding 
the relationship between texts and their originating moments. Work in the 
Renaissance now claimed to be reading not only but history. relocating 
texts within an anthropology of culture (McLuskie, 1995: 416). 
McLuskie finds that this "theory and method" continued to reveal an uneasy tension 
between findings historical radical need locate 











modem England as a time of crisis (418-21). Despite literary critical tendency to 
traJlsplDse contemporary political anxieties onto the past, McLuskie is ultimately in 
ofthe 1.1' .. , .. ", .. ,,, critic historical texts, history, the last "is 
simply available for reading ... [I]t .. [the] indeterminacy [of] ... the textuality of 
history ... which'liberates textual critic to a position of all-embracing control" (424). 
However, a major that a criticism that wants to be radically new, politically 
emancipatory, can end up being as conservatively emphatic and as intellectually 
compromised as the paradigm it seeks to challenge. This risk is especially present the 
new scholarship is "history" as a political tool in much the same way as did the 
humamst-inflected literary scholarship, which blamed silently 
historical to an .... ""v.v.o::.n"' ........... fi .... "'t", .. 
Given the silently gendered ................ of humanism as explored in chapter one, it is.not co-
incidental one of the most discussed problems with new historicism been its 
relationship to another powerful radical within Renaissance scholarship. At the 
same time as new historicism cultural materialism were gathering force, Carol 
Thomas objected: 
In spite of all new discourses seem to in common with 
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feminist criticism, in of their appropriation of some claims, effect -
not necessarily a deliberate ... one - has been to oppress women, repress .. """'", ....... uy. 
subordinate All topoi of new the 
historicity and intertextuality of texts; constriction of history to power, 
and ideology; denial of unity, autonomy, identity authors, subjects, 
the displacement from women to woman to difference to textuality; view 
of man! woman as just one more an outmoded, parade of binary 
oppositions, have the of putting woman in customary place ... - the same 
master plot. it, women continue to be marginalized, erased, displaced, 
allegorized... new approaches are not new enough (1988: 7). 
The strength of feeling generated by the arguments """'LI'''''''' new historicism (where new 
historicism came to stand for cultural materialist practices broadly) and feminism played 











the places and conflict new historicism in 
forums, as well as various books published proponents of both "'''''',V~A,'''. 
We have all absorbed, fascinated, anxious by the over 
the as to whether New Historicism (andstill deserves) to 
club in which the of women in the ,n .. \;iUc:u<).,ClI11\.1',-,. 
critics in the present, were ... occluded (1995: 310). 
He goes on 
and lllu.stnltes 
ways in which new historicism and feminism can work together, 
work that 
to offer. He ends 
nrOIQm::eQ by critics who 
to avoid binarism, 
what the 
two ""'''';h,'\/1<1 critics 
apply the " 'ne~~ot1l1tlOltlS and the 'circulation energy' (Stephen 
useful 
history 
("our") own work, in the way that work naJl1Cl])ateS in the ' 
own times" (319). Such a coalition is possible, and indeed suc:ce~;srul1; there 




sornetlm~~s seem to be at oftokenism.6 
Anglo-Anterican "' ... ', ............ ... 
brought a new emphasis to 
not altogether "new", 'LA~'"'''''' its practitioners' 
oppositional, and in 
to nr"'(1P1,t it as such 
may of a complicated of political imperative and institutional 
radical scholarship's commitment to being politically responsible at 
least, at most, it COltltams within itself a sometimes problematic relation 
to .. "'., .... , ... ". CO][lCfrrI1!,: a sometimes v .. J .. ""' ...... ,,,'"' use of historical "'''' •• v ..... .,.. and the 
the effects of 
this last 
continued presence of a humanist driving concern to 
systems inequality. The humanist-inflected manifestations 
6 Feminism has been represented within the many collections of what Dollimore calls "materialist criticism" 
Political Shakespeare contains an essay by Kathleen McLuskie, "The Patriarchal Bard: feminist 
criticism and Shakespeare: King Lear and Measure for Measure", .:illl~~~CIDlQl!~~~;mJillLru<.Q!Y, 
which contains essays on deconstruction, as well as chapters by new historicist-associated scholars such as 
Greenblatt and cultural materialist-associated scholars such as Hawkes, has a section dedicated to "The 
Woman's Part" (Parker & Both volumes contain essays on 
" .. "' .... ,,.:1 or sexual difference and Jacqueline Rose in the flrst collection, and Belsey and 
Bruce R. Smith in the second - of the Peter Erickson uses the 











concern are clearly revealed by an examination of the ways in which Anglo-American 
radical scholarship has been taken up by South African critics. 
Radical criticism in South Africa 
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Perhaps it is not surprising that the radical uses to which Shakespeare has been put in 
South Africa have not succeeded in fulfilling their own theoretical agendas, although they 
express important anti-apartheid politics. Despite (perhaps because of) several attempts to 
apply the theoretical logic used by Anglo-American scholarship, and despite the many 
useful opportunities presented by post-colonial theoretical innovations, radical South 
African Shakespeare scholarship remains fraught with theoretical problems. This is in 
part due to the centrality of humanism to a politics concerned with achieving not only a 
change of political power, but also a recognition of universal human dignity and equality 
(that is to say, a culture of human rights) in a country where the majority ofthe people 
suffered centuries of oppression and exploitation, and in part due to the historical 
processes by which South Africa came to inherit Shakespeare in the first place. 
There is no intrinsic historical reason why Shakespeare's texts should be made to speak to 
South African issues of race and class outside of the colonial system which entrenched 
Shakespeare as the paragon of literature. Thus South African criticism which tries to 
mimic cultural materialist practices often ends up revealing the gaps in its own theoretical 
assumptions, as will be discussed below. One ofthese assumptions is that Shakespeare 
can and does speak to all South Africans, because after all, "he" does express the 
essentially human in all of us. Rather than allowing the exploration of how Shakespeare 
has been manifest as a tool ofthe status quo to raise the question of Shakespeare's 
appropriateness for the South African struggle, this criticism wants to offer a corrective, 
"correct", reading of what is ultimately still a humanist Shakespeare.7 This is one of the 
7 An argument can be made for Shakespeare's role in the development of a resistant South African writing 
in English, as I do in the following chapters. The point here is rather that South African radical criticism 
does not engage with this question, preferring to assume a radical humanist Shakespeare in the place of 














a humanist use of :snaKt~SDear 
l'1"\1r'1C!"nll'TPI1 nature of an apparently 111'1"""""" 
is criticised: its refusal 
i::>muce;speare (see 
In the examples ""'""''' •• £'! below, Martin Orkin and David accounts of the 
books embody 
context of sustained and 
history of the uses and abuses of Shakespeare in South 
explicit protests .. ""' .......... 
formalised ODt)reS'Slon. 
the humanist use of Shakespeare 
Orkin, post-colonialism oec;amle an , ............... ,!'1'".,,. framework 
within which to 
of articles 
and went on to address the raised in his book in a number 
a ,..", ...... ,'1-",,, reading of three of the 
tragedies, to counter the Shakespeare presented by education system. 
Orkin's :sn;aK(~spear'e is as historically transcendent as >Lv., ........ humanist 
against which but a Shakespeare "'.F,""U'" ."",,,,..,th .. ".rI embodies a correct 
universal whose politics Orkin can ...... r.n .... • .. 
"~U"J."'Ul15 the transcendental historicism which makes Shakespeare ..... ,,, ... , ...... 
to Denmark, Elizabethan Jacobean) England, and apartheid 
South are seamlessly seen to be commenting on 
white South class savagery, and its construction of the 
Other. explores a political based on land 
where and power are inextricable. allows for 
to comment on contemporary South African political, judicial, and economic sYS>1:e:rns. 
Orkin that his Shakespeare will 
""15""UJ.'" a sea oftroubles' ., (52) 
" ....... ,,";uvu system whose inability to 
DOJIUCaJ evil. Orkin 
in Chlllr'1ieT one. The result is a criticism which is at times 
revolutionary students, "those to 
than the submissive, products 
the state contributes to the perpetuation 
to harness Shakespeare's authority to the 










a most laudable use of such authority. In anti-apartheid struggle, which is 
process, however, he reinscribes ~n_~ •• , all-knowing, universal genius he 
cOIltr(J~l. Furthermore, the difference between 
(the construction of racial difference which 
IS 
invoked by the state to silence 
apartheid state's dehumanising 
underlay the practices of"se:paJ'ate rI .. ''' .. I,''' ........... 'nt'' and which denied the existence a 
common humanity); and the (albeit humanism which underlies political 
philosophical liberalism in South is effaced. (For an examination of "V',",uo"""", 
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South Africa, see chapter Shakespeare in South Africa can operate as an 
opponent of the universal human values "he" can be 
to espouse-
There is no obvious or ne4:::essary or historical connection hetwel~n .LJu.., ... ..,"' ........ 
and Jacobean England and Orkin does not "'.,.' .... n~.,u or create 
one. In what may be an "UIJU",n a1tteI1npt to assert the possibility of a 
Shakespeare", he assumes Shakespeare will, and should, speak 
South Africans: 
[T]he young men and women in Soweto and elsewhere in South Africa, who 
know they are a which is less than just, oeS1PHe 
claims, will many aspects of the situation depicted in Hamlet. 
They will unease we may detect in the text about 
"''''''u'''''' within the social order ... Furthermore, 
care about justice they will understand Hamlet's 
injustice, and they will share 
proper action that will at last realise that justice ... 
be interested in Shakespeare, but 
blood (54). 
There is no reason why particular should to gelllerate 
in young South In<llee41. by using Shakespeare to autltlon 
empathy 
writers, Orkin "'''''''VJ, • .,,, that there is a body of local 'll'lrl .... c'., .. ., the 
reality of one example, Orkin's lI''-'U'''''''. 
will also distressingly, that the "pain ofliving" 
Horatio, who at the end of the play understands, as does Sipho :Sel,anl1a, 











it is more and more frequently the who must be praised. They, most of 
all, have and because have challenged injustice they have died 
(54). 
Orkin's point is students a literature will speak to experiences of 
injustice and struggle, why should young black South Africans if they can 
read Sepamla? Of course, the 1 youth the education system and outside of it 
would not have had easy access to struggle while at least former would 
regularly encounter Shakespeare. If Orkin wants to invoke Shakespeare's authority to 
against apartheid, anachronism that results is arguably politically justifiable. 
Nevertheless, in enacting a political and, especially for time and place, a radical 
agenda, Orkin recreates "Shakespeare", only this time in own instead of the 
state's. The contradictions in this Shakespeare come from an emphasis on "his" 
commitment to human while IS used criticise apartheid education 
policies, which themselves assume a universal Shakespeare. At same this 
authoritarian, apartheid Shakespeare is made to 
South African liberalism, as represented by Shakespeare 
universities. Two quite different philosophies are thus yoked 'V""""'''''~ In to prove 
Shakespeare been misrepresented in South Africa. 
Orkin ends book with the wish "a people's Shakespeare". In to achieve this, 
he wants to the Shakespeare from the conservative of 
traditionalist critics" order to "free texts] from class appropriation, from 
present function as instruments (184). While this makes sense insofar 
as objects to a Shakespeare who "help[s] apartheid" (182) (although it conflates 
Afrikaner nationalism and "traditionalist critics", at least some of whom would identify 
as anti-apartheid liberalism), it not really the why we 
want a people's in the first Shakespeare been a 
he~~emlonlC tool, and if African texts reflect South African experiences exist, 
then why struggle to free Shakespeare from the ruling class? Why not simply reject him 
favour a more familiar, ideologically-laden literature? The notion of a 











on notion of Shakespeare which assumes "his" universal applicability. Thus 
political and cultural systems which entrenched a universal Shakespeare, resulting in 
Shakespeare's presence in the education syllabuses of colonial, and then apartheid South 
Africa, are never addressed. In fact, their assumptions are implicitly endorsed by Orkin. 
act of writing a Shakespeare against apartheid is a political, moral, oppositional, 
emancipatory act. n.UIP''''? the theoretical contradictions are far more difficult to support 
than the political intention. 
In . same tradition as Shakespeare Against Apartheid, Johnson asserts that his historical 
account ofthe use of Shakespeare in the Western Cape education system the 
urgency of struggle", While his Afterword was written post-independence, Johnson still 
finds "much to struggle jor, much to be about, in institutions and practices of 
English studies in post 1994 South Africa" (212). he the history of 
Shakespeare in education system can be assumed to be the same as the institution 
English Studies in South Africa, considering South Africa's high illiteracy 
To continue to Oxbridge Columbia for intellectual inspiration, 
to continue teaching Shakespeare as before to relatively small numbers 
of students, seems particularly unlikely to make a positive impression on 
these on these entrenched patterns (21 
Despite his hope for English' " 3) which, <:>r-r'nr.rl1n to the logic of the 
project must at least on some level the same thing as a "People's Shakespeare", 
Johnson his book with another hope, that his mainly isiXhosa-speaking students 
might come to see support for the that "failures" with 
Shakespeare are part of much histories of imperial which 
Bard plays a central and deeply compromised role (214), 
Shakespeare is centrally implicated in histories of imperial violence, and if Shakespeare 
stands for English studies, then how can we assume that a "People's English" is even 
desired by "The (the problematic homogeny of such a concept notwithstanding)? 
Of course, English in South Africa is in fact a much and more multivalent entity 











political system whose roots are humanist as much as are colonial, lolmson 
reinscribes an all-powerful, all-representative Shakespeare. 
Furthermore, there is a contradiction embedded in the radical South Afiican project to 
critique the use of Shakespeare in the education system. Shakespeare is cast as a powerful 
tool regime, inflicted on thousands of children as an ideological weapon. 
same time, there is an increasing problem access to education, the 
colonial conditions apartheid was one aspect. Shakespeare 
ofneo-
been 
problematically implicated an education system, functioning as an effective 
state weapon of control to perpetuate an inequitable At the same time, 
. has also unfairly denied to Afiicans, which emphasises the inequities of the same 
oppressive education system. For lolmson, lack of access to Shakespeare is as 
problematic as on syllabi. In lolmson 
that the World policies, with their on science vocational tralnml~ 
"threaten[ ... ] Shakespeare's survival in post-colonial (1998: 230). points out 
in a footnote that in the 1930s, the schooling 
therefore with access to Shakespeare) was small; now, as "A vast majority of 
former to outside Shakespeare's universe" 
(234). If this is then why should they strive enter it? Especially if "Shakespeare's 
universe" is historically imbricated with the neo-colonial universe which allows the 
World to have power to dictate pernicious economic policies? (See also 
Jolmson, 2001: 7). 
Johnson concludes, "Despite promising gestures, post-modem Shakespeare continues 
to marginalise Afiica" (1998: The ofthe relationship between post-
modernism and post-colonialism is un"'",,",,,,, as is the performance of post-colonial 
theory in universities in relation to the realities of neo-colonialism. But can the inherited 
notion of "Shakespeare", even a post-modem, or a post-colonial Shakespeare, in 
be expected to do anything other marginalise "Afiica"?(Although "Afiica" is a 










finds that "the post-modem ~nliKespeare .u .... ' ...... "" echoes the silences colonial 
former does not address contemporaneous neo-colonial 
conditions of the majority of people in the Third World (228). Is it reasonable to expect 
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nati~esJ)eaJre to be an African, or a World, activist? In South Africa, the relationship 
"' .... u'"""', globalisation, and the on the forms, current economic 
"everyday" culture ofthe majority of South has been well teased out by Kelwyn 
Sole (2001 b), and not include any mention of Shakespeare. It be that 
Shakespeare not playas a role modem everyday South 
"African", or "Third World" culture, as those of us who study Shakespeare would like to 
think. 
Johnson ends this chapter with a call to remember the world beyond the academy, and 
the suggestion that placing post-colonial Shakespeare in correct historical context 
will release "a more troubled and critical Shakespeare study." question of origin - the 
question of why, in South Africa today, we should want or need a more troubled and 
critical Shakespeare study in order to address oppression and suffering the of 
South Africans - is not answered. Instead, what is advocated is a continuation 
oppositional methodologies of resistance criticism begun with the mobilisation of a 
Shakespeare against apartheid. 
It is difficult to escape universalising implications a humanist Shakespeare. 
Grounded an anti-apartheid political agenda which seeks to reveal the cultural 
implications of colonial education practices, is a sense of common humanity which 
legitimates the struggle against oppression. Furthermore, what both Orkin's 
books is that in South education has a problematic 
.... "' .. f.,'" If their arguments are accepted wholesale, are ...... 1""' ... ' as well as 
the reasons which they are taught, are inimical to South African students' 
intellectual, and political well-being. assumption we South should 
continue t"'''''''"''U,!; Shakespeare to our students becomes difficult to sustain. 
haJi~eSi)eaJre is, and should be, an Nevertheless, both critics do seem to assume that 












one reason to continue tea(:hlIlg Shakespeare in South 




played the development of writing region, as will discussed in the 
following chapters. But if the Que:stIc.nofShakespeare's is not 
explicitly ad<ire!>se,1. and in terms other those that invoke the "c(urumonS(mSlCal 
assumption "he" does just speak to for all humanity, then apparently 
are reinscribed. we assume without ... ...,g, . .L"' ... that Shakespeare 
should for the radical tradition, then we are ....,.., ... U.LU.LE; the terms of 
the historical and cultural systems we are questioning in the first The fractures 
within Anglo-American radical become more when the 
methods radical criticism are 11"n,!'\ru·t ... rl into South Africa, ....... "'A"".,A u~,au~,1;i our 
apartheid imperative makes explicit to commit t'\nT~pl'uPC! to a notion of universal 
political human suffrage, even as our colonial history artificiality of 
status as universal inescapable. 
Post-Colonial South African Shakespeare 
A further theoretical development must be addressed context of South 
African Shakespearean scholarship is post-colonial theory, post-colonialism has 
framework for the most recent radical South African Shakespearean 
"Post-colonial" a term, as a label as a concept (SIemon, 
1996; Griffiths, 1996; 1994; Johnson, 1996: 105-10). It is also difficult to 
assume a vocabulary with to talk about ~h.lKespe:are and post-coloniality 
there are implicit problems in A"''"'' ........ ,l''. on one of the hegemonic hwrODlean 
constructs in the name of post-colonial studies. leVlerttlel~~ss. the development 
discourses which to understand how colonialism has shaped 1"n"'t ..... ,'" and 
COIlcelDtu:al spaces that has resulted in theoretical concepts that been 











.l:"OS:t-CIJlOIUal theory had to face charges that it has become a space for diasporic 
"''''''' .... '''''''' .. '''' in metropolitan centres, at the expense of the actual geographic areas 
coloniality it seeks to describe. ArifDirlik contends that post-colonial 
World" academics consolidated positions in "First World" 
on to suggest that post-colonial theory own 
AU"' .............. its dependence on global capitalism, often failing 
current Imoolt1rult socio-political issues. ... "' ....... '" behind 
accusations: 
AIlXlel[V about the possible eventual In(:tt(:cttlall 
already be detected in the accusations that 
establishments and theories ... are to ... 'nu,...., 
deradicalize - it. The threat is real, more so ut;\.;au~)V postcoiOnJLallt} 
reading strategies, even when applied solely to 
cultures, shine more light on the "center" the 
Accordingly, concerns about postcoloniality's I"n_nntlnn L .. "'A ...... '" that it nV"nlll'" 
material conditions of oppression, and .... V""MJA.""'.., 
power. In addition, it reinscribes European theory 
and modes of thinking) at precisely the point at '"'VJ.vu • .,"" .... u,....1-"" ... " were begiruning 
to have a recognisable and powerful space into which to In own (ambivalent, 
hybrid, but emerging) voices (King, 1996), 1"1">"' .. 0: .. that some post-colonial work has 
ignored literature produced by writers from the · ...... · ........ 11'> .... '''' favour of mining the works 
of established metropolitan authors (in many cases precisely those authors who were used 
to develop and assert cultural imperialism) is an urgent one in post-colonial discourse 
theory. 
Thus the need to hear the 
interrogated. This can 











knowledges post-colonial with those ofthe metropolitan centres, the to stress 
the differences between individual in the post-colonial and the 
concern to reformulate the notion ofhybridity accordingly, are central to the essavs 
recent work of that book's two editors, Orkin and 
Ania Loomba. 
Loomba has been concerned with challenging she sees as a totalising notion 
hybridity which geographical and cultural specificity, as as differences 
within cultures generated for example, and Such a homogenising 
"hybridity" is guilty of privileging one element of the hybrid, thus 
term (1998: Rather, LOomloa elsewhere advances 
lie to the 
of seeing hybridity 
as appropriation, as something than "psychic dislocations between black and 
white .u",,,~n."'. the HIU,U"'''''jI of colonial "' ........... '" by "'Vl'Uln,,,,..,.... subjects" (1997: 118-9). 
Through nuanced readings of the that Indian film and theatre practices have 
assimilated Shakespearean influence, Loomba shows how many ofthe standard tropes of 
post-colonial theory have simplified cultural relationships of influence and 
transformation. Thus 
between colonial and anti-colonial, between "Western" 
is not adequate to understanding 
cultural phenomena ... "post-coloniality" is not an adequate term 
understanding the different relationships of different sections 
to colonialism and nationalism. Class, and region ... 
religion and .. profoundly alter the relationships of people to 
Western culture, colonial education and icons like Shakespeare 
(1997: 130-38). 
These I"nY"'''''''h are lTYi1nn1·Hll'lT notions hybridity 
and ., .... ""n .... '" of personal identity overlook categ()m~s such as 6"'''''''''''' 
problematic ways difference Such 
a refining ...... 1'\1""1',- central to r2J~d2!Q!lllru..!;illl~m~~,8 is taken up more detail 
In five. 
8 for example, Jonathan Burton's reconfiguration of mimicry-as-auto ethnography, with hybridity as the 











In recent on Shakespeare and post-coloniality, Orkin ""Vl"1"P~~P~ this to 
break an oppressive, Western cycle of conceptualising difference in a that 
repeats othering strategies. Orkin's concern with ownership is in many of the 
of his recent work: popular theatre and performance?" (1992) although not 
concerned with Shakespeare, an earlier example. "Whose things of darkness? 
Reading! representing in South Africa after April 1994" (1997) follows on 
South (1955-90)" (1 Most recently, 
"Whose the Web ont?: Seeking 'Post' - Colonial (1998b) takes 
many of the raised in Post-Colonial Shakespeares (1998a). 
the issues of ownership (of the discourse itself, informing critical traditions, 
and of the that are constructed as speaking within or towards a condition of post-
coloniality) are vital to current post-colonial theories,9 and to attempts place 
Shakespeare's works in any location (as Anglo-American cultural materialists' many 
discussions of how Bard has been harnessed to English national identity make 
what Orkin's oeuvre indicates is that the methods made available by Anglo-American 
radical criticism cannot transplanted to South African intellectual soil. 
Loomba's well-theorised and examples of counter-appropriation of a 
;sn:aKe:sp<~ar€~an influence in different of Indian the success 
results from localising while South have 
complicated, hybrid, appropriative, relationships with "Shakespeare's" texts 
authority, we not yet have a coherent localised to understand and 
accompany writing. Such a theory have to with humanism as a 
politically viable tool of resistance as much as it would have to carefully 
aspects of Anglo-American and post-colonial theory it wished to use. 
"Whose Muti the Web ont?" illustrates some theoretical \"\""5"'.'" 
appropriation model advocated by Loomba. 
hybrid subjectivity to Othello. does this 
this article, Orkin links Dhlomo's colonial, 











post-colonial, hybrid subject mtlornleO by an awareness of what such subjectivity 
might entail, in opposition to Western onto aspects of Othello's 
history and identity. However, in striving to work locally, Orkin creates a 
pan-African black subject. Orkin's important question, "Whom is a post-
colonial Shakespeare FORT (1998b: 30) is substantially lost a contradictory 
pressures that are manifest within the essay 
As part of a project to get beyond the marking 
to complicate received notions ofhybridity, and Tn"', ..... "'.'\! 
UtJlenness. Orkin wants 
traditionally been 
perceived as Othello's weakness, lack, 
interpretations of his handkerchief), into the weakJlesses "tn'I'\'''' itself. 
can be rewritten as the absence ...... " .. "' ... and 
the available to understand Othello. as 
...... , ... " .... ,'!". a more strongly active move to appropriation and ",v ... ",~ .. a',lVH as well as 
assimilation" 
....... ,uu"'~ of questions are raised by this worthy but problematically emlcte:O 
disclaimer that he is not trying to construct a direct 
text and the Southern African use of muti (28). his LV""u.".a",v .. 
ue~mo,n of whether Shakespeare's Othello can ever be an accurate or 
ret:)re:;entatlon of the "African", I do not want to veer into the complex t ...... ·<l1n 
identity politics here. Nevertheless, Othello, Western Literature's most "_"",,,,4" 
quintessentially European figure; he has drawn out generations of "Western" 
, and responses to their black Other. Can we ever hope to access 
p.Yr,p.T1pn(·p to voice of the historically and culturally oppressed 
a 
....... ,J~ ..... writings written and/or translated for "Europe"? This point is not meant to 
......... ', ... u, .. "'., ... ofhybridity as a concept, or to suggest that national boundaries are 
not, on one (Anderson, 1991). It is not, in other words, to 
....... f~M"' .... an or to oppose such a creation to something 











"authentically" "African". But critical work that has done on the representation 
on early modem stage it clear that Othello expresses modem 
and contradictory attitude its others, and cannot simply be 
made to represent sense of itself. 
dramatic representation of black I"h~~T'~,~tplr<! on the early modem been 
extensively addressed by a spectrum and critics. aesthetic 
tradition of symbolic colour medieval and early modem iconography and history 
has been explored (Hunter, 1978; Gillies, 1994; Tokson, 1982; Barthelemy, 1987; Jones, 
. D'Amico, 1991). Critics have investigated the political implications of this 
tradition, rooting it firmly a developing discourse of racism 1996; Loomba, 
1992; "''''''''UU, 1982; Newman, 1987; Brown, 1985). is general critical aw'eelnelrlt 
that Othello's "Moorishness" is a of racial and religious difference. and it is 
this point that much recent criticism proceeded, having acknowledged that much 
the critical concern with the degree of Othello's blackness revealed 
anxieties of white trying to reconcile themselves to the notion black 
10 
JeL .... ,"'''' .... , a concern with the specifics of race 
politics than it ever could about Elizabethan 
more about contemporary 
Jacobean notions or raC:ISI1tl, as 
history of the critical reception ==""- makes clear. term itself 
historically Margo Hendricks Patricia Parker point out that was 
highly unstable term" the early modem ... _.r.,-t (Hendricks Parker, 1994: 1; The 
as Lynda E. suggests 
"race" Renaissance (1 
of racial difference are ultimately unreclaimable, 
her discussion of the ambiguities surrounding the term 
A"'l1.l<:lHA" politically significant, that 
UH""'fiJLL"''',O on the early mOiOelTI acquired a of negative U<>C.V""i .... 'VU,O. 
aSSOC]late:<1 with blackness iU",'iU .... "" monstrosity. "5'ln"""". ""<l'U""""""", duplicity, 
colonial and literature. See Ahmad, 1992. 
10 Martin Orkin provides an overview of the racist criticism about the of Othello's blackness (1987). 











bloodthirstiness, the symbolic and 
blackness as a "probably the and the most frequently of 
all the associations" 1965: 29). These become available 
Shakespeare, and contemporary dramatists, to use - to challenge as well as 
The subject of such a challenge must be the early (or, indeed, modem) Vlf"'illP.T' 
and not a performed subjectivity that can cast as "African", 
Given both the aesthetic-political tradition of blackness on modem 
modem critical the name of a 
has been predominantly located in the West, why 
should Othello be '''''LI''''''''''''''U' Africanness? not more useful, and more 
honest, as a testimonial to modem, and ongoing Western Ufl(lenStaIlOlll1gs 
difference. which so often become portraits of racism? Why look to Shakespeare an 
African voice? This is not that there is no corme(~t1 between African 
and Shakespeare. By a transformed :sn~ike:speare development 
.. .<AU ..... " artforms, Loomba's illustrates the not,entl a reclamatory post-coloniality 
(although she may not wish 
to illustrate what we 
... "'" .. ""' .. here is rather, what 
It that Orkin "" J."'.H""'" 
an appropriate thp·n1"~·t1f' 
',,u,,,,",,",,",,u,-,,u of how 
it by that name). Similarly, the next two chapters will 
call a South African with Shakespeare. 
of theory should we to frame this project? 
work within society. in to 
Muti begins with a 
African theatre ... has in decline" (1998b: 16) 
to escalating which deters the white middle classes from venturing out 
theatres (17-8). Thus Orkin challenges "the implicit or expectation 
South African theatre, in 'post-colonial' projects, an unfolding post-colonial 
of development (18). He locates a critique 
theory which, McClintock, "the 'idea of linear, 
brings with McClintock, 1994). 
allows further "'." ............. 5 notion of a "post" "".au ...... in South African 













more symmetrical kinds 
u ........ , ..... against that ""V'UU"o from the 
West" (18). This concern is "''''',LV''''' over into Orkin's 
(1998a). 
It is possible that 
African theatre and 
links made this article between concerns the of South 
Dhlomo, and Othello, indicate an oP1Portw1l1stlc use of a 
South under-utilised commodity. is also an attempt to 
be "genuinely" POl[)L-C;Ol()m:al by giving voice to something traditionally spoken/or in 
post-colonial and Shakespearean criticism. its assumption of 
something and something generically (including 
"muti"), in for attention to local the article fails its own 
theoretical same sense South African 
criticism by cultural materialism and the new from 
rhetorical flourishes, what is the connection betwec:m ",v ... lnr",rI as) a Zulu 
twentieth-century "New medical-traditional ""''''''''''. the hybrid SUbjectivity 
African" (however it is formulated), and Othello? 
If ... the use of muti is in one form or another found in most sub-
ah", .. ", ... cultures, the likely experience of a seventeenth-century 
of Othello - not only in beyond the 
vv.,'uu ...... of Moslem-dominated Barbary, but because of Barbary's 
- would confirm with or links with 
"""ULU",,,,,, practices (1998b: 28). 
This is conjectural, and indeed seems to me more unlikely than it 
would be the evidence that English travel were predominantly 
located and to a lesser extent in West in the late sixteenth 
century. Not it compress a whole of cultural practices, it 
IS 
same Western system of imbuing Othello 
.... v ... "'" ... Orkin goes on to say: 
representational meaning 
even disregard these ..... 0 ........ "' ..... , 
in African cultures is surely at 
apT)rO~lcnmg Othello's language about 
contemporary significance 
as useful a model for 












handkerchief as contemporary Freudian or Marxist notions of 
fetishization (ibid). 
This is a fair point, but what it reveals is the arbitrary nature of the connection. 
anything, one could perhaps argue that Western Freudian or Marxist 
notions of fetishisation grow more directly out early modem English 
cultural context, and thus have more a playtext, than traditional 
medicinal practices, if one to ,.,1'1'\""1"" ;;vJJvaJuJ;:,Jv;:O of this 
~"'".'u ... this is not to say that the for South Africa, 
and/or for a South African ::sn'lKespe:are ;:O""J.UUU;:Ol.UY, is not worthwhile. Rather, it is to 
"' .. 1',"' .... "'. that importing Anglo-American wholesale in an attempt to 
1."" ... "" .. a South African radical criticism is problematic, and highlights 
question of Shakespeare's relationship to South African locale. Part of 
this difficulty is the vexed inheritance of the colonial uses of in the South 
education system. 
interesting political point about the "need to 
way or another ultimately 'inferior' to the culture 
.. an Othello who is in one 
at by .".,.JO ..... together Dhlomo and Othello, sits as oddly 
the beginning. If the essay starts with a -'Y"'-J 
finds himself' (28), arrived 
"' ...... , ... '" of the essay as it 
assessment of the state of 
current South dramaturgy, it ends with what as an 
of the state of Shakespeare in the South ~LlL''''''U' e<1tlcatl0n system: 
Arts Faculty Board meetlIU!S. 
Shakespeare or a diasporic or 
oo~n-C:01()m;lU Shakespeare ... appear all to have little or no 
should, presumably, give the Western or diasporic 
nOS[-(::OUDTIlal Shakespeare" some pause for thought (30). 
by pointing to the discrepancy between material 1""".'£111' ....... ·'" 
material conditions contingent to the location 
whether these be radical, post-colonial, or 
of no Shakespeare for South Africa of any description, as it is as a 











order to explicate sornelmnlg generically "African" about ~~!:!. Given that the essay 
begins and ends a impression of the state culture, to whom 
is the profit to accrue for this use of South Africanness in to out theoretical 
points a post-colonial Shakespeare? 
Orkin's work on is similarly fuelled by the South African 
educational anger at conservative of Shakespeare in the 
context of what theorising might Shakespearean 
scholarship at his writing about this extent that his political, 
oppositional is in danger of supplanting his oppositional -"-'-aJ 
may In of purpose to the criticism from which 
Orkin develops tools. Nevertheless, anti-humanist pique simplifies 
humanism in South Africa, constructs a South African 
Shakespeare eSlaDlllS!llID<~m- which can easily function as a straw man. 
Orkin first lU'-'UUJLl'-'O:> assumptions that uu.",,_~ .. 
adherence to what he InCllen;tarlOS 
criticism 
detailing the 
humanist tradition that overlooks the developments 
a typically liberal-
POS:l-C()lOIUal theory. 
that the useful ~'l::.-"'-V in the play are forced into resolutions, in a 0:>"'",",''''', 
didactic, and Christian-inflected framework (1993). in South African 
:snak:~)splearearls a dismaying tendency to conservatism, and a refusal to embrace 
emancipatory inherent in the'text: 
necessity for recognising 
A'-''''U1U,",'''' to identifY complex 
struggle not only in The 
emve;,t but beyond it - remains as as ever it was. But it is a 
IJ"'lA"'A1"''''' to discover the "'.u .. "', ... practice evident in 
on The Tempest criticism i)Ul',..,'-',;)LO:>. 
oeJ)re~;SlIllgl) tenacious staying nlnupr of particular habits of mind ... 
South Africa], "This is not wholly governed by 
.............. ability. or elevation of mind. is a set of ways 
and prejudices ... which it is worth .. to study" (Lady Anne 










Orkin's readiness to assume that 
representative of teaching practices across the board is challenged by Alan 
same volume: "South African ...., .. ,5u""u seen themselves and 
seen by others as sites of opposition to the South African state for at least forty 
(1993: 31). 
In his contribution to Orkin is concerned with 
establishing the offensive political of current South African Shakespearean 
scholarship as his starting point an analysis of how The Tempest could be made to 
work for a politics. This chapter begins with a criticism 
those who support of Southern Africa, some of whom, Orkin 
suggests, are unaware endorse by supporting 
academic fora (1997: 148). "'1-""1"'1"' ..... 0' point to Orkin's argument, 
he ""'''''lJu,nu"u in Shakespeare in Southern Africa in informed by the 
IS 
is the 
argument of Victor Houliston's article on rhetoric in a different volume same 
journal, and what such an reveals about "many ofthe 
in South African neo-apartheid education" (1989: 149).!! 
Indeed, Orkin's concern with the state of South African criticism and education post 
apartheid is indicated the title of this chapter, " ... Reading! representmJ?; 
in South 1994". protests against the "large 
97 
and the continuation of an[larcmU 
"" ....... ' ... 8 pnl~cw[.;es as a "disablement and distraction of colonial 
se1:t-a\var,eness or sell:-UIlldeI'stall1dlllJ?; , "even after April 1994" (149). 
from any 
repetitIon of a 
break 
have expected 
SVSterrlS would be 
specific .vu'"',,,. Tn!liri.N'r eJt1COIOUlg a massive ideological shift as well 
with what came [)el[Or~e. Ulll"" ........ fresh start, suggests that Orkin 
syllabi and "' .......... 5 ...... ","'1'1,,.."',, to change rapidly, in the hope 
II In this Houliston is concerned with "a responsible historical to tea(~lmlg ;Sltlaklesplearl~" 
(68). Houliston's the 'otherness' of the would seern to fit well with the 
anti-humanist Orkin's scholarship. However, the article also takes on "the use of 
history by the so-called 'new historicism', especially as it operates in South Africa", and "its 











dismantled in between April May. The failure to transform quickly is 
conspiratorial significance; finds the emphasis on beauty truth in the teaching 
literature ("the Keats thing") "most sinister" (ibid). The victimised colonial subject 
presented here, stripped by a particular use of literature of any opportunity "self 
awareness or self-understanding", is at odds with Orkin's use Shakespeare to try and 
reclaim a voice for colonial subject (such reclamatory work, which includes his 
exploration locally-defined hybridity as a tool, spans much of Orkin's 
Through an analysis of the possible presentations of characters, as well as of Caliban as a 
Orkin claims the play for original audience how 
patriarchal readings of 'reality' mask own violence in power 
(162). than that, the play is "not only with of the 
dominant order but with different kinds to dominant authority" (1 The 
text embodies "a site of repeated nerwel::n conflicting discourses" (163). 
asserts, l!lU:sm;~§! been avoided for and 
study South He SU~lge:sts that post-colonial readings of the play "continue to be 
of the utmost importance" for South Africans (164), because such readings were avoided 
during apartheid. 
The tone ofthis is different from that of "Whose Muti" in a noticeable respect: 
Orkin's attitude to South African society in writing of a chapter on what a 
colonial Shakespeare form might South is still 
hopeful, even opinion Shakespeareans is not. Orkin discusses 
commitment to debating the role of culture the new South Africa embodied Albie 
controversial on the (1990). also speaks of the hope implicit in 
what at the time of writing were "current endeavours to establish a new South African 
constitution." Orkin finds a "strong commitment to the establishment of what might be 
called a human rights culture"; Africa's "democratic moment at last begun 
a move away from past U"'.I';"'UAVUlJ."," of intolerance" (164). most important 











context of our fraught history and in the light of present endeavours", is the need to 
"foreground[ ... ] the discursive struggles" in the play. Indeed, such an activity should 
continue "for the foreseeable future" and is "more imperative" than locating the play's 
strategies in its own Jacobean context (164). For Orkin, the emancipatory possibilities in 
the Shakespeare text echo the emancipatory possibilities in a "new" South Africa, and the 
commitment to emancipation cannot be faulted. However, theoretically, his suggestions 
are untenable. A liberal, humanist belief in "what might be called a human rights culture" 
is invoked in order to justify a wrenching ofthe play from its own history - the same 
activity which is denoted as politically problematic by the anti-humanist arguments of 
radical criticism. 
Orkin's commitment to emancipation risks collapsing into what can sound like a 
commitment to oppositional criticism, especially when the chapter bsessively returns to 
its original subject: 
[T]he insistent presentation of a complexity that reflects material struggle 
and relations of power, with the recognition of discursive struggle the 
text identifies militates against anti-democratic predilections to 
censorship - discomfiting though this might remain to particular ruling 
classes and groups of whatever kind (164). 
Orkin's moral ground is so high one wonders that he doesn't get a nosebleed. An 
otherwise interesting essay on a political reading of The Tempest is marred by an almost 
hysterical tone of disgust against its source concern: how South Africans have misread 
Shakespeare. 
As in "Whose Muti in the Web ofIt", Orkin is concerned in Post-Colonial Shakespeares 
with redressing the imbalance of know ledges, with returning the Shakespeare gaze to the 
West (1998a: 186). And as in "Whose things of darkness?", Orkin is concerned 
in present day South Africa, ... to ask whether Shakespeare might still be 
used in ways that are enabling or in a manner that does not merely 











The status of the qualifier (given 
would O"l',J:;,",,:n that Shakespeare never has 




this is in some ways precisely that ofthis thesis. Using "the Shakespeare text 
,12 Orkin wants to see "whether we can now use the texts in ways that will work 
encouragement ,.,.,."."1-,:,,, sense of agency within the South location" (187). 
His argument is that, that the ~hllKespe:are texts still 
the South African education """'r"'..... they can be Africa 
providing possible (amongst other) historical perspectives and rrarnes for our own 
once primacy and methods of deployment have been 
challenged (187). 
Post~apartheid South Africa can now have own "post~colonial Shakespeare", perloulg 




"' ..... ..,,"','"' (188). Given 
present-day 
to begin with 
new South Africa is not new enough. 
framework, Orkin goes on to address 
African ~mlKe:speare:ans (188). Such a 
is by now a rec:ogmsaolle complaint: 
a 1995 M.A. course outline for teachers 
nTT~' .. "'n by the ....... ,"" .. " ... department of the University ofthe Witwatersrand, he criticises the 
Pf<J'POISOO course to the primacy ofthe author-figure, fOf couching its only 
apparently radical ~A.A.'''''AA''F> ..... """"." (Western) 
rationality", for in nr!:ll"hr'p marginalising development and gender ,,. ... ,.u"'''. 
for not addressing historical and use of Shakespeare as a cultural weapon, 
for not mentioning post-colriniality (189-90). At this point Orkin repeats the 
made that Shakespeare was 
taught to black schoolchildren as "a measure designed to IffiloeCle rather than 
acquisition ofthe LJ..JA',E,U."UJ language" (1 150). In addition, the proposal assumes 
of a "multi-racial classroom" which is in fact still a fantasy. Thus this course 
12 As recent work has indicated 1991; de Grazia & StaHybrass, 1993; 1988, 
1991 & 1996; Clond, 1991; Marcus, 1996; the uncertain status of "the 
Sha,kespeare text itself' offers a useful way to dismantle for South African stu<lenl:s, 










proposal is implicated in, following Benita Parry, " '[a] ... disciplinary 
structure of domination' .. (191). 
Orkin's ultimate point, that access to unchanged structures will result in equality 
101 
freedom, is a good one to make ofthe South African higher education system. However, 
make it a criticism proposed course which is clearly trying to effect 
chamgc;ls he has even does so in a limited way, 
suggests that requires is a different course - one that he designed, perhaps. 
Orkin that we can use Shakespeare text, historical 
moment of production, it "addresses multiple interactions between peoples and 
endeavours to with cultural .. many of the 
Shakespeare are current today" (192). Thus presumably the kind of course on 
Shakespeare would start with issues of cultural difference. My objection is 
as that for the project contradictory terms 
Orkin's argument raise the question: why use Shakespeare, specifically, to do this? 
need to reclaim Shakespeare implicit in assumption that Shakespeare is always 
same 
relevant reinscribes universal Shakespeare Orkin other Shakespeareans for 
invoking. emancipatory ofthe humanism that been a part of 
Shakespeare studies are overlooked. 
The opportunity to the construction and the to 
investigate Shakespeare's role in literary history, and 
elsewhere, are teaching possibilities. I do not disagree principle with 
hopes the possible uses Shakespeare text in South Africa, or with at its 
appropriation by agents of state repression, and at the acts of violence which were 
perpetuated name idea partly propped up by a colonial Shakespeare. 
However, it is necessary to nuance the tendency to compress all teaching practices within 
apartheid education system, together with what, the simplistic label 
"humanism", ignores the role that a philosophy of human rights played in the "'u ......... ,L"" 











education system come to stand, in his work, for a radical! post-colonial South African 
Shakespearean scholarship in ways which trap this scholarship into the oppositional only. 
The main thrust ofthe work lies in disproving the usefulness of something, rather than in 
crafting an alternative that is genuinely useful to South Africa. Apparent solutions are 
imported, resulting in a supposedly South African scholarship that is derivative without 
being thorough. If you like, it results in a hybridised scholarship which privileges the 
Anglo-American half of its ideas while claiming legitimacy from its South African half. 
Indeed, Orkin says: 
To argue that we need to escape the dominance of Europe does not of 
course mean that current work both in Europe and North America ... is 
anything but helpful. On the contrary, such work feeds into current 
endeavour in South Africa (1997: 195). 
He goes on to make some useful points about what "the Shakespeare text" is capable of 
transmitting. The text and its history can help us in South Africa to deal with ways of 
conceptualising and responding to difference; it can facilitat  an exploration of our 
relationships with Europe and North America; it can help us to imagine our own future 
(197). However, these large and powerful claims raise the question of who "we" are. In 
this chapter, Orkin offers a very pertinent series of observations about the issues raised by 
South Africa's multi-lingualism, and the education system (192). There is much to be 
said about the complex and problematised relationships between language, identity, 
nation, culture, and history which underlie the ongoing debates about multilingualism in 
the education system, before we can seriously start to address these radical and 
emancipatory ways in which Shakespeare might be useful to a significant part of "South 
Africa." Indeed, Orkin goes on to theorise the potential interlocutory power ofthe "South 
African reader of Shakespeare" (198). Who is this person? Is s/he the Establishment 
Shakespearean from a settler-descendent community largely resisting transformation? 
The Wits English department lecturer failing to engage properly with a post- modern! -
colonial! -apartheid Shakespeare? A student teacher on Wits's "inadequate" Shakespeare 
course? A student in that teacher's not-yet-multi-cultural classroom? The black 












sees in a South African Shakespeare the opportunity to engage with hybridity (201) 
... "' •. " ...... "'''' (202); suggests that by using as a African "other" we 
can establish our own (203). like the other suggestions, are exciting 
potential even if they do not answer directly the of why Shakespeare 
specifically should used. The of how they fit with history of Shakespeare 
in South Africa rernalns, once again, unresolved. 
Elsewhere in f.QJ~::&!Q!ll.ruJ::!ru~~~~, Michael Neill reminds us that origins of the 
Anglo-American ".,Uj,,,, ... project with, and British and American needs. 
Because 
critics 
"primary 'market' " lies in metropolitan locations, "we" post-colonial 
from the who want "success" need "speak in an that is 
.""" .. u ..... to metropolitan consumers" (169). The language marketplace apposite 
perhaps one way to understand the theoretical problems have come out 
the radical Shakespearean criticism produced South Africa from real and 
important political concerns with justice equality, is to see it in terms exactly the 
of economically-inspired that Neill SU~tgeiSts. 
Like its DaJrent. Anglo-American radical theory, radical African Shakespeare 
..... '.' .. n is radical its intention, and in its opposition structures. However, this 
is no longer enough. The ideal of propagating a human-rights in the classroom and 
thence South Africa be made to rest on particular readings of Shakespeare, 
whose importance to South African may be Furthermore, a 
commitment to furthering for what Noyes calls "the human" (2000) cannot afford 
simplistically to humanism entirety. 
Radical South African Shakespearean scholarship has articulated the to be of use to 
People", is concerned addressing oppression within the education system. 
There is a tradition of South Africans developing a relationship with Shakespeare that is 
neither oppressive nor, IJVIIU"'''. necessarily politically radical, even as it 










example. In the renlatIllmg three chapters I 
which been used in South 
Shakespeare something different 
been a Shakespeare" in South 
conltlntle to explore some 
illustrate that 














South African Shakespeare: Tracing the Trajectory 
She impressed me a great deal. Yes, the dignity of that hotel maid was 
quite remarkable. Another woman would thought that son was 
bewitched, taken appropriate measures. in her simple way, saw 
that her has been brought on by his That was 
why had come to me, a teacher at college. 
I her to send boy to me ... 
I to "I've listened to you, and I one day mood of 
despair will and you will want to act. What mustn't do is to 
become involved politics as they exist. clubs and associations 
are talking shops, debating societies, where Africans posture for 
urc.oe:ans and hope to as evolved. They will eat your passion 
and your (Naipaul, 1979: 1 
Your cattle are gone, my countrymen! 
rescue them! rescue 
the breechloader alone 
And tum to the pen. 
Take and ink, 
For that is your .:I ... .J. ... ''''. 
rights are l'>~~"l'>' 
pick up your 
Load load with 
Sit chair, 
Repair not to Hoho, 
But fire with your pen (I. W. Citashe, late nin.eteenth-centurv Xhosa 
Qtd A. Jordan, 1973: 88).1 
Tiffin maps the development of post-colonial theory in two main streams, one 
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cOIlceme:a with the texts uu.I.J. ...... ,.... by writers in ex- and neo- .... UJ'Vlll .. :U states,2 and 
one its "basis 0D110S'OorlV and UUllHUJi:) (1996:161). 
Shakespeare fits "' ....... vu .... "stream" of post-colonial T ...... " .... ' It rarely "'uJ;;. ... ~""'" 
with local literature, and when it so it is often to a point about Shakespeare. 
her essay with a call to ........... ".n ..... ~' .... literary curricula. This 
I Hoho is the "Mountain-forest stronghold where the Xhosa Sandile, was shot and killed" {ibid}. 
2 I will be assuming the following nomenclature: Old or ex-colonies exist in a neo-colonial world, described 
by a discourse, made up of different where the indicates the continuting 










would seem to imply ... : an interrogation of those profoundly affective 
English works - their contents as well as their conditions of consumption 
and production - as well as a radical rereading of their terms, not so much 
"against the grain" as within their historical and geographical situation(s) 
- demystifying (while still acknowledging) their power in the 
contemporary world (162-3). 
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Tiffin's hesitant initial phrase is telling. What does it mean to decolonise literary 
curricula? How does one de-canonise a structure established partly in relation to the 
development of canorusation? Furthermore, the desire to affect the contemporary world is 
an important impulse in much radical theory, and a founding one for post-colonial 
theories (even if the practice is often more complex [Dirlik, 1994; Ahmad, 1995; 
Cooppan, 2000] ). But it is a complicated task to demystify the discursive power 
profoundly affective English works still assert, not least because questions of the 
ownership of English literature cannot be easily settled. The English literary canon, 
whatever its origins, forms part of an African literary tradition. The power of English 
literature is manifest on the level of the individual's personal experiences, and on a 
broader political level, and the two realms are not separate. That is to say that personal 
responses are partially constituted by context. It is also to attempt to account for the 
complex ways in which the symbolic power of English Literature, and of Shakespeare, 
became available as tools to particular South Africans in the course of the first half of the 
twentieth century. 
This chapter will examine attempts to use this power for indigenous benefit: when the 
promise of universal humanity (with its implied access to politically entrenched equality) 
implicit in the colonial, humanist, teaching of English literature was tested. As a political 
tradition in South Africa, this brand of humanism was found wanting.3 At the same time, 
3 John Dube, first president of the South African Native National Congress (formed on 8 January 1912, and 
renamed the African National Congress in 1923) during Plaatje's tenure as the SANNC's first secretary, 
"announc[ ed] his intention as president to place 'hopeful reliance in the sense of common justice and love 
of freedom so innate in the British character' " (Lodge, 1983: 3). As part of this hope, which stemmed from 
a belief that they were loyal Imperial subjects and expected to be treated as such, who believed in the 
Christian humanism they were taught, two delegations were sent to Britain to argue for the Imperial 
intervention on behalf of the Queen's loyal black South African subjects in 1914 and 1919. Plaatje attended 











as part a literary trajectory, the use :smlKe:speare by South Africans that out of 
humanist tradition became an important strand of a class-based literature of political 
of (at least textual) '''.'''L ........... v ........... itself a political act. 
I critical un<lerl;tatlUlltlgs ....,,,,,LV ••• V .. Plaatje's use :snaLKespeaJre I ~_,..."..,_~. 
that Plaatje's relationship with :sn~lKe:speare as a of texts to asa 
"",... ... h,"1 can be read in ways which formation of a South .rLLIL.l"''''U :snw(espe.are 
addition, Plaatje marks the inception of a use of Shakespeare which implications 
South African writers both personally and politically, although I do not attempt to 
penetrate beyond textual constructions of identity. Peter Abrahams's autobiography 
~~~ explicitly engages with advantages and complications an education in 
........ '0 ... " ... Literature, and emblematic of this discussion 
of Abrahams's construction as a language a to 
textually-inscribed South African to the 
following chapter's Shakespeare in the context of the ofthe 
1950s (Abrahams was an "" .. ,", ........ "'u, .... writer for Drum; Tell Freedom was serialised in the 
magazine from April 1954 2001: 77]). 
I am not going so far as to cla:im that from Plaatje to the 1950s' generation there is 
an unbroken heritage, (such a formulation omits Dhlomo, for one). 
However, there are clearly educational and social that connect these South 
African writers who, formal apartheid, can along a trajectory of 
class, political, and concerns. These concerns particular (and .... ""en"" .......... , 
ways, in the uses these made of Shakespeare. who make use of 
Shakespeare in this can characterised as an terms oftheir class position, 
1913 Land Act, to no avail. The political promise of equality with "civilization" turned out to be, in Peter 
Abrahams' words, "FOR EUROPEANS ONLY" (a refrain that runs Tell Freedom, for example 
164). This is not to that the personal journeys undertaken by individuals did not have value; 
it is in these that the kind of education received the mission schools to 
shape the identities of South African writers in which allowed them to influence South African 










educational attainment, and numbers, and they mark an important movement in the 
development of written South African literature: 
[W]ritten [African] literature emerged from the rupture in indigenous 
cultures caused by the colonial experience. To a certain extent this 
literature is part ofthe response to European domination ... [and] is often 
expressed in the tongue and literary forms of European literature, 
propagated by what is in the beginning a small black elite (Sole, 2001: 
143). 
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Sole points to a number of difficulties in the description of this elite as "petit bourgeois". 
Members are from diverse social origins, and the sub-class itself can be divided into two 
different strata ("the 'traditional' petty-bourgeoisie [small-scale producers and small 
traders] ... and the 'new' petty-bourgeoisie [civil servants, non-shareholding managers, 
teachers, clerks, intellectuals, journalists etc.]" ). The unifying feature denoted by the 
label is ideological rather than economic or social, although education is a vital feature 
"in the continued existence ofthis coherent attitude". Furthermore, members ofthe group 
occupied a position which was fundamentally unstable, allowing them to cross over to the 
working class on the one hand if such a move was expedient, and to aspire to bourgeois 
status on the other hand. Lastly, intellectuals within this class had "special interests" of 
their own, "which cannot be reduced to the general interests ofthe class to which they 
belong"(145-6). Nevertheless, what connects the writers I will be discussing, in addition 
to the issue of education (which Sole stresses as important4), and linked to it, is a 
particular use of Shakespeare, which itself is linked to education and aspiration, as well as 
to protest. Despite the difficulties inherent in generalising about the social and economic 
origins ofthis group, Sole does conclude that "[bJecause of historical circumstances ... 
black writing ... is largely petty bourgeois in origin" (146). 
According to Sole, this" 'repressed elite' "(following Couzens, 149) was increasingly 
characterised by the tensions caused by their experiences of a particular kind of 
4 "There is a remarkable amount of coherency in this black elite right up until the late 30s" largely as a 
result of education, which moved from rural-based mission stations to urban church schools with the 
increasing urbanisation after World War One. "Indeed, right up until 1953 Fort Hare and the church schools 
produced a great number ofleading black intellectuals and politicians", and church schools educated slum 











education, by a petit-bourgeois class-location, relation to worsening socio-political 
nn1 .. rp'~~u\n (144). Mounting frustration in the oppressive conditions 
IS the content political invocation of 
Shakespeare is initially oblique. Plaatje hoped to make a case for Setswana through his 
translations. Can Themba's use Shakespeare to comment on South African life, on the 
other hand, is much more overtly political, as will be seen in the following chapter. 
Sole provides an overview of history of "black writing" South before 1948. 
stresses the role of the missionaries in committing the first, Christian, vernacular texts 
to print from the early 1840s (146-7), a point also made by C. Jordan (1973). The 
reasons conversion, and the writing that resulted, were not only religious. the 
beginning, education and Christianity were a means . whose own sO(~lel1es were 
increasingly fragmenting: missionary-run education was seen as a ladder to 
better jobs, money and a higher standard of in the colonial context." Christianity 
became linked to standard of living as a class-inflected notion. Sole 
that a "middle-class mode of living and behaviour" became a "'.B ....... "'. of 
Christianity (147). Linked to mode ofliving and behaviour was the development a 
"petty-bourgeois individualism" (145). 
pre:sellce of a growing sense of individualism within the nel[U-iD01 rJ!eOlSle was 
partially a of their education which was liberal ..... " ..... u.'" in inflection, and church-
controlled from the 1840s until 1953. The humanist orientation education points 
to another of the contradictions which characterised this group, and ironically contributed 
towards their burgeoning disillusionment, as their socio-political world increasingly 
failed to respect the universal humanity, and concomitant huntan rights, of all men (Sole, 
2001; Couzens, 1984 & 1985). 1925, Selby-Msimang in the Umteteli wa Bantu 
"articulates clearly the class-based nature of the black elite's demands": 
As back as the they first came close contact with 
Western civilization this day, State, speaking generally, has never 
been solicitous, nor sufficiently generous, in its attitudes towards the 
reJ!enc::rallon of the Bantu. Missionaries, for most part, found 












COllzells ... ' ......... '" the 
mc:re2lsIrlg militancy which 
110 
that it a higher ",,,u •• ..uv (Qtd Sole, 
.." ... H .... wnne··SD<lnSlore·a. social clubs mitigating the 
"' ........... ;] began to aCCOmparlY this disillusionment (1984 
1985). However, precisely because education remained a unifying factor in "reproducing 
the mores and ideology privileged class, education was still church 
controlled", the state had no of intervention education. liberal 
informed education of the to "views on 
culture, economics, and racism [which] ... were formed by a group not 
identified with the state" (Sole, 2001: 150), and to criticise 
the repressIve the education received ..... 1'''''1' .. '' for 
their discollteltlt77• A humanist education, brought colonialism and teac:hUlg that all men 
are ""'IIIJ""" to equip a of black South to become subjects 
even as it shaped them as colonised subjects. 
The literary and class-based 1" .. "'",."..1"." ... , - from the most famous gerlenltlOln of 
- is conceptualised as comprising one uses of 
;:)mlKe:speare At same as it problematises a particular use of humanism in the 
promise of universal human moral political to black South during 
a time of "''''''''''0 disenfranchisement - this emoocumem is humanist Ins(>1ar as it grows 
out """"'''' .... vu afforded Africans by the u .. " ... v'u schools, a fact 
Abrahams cOJTIITtenrs on directly. of human isms 
teIllSICln between liberal-humanist the aspiring petit-bourgeois 
individual context of oppressive socio-political and "'"""'Gl'''',,"'',,, 
awareness hurnan rights the complex of humanism in 
Africa. South African humanism which produced a use of name 
of human --O"---J and can be contrasted with what may more 
specifically a liberal-humanist South African Shakespeare, which will 











The South African Shakespeare offered is constructed within a model which values 
South African following post-colonial call to redress imbalance of 
knowledges the West and the Rest (Loomba & Orkin, 1998). This valuation 
breaks a cultural binary which posits , colonised culture on one and 
on the other, where Shakespeare is an elevating, civilising gift 
on the former. by the use that was made of 
Shakespeare 
which 
South writers, it is possible to a theoretical model 
__ ,~,.,.,~~~,~ cultural transformation 
................ 11 for this initial discussion (more attention will be paid to the concept 
ofhybridity the following chapter) is the to take cognisance of Sole's criticism 
against post-colonial as it has been practised in South Africa: "it is typical local 
'post-colonial' critics slip back into notions of authenticity when """"UHJlF'. with issues 
black agency" (1 124). discussions ofPlaatje, and "'''IJ''''''U''' 
constructed Abrahams's I do not wish to fall 
"presumption about privatised subjectivity" (ibid), or to be seen to be falling 
unreflexively back on problematic liberal-humanist repeating 
precisely the of of personhood for which I in this a 
certain kind of humanism be held Rather, I am investigating a 
construction - , and of cultural transformation. selecting 
approach, I awareness of the false embedded 
whether that essence is 
culture which makes possible 
to personhood, to "blackness", or to a definition 
fiction of cultural purity. I hope to investigate 
construction matrix which comes to replace essential core. reliance on 
discursive formulations is not meant to privilege discourse above material conditions. I 
wish to the "connection of cultural identities and forms of expression to 
material interests and wider ideological ill (ibid: 139). I do so by 
emphasising the power of Shakespeare as text and icon, and by acknowledging 
a particular use of education and role in the construction of class-based identity 











Starting a textual South African Sllakespeare: Solomon Plaatje 
"" ..... " .... ,u humanism in Africa has a history predates Sol Plaatje, beginning 
with the first writings ."''''''"''u,''' .... Jordan comments on "''''" ......... 3' ofa 
Christian education writings in 
"the history of the literature of the Southern 
Africa (although 
"""",.,,,,co begins long before 
notes that 
people 
anything about and long before advent of the European" ). Couzens 
rp11rpr~ltp", the importance of the mission the establishment of literacy in South 
r>.H.~abefore and " 'literature' South Africa does not 
begin with writing but origins in perfonnances - riddles, folk 
tales, proverbs and so on ofpre-literate (1984: 60). Plaatje 
come to represent both a talent of potential, imputed "Shakespearean" quality, and, 
thwarting of what should have been his an embodiment injustice in the 
ways in which 
of :snalkespeare 
particular use 
was overlooked. reasons, as 
as a starting point 
as for his translations 
development of a 
;:sn'lKespe:are in South 
Born in what was the Orange State in 1876, Plaatje was a politician, a writer, a 
linguist, and an activist: "one of South Africa's most important political and literary 
figures" 1 1; see also 1984: 81). His output included five 
translations & Willan, of which only two 
number of ways: as the co-opted 
has 
intellectual (Johnson, 1996: 96), and as a 
ma 
of the emerging petit-bourgeois African whose love of;:smuc:espe:are 
becomles a delineating marker of education and civility (Couzens, 1985: 6-18). third 
ex<~ml:)1lIlea by identification of almost inadvertent Bhabha-
which he finds at writings elite, 
(1996: 114). Njabulo Ndebele "finnly ... 











"" ............ , .. "" .... of the binary 
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be theorised as essentially destabilising the notion 
Helen Tiffin's vision of the colonial Other who 
system and shifts him- or herself from one accordmg to promise of 
the civilising mission. This movement disrupts binaries upon 
whil~h the ideology of Empire... (1996: 154). David Johnson worries that 
; 
this kind of post-colonial "Plaatje-subject" will come to "given the cultural 
authority" of the major Western institutions which theory is housed (1996: 109) . 
Whether his use ~naK(~speru:'e IS 
the construction of his own 
(Plaatje took what he was given Cnal11g€~d it to 
(whether he meant to or 
humanist discourse "'''''...,,,'''',, as UUIJU"," ",~1 .... , .. "1" 
Plaatje who is not fooled into """JLU'''''''V'' 
.... ".H.V .. (Plaatje challenges 
same"), assimilation 
own purpose), or ironic civility 
C01IG11tlOIlS and colonial education's 
1rn?' .... ,...,·""T to allow for a 
In addition, often inflecting the importance to South 
African literature is the way in ~naKc~speru:'e is seen to legitimate 
his own importance as an artist 60-6; Willan, 1984: 82-7; Gray, 
1977: 1; Couzens & Willan, 1976: 7-8). vv, ... """, .... draws an analogy between the artist-
man Shakespeare, as product of his Plaatje, also as product of his 
time. Because of this similarity, was a moment in our history, 
exemplified by and embodied we had chance to connect with a 
Shakespeare we could . Plaatje 
was the right man owed Shakespeare a great deal. He 
would have been too modest to say it himself, but Shakespeare owes him, 
too. By extending into another language and into new literary 
forms he was in the process. The moment ofPlaatje 
was a moment Probably it will never come again. But if it does 
us it (1988: 60; 65). 
5 The of assimilation which categorisation of coloniserl colonised can be 
effective. Loomba has illustrated the Shakespeare "as a suitably weighty means 
which [to] [a] future" in her examination of Kathakali drama's adaptation 
{Loomba & 1998: and have been "struck by the way in which Plaatje treats 











COllzellS is undertaking a project of restoration, and is justifiably that Plaatje's 
IDIJleCtmg the attempt 
love and knowledge 
was undervalued in his own time and for so long 
to Plaa~e's importance, however, is the way 
Shakespeare, and the cultural implications ofthis us 
De(:onrles a potential, if overlooked, "South African Sh~lk:e:speare7 
importance as an artist and a man who was 
~~~~!U!Jru!.M!:!ID:.AJ~:!!, David Johnson uses 
Subject and Shakespeare" (1996: 74-110).6 
"'''AJ.IJ'5 sense of"Plaa~e's relation with ;::,nl1KeSpC~arcr' 
........... F-. ... 'HJ .. of the possible reS1DOfises 






et1~~cts of cultural imperialism on the IIICIIIIJICHS (91-3). 
equality (95). In this commitment to the idea 
Memmi and Plaatje "fall[ ... J for 
of both 
same myth ~_"'_~.w freedoms", 
IJH,cn:.", out the complexities of writing ... from a weak detenS:lve position 
the ramparts of Western Culture. The faint within for 
universal brotherhood echo alternately as genuine "''''''''''''',5'''''' 
......... H .. (for Plaatje and Memmi). and as 
and unwary (for Fanon and Cabral) (95). 
V.UJ"",,,,,,, assumes that these writers would understand Plaatje, in 
:Sh~l.ke:speare as the co-opted native intellectual, even "limited 
which to sympathise with Plaa~e's position (96). 
a Marxist reading, partly via Lenin, might 
throw[ ... ] into sharp relief Sol Plaa~e's pre.sunlptlons 
within the Pax Britannica for black South 
the 
demonstrate] the hollowness of claims from within .LJ".5"~'" 
and equality of humankind, v .... ,,, ..... 
had placed great store in their 
gm,renrunents ... The colonial intellectual ofPlaatje's aPflpr!~tlr\n 











most part seen as an agent and apologist for capitalism, a traitor to the 
African masses ... [implicated in] a politics of capitulation (98-101). 
Indeed, within this framework of class formation and its relation to race, we can locate 
one impression of the emerging petit-bourgeois African class to which Plaatje is seen to 
belong. His love of Shakespeare then becomes a marker of this belonging, because it is a 
marker of his erudition, as well as his moral and intellectual capacity. 
Couzens reads T.D. Mweli Skota's African Yearly Register (to which Plaatje 
contributed), published in 1930, as expressing the aspirations of the emerging black petit-
bourgeois, and as an attempt at self-definition (1985: 6-18). 
The book is also in a sense an appeal. It seems to say, "Look, here is a 
substantial body of people who have achieved much in terms of Christian 
and civilised standards - this is what we are. Surely we should be 
accepted? ... [W]e can be worthy and able allies" (18). 
This is the same message that critics have seen in Plaatje's acts of Shakespearean 
translation (Willan, 1984: 87-90), in his Native Life in South Africa/ in his Sechuana 
Proverbs (WiHan, 1984: 82), and in his journalism (De Kock, 1996: chapter 4; Couzens & 
WiHan, 1974: 4). In Skota's "Preface", an intention similar to one ofPlaatje's objectives 
for the writing ofMhudi ("to interpret to the reading public one phase of 'the back of the 
Native mind' " [Plaatje, 1975: 17]8) is espoused: 
For years the world has been wanting to know more about Africa and her 
people. And Africa, on account of her wonderful mineral wealth, has 
emerged from the dim background to the forefront of international 
importance. But little or nothing is known of her people. They are 
deemed to be savages prone to witchcraft, cannibalism and other vices 
7 Leon de Kock says that in this work, Plaatje "captures the characteristic political ethos of the public, 
petitioning black voice in the late nineteenth century: acceptance of the infancy! teenager metaphor, 
respectful admission of tutelage, and acceptance of gradualism in the process of acquiring political rights 
under the 'British representative system.' The teleology implicit in this idealistic, comedic narrative 
[comedic inthe "Shakespearean sense", in terms of which a predominant aspect is the resolution of 
difference in society (202)] foresaw an eventual point of arrival at 'adulthood' in the attainment of 
'civilised' status and the concomitant full participation in constitutional government" (1996: 112-3). 
8 In his Introduction to this edition, Couzens comments on Plaatje's concern for "historical perspective. 
Because of the stranglehold of writing in historical recording and propaganda, and because of white 
dominance over this medium, the bias of African history has been largely white-orientated. This lies behind 











credited to historians are wont to record the worst that is 
in some of the they The 
result is obvious; young children reamnlg 
kings and were murderers, t",o'itnl~'" are tempted to 
ashamed of their race. In this book the of such men as 
Moshoeshoe, Crowther, Tiyo Soga, Montsioa, Khama and are 
portrayed by contributors, and in each case a genuine historical 
to show, without favour, the qualities the 
sons Couzens, 4). 
a local equivalent same 
commitment to demonstrating "the qualities sons of Africa", context of an 
class fraction. John Mancoe' s .!.1ls,u;;tl2.!;;mlQIll!:S1!!!!"'!;!1:!!!.!:.!!J::!:.ill!~Q!Q~2Q.J~!ID.!rr 
published years later, in 1934, a peculiar but mixture of 
for rights [and] . Like Skota, 
style is ofa then, 
locates both an class's at 
political justice on the demonstration of civilised, 
it is precisely and other 
partially co-opted colonial subjects which 
resistance. The extent to which they did 
value cannot be known with certainty. 
of his emerging class's, location as 
their particular strategies of 
the promise at its apparent 
because their self-awareness as 
or colonised subjects theorised retrospect. We can access some of the 
they clearly, repeatedly, asked 
deliver on its ostem;1DJle promise. In following Bill 
colonial ideology to 
the interpellated 
colonial subject can seen to interpolate '""v.'v ... ' ... discourse an act of trans formative 
resistance. This act "'''~'''I'>'w''' "the array of uu..u."'u",'~'" 
"tools for <>""'''''''C''''1''I a deeply held sense of identity and being" (Ashcroft, 
: 20). In mstanlce, the interpellated subject's interpolation, embodied in 
m Mancoe's attempts to quantify their 











In addition to the political, cultural, and linguistic strategies behind his translations, 
Plaatje invokes Shakespeare in the course of his other writings. In his contribution to 
Isaac Gollancz's A Book of Homage to Shakespeare (1916), Plaatje uses Shakespeare to 
force an acknowledgement of African experience within European terms, and to critique 
the racism of whites in Europe and America. In "A South African's Homage", Plaatje 
links, and thus grants equality of status to, "King Edward VII and two great Bechuana 
Chiefs - Sebele and Bathoeng". Shakespeare is the thread by which he sews these two 
pieces of royal cloth, one English and one African, together. All died in 1910, 
when Halley's Comet illuminated the Southern Skies ... I commenced 
each obituary with Shakespeare's quotation: 
When beggars die there are no comets seen; 
The heavens themselves blaze forth the death of princes (Plaatje, 1996: 
211). 
By using "Shakespeare's quotation" for each obituary, by suggesting that Shakespeare is 
implicitly appropriate as an epitaph for each of the deceased monarchs, Plaatje is 
according each leader equal status as a prince. Furthermore, these princes are 
appropriately addressed in the highest accolades English has to offer. Shakespeare does 
not differentiate between races in this invocation, Plaatje pointedly suggests; why should 
colonial governments? Plaatje thus naturalises class within English and African societies, 
suggesting that princes from both groupings are better understood in terms of their shared 
relationship to beggars, on the one hand, and to divine right, on the other. 
In the conclusion to the same piece, Plaatje again uses Shakespeare to make a point about 
what Africans share with Europeans. In this case, Shakespeare also becomes a 
commentator on racism. Thus Plaatje makes use of Shakespeare's familiar universal 
humanism to point to its lack in his "present age" (ibid: 212). At the same time he makes 
a much more complex point about cultural ownership of Shakespeare, and about 
ownership of the spiritual values which accrue to the culture signified by Shakespeare. 
Plaatje comments on depictions of black men in two contemporary films, the pro-Klu 
Klux Klan "The Birth of a Nation", and a film of the crucifixion in which "the only black 











that nobility and valour, 
monopoly of any colour. 
but appears to have had a keen 
grasp of human of things seems so inwardly 
correct that (in spite of our rapid means of communication and facilities 
for travelling) we ofthe have not yet equalled his acumen 
(Plaa~e, 1996: 212). 
Schalkwyk comments on the complexities modes of address to his different 
audiences, and how this is ..... 1-1 ... "1"':.'" pronouns (1999). Plaatje, writing 
in London, speaks to an English audience audience as 
"we of the present age". Plaatje is thus unified with 
appreciation of Shakespeare as well as in their mOQeID c10SllnOl)011ItaIllSrn. counters 
typical colonial charges against African or 
backwardness. At the smne time, 
modem people allows him to 
represents in the films to which 
[Shakespeare's] drmnas are basedfind 
SU"[;'DO:Seu cosmopolitanism of 
the West 
on which 
212) to the "inwardly correct" human core of African lUl".-IUI 
(Plaatje, 1996: 
in contrast to the 
Plaatje saw, and which mhumane racism of the Western depictions of blacks the 
Qlsltressea him so intensely (441. n. 53). 
failure ofPlaatje's attempt to achieve the rights 
franchise is evident in the passing of the 1913 Land Act and 
political and social 
... n''''l't" Nevertheless, it is important to accord Plaatje the credit he as a str~tteg:lst. 
As is clear above, Plaatje's political strategy has been noted by many of his ""n,,,,,,,. 
although his professed love of Shakespeare has not often been seen to be part 
strategy. Johnson turns his attention to this group of critics, 
Willan, and finds that they characterise Plaatje as 
by impossible contradictions" (1996: 104). He takes these themselves 
m Shakespeare. His critique is informed by own criticism 










Implicit in the the LJU,,,u,,, ... 
culture ofPlaatje's alternative to the more 
brutal racism of the that Shakespeare a 
route for Plaatje to beyond South Africa ... The "'u. .. 'v ..... 'n"' ... 
between colonial was therefore more than 
simply the cultural equivalent of the economic transaction 
Beers Consolidated and African mineworkers; it was a 
complicated exchange which included certain valued achievements 
Western culture becoming available to colonial subjects for the 
(ibid). 
De(~OnleS clearer at the end of Johnson's chapter, and 
119 
This comment about 
embodies his own <JTT'YH"P relationship with ~mlKe:speare Johnson 
his version , in the form of an anecdote 
relation between 
.u .. "' ..... Plaatje recruited,9 "'~~.n"~,,'. "", .... n,,'"to 
and dramatizes most acutely ... 
Shakespeare": In 1920, 
University of Cape J.JUj5U."'U. which totaled almost same amount as 
the wages of the miners 
Thus the exchange: order the English teachers at the University 
Cape Town to more colonial students about Shakespeare, 
extraordinary are extorted from the labour of 17,000 
mineworkers (110).10 
This rhetorical flourish, OIIere:a as the "The Real Sol Plaatje", has 
Plaaije in an becomes, like colonial ~n;aK€$Dear'e an inadvertent 
agent Johnson problematises theorising 
which offers a "Shakespearean" as resisting (105-
9 In 1909, due to financial hardship, Plaatje worked as Bechuanaland of the Mine Labour 
Supply Company Ltd. for a short time (Willan, 1996: 19). 
10 Brian Pearce, in a review of Johnson's book, says of this "coup de theatre" ending: "The extract 
does not tell us what of the profits of the company was extracted from the workers and 
how much from the international investments of the company, their expertise and management. 
The extract does not tell us how much of the teaching of the colonial students was devoted to Shakespeare. 
Furthermore, it does not us how the donation was used and over what period of time. Presumably the 
Professor to the chair was awarded a moderate What was the average salary of an English 
teacher at the time and how did it compare to the average of a worker at De Beers? The point made is 










109),11 Johnson thus relegates 
horribly mistaken, appropriated colonial 
agency in the exchange with Shak(~speaI'e 
Leon de Kock warns: 
wen-intentioned, but 
possibility of real 
[P]resent-day researchers of colonial wary of trying to 
retrieve the lost subaltern subject as a authentic voice ... lest 
further representational impositions are committed. One can, however, 
characterise the voices which are discernible ... and be wary of 
misrepresenting as of a colonial subject (1996: 
107). 
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The suggestion that we ""'uv ......... see our 
characterise different available "".,.,,,""'" 
have been identified 
Bard's universal greatness 
with slavish imitation 
as a relationship with a 
carried with them a 
re-reaulIlLg colonial history as one that will 
well with the different voices of Plaatje that 
adore Shakespeare? Did he believe in The 
bought into the colonial civilising mission 
relationship with Shakespeare be read 
"narrative" of "civilisation") that 
justice? The answer must ultimately 
moot. What is possible to 'Vv, .. "'.' ........ which, South African 
Plaatje's reUmOltlSn:LP to :snllKespeare Oec:orrle central to an understanding 
work. In order to allow who is not victimised by the cultural 
colonial Shakespeare, it is to acknowledge that Plaatje had his own .. 5 .. 'u ....... 
Beyond this, is there way to read Plaatje other than either as a co-opted COI'om,al 
subject, or as a What more can we say about Plaatje's 
II In Johnson fmds a whose juxtaposition with the great canonical Shakes:perure 
would be "embraced" (108). Post-colonial according to Johnson, would trace the constituent 
strands of this his construction as a subject would be compared to "~l:Jlakestleare' 
construction as a would be used to explore how ambivalence 
contradictions of collusion and subversion might be managed, and how the appropriation of the 
colonial be Ultimately, Johnson, suggests, this 
would be seen, in a strategy of mimicry ... an act of subversion and 
defiance" (ibid). Such a is similar to the transforming, resistant subject explored by de Kock and 
Ashcroft, although Johnson inflects this post-colonial Plaatje with more skepticism, given that he is offered 











of Shakespeare? there a way to the binary of 
native Other or colonial subject, might allow him to 
own "Shakespeare", reducing him to a victim of the colonial 
education C!'\1'!'fA~n which Johnson details for South Africa? Is it possible to a hybrid 
Plaatje without privileging Shakespeare? 
In a field with another Other, work done on the act 
translation modern period. seen as a str~lte$!Y 
proscription against enabled women write without violating 
contested). 
made "'n. ... ·u~. 
(Cerasno 
period which 
original ..,v, ..... "'. 
extent to which ideology should be taken literally 
have been prepared to translators at their word, 
prefaces, that translation is TPTlnrn,F''' from the act of creation 
1996). Despite of imitation in the early u ..... '''''''''' 
us to read Wyatt's translations Petran:h as 
tend to see u ..... , • .., .. "'u'", .. '" by women straightforwardly as an 
attempt to » .. ",·n"". oen,lnO authoring text. 
have illustrated the extent to which translation is an act of 
authoring . .LJ"""u ... .l.'" Clarke has illustrated the powerful political commentary found 
female-authored of the period (n.d.). Clarke 
intervention and public involvement. She points out 










in translation, as well as .. u' ••• nA ......... reality that most realoers 
translated text in relation to many not having access to the 
Sidney-Herbert's .... ~ ...... lVU ofPetrarch's Triumph of Death is 
as directly involved VVJ,U ....... Jl ..... J!O. on topical political J.>':>>':>L''''>':>. 
how her translation 
tool for, the advancement 
relation to Plaatje, Myrtle 
emphasising that the 
~~~ is a highly political 
Protestant cause (Clarke: 
question 











own "allegiances", as well as the power that exist between 
different L .. ""j::; ....... j5"''''. will affect the act of translation (1997: 103-1 109). 
Plaatje's acts of translation may have been ...... ,"~...,.fT''''''''''' ... rI as 




........ j", ..... , •• VU of The Comedy of Errors) by Shole J. Shole (1990/1). Shole contrasts 
UUA.i,.<nn,'uto Raditladi's "mechanical, literal and ummagmawv'e translation of 
==(51). 
Shole locates both aesthetic and political motivations in Plaatje's act of translating 
Shakespeare. "wanted to share his experience of with his people, as 
well as to prove that .'PT"U/" ..... Q is a literary medium capable 
said and the political are retatetel, 
project to texts must be """1""''''''''''' 
aesthetic as a truism (63). 
however, at literal translation from "mlKe:speare 
while 
because of the cultural contexts 
~nllKeSDe:are as a source is far more successful. 
a 
Raditladi's translation follows the original literally; the result is a piece of work at times 
so nonsensical "that one may wonder whether he understood his own 
In fact, Shole's analysis ofRaditladi's Macbeth illustrates that a direct UUAli>lQ,LlVlll, which 
does not make cultural 
soon as Shole ....... ..,.u .. '" 
maybe more 
repeatedly sm~ss(~s 
"Plaatje did not att(~ml)t to 
what makes :!::!.!J~~~~ 
ridiculous (60); 
idiomatic allowances, becomes a 
great skill, however, it be(~on[les 
playas using Shakespeare as a source: 
nature 
form at the 















excellent English to use excellent Setswana, cannot translate, 
he (61). 
Introduction to ~~~~~, Plaatje tells his reader: 
a book such as this in Setswana: it 
1nn"lt"<:I'r". But we are by the 
demands of the incessant and shrill 
exclaiming, "Tau's """"'"!:'UT" .... will of no use to 
extinct because are not taught Setswana! 
missionary language! will lose all trace of our IS 
why we undertook to this task (plaatje, 1996: 
linguistic and social 
iShlikespe:are to be available to 
is clear; he does not detail need for 
here for their own (moral or aesthetic) good, 
good ofthe UUA,,,,,U"'a"', 
characterises the translation 
order to prove its 
:smlKe:speare into 
"'''''-''''''''' [385]). More to immediate purpose (and 
translation). it is interesting to 
a book. 
. . 
"' .... ' •• ""'" In secunng .... ,U" .... UJLE> 
compilation of 
a Setswana 
would generate more 
of that language's 
(at of his Introduction 
something for" 
that I am working from a 
work as the writing 
he mentions his 
a "translation and 
capital than the writing of 
nn<)T<:I"nv and linguistic 
DV\"aU,),", I lack Shole's or Plaatje's linguistic learning skill, I cannot comment 
on the nature ofPlaatje's translation, other than to out that both according to 
Shole's evaluation, and to .. "' .... u.,"'. theories oftranslation, it seems that Plaatje's 
or reliance on, li"pc,,,,,p'!lrp can be overstated. The reasons for overstatement into 
complex framework power of Shakespeare as a symbol of the best that can 
or done in world, what may 
(Bristol, 1990: "tyranny of Shakespeare's 20()OOeSS 
Setswana language. 
own objective, 











Conceiving ofPlaatje's as In own right allows us to shift 
the emphasis from debt to Shakespeare (which allows Plaatje's to stand 
"native achievement"). Instead, Shakespeare becomes available to be South 
which implications the understanding ofhybridity as a useful theoretical tool for a 
post-colonial, and/or a South African, Shakespeare. 
Tracing a tradition: 1ll!.!Jf~!!2.!!!! (in English) 
South as a symbol a certain kind of education, as a tool of 
protest, and as a powerful articulation identity. is evident in autobiographies of 
Peter Abrahams and Bloke Modisane. as well as the of other writers for 
magazine (most notably in the use that Can Themba made of Shakespeare his 
writing, as will be discussed more detail in the following chapter). I will begin to 
address the in which writers' use Shakespeare can be linked to Plaatje's. 
use of Shakespeare maps a trajectory of South literary Shakespeareans. 
What links these writers, Plaatje to Themba, is their access to a particular kind of 
education which was compromised following the Bantu Education as well as 
ways which class inseparable in this instance from a particular kind of 
political protest, become exemplified by particular uses of 
Peter Abrahams is one of African in English to influence, the 
development of African literature (Scanlon, 2000: 4). charts his writing 
personal developme ts and political realisations which his afforded more 
explicitly than does Plaatje. He was born into the group defined as "coloured", and so his 
experience South Africa and issues of personal identity would in some ways be 
n ... · ..... f·h inflected other black writers. he does address the shared 
identity of blackness between black and coloured South and he links 
experiences of education and its implications with those of other black men. In Tell 











textual (as opposed to "actual" or personal-historical) identity South Africa 
in half ofthe twentieth ...... Tln,. ... ' is developed. 
demonstrates that ........... ,.. u ... is one ofthe discourses which 
writing (200 I: 69). Abrahams himself details the ways in which 
education, including COlrnpretlenSl access to English ht"",r.:otll1r ... 
V .... "'"~l .... an important catalyst for his identity as a writer. Like Plaatje, 
relationship with Shakespeare was linked to own creative acts. According 
hu,.,"", .... I'." it was Shakespeare who was responsible for his desire to 
awareness 
111""'''''1''''' in English to do so. 
personal and the 
The resulting narrative 
1Jn:1~li::I.JlIl:S In(''nnrlnl·~tf·C;: into this an 
UVJ'UU,,,," ofthe educated black man 
possibilities and the implications 
a n"" .. .:o1"'\, eOllcanon. Abrahams draws out the rn" .. nT"'" of the liberal-humanist 
common humanity ofthe to the educated elite Ull' ........... 
(and the Christianity) they were ..... , ........ He traces the effects of the 




is explored in Tell Freedom. 
political development 
is a ela'tlOllSl1JlP which is both 
empowering 12 
In his nar.:o.".nv Abrahams describes his 1"1'1/'1'\1111"1 with the unbearable 
contradiction 
education, and 
Un.1UAH"' .. of universal humanity as it was taught through missionary 
of life for black South Africans: 
Of a total population of roughly eight million nOIl-~urO>De~ms. 
500,000 were school, about 6.5 percent 
... ""-, .. ,,,..,.., nost-nrim:nv education of any kind. On 
State spent something ten 
to 
12 Couzens addresses the link between liberal politics and the African educational institutions and 
projects He sketches the influence of Booker T. Washington's placatory ideology on South 
Africans, and shows how this ideology of rationality, anti-militancy, and the moderating of demands for 
political enfranchisement was developed through institutions like the Bantu Men's Social Centre, which 










those ofthe eight million non-Europeans about one million. 13 The real 
burden of non-European education was carried by the missionaries. 
Without the missionaries of all denominations ... much less than the half 
a million students would have been at school that year [1936] ... 
The Church taught that we were all brothers in Christ, one with another ... 
And the whites, those who had spat on us and on others, were all 
Christians. The equation did not work out. Where was the error? .. 
Here, in this peaceful valley [the mission college Grace Dieu], the 
equation worked out. The Fathers who taught us lived up to their 
teaching ... But we would leave this peaceful valley and go out into the 
big world. And there, among the whites, it did not work out. .. 
If there was any fault that we could lay at the door of the good Fathers 
and Sisters, it was that they had taught us too well. They had made 
Christianity a living reality for us, ... a creed to live by, to measure our 
relations with others by. And the tragedy lay in the measuring (1954: 
237-9). 
126 
Abrahams gives to Jonathan, Peter's Zulu friend who has come from the country to attend 
the college, the lyrical expression of the betrayal ofthe promise of civilisation to the rural 
African: 
"A boy is satisfied with his village, and the life of his village, because he 
knows no other ... He is content. And then the white man comes into his 
contentment. .. The white man says the key to this world is to become a 
Christian and to have knowledge and education. The boy looks at the 
things of this new world. He finds them good ... And so he becomes a 
Christian and he goes to school. Knowledge brings new desires, new 
beliefs: the god oflove in place ofthe pagan gods of war of old; the new 
view ofthe stranger, the foreigner, as a brother to be welcomed rather 
than an enemy to be destroyed or feared; long dreams of a new life ... The 
vision of the humble Christ, the father of all men, of all races and 
colours, supplants the little gods of old. And so the boy turns his back on 
the old world of his ancestors, opens his arms wide, and reaches hungrily 
for the new, superior ways that offer a whole new world. And so, a new 
man, he goes to the city to see and get to know. All his future, now, will 
be linked with the city. Even ifhe is to spend the rest of his life in the 
country, he must go to the city because it is the symbol ofthis new 
world ... " 
Jonathan's quiet voice was silent for a while. He turned his dark face so 
that I saw only a stem profile. 
13 By the period 1951-2, the state was spending 43.88 pounds per white student; 18.84 pounds per coloured 
or Asian student; and 7.58 pounds per African student for primary schooling (Karis & Carter, 1977: 29). 
According to Johnson, by 1960, annual per capita expenditure on black education had decreased to R12,46 










"It is difficult," he said. 
"Yes," 1 said. 




are not for 
When Peter suffers at the hands of a white man in Plp'tpr~hllra who looks at him with "the 
disgust one feels when touching human 
into the peaceful valley called the 
error equation 
h 14 t e .... v ...... .s ..... 
promise of human, and thus political, equality in 
promise of "civilisation" to 
formal education, is shown to a 
oppression. This is not to suggest that 
deliberately propagating retHac;ea un.,.,....,» sc:mC)Olllnl:! was 
preferable for being more reflective 
of progress, Christianity, and humanism, were 
double-edging of these discourses was and 
their visions of a better world, were patently not m~Ltctlea 
Empire which spawned them. At the same time, they could be to legitimate 
oppressive practices. Bloke Modisane, in his autobiography ~~~~~~~:.!-...L' reports 
developing a similar awareness: "What the history books and not point out 
was that this civilisation initiated and institutionalised the degradation 
spirit, that it was maintained and sustained by slave labour" (40). 
What Plaatje experienced through the frustrated hopes 
Peter expresses in the unbalanced equation of his mission education. 
not unique; Abrahams attended St. Peter's School after Grace 
Catherine Woeber comments: 
"" ....... vu to 
[A]ny thinking pupil from st. Peter's, from the mid-Ion, would 
have immediately seen the contradiction between the Christianity within 
the walls of the school, and that outside. Moreover. that pupil would 
14 Abrahams left Grace Dieu in 1936, and South Africa in 1939, attbe age of 20 2000: 
IS Green comments that Christianity is rejected in Tell Freedom "not because of any internal on its 










affronted by the Church's seeming inability to take a stand against the 
litany of socio-political poverty, job reservation, forced removals and 
pass laws that were the daily experience of black families (1995: 61).16 
128 
Despite the fact that access to this kind of education was afforded only a few, Abrahams 
linked his own development with that of his class: in describing his preparation for Tell 
Freedom, he recounts "the making of me, which is intimately tied up also with the 
making of my generation of black men in South Africa, and also with my definition of 
Freedom which, if well done, should at once be the definition of a group" (qtd. Scanlon, 
2000: 10). However, Abrahams is not generally considered "the authentic voice of [his] 
people" by the critical tradition; his "awakening artistic consciousness set him ever more 
apart from them" (Scanlon, 2000: 4). This tension between personal identity and 
community is developed in Tell Freedom, and is clearly linked to Peter's experience of 
education. 17 
Shakespeare is the catalyst which begins the journey that eventually leads to exile. The 
education which changes and splits the young Peter is inspired by "[t]he short-sighted 
Jewish girl" who reads him Lamb's Shakespeare. This experience is the reason he goes to 
school for the first time, aged eleven: 
She turned the pages of the book in front of her. She looked at me, then 
began to read from Lamb's Tales from Shakespeare. 
The story of Othello jumped at me and invaded my heart and mind as the 
young woman read. I was transported to the land where the brave Moor 
lived and loved and destroyed his love. The young woman finished. 
"Like it?" 
"Oh yes!" 
"Good. This book is full of stories like that. If you go to school you'll be 
able to read them for yourself' ... 
16 My thanks to Annie Gagiano for making me aware of this essay. 
17 Kelwyn Sole has pointed out to me a number of problems with this formulation: the ascription of 
community authenticity to anyone voice is problematic; furthermore, the ability to re-imagine the self is not 
reliant on a formal education or on written literacy, as praise poetry makes clear. However, the point here is 
the ways in which Peter presents his experience of education: as exemplified by Shakespeare, and as linked 
to the personal development of the young writer, with concomitant social implications. Sole also points out 
that the alienation of the writer from his community is not unique to black South Africans, and 
problematises the racial inflection of this tension between personal identity and community. I am concerned 












"Then I'm to school!" ... 
"I've started something!" She laughed. "But why you go before?" 
''Nobody told me." 
"You must seen other children go to school." 
"Nobody told me stories ... When I can and write I'll make 
stories that!" (149-150). 
a discussion status of autobiography, as a n .. r.I''''''~ of writing and as an 
act reliant on me:mOlty. questions this AU""l ........ An. 
first language was ....... IJ·" .. ' .... " and that early in ~~~~~ 
reply when he is !ltirll .. "'~~l"ti in English. 
..."....."'"C' that he "''''uu''. 
his life therefore credible he has even 
attended a Jewish secretary reads to him ... from Lamb's Tales 
from Shakespeare? Could Abrahams really understand Lamb's English, 
and, we have to do here with the romanticisation of Abrahams's 
childhood (1995: 66). 
This is a useful suggestion, UUA ........ :stepmm Gray's, that Abrahams 
structured his childhood memOlnes around his eaulCatlOn to "draw a clear 
trajectory of the growth poet's mind" (ibid) is significance to my argument 
than the fact that Abrahams chose Shakespeare as the author to mark 
entry into literacy. If it was not "factually" which inspired Peter, then 
Abrahams is ... ",,,,tllr'n towards his need to be able to tell "' .... j ..... '" as his inspiration for 
seeking education. :sn;:l.k:espe:are becomes symbolic of Abrahams's poet's soul, his 
instinctive I>ec:am;e Shakespeare is LAUI.} ........ best that literacy can 
Sl1'!;lllt:lcruoce of Shakespeare offer, as well as the most form of inspiration. 
Abrahams is suggested by a comment from a Mphahlele, on 
own school experience (which Abrahams was likely to shared, since they both 
attended St. Peter's): had a compulsion to my school days, and it was a 
joy to recite and listen to the grandeur of Shakespeare on campus and during school 
debates" (1984b: 76). becomes synonymous with a particular kind of 











It is precisely access what Shakespeare n::;p'n::;:;!;;lll,:;. that 
motion Peter's QU ... ,U.",LVU cornmulllt:')i even as he starts to come into own 
identity as a writer. This split is linked to growing awareness 
context, an awareness facilitated throughout Tell Freedom by his eGlICauon. 
he acquires knowledges and he did not expect when ......... ,.ul". 'U' .. ,.... m ..... 
heart for the first time. reward for educating himself, along with 
his poetic gift, is a world: 
I attended school for three years. I learned to read and 
Lamb's Tales from ~mllce,rpe,are was my favourite reading matter ... 
[Books] fed craving hunger that awaits the 
and poor of awareness comes ... With Shakespeare 
poetry, a was born. New dreams, new desires, a new 
I desired to know myself in terms of the new 
equally 
and mind were 
uv .. ,,,,,,,. I lived in two worlds, the world of 
books. And somehow, both were 
Dotent force in my life, compelling. My 
the victory of one or 
bring me (161): 
are versions of canomsed staples 
Palgrave's Golden Treasury 
COIlte){t of the poverty and brutality of 
The books on which 
along with =~~=~ 
of John Keats" (161). 
Johannesburg,access "new world" of English literature has implications that 
world ofVrededorp" cannot contain. Increasingly isolated from his 
feels: 
"Vlll"'Lllllll~ new, the new things my books had 
old life. But what? And how was I to 
something without being able to 
were inadequate. Where was I to new 
sornethlfl,g I could not explain, I went, 
white areas 
I left black Vrededorp and 
"""'-,lU''',U streets ... 
windows ofthese houses ... A boy 's 
in such light. .. 
"" ...... "".'" and trees, almost, the clean I were: 











familiar mood that awaits the young who are poor and 
dispossessed is a mood of sharp and painful inferiority, of violently 
tensions, of and longings. these ... ,..,. .... J 
walks, that mood took possession of me. three books fed it (163-5). 
along the beauty and liberation of poetry, Peter discovers a linked political and 
economic truth. His longing for a of material spiritual advancement is by 
131 
his books. His for a personal alternative highlights the sep,arate ofthe world 
of literature and its promises, the world of a poor coloured boy South Africa. 
"Critics opnipr~ agree that what does emerge from a reading of this diffident, perhaps 
idealized, portrait of the as a young man is a growing distance "'''''''''''''.>" the 
intellectual and community"; this conflict became a theme later novels (Scanlon, 
2000: IS 
Woeber COlnmlenlts that, without his eaUlcat:lon, Abrahams not have able to re-
write specifically in the of autobiography. This impulse, which Woeber 
traces in Mphahlele's work, to 
their need to define their own identity ... in contrast to a hegemony which 
claimed right to define them ... Abrahams and Mphahlele their 
education write and condition of that 
education was exile and a rejection of the error in the religious equation 
(1 67). 
While it to the em~cts of education as at once emancipatory 
alUmatln.g, a further point of interest is by the that it was precisely access to a 
humanist-inflected education that Abrahams and Mphahlele tools with 
which to fight conditions oppression and inequality . .LJUj~U~'U literature opened 
world initially for In ~~~~:!! by pointing to these conditions, thus 
naturalising them. A self-aware humanism has particular possibilities in the face of the 











.. u ................. offers a complex portrait of the educated black man and his 
relationship with other of black men, and to a degree, women. bOUC~ltl(1tn 
seen to be a way out a racially-inflected, wc,rKllng-Cl:ass PO~m14[)rung. 
access to a world that order to develop, emotionally 
the apparent tre~;.l(1oms of educated black men South asa 
are given ironic inflections through the CotlmlentS of other characters novel. 
a man with whom works for a fortnight, this out in a conversation about 
passes: 
"A man's is controlled by pieces of paper." 
"Are those all 1 had 
"A countryman cannot without 
the best It is the only one 
"Yes?" 
"You have been in school, Beet." 
"Yes." 
.. 1 had almost forgotten 
.. u"".. ..... " me laugh!" 
"Well, if you were a black man who dressed and spoke like white 
you would have that It is for the black men are educated 
say only the people want Beet, were 
one like that you would have this pass." 
"What is it?" 
was proud. looked at all my passes and 
said he was free of 1 said: 'How is it?' 
so exempted.' 1 
said: 'No.' 1 said: what if the police 
them this!' And he showed me a pass! 1 said: 'It is a 
'No.' And grew me ... So there it is, 
pass!" (180) . 
you carry no pass?' 
He said: 'I show 
, But he said: 
........ 'JUL'''Q.lJ' ..... comments with a ('h~~T~' ... tP.1M"'tl(' mix of bitter acnmg need for the 
res:necLta_" ___ 
J 
he knows is 
the United Party of General Smuts[ ... ] semi-
eOllcatea and responsible were encouraged to black 
their uneducated ~""'T"''''''''''' they were issued with hxemlptllon 
Certificates, a Pass which exc;.lmpte:(1 them from 
important they were fonned an exclusive and P.tt"",tlU'" .. u ...... J, ... 
white enough to be too respectable to 
18 The reference to Abrahams's "portrait of the artist" further makes Sole's point that the process of self-
realisation and -formulation charted in should not be marked as painful for black 










>AU"''''.''' became a symbol of 
class ... (1963: ,87). 
I"tnr' .. ",r'" I became 
A particular picture is drawn in ~tLt~:gQJ!!! of the identities of these educated 
their relationship others, predominantly other men. The novel is concerned not 
133 
and 
to detail split n..,.\Af .... ~n educated and uneducated, but between those from country 
and urbanised menl9: 
All manner of black men came to "The Meat". I recognized 
new to the city by their uncertainty, by their tentativeness, 
anxious friendliness in their eyes. men city, the born, had 
cold, expressionless faces, and there was a hint of arrogance their 
The educated men I by their and furtiveness. 
They came in quickly, quietly, looked at no one, ate hurriedly, 
slipped out And it happened that they saw another of their 
they deliberately sat back to him, gobbled their even more 
hurriedly, and slunk away even more furtively (186). 
The community black men who eat together is divided along complex with 
formal education one division. .. "'.,..", .... of informal education 
man by virtue of his knowledge of the city also ............... "' .. "' ... him 
arrived rural dwellers. However, this knowledge is not troped specifically as "education", 
as is clear the contrast between the 
furtive behaviour of "the educated 
bearing of the of the 
Burning Meat" education 
and the 
shameful "'U''''''''''I''I'''''''''' pride is associated with able to survive on the streets. 
displacing, class-based aspiration is Peter is yearning for when, discovered 
Shakespeare Keats, he walks the white neighbourhood, "long[ing] what the 
white folk had ... envy[ing] them" (164).20 
19 The relationship between the men of the rural areas and the city is through Peter's boyhood 
relationship with Joseph, and his friendship at with Jonathan, both rural Zulus. Peter 
sees in the burgeoning trade union movement, the point of transformation: a new social and political 
consciousness was in the making. The black man of the the peasant, was turned into a townsman, 
a modem man who was part and parcel of the highly industrialized world of the present" (260), 
20 In Abrahams's work, such are not confmed to men, the picture in 
Freedom is dominated them; Eliza in Mine Boy, his second novel (1946), apparently a forerunner for the 
self Abrahams constructs through Peter, is: "groomed by her education to want the things white people 
she cannot reconcile these dreams with the reality of slum life and so is doomed to unhappiness. Hers 











first interaction with an educated black man "'''' ... h''''' ...... this Split.21 While 
women's at the encounters slim, neatly dressed, collar-
who is Bantu World"( 187). HV'Ll"";;i:) Peter 
trying to and is surprised a literate boy is W(ltrKllng in the 
exp lains that he is to earn .... H~>U."'.H money to further studies, is hurt by the 
laughter: 
"You are wrong, my friend, you are wrong. I wasn't laughing at I 
was laughing at myself ... At myself and all others me. You 
we despise Among our clubs homes, we say it is 
you and those you make difficult us. We see you 
barefooted, dirty. running about the streets and It us 
ashamed. We say whites see you and think all blacks are you. We 
say they never meet educated, the teachers. So, to them, all blacks 
What 
are the same. And we you it. .. And how wrong we can 
showed me how foolish and prejudiced our own people can be" 
(188). 
proves to the man is that blacks who look uneducated not be as 
uneducated as they look. The prejudiced behaviour lies making an assumption about 
who has access to education. Education is still crucial marker of potential for a 
H .. ~· ...... t lot. young man's concern he and his ilk will judged same as" 
uneducated Africans is not allayed by the realisation education may "look" 
uneducated. The anxieties of the African bourgeoisie as increasingly prolific racist 
legislation throughout the half of the century threatened to class together with 
poorer Africans are detailed Lodge (1983a: 2-11). Modisane provides a personal, 
sarcastically painful expression ofthis class anxiety: 
And the Afrikaners were such unintelligent oppressors they 
disturbed the tranquility ofthe African middle class, mingled 
them with the commonality; old guard, the masters of consultation 
COlICeSSH)nS found themselves without a commingled 
common dust (1963: 124). 
his character represemtative 
I"l'Imptpl""!" (Scanlon, 2000: 7). 
whose desire for a more fulfilled life is thwarted by social 
21 For an overview of the theories which engage with the class pos~itiofn of the African intellectual elite see 











Abrahams recounts a similar fear in his sister's upwardly mobile family, when a family of 
"slumland's children ... ourselves as we once had been" moves into the neighbourhood 
and causes "resentment" (203). 
The young man gives Peter an introduction to the Bantu Men's Social Centre,22 and the 
copy of "The Bantu World", with the warning, " 'Although it's by and about black 
people, it's controlled by whites .. .' " (189).23 Peter's first sight ofthe Club 
metonymic ally suggests the educated men who attend it, implying their class difference in 
terms which speak to their English education: 
I found the Bantu Men's Social Centre on the outer rim of 
Johannesburg ... It was a huge building that stood on its own grounds. 
But for the huge sign on its front, I would have passed it by as just 
another European building. 
I hesitated uncertainly on the pavement till two well-dressed black men 
speaking English passed me and went in ... It was a long room, spacious, 
and with big windows that let in light. .. At the other end were shelves 
filled with books. Comfortable settees were ranged about the room ... 
They an spoke English here ... (190-2). 
English becomes the language of personal liberation: 
Because everyone at the Social Centre spoke English, it became a habit 
with me. I thought in English. It took the place of Afrikaans as my first 
language. My range of words expanded, and with it, the range of my 
thoughts. All my days and half my nights were crammed with learning, 
working, watching, list ning, and the long, long dreams of youth (202). 
The Dictionary of Literary Biography Vol. 225 notes that English became "the language 
of protest" as Afrikaans became "more closely linked with the language of the 
oppressor". Furthermore, 
This adoption of English alone was in sharp contrast to Plaatje and the 
early African literati, who sought cultural and literary fulfillment through 
22 The Bantu Men's Social Centre was "set up by American Board missionaries for the black petit 
bourgeoisie" (Scanlon, 2000: 4). Couzens details its importance for Abrahams, and also points to its 
creation as part of a continuum of responses to mitigate militarism (1985: 108). 
23 For the importance of the "White" and "Black" "hands" in publications for Africans in the 1950s, see 










an understanding of both English and vernacular languages (Scanlon, 
2000: xvii). 
136 
Plaatje's commitment to "both English and vernacular languages" resulted in his using 
his command of the former in the services of the latter. When he refers, in "A South 
African's Homage", to Shakespeare's English as the language oflove, he demonstrates 
his (and his wife'S, and thus their subsequent family's) levels of erudition. At the same 
time, and through the same compliment, he critiques the colonial system which, through 
its allocation of resources, ensured that English was the language shared by Africans. He 
reports that he and his wife used Shakespeare to communicate their love while courting, 
because they were not well-versed enough in each other's language to express the 
subtleties of love: "the language of educated people - the language which Shakespeare 
wrote - ... happened to be the only official language of our country at the time" (Plaatje, 
1996: 211). Plaatje demonstrates that "the language of educated people" is available to 
South Africans in the most personal sense; true ownership of Shakespeare's language is 
evident when the language is used to communicate love. At the same time, in his casual 
reference to the apparently arbitrary link between English and official power, is a protest 
against the neglect of other languages in a country with such linguistic diversity. 
Couzens points out that the acquis tion of English had been important for class mobility 
from the inception of mission education. The terms in which he expresses the 
development of writing in English in South Africa are significant: The Lovedale Register 
noted in 1887 " 'a small but steadily increasing class among the native population of this 
country, who are possessed of acquirements educationally, of which their forefathers did 
not ... even know the name.' "Given "such a small number to draw on for writers, and 
with such a small number for audience", Couzens comments, "it is not to be expected that 
a Shakespeare could be produced overnight" (1985: 63-4). The tendency to conceptualise 
South African literary creativity in terms of Shakespeare is present in the critical writing 
about the Drum staffers in the 1950s, as will be discussed more fully in the following 
chapter. Of the Drum staffers, Can Themba and Bloke Modisane allegedly could not 











reference to speaking in "an African ....... ,,"" .... t !2ll!~.1Y!S2..Q!Ul!~U (95). However, 
given Modisane's location of himself as ..... ll111.W. with "blllrOoe,m 
slllrprising that he would find .. U'l1 .... "' ... I.,.' ......... , ..... 
perhaps not 
Obed 
Musi, a Drum staffer who started ··., ..... ,'"'v ... and thought in 
English", and links this to 
apparently claimed he could speak no ton.gue Chllpn:lan, 1989: 191). Musi also 
reports, ofThemba, Modisane and Nat Nakasa, that ~ ... _u world, this 
white world ... This created ".U.I: .. ""'.1",,,, un.!'V'"'1''''' was an()tnc~r one 
spoke only English". 
sparmed the social spectrum: 
setback for anyone coming 
showing off one's ............... UVj, •• ,,24 Iro"' ..... '" are QU. ..... J". 
psychotic in their reaction to the English-speaking accuse ... of aping 
the white man" (Modi sane, 1963: 94). 
Sole notes the love of English expressed by many it to both 
their education and their class fraction: "This love is united with the perception 
of the use of English as a possible cultural unifying force amlcmg mban with 
political and ideological repercussions", and quotes Mphahlele: 
We have got to wrench the tools of power from the white 
one of these is literacy and the sophistication that with it. 
got to speak the language that all can understand - (2001, 1 
Sole also notes, "This is of comse nothing new. Both Plaatje 
necessity nearly half a century earlier for communicating in ........ ICU.~ ... 
this context, proficiency in English was exemplified by knowledge 
Anthony Sampson, editor of Drum between 1951 and 1955, ........ ,f\ .... " 
The reason why I preferred to spend my in Sophiatown 
seen a 
the white world was because ... the articulation of experience was much 
more interesting ... people were very well-educated very at 










using words. I often felt the impact of the English language was much 
more direct with them. It was astonishing the way they could talk about 
the Bible and Shakespeare. A lot of them ... had a tremendous depth of 
understanding particularly of Shakespeare (Qtd. Stein & Jacobson, 1986: 
44). 
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Sampson depicts here, with some surprise, a world in which "they" were ''well-educated 
and ... good at using words". Musi's further comment on Nakasa links educated 
proficiency in English (of which a knowledge of Shakespeare is symbolic) with a 
dangerous implication for personal isolation. Referring presumably to Nakasa's suicide in 
exile, Musi contextualises Nakasa's behaviour in terms of a familiarity with Shakespeare: 
If I remember correctly, there was a history of mental imbalance in his 
family. Certainly there was a trace of paranoia in him, especially when he 
was drinking. He would suddenly leap up and quote lines from 
Shakespeare. I think he was totally unbalanced (qtd. Nicol, 1991: 341). 
However, the status of English was precisely what made it a useful tool for the writers of 
Drum. Michael Chapman characterises as a form of "[p ]rotest against the retribalizing 
policies of apartheid" the way in which English, "the language of international 
acceptance", is made to "bend[ ... ] to the culture of township jazz" in Todd Matshikiza's 
"Matshikeze" style (1989: 183). English is centrally implicated in the new life the Drum 
writers were trying to articulate: both to describe, and, importantly, create. "English 
language and literature ... was used both to capture the texture oftownship life in new and 
imaginative ways, and to cushion writers from it as they sought a haven from its 
uncompromising reality" (Gready, 1990: 146). 
However, this form of resistance cannot escape its class-dependent skills. Although its 
management "wanted Drum to have an African style, and to capture some ofthe vigour of 
African speech" (Sampson, 1956: 27), and allowed the staffers to subvert English to carry 
this style, "even Drum's creative English served its main unifying function among the 
middle classes, and still estranged large numbers of rural, migrant, and working class 
blacks who were literate in different vernacular languages, if at all" (Gready, 1990: 146). 













are suggested by Mphahlele's differentiation .... '"",,,.' ... ,... 
literate and educated people": 
human beings" and 
Sophiatown was such a vibrant place because were 
people who were not particularly educated, who were v ...... uuu human 
beings, mixing with the highly literate and eOllCatea oeO'Ole the 
Thembas and the Bloke Modisanes and the a ...... nnr .,.."' ........... , ... (Qtd. Stein 
& 1986: 55). 
itis JJ!!W~lQm that English, 
South rLUL",W.'" (as well as by South cultural groups), 
...... l:, ..... l:,'" of both and political (what Mphahlele calls 
WOjnOrl}!; ........ 0 ...... 0''''' a learning UUI/';U.(lL/';~. a !Jv ....... ' ...... "v .... , ..... of 
77] ). This liberation comes with books,and 
them: 
..., ... ""u...,... up and took out a fat black book. The Souls of Black by 
Du Bois. I turned the pages. It spoke about a a valley. 
were black, and dispossessed, and denied. I "' ....... U1..".'""'" 1'''' .. ,,..,,....,,, 
anxious to take it aU in. I read: 
Negro is not free." The Negro is not free ... I renllenllDerea 
For Europeans Only" signs; I remembered no 
1'!:l1"l"1Pri at the market or ran from the police; I renlenlbered 
sections ofthe city, ... I remembered 
Burning Meat" ... I remembered 
is not free. 
why had I not thought of it myself? Now, 
I had known all along. But until now I 
me a key to the understanding of my world ... 
reacne:Q for others ... 
C'''I''''MPC1 were written by Negroes! Something burst 
world could never again belong to white people only! 
(192-4) 
I 
It is with 
the split 
"" .... ,.., ..... v ... that black too, have written, that Peter's world moves 
VPC!1"\I""!l'l'P ...,,, ... ,,"'\.1. in him by awakening the hunger for reading and 
consequently an awareness of racially-inflected class privilege, to a "revelation" (1 
which ...... "".,s.,," sense of ownership of the world. Upon meeting Mr. Dabula, to whom 











gentleness. Indeed, this gentleness of the eyes seemed a thing common to all the men I 
had seen at the Bantu Men's Social Centre that afternoon. Almost, it was as in had met a 
new kind of black person" (195). This "new kind" of man with gentle eyes is the other 
side to the furtiveness and the shame of educated men at The Burning Meat. Here, at the 
Centre, the opportunities bought with dislocation are opened up to Peter: 
In the months that followed, I spent nearly all my spare time in the library 
of the Bantu Men's Social Centre. I read every one ofthe books on the 
shelf marked: American Negro literature. I became a nationalist, a colour 
nationalist through the writings of men and women who lived a world 
away from me. To them lowe a great debt for crystallizing my vague 
yearnings to write and for showing me the long dream was attainable 
(197). 
Peter's initial epiphany marks a further point of split with his environment, for the first 
time with his beloved family. "I realized, quite suddenly, that I was rapidly moving out of 
this Coloured world of mine ... " (197). The movement is complete when Peter returns 
from College for the first time, and visits his sister: 
She stared at me for a while. 
"You've changed," she said suddenly, frowning ... 
There was a curiously intense quality about the way she watched me ... 
"Matter, Mag? I'm the same me." 
She said nothing. Her eyes said: No, you're not. And because she had 
made me aware of it, I realized I had changed. I had a new, seeing 
coldness that had nothing to do with coldness of feeling. In the late 
afternoon, we set out together for Upper Vrededorp ... Maggie was 
dressed in her best ... I saw the anxiety behind her smile. 
"All right to go out with my educated brother?" (229). 
The changes in Peter isolate him from the majority of his community. This isolation is 
expressed most directly through Peter's relationships with women. His first love, Anne, is 
lost through his relocation to college. She does not write to him, she tells him, because "I 
can't. I'm not educated like you" (217). His first adult relationship is with a white 
woman, whose brother-in-law tells him: 
Funny thing about women ... The ideal thing would be to do without 
them. For you more than me. You're not likely to find a woman as 
developed as yourself among your own people. That's why I say I 











development. You're the same situation ... In present set-up your 
s()(~le1-:v is not likely to throw up many women who could be your 
intellectual companions as well as your companions. And there 
much an alternative, is there? Not in this country 
learning creates difficulties in possible relationships with women; equally, it 
impacts on desire to be a uP .. " .. " writer. Max Gordon, trade unionist, says: 
"Don't be a bloody fooL know, and I know, that there's no room for 
you here. Who wants a The whites? Sure, if you'll be a 
performing monkey ... The blacks? They've no time for reading. Most of 
them can't. And those who can are concerned improving their 
miserable lot, not with reading poetry. could become a propagandist 
but you are too bloody .. So what's 
Nothing. Nobody wants you ... " 
"All right. So black writers are unwanted." 
not saying unwanted. The say facts say 
is no for you here. You've known it your heart all along. 
Keep to your plan and out of here" (263). 
Peter's is to to England. Despite the epiphany afforded him by his discovery of 
"American Negro literature", which opened the world of writing to him because it was 
written by black men himself, who spoke to his experience of the world, he chooses 
England over America "because dead men who called were, me, more alive than 
the most vitally living. In my heart I my there would be in the nature of a 
Perhaps I would to America afterwards" (200). 
Ultimately, Abrahams there is no place South of the 30s an educated, 
aspiring u ... u. .... J .... -", ... " • .::I, black writer who wants to write about his own world.2s "The 
choices confronting [Abrahams], and black South African after him, was 
between two alternatives were rootlessness, and perhaps a gradual alienation 
from community in the quest for freedom and identity, or bitterness its 
consequences, the of his humanity and as a writer" (Scanlon, 2000: 5).26 
25 "Abrahams, who flirted with Marxism, adopts an uncertain and fluctuating position" with regards to a 











The need to Social Centre, Peter reports 
of a group listening to stories of overseas his audience dreamed of 
one day leaving this land" (198-9). Modisane rp1"\nrlrc that in some quarters education is a 
cause for further discrimination: 
There is a resentment - almost as lipf>n_1rnn,tpl1 prejudice itself -
con,ionm to the stereotype 
man. Such a Native 
against the educated 
image of the black man sanctified ... by 
must - as a desperate necessity -
94). 
that edl11caluon IS a n'1l'llr,U~l"p to It is abundantly clear to Peter and 
employability in South Africa ifhe 
like to employ non-whites with too 
not want to DeC:OD'le a tealcne:r: 
was 
could I do with all-my learning?" (232)?7 
did not' 
What 
English is a 
handicap, and his need to "Tell tte~edo]m 
"We talk about you sometimes," Teka [editor 
worry about your You know the Dhlomo 
the vemacular.28 There are one or two The only 
publish is the Lovedale Press. And they must be 
they can 
what they write. 
Wen, we wonder about you. You write English and 
touching on things that should not be mentioned ... We 
ourselves: 'He can become a teacher but even then will 
about what he writes ... ' And someone else says: 
in another land.' And another says: 'There is no 
the mission-educated writers who published autobiographies 1''' .. 1'1 .. '', .... .., 
"Exile became a condition of their education, u"',,, ...... ,.,"'. 
was becoming steadily more constrictive, stifling [them] both as DeOIDle 
rT .. """F" artists" (1995: 58). As Abrahams tells it, Shakespeare inspired him to 




access to the language. ~"J,,""'" allowed his political "'v ..... "'."' ................. VIa works 
26 The theme in the literature of education as a liability even as it gave access to a humanist language of 
common rights is noted by Sole (2001: 160; 177 n. 89). 
21 "Schoolleavers found it especially difficult to find jobs because employers were unwilling apparently to 
ptnl'\lnveducated blacks if the job requirements did not include literacy" (Lodge, 1983b: 349). 










African-American writers, which turn 
of this means that he had to 
his experience of English .t ...... "tn1 ..... 
English in South Africa 
Ten Freedom does not present this 
sense of self as a black 
and he chose exile in England lJec:au~ie 
was no place for a radical black writer in 
twentieth century. 
as a terrible loss, as the alternative to 
possibilities provided by education are bleak. However, it is clear that the kinds of 
education and vocation that do not belong to the majority of South 
Africans, and that the of achieving them is alienation from the 
community. In ~llt~QQ!n, :Shal,espe~lre, whether literally or symbolically, is 
impetus for the creation 
for all that "he" can 
to most; indeed, "he" .... ,,'''' ... 'IJu.''' 
ULA'v ...... writer. 
of personal 
between the individual 
is a :Sh,ik:espe:are 
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larger community. 
Abrahams and other ",.....i-"' .. ., 
of comprehensive n"' .. " .... ' eGtlcatlon LlB""'''''ln 
generation was "the freedom to 
educators: 'We don't you to tell us who we are' "(Woeber, 1995: 68). this 
freedom was limited to a and, by the time 58 000 of Sophia town's , ...... ,."' .. 'u .... :u .. , .... u'." 
were relocated to Meadowlands by the end of the decade (Karis & 1 it 
was limited even 
It would be construct Plaatje, Abrahams, and the 1950s 
as However, what these that 
they and content 
point from which critics can their 
writing; and that access to a humanist-inflected was 
brought to an following chapter details the 
in the about magazine and its staffers in in the context of 










Cbapter 5: Drum's Sbakespeare 
I wish to urge our educated young men and women not to lose contact 
with your own chiefs. You should make your chiefs and your tribal 
councils feel that education is a really good thing. It does not spoil people 
nor detribalise them. Most of the miseries which our people suffer in the 
towns and the country today is due to this one factor, no confidence 
between the educated classes and their own uneducated people. The 
former cannot open any business relations amongst the latter and get 
good support because to be able to open a business anywhere you want 
confidence. (Pixley ka Izaka Seme, leader of the ANC, 1932; qtd. Lodge, 
1983a: 10). 
[M]ore Africans go to prison than to school (Modi sane, 1963: 38). 
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In the preceding chapter I sought to establish some of the class-related identity issues that 
help constitute a trajectory within South African literature of which the invocation of 
Shakespeare forms a specific part. One of the framing theoretical reasons to establish 
what I have called a South African Shakespeare is the need to find a way to understand 
Shakespeare's presence in local literature that allows for a change of emphasis, given the 
colonial history of English literature in South Africa and elsewhere. I want to account for 
the use of Shakespeare in South Africa so as to stress the agency of South African writers, 
and the ways in which they developed and used the cultural tools they were given under 
various kinds of duress; to describe a form of cultural transformation and resistance. In 
this way I seek simultaneously to acknowledge the inequalities in political and discursive 
power which forged South African material and cultural realities, and to describe a 
literary trajectory influenced by Shakespeare that is indisputably South African. 
This task fits within the concerns of the post-colonial: "post-colonial studies have 
privileged theories ofhybridity, syncretism and intermixture as ways to make sense of 
contemporary political and cultural reality" (Cooppan, 2000: 13). Hybridity (de Kock, 
1996; Loomba, 1997 & 1998; Cooppan 2000; Ahmad 1995; Bhabha 1994), mimicry 
(Bhabha, 1994), ambivalence (Bhabha, 1986); creolisation (Hannerz, 1997; Nuttall & 
Michael, 2000), transformation (Ashcroft, 2001), transculturation and auto ethnography 











croSS-C~UllllC. transnational intermixture" (Cooppan, 2000: 12) - all terms 
concepts to describe something about the way that culture works in the context of 
world histories of colonisation and oppression. For Pratt illustrates the complex 
in which a subject with and reflects back the image of this 
case, him) in ways which use of the representations other, an 
assertion of "self-as-another' s -other, and of self-as-more-than-the-other' s-other" (Pratt, 
She asks, 
What is to be of reference categories and 
,",v,"'"",'.",n," Co-optation and assimilation? Syncretism and hybridity? 
v ... cn ......... l heterogeneity at the level of social structure and of 
one move identifying dimensions 
imperial interaction to assessing effects and effectiveness? ... 
Within what come to be known as colonial discourse movement, 
terms such as hybridity (Bhabha, Garcia Canclini), ,"'\lr,rrr'tl,"'m 
(JanMohamed) and mimicry (Bhabha, have been used 
to examine cultural and interfaces coloniser 
colonised, the dynamic of what I called ... 'contact zones' (Pratt, 
26). 
stands out Pratt's n"",1"ln,"'T1 questions about use of "the categories of 
"' .............. "''''' and subversion", as it does from the of concepts I have provided above, is 
the proliferation ofterminology to describe "cultural and linguistic interfaces between 
coloniser and colonised". This proliferation of differently-nuanced terms 'a 
to express cultural development the context dynamics of colonisation, 
and the difficulties of describing the relation between the cultural the personal, 
Other's sense of self within context. As part analysis of self-consciously 
"postcolonial" exhibitions, Annie has suggested that the "prioritising of 
objects" De~.1Je'aKS to demonstrate ultimate sign productive 
cultural contact between the UTI'",,,T,,,."n centres and groups on so-called 
referent ofthe self-determination nations once subjugated 
Coombes that the enactment of such colonial domination" (1994: 89). 











exhibitions she she nevertheless recognises "hybridity as an important cultural 
strategy for the political project of decolonisation": 
LlH.'V ........ is not 
",,..,.<.1",,,,,,,,, of oppositional n"",'uU'.1 
trans~LCtl.onal transculturation. I 
(89-90). 
either as a 
It is clear by now, following the theoretical work done to date on the subject, that all 
cultural especially those that to describe a of mixing which is 
into should as conditional (Loomba & 
Orkin, 1998), such of which hybridity perhaps the most 
representative, have been severely critiqued for their political ramifications as 
their cultural assumptions. 
Hybridity of the most employed and most ", ... ",f-on terms in OO:SH:0140nI.aI 
theory" (Ashcroft, Griffiths & 118). It a 
third plant ..,tJ~""n,., from grafting or cross-pollination. In a post-colonial theoretical sense, 
hybridity to "the creation transcultural within the contact zones 





"subordinated or marginal groups 
byauv~uul~normetrol)olltan 
seeks to account what occurs when v ....... u",. meet, in the COIne:"t of 
unequal power relations. It enc:oul~S the idea that culture adapts to changing conditions, 
and thus 
object. 
changes. Culture, this formulation, is as it does; it is an action, not an 
Bhabha insists of cultural en~~ag;errlent, whether ............. '., .... ., •• v or 
are produced pel:tolmaLtlveJ 
historical transformation" (1994: 
.. cultural 
For ..... u,""vu ... the hybrid space occurs in a "Third 
,. emerge in moments of 
of enunciations which [is] ... the 











characterised by the ambivalence which Bhabha says informs all linguistic performance, 
following Derrida's notion of difference (36). The Third Space, 
though unrepresentable in itself, ... constitutes the discursive conditions 
of enunciation that ensure that the meaning and symbols of culture have 
no primordial unity or fixidity; that even the same signs can be 
appropriated, translated, rehistoricized, and read anew (37). 
Thus the fact that culture, because of its responsive and organic nature, cannot help but 
perform itself in this space of hybridity, means that the notion of cultural purity - of 
originary space - is intrinsically false. 
It is only when we understand that all cultural statements and systems 
are constructed in the contradictory and ambivalent space of 
enunciation, that we begin to understand why hierarchical claims to the 
originality or 'purity' of cultures are untenable, even before we resort to 
empirical historical instances that demonstrate their hybridity (37). 
This notion ofhybridity combats nostalgic notions of pre-colonial cultural purity. It is 
also useful in countering the idea that colonised cultures were "deculturated", or that 
colonising cultures were unchanged by the colonial encounter. At the same time, 
"hybridity", as the concept underlying a range ofterms of cultural co-mingling, has been 
thoroughly problematised for its tendency to generalise, and to override material reality 
with discursive theoretical constructs. "The idea ofhybridity - which presents itself as a 
critique of essentialism, partakes of a camivalesque collapse and play of identities, ... 
comes under a great many names" (Ahmad, 1995, 13). Ahmad goes on to acknowledge 
that what he calls "cultural hybridity" is an important condition to recognise: "the traffic 
among modem cultures is now so brisk that one can hardly speak of discrete national 
cultures that are not fundamentally transformed by that traffic" (13). But he objects to the 
elision that occurs when this cultural hybridity, which, following Rushdie and Bhabha, is 
"specific to ... the migrant intellectual, living and working in the western metropolis" 
becomes 
a generalised condition of postmodemity into which all contemporary 










migrant (postcolonial) intellectual residing in the metropolis, comes to 
signify a universal condition ofhybridity and is said to be the Subject of a 
Truth that individuals living within their national cultures do not possess 
(13). 
148 
Three years earlier, Appiah commented, "Postcoloniality is the condition of what we 
might ungenerously call a comprador intelligentsia: of a relatively small, Western-style, 
Western-trained, group of writers and thinkers who mediate the trade in cultural 
commodities of world capitalism at the periphery" (qtd. Seshadri-Crooks, 1995: 47). 
The critique of a false universalising of experience, which silently privileges one 
particular identity location, is remarkably similar to the complaint made against 
humanism; indeed, 
In Bhabha's writing, the postcolonial who has access to ... monumental 
and global pleasures is remarkably free of gender, class, identifiable 
political location ... this figure of the postcolonial intellectual has a taken-
for-grantedness of a male, bourgeois onlooker, not only the lord of all he 
surveys but also enraptured by his own lordiness (Ahmad, 1995: 13). 
Ahmad objects that this kind of generalisation reduces history (in Bhabha's words) to "a 
mere 'happening' - 'in the pages of theory' for the most part" (14). Politics is thus always 
"contingent" and "displaced" (14). He points out that even in these terms, material reality 
is overlooked, not least because: 
Most migrants tend to be poor and experience displacement not as 
cultural plenitude but as torment; what they seek is not displacement but, 
precisely, a place from where they may begin anew ... Postcoloniality is 
also, like most things, a matter of class (16). 
According to the terms of Ahmad's critique, a similar logic ofthe subject as, at core, 
unified (despite its hybrid condition) that operates in humanism can be found to operate 
within a theory ofthe hybrid self. This critique applies to the concept ofhybridity in 
which the hybrid self owns and glories in its condition, and is empowered by it. l Ahmad's· 
I Critiquing Ahmad's Wlderstanding ofhybridity as reliant on a "totalizing impulse", Kalpana Seshadri-











reminder that class is a crucial category in allowing the privileged experience ofhybridity 
is another important link to the subject of humanism and this subject of "cultural 
hybridity". Both the humanist subject and the culturally hybrid subject are easily made 
silently bourgeois. 
This characterisation ofthe hybrid subject is not intentional in Bhabha's work. He is 
working with a notion ofthe subject that is discursive, not essentialist. As part of his 
challenge to the "binarism oftheory vs politics", Bhabha insists on the role of writing in 
creating history, and in producing political moments: "Textuality is not simply a second-
order ideological expression or a verbal symptom of a pre-given political subject. .. [T]he 
political subject - as indeed the subject of politics - is a discursive event" (1994: 23). 
Indeed, in "The commitment to theory" Bhabha is concerned to address the fact that "the 
popular, common-sense view of the place ofthe individual in relation to the social is still 
substantially thought and lived in ethical terms moulded by liberal beliefs", Using Mill's 
essay "On Liberty", "the very heart ofthe liberal tradition", Bhabha demonstrates that 
"discursive ambivalence ... makes 'the political' possible" (1994: 23-4). It is by 
imaginatively occupying the antagonistic space ofthe opposition that the subject is 
politicised. This results in a "splitting offin the signification ofthe subject of 
representation; ... an ambivalence at the point ofthe enunciation of a politics" (24). 
This positioning of ambivalence, the fact that "dis sensus, alterity and otherness are the 
discursive conditions for the circulation and recognition of a politicized subject" (23) 
creates a third conceptual space similar to the Third Space within which Bhabha's 
hybridity is found. Bhabha conceptualises critical discourse as itselfthe language of 
hybridity, in that it "does not yield a new political object. .. which is simply a mimetic 
pleasure [Ahmad's formulation of Bhabha's theory] but the uncanny and undermining effect produced by 
the incompatibility of discourses in unequal power relations"; Ahmad is accused of reading Bhabha "as 
travesty rather than on [his] own terms" (1995: 62). Seshadri-Crooks also locates "the critique of positive 
knowing, of rationalism, even of humanism ... which awkwardly positions postcolonialism as neither 












reflection of an a "' .... u"'."'.'" or commitment." Rather, critical 
discourse, if properly loc~uea 
(25), which is H~\"~"i:lru 
C!1' .... ,I"1'C! what calls "the moment of politics" 
for "the hybrid ... <v ... ", ... of political change" (28). Thus, for 
Bhabha, hybridity, far from relying on an subject, represents the capacity of 
critical discourse to "elide the politics of polarity" and about conceptual, and thus 
material, change: to allow us to '","",pre,,,, as of our selves" (39), 
Bhabha insists on critical theory's "conceptual change" (31). However, it is 
precisely hybridity's capacity to conceptualise change that problematised: the 
concept ofhybridity (like the label "postcolonial", of which a 
"watchword") has been critiqued for methodologically of 
other people's history" while simultaneously thp,n"pltll"~ and 
discursive level" (Cooppan, 2000: De(~OnleS an 
gesturing towards cultural activity without actmowll~a~:m~ 
details at length the dangers in assumm~ 
~eIlaer) can be subsumed under the 1997; 1998. 
ch~lDt(~rthree above). Robert Young details the in England, 
how the concept has been, and is still, used "to "U~~J;:;"'''L a fundamental racial 
detemllnl.sm .. rather than address the social and economic conditions under which 
live" (1997: 148). 
a sustained critique of post-colonialism in South Africa, Sole details problems 
with notion ofhybridity: following the celebration of such an understanding of culture 
by post-colonial critics, 
aUlerc~nce. ambivalence and hybridity themselves [run the risk 
seen as more authentic forms of identification ... [where] trWlsclilJWlrat:lon 
the ambivalent and fractured nature of identity are to 
nrf'!tp.rrp.t1 political status, and this amounts to more than the scholarly 
observation that we all muddle along as bearers of multiple 











Sole notes the of commodified multiculturalism, and objects to the co-
option of such notions of hybrid culture by the "new (133). Indeed, 
Ahmad casts hybridity as exemplary of "the cultural logic of Late Capitalism" it 
is only extent to which cultures are commodified that determines their equality 
relation to each other (1995: 17). 
The tendency to simplifY complex histories and over-write historical and vUf,vU.'5 
experiences of marginality that are characterised by suffering, is highly problematic. At 
the same in the context of colonialism's and apartheid's insistence on inviolable 
difference, and on blocking cultures and 'races' brutally the borders of these 
constructed terrains, it is important to recognise that and operate 
C!PM,!l1"!ltp spheres, identity cannot utterly fixed or controlled, that state cannot 
cultural no how extreme policing. In of 
humanism, I could say it is important to recognise that humans, in lived reality of their 
humanity, find ways to survive brutality and create beauty. humanist, and thus 
potentially theoretically problematic, formulation cracks open contradiction post-
colonial concepts ofhybridity: there is a political imperative to recognise 
acknowledge what individuals do with cultural tools, in order to escape eternal 
victimisation as an inevitable and ongoing condition living in a colonised world, and 
order to avoid eternally silencing the Other. At same time, such a notion ofthe 
"''''.'''.U''1<> individual is at core on a liberal humanist-inflected understanding of a 
self which is self-generating, able to process and respond to cultural conditions in 
which it finds itself. Because this notion resisting individual draws at some level on 
a humanist-inflected liberalism, it is all too easy for the assumptions about a shared 
and gender which historically characterised the of liberal 
.............. "" ... which I have denoted as problematic, to into post-colonial notions of 
hybridity as well. then we about theories of cultural transformation which 
account for histories, and these histories? How do we 
acknowledge the success of this a way which takes into account the specific 











of the subject)? It may that "hybridity" can best describe a class-dependent kind of 
resistance; a notion which acknowledges its .............. "'. inflections be 
my discussion of the ways which Shakespeare is manifest in the writings of and 
about the 1950s, I rely on such a notion ofhybridity to 
conceptualise a South African Shakespeare. I explore a way of using Shakespeare which 
South African experiences; contributes towards ways of resisting apartheid's 
constructions of cultural and to ways against 
oppressive ,.. .... , .... "'1" ..... "'T.r' .... 
difference; 
as they malt1ite:st at of political policy. The kind of 
hybridity I am is not the ... n.~, ... u,,,, .. ,",'" ofthe post-colonial 
intellectual, but it is equally implicated 
hybridity is to a cultural and 
This kind of cultural 
migrant who developed out of 
times South Africa's political history. Colonialism's rn.:tt/:·1"1 effects 
m developments which had class, concomitant cultural, implications. The 
hybridity I am seeking to describe here is an important aspect social history colonial 
Africa in 5'-""'"'.1. ..... , it belongs definition to what Appiah and Ngugi, amongst others, 
designated the comprador class.2 In the framework developed here, this denotes an 
.. "uu,;;.- or petit- bourgeois subject, who has experienced a particular kind education . 
Indeed, 
understanding 
..... ~.I".'"' ... '" that is more useful than ethnicity as an analytical tool for 
history of rpC!llC!t.:t,I"I"'P in South (1983a: ix). we are 
.... " ... u,'1". with questions access to education, to kinds of jobs, and to to speak 
particular ways, this ext)re~;Slcm of cultural hybridity belongs to the male subject. 
This is not to suggest that such a notion ofhybridity, in a literary discourse by 
men a specific class, should be regarded as completely triumphant. I want to 
2 Originatirlg from the Portuguese for a mercantile middleman, "the term has evolved ... to include the 
.... "u.a' .... ,,.,« ... whose independence may be compromised by a reliance on, and identification with, colonial 
power." Ashcroft et. al question the that "a class is necessarily and identifiably 
distinct from the rest since it is not the bourgeoisie who have access to the material 











acknowledge the fonns that discursive resistance can take. I also want to challenge ideas 
of "pure" "African" or "European" culture in South Africa's more recent past. At the 
same time, I wish to endorse the important material fact that 
It is difficult to reconcile the image of a post-colonial world in which 
hybrid identities have triumphed over such narrow particularisms as race 
and ethnicity, class and gender, nation and nationalism, with the events of 
the past decade ... Even the global optimism over South Africa's 
transition ... cannot ignore the continuing legacies ofracialized inequality 
nor the persistent appeals to ethnic and racial identification by current 
political parties ... much of the contemporary politics of fonnerly 
colonized parts of the world remain imaginatively and otherwise bound 
to the constructs of race, nation, and class (Cooppan, 2000: 15-6). 
I will seek to confine my discussion to manifestations of resistance that can be 
characterised as literary hybridity. It is difficult to speak about the discourses of and about 
Drum in ways that do not take into account the effects of these discourses on the 
identities of the writers. Thus, since most ofthe evidence used to describe the 
construction and expression of these identities is itself textual, the analytical task 
becomes on one level a closed circuit. In addition, this project does not seek to use 
hybridity to describe an overriding current global or national condition, but to find a way 
to talk about what specific South Africans - taking cognisance of class, race, and gender -
did with what they were given by an oppressive context. I seek to do this in a way which 
reconfigures simplistic notions of both victimisation and co-option, and of the role of 
liberalism and humanism in South Africa. At the same time, as will be seen in the 
following chapter; I hope to continue to challenge one kind of liberal-humanist use of 
Shakespeare, which denies the realities of colonial education practices, with their 
implications for cultural practices and valuations. I do this by contrasting, in chapter six, 
the South African Shakespeare who is manifest in the trajectory I outline in the previous 












The ..... 5'.UB"' ... presented here is that in some ways a P£"T." .... U (based on education and 
class, as well as on a particular relationship with literature, manifest in one 
through a use of Shakespeare) can be from Plaatje to the 
Complicating this formulation is Sole's description ofthe black writers post-1948: "This 
F>"" .......... u"'.u saw as sharply counterposed to what preceded them" (2001: 
They disavowed the "apologetic and attitude of the older and 
their missionary-instilled humanism (154; 173 n. 50 and 51). In addition, 
Mphahlele the "racy, nervously impressionistic idiom" 
itself a by the bright new generation 'the naIve simple-minded 
generation .. by Alan .. Stephen Kumalo' "(Qtd. van Dyk, 1988: 
40), terms of the "grand Shakespearean image" (1984b: 79). Thus my construction of 
a ""U .. ,\JU .• \J trajectory, marked by a use of Shakespeare (and all that use represents in terms 
of educational ~d class aspiration), cannot be said to one that the writers I discuss 
here necessarily as a self-conceptualisation. Nevertheless, it significant that 
they can be "personified ... [by] the psychological and social tensions" by 
missionary education; despite their "criticisms of certain forms liberalism, 
their literary predecessors couched their protest liberal terms" (Gready, 1990: 152). 
Sophiatown and the Drum writers of the 19505 
Uncoincidentally, as well as being an important time in development of different 
South Shakespeares, the 1950s were significant in the formal growth of apartheid 
South Africa. The discursive creation, and the actual dismantling, of Sophiatown are 
of both these processes. Sophiatown was constructed as a Shakespearean space 
through the of a group mythologised by for 
Some use Shakespeare their .... ",.-ran.""""'" ........... ., .. "'"" and of the 
identity of Sophiatown. Sophiatown came to a space of urban survival and 
resistance, as well as the violence and trauma of township It was also a symbol 











rapidly formalising apartheid.3 Paul Gready has called 
emergent black urban culture and the National Party's intent to 11"",,...1'.'\1 such a 
phenomenon ... both the slgmllCaJtlCe and of Sophiatown" (1990: 139). 
These u, .... ITP,·., can seen to belong a literary within African petit-bourgeois 
liberalism links to specifically to Plaatje's use ofSh;ak<::splear,e. 
making use of Shakespeare, this group South writers claimed "him" as 
their own. Such found Ult:.UHSIt;;l - through Shakespeare, 
specifically. and English literature gel1lera:ll (Abraham's account corning of age as 
a writer, dls:cusse:d in the previous chapter, is an example of how process was 
inscribed textually). Thus Shakespeare been very to, and a important 
influence on, the development strand of writing in English in South Africa. 
1940s were a time of political unrest (including crrr'UlT·n of the trade union 
action), social '"'U'''''''f;''' (including rapid .......... ,"""'nP'·U and programmes of 
industrialisation as a result of the war, urbanisation, and the ..... ""UI1· ... of squatter camps), 
and changes to state structures (which has characterised as a series of ___ ~. __ , 
2001: This turbulent period resulted in Nationalist victory 
1948 (Sole, 2001: 1 After assuming p wer 1948, the Nationalist gm/entllDlent 
about establishing a framework for the society it wanted to and buttress. Within a 
decade, a plethora oflaws concretized state, on a tradition 
of discrimination that had of South initial colonisation.4 
3 For a of the of Sophiatown see Gready, 1990; 2001 and 
1983b. The reasons for the destruction of Sophiatown are indicative 
in the new of the Nationalist are cited as slum the elimination 
of "black spots" from the white and the importance of eliminating African rights to the 
"H''''' ... .., ofland" & 1977: 24). In Sophiatown has been read as a geographical and 
symbolic space impossible to control on both levels 1983b: 346-8). Proctor situates 
Sophiatown in its "patterns of class formations and conflict" in order to illustrate the social development of 
class (Proctor, 2001; 50). He concludes that Sophiatown remained substantially "working class" and as such 
outside of the control of the state, and less open to co-option the "petty leadership". "For this, 
it was necessary that it be destroyed" (83). 
4 The legal framework that pre-existed the National regime included the 1911 Mine and Works Act 
which looked to job reservation, and the 1913 Natives Land Act which dispossessed hundreds of thousands 
of people, allocating 7% of the land to 69% of the population. However, on assuming power, the 
Nationalists passed the following laws, others: the Prohibition of Mixed Marriages Act 1949; the 











1950s bec:amte a time mcreSLSlIllQ: governmental oppression, and the encroachment of a 
police state on public and private spaces (one example is the "taus a dance" prisoners were 
1UH~""U to do in to dislodge anything that may have been un.'Y'"'U in the 
exposed by Nxumalo in March 1954, and photographed by Gosani).5 
Anthony Sampson called the 50s "a that shattered people's (Qtd. Nicol, 
1991: See Chapman, 1989: 184-5). The also saw resistance organisations 
responding to incorporating war-related social and economic vu ..... F>'J" ofthe 
1940s, 
chapter one). 
this COl1ltex Drum magazme was 
for the first (Lodge, 1 vm; 
It is not clear ufh<>i'h,,,, .. the group who 
wrote in the a school or a set. There was no formalised 
commitment to a particular or philosophy, forms in they wrote ranged 
short to sketches to investigative exposes to sensationalist tabloid journalism. 
According to Nicol, they can be "seen as a literary movement. .. perhaps their 
fascination with living" only (1991: 7). However, Gready does refer to this group 
of writers as a 
because although their experiences before and this period 
considerably not all of their writing is about or originating 
Sophiatown or the Fifties, it was an era place that was influential for 
all as people writers ... Mphahlele, Maimane, Matshikiza, 
HA""' ... ' ..... ''''. Themba, Motsisi Nkosi all lived Sophiatown at 
various stages during the Fifties (l 143). 
Michael Chapman credits the writers for only being responsible for 
"substantial .. of the modern black story" but 
cnarac'lensea by "moral social questions"( 1989: 183). 
producing writing 
Mphahlele, despite his 
epreselntation of Voters Act 1951; the Prevention of Illegal Act 1951; the Bantu 
Authorities Act the Natives Act the Public Act 1953; the Criminal Law Amendment Act 
1953; the Bantu Education Act the Preservation of Separate Amenities Act 1953; the Natives 
Resettlement Act 1954; the Areas Development Act 1955; the Natives (Prohibition of Interdicts) Act 
1956; and the Bantu Self-Government Act 1959 (Nicol, 1991: 5-6). 
S See "Naked Man" and "Mr Drnm Goes to Jail" (Sampson, 1956: 175-197). Modisane comments: "The 
Government is unyielding in its Native policy, the tentacles of discrimination spread their grip over every 












writing, of his 
intellectual pursuits, even as 
a voice" (1984b: 78). 
Ul1"'1t", .. " at Drum: "although we 
....... u, ..... " ... , we shared this much in 
common: we 
characteristics. The urban environment 
to the the 50s. Lewis Nkosi called 
township was central 
much a magazine as 
a symbol new African cut adrift from the tribal reserve -
talking and 1984: 35 and Nicol, 1991: 
fast-
cnalfactefllzes the 
magazme as the realities of everyday life tnn,Yn" n""""'''''TPIl an out-
of-date u...,.~...,u experience: "Almost all malgru~mc:::s I'\'"U''·''' Drum were 
about' Jim goes to 
xvii)]. came out 
title of a popular movie made in 
the is in Jo'burg' reality" (qtd. Nicol, 
(Scanlon, 2000: 
1: 34). 
'lI11"1t", .. " took their tone not only from the brutal of the 
township, but 
Deborah 
own location within fractured South 
writing of the 1950s as "petty-bourgeois VAA''' ..... 'u 
retaining "many ofthe of black elite writing in South Africa 
before" (1984: 36). Nicol calls the writers "literate, sophisticated an 
American-inflected of English" (1991: xii). However, a 
note of caution, "remind[ing] us of the literary resources 
available to many 206). Couzens's work on the 
agenda behind clubs whose libraries constituted an 
important proportion 
also an apposite 
within this class-dependent 
resources to which literate African men had access is 
which would have influenced the tone 
(1984 & 1985). 
Despite finding it important not to lose the ambivalences and complexities 
experience in class-inflected ideological analyses (1989: 210), Chapman cnatractefllses 
Drum's "common denominator" ........... 0 the 50s as "the glorification of individual 











Chapman locates Drum' s journalism in "long tradition of Christian-humanism ... 
appeal[ing] to authority in the name of civilized which initially characterised 
ANC-Ied resistance, and which can traced to and his contemporaries (194) . 
This ......... uvu of "Christian-humanism" stn~tc11es back than Plaatje, as I discussed 
in the previous chapter. Nevertheless, Chapman's position corresponds with my 
suggesltlon that 
expression 
writers can be placed a trajectory which begins to find 
work. 
Whether or not they are classed as a group on the of class or literary aspirations, 
the of the 1950s Henry Nxumalo, Todd Matshikiza, Arthur 
Maimane, Can Themba, Motsisi, Mphahlele, Bloke Modisane, Lewis 
Nkosi, Nakasa - share (besides a legacy of early death and/or exile), 6 
was theoretical access to a particular kind of education that in the course of the 1950s 
black South Africans. I-(ptnrp passing Bantu Education 
Actin it was at least possible to acquire a "Christian-humanist" .... "" .. ,<Au.". which 
included comprehensive "'''''''6 in ...., .... ,B .. " ... literature, in missionary schools. 
an l,U,,""""'" school, was particularly lrn'nn.-t<>T'1' for this of writers 
1976: 46-7). 
all the complications that this kind of education brought (as in the 
its loss was a blow to the and the of South given 
was replaced The Bantu Education Act "potentially had a more profound and far-
reaching impact than any measure by the Nationalist government" (Karis & 
1977: 19; see also Hofineyer, 1987: 301-2). The logic underlying the Act was 
clear. Between 1949 - 51, a Commission on Native Education report was prepared 
it 
"urged ..... t~, ......... that would ."' ... , .. "''''' ..... Natives more effectively for their future occupations' " 
(Chapman, 185). ..... ~ll"P,~ti then Minister of Native said: 
(5 Abrahams's work was serialised in Drum (Chapman, 1989: 188), but the group referred to as the 
writers the men who were on the in the 1950s. Mphahlele also mentions 










teach people in ""''"''v''''''''''''''''''"' 
is no place for him 
''''''''''''''',1''1 C(mnDwllty above the level of certain 
subjected to a school system which 
his own and partially misled him by C!nnU!1n 
of the European but still did not allow him to 
situation would not improve race relations] if the 
" ... "''''hr>" ofa frustrated people (Qtd.Wilson 
159 
As we have seen in the discussion ofTen Freedom in the previous chapter, some ofthose 
who received 
to 
an education did feel alienated from their and were 
_.- ____ J between what it promised and the world which they had 
nOUC~lnOln was in part the state's response to the of mission 
group of South 
tonner "'"""" .......... as having created a class of Africans 
Verwoerd also 
'feels that its 
spiritual, ecolnOltlllC and political is among the of South Africa' 
.. (Wilson & 
Education 
destructive 
"V,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 1975: 78). Nevertheless, the 
... ..", ... ty.." .... to address the situation 
Sole has stated that 
... ", ... ' .. vu can be summarised as part ofthe att(~mlpt 
break the thrust of a possible alliance between white .. ..", .......... . 
a black petty-bourgeoisie the Nationalists considered so ............... "'u.'" 
their authority (2001: 157). 
The Act also '' ... ..-'If .. n to contribute towards job protectionism, by .... ,'""."''''1''0. to eliminate the 




in the European LV"'<4 .. '''''''' with 
edl1catl0]nal ..... ,,, ....... ' ...... on a large - on which they 
-... [it] simply means that to 
competition with the European (Qtd 
1 lL.u., ... Q.I.,,, deeply distrusted the 
Jjauc~LtIon would be of an inferior .... ", .. ty. ........ to condition 











and Thompson report that the enforcement of the Act "roused more bitter feeling ... than 
any legislation" except the pass laws (1975: 80). 
The Act transferred control of schools from provincial to national government, under the 
department of Native Affairs rather than the Education Department. Mission schools 
could choose to be turned over to the government, or face diminishing subsidies. With the 
exception ofthe Catholic missionary schools, they closed down or became government-
run. All schools, including private schools, had to be registered by the government (Karis 
& Carter, 1977: 30; Wilson & Thompson, 1975: 80). Changes included mother-tongue 
instruction in order to encourage "retribalization" (Chapman, 1989: 185). Although 
English was highly valued as a medium of instruction (Wilson & Thompson, 1975: 79; 
Barnett, 1983: 14), students were to be given only "a minimal knowledge of both official 
languages" in order to ensure that "the Bantu child [would be able] ... to follow oral or 
written instructions" (Karis & Carter, 1977: 29). This was considered a tactic of isolation 
by "educated leaders" as was the Act's demarcation of schools and universities into 
different" 'ethnic groups' " according to which" 'tribalism' "was fostered (Wilson & 
Thompson, 1975: 79). The new syllabus "neglected subjects like mathematics which were 
essential for children who wished to continue to university education" (ibid). 
The Bantu Education Act marked even less access to tertiary education for black South 
Africans when the syllabus w nt into effect in 1956 and the majority of the mission 
schools ceased to function according to their old syllabi. With the implementation of the 
Act, the ANC instituted a resistance campaign which encouraged parents to keep their 
children out of school. About 7 000 children dropped out of school (Karis & Carter, 
1977: 20). By 1965,40% of African children were attending school. Trevor Huddleston, 
who ran the Sophiatown Anglican Community's Mission, including St. Peter's, 
commented in 1986: 
What is so ghastly about what is happening now is that it is something 
one could see coming - I knew that it would be those kids under Bantu 
Education who would be the real sufferers ... If you enforce a structure of 
education for inferior education on the grounds of race and colour, you're 










saw that but at the time it was a terrible trauma because what were they to 
do with their kids? (Stein & Jacobson, 1986: 25-7). 
161 
The effect of Bantu Education has been characterised as dealing "English as a medium for 
black writing in South Africa ... an almost killing blow" (Hart, 1984: 37). Van Dyk 
quotes Chapman: "As the children of Bantu Education, the New Black poets lacked the 
linguistic faculty, in English, of the earlier writers" (1988: 12). Nadine Gordimer also 
makes reference to the wide reading of the Fifties writers, and negatively compares this to 
the authors who followed them: 
Can Themba ... was a great reader. He knew his Shakespeare well and his 
Dostoevsky. I find that young black people who write today don't read 
much and ifthey do it's mostly black writers - literature began about 20 
years ago for them. But the Fifties intellectuals and artists read a ything 
and everything. They were city people, educated before Bantu Education 
and their English was wonderfully, tremendously, lively (Stein & 
Jacobson, 1986: 29). 
The strategies of writing in English by black South Africans after Bantu Education is a 
large topic in itself, and I do not wish to enter into it here. Rather, what I wish to point to 
is that the kind of education available to a group of black South Africans before Bantu 
Education is often exemplified by access to Shakespeare, as Abrahams illustrates in his 
self-fashioning in Tell Freedom, and as Gordimer's quotation above assumes. 
Access to mission-school education thus not only introduces class and class mobility as 
an identity issue for those writers who documented their own and others' experiences; it 
also forges a link with issues of identity and access to fluency in English. While I am not 
making a value judgment here on writers' use of English following the implementation of 
Bantu Education, the silencing of, amongst others, the writers for Drum in the 1950s due 
largely to the Suppression of Communism Act, and their dispersion, often into exile, has 
been held responsible for the interruption of a South African "literary renaissance" 
(Visser, 1976: 55; 42) (although Chapman argues that "the 'renaissance' has not simply 
failed" [1989: 222] ). By 1966, Mphahlele, Nkosi, Modisane, Matshikiza, Themba and 










dependencies" [Chapman, 1989: 185] ) were banned under an amendment to the 
Suppression of Communism Act of 1950 (Hart, 1984: 3~). 
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Symbolic of these changes, very few black students were reading Shakespeare by the late 
1950s (Johnson, 1996: 170). Thus the educated men of the 1950s had a kind of access to 
English literature that changed in their lifetimes. Mphahlele suggests that the influence of 
what I have characterised here as a particular literary trajectory was lost, due both to 
Bantu Education and to the imperatives ofthe struggle. He also suggests that knowledge 
of this trajectory is an important inheritance of which black South African writers need to 
be aware: 
Political styles demand a redefinition of a people's culture from time to 
time, and we have been too busy surviving. Our literature of the last thirty 
years reflects this ... As present-day writers we need ... to know our 
literary heritage ... Those who are in charge of our education have made 
sure that we should never know our heroes, political or literary or 
educationaL .. The present-day Black writer will simply have to go to 
libraries and consult books that will inform him of his literary heritage. 
Those nineteenth century and early twentieth century writers like Plaatje, 
Abrahams, the Dhlomo brothers, the Drum writer, ... all these can be the 
self-education the writer needs to help him reconstruct the myth [that 
could stabilize our spiritual and mental life] (1987: 14-5). 
All of the writers Mphahlele mentions by name share, amongst other things, the fact that 
they explicitly used, or were influenced by, Shakespeare in their writings. Although I 
have not dealt explicitly with the Dhlomos, it is apposite to note here that Visser 
describes them as "mark[ing] the transition from the early writers [including Plaatje] who 
established the characteristic type of the black South African writer, the joumalist-
author ... to the generation which emerged in the fifties" (1976: 46). Similarly, Orkin 
notes a Shakespearean influence on the plays ofH.I.E. Dhlomo (1998). 
Shakespeare and Sophiatown 
The idea of a Renaissance in relation to Sophiatown's writers resonates with 










autobiographies,7 docu-dramas8, as wen as by the stories, sketches and journalism in 
Drum itself, not to mention academic articles and theses. This aura has been informed, 
and no doubt fuelled, by a parallel constructed between Sophiatown and another 
mythologised place of Renaissance, Elizabethan England. 
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Anthony Sampson, widely accredited with the changes that made Drum the voice ofthe 
new urban African in 1951, came to South Africa with an Oxford degree and "a 
knowledge of243 Elizabethan plays, which was to stand him in good stead when it came 
to understanding South African township life"(Nicol, 1991: 26). He was invited because 
of his Oxford-formed friendship with Jim Bailey, Drum's proprietor, and was initially 
circulation manager before he took over the editorship from Bob Crisp, the magazine's 
founder. 
The events that brought Sampson to Drum were fortuitous. Possibly equally fortuitous, 
possibly part of a complex chain of economics which made it possible for the son of a 
mining magnate in South Africa to establish connections with an Englishman via a shared 
Oxford education and in the name of a journalistic enterprise, was the particular idiom 
that Sampson brought to his understanding f Sophiatown: Shakespearean. He said, "I 
think 1 must have looked a very cold fish in all that frenzied activity which seemed to me 
to be every bit a Shakespearean play with terror and murder waiting in the wings" (Qtd. 
Nicol, 1991: 26). This is a sustained metaphor. Elsewhere, in an interview, Sampson says: 
Sophiatown always seemed to have a special license of its own. What 
always fascinated me was the mixture of white characters one would see 
in the shebeens who drifted in for quite different reasons ... some of them 
for pure lechery, some ofthem who just enjoyed the company of blacks, 
and some who were quite naIve - communists and trade union workers ... 
7 In addition to Blame Me on History. there is also Todd Matshikiza's Chocolates for My Wife; Don 
Mattera's Memory is the Weapon; Godfrey Moloi's My Life, Volume One, and Miriam Makeba's 
autobiography written with J. Hall, My Story: Makeba (see Van Dyk, 1988: 170). In addition, Mphahlele's 
Down Second Avenue, Nkosi's Home and Exile, Themba's "The Will To Die", "Requiem for Sophiatown", 
and "The Bottom of the Bottle" in The Will to Die; and Nakasa's "From Johannesburg to New York" in E. 
Patel (ed) The World of Nat Nakasa are referred to by Gready (1990:159), and some are also mentioned by 
Visser (1976). Hannerz mentions Gordimer's novels and Trevor Huddleston's Naught for your Comfort as 
amongst the sources that kept "the mythical community alive" for him (Hannerz, 1997: 164). 










But that mixture was marvellous. I always thought it was very like the 
Elizabethan theatre, which I had studied at Oxford (Stein & Jacobson, 
1989: 43). 
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Sophiatown is troped as a theatre world for his white English gaze. The lack of social 
choice which results from systemic oppression becomes endearing, romantic and 
picturesque. Sampson sees the class mixing amongst black South Africans as also having 
an entertainingly romantic "Shakespearean" quality: 
What was so unlike Britain or Europe was the mixture of characters. 
Because everyone was forced back into the black world, you got a 
mixture of the extremely well-educated, brilliant writers and teachers 
like ... Can Themba, but there were a lot of them, together with gangsters 
and gangster's molls, businessmen and shebeen queens. So it was very 
much like a scene from Falstaff - a funny mixture of people with the odd 
pickpocket in the background. It was wildly romantic ... (ibid). 
Sampson clearly brings a delighted English gaze to the scene, understanding what he sees 
in terms of his own vocabulary: "I can remember watching a man hide under a table when 
word came that his wife was looking for him while his mistress was bundled out of the 
window. That was like watching an Elizabethan play" (Qtd. Nicol, 1991: 95). Such a 
process is not dissimilar to earlier encounters between Englishmen and Africans, where 
the colonizers bring, consciously or not, "certain structures of knowing"; "for 
representations ofthe Other are never original and none are innocent ... Projection and the 
assertion of analogy constitute primary modes of 'knowing' the Other and carry profound 
implications" (Fothergill, 1996: 94) (although Sampson's use of Shakespeare to 
conceptualise Sophiatown is arguably less sinister then some of the strategies of 
projection and analogy utilized by colonizing literatures, it is nonetheless problematically 
voyeuristic). In Van Dyk's terms Sampson's "seduc[tion] by the mythopoetic nature of 
the context" is manifested in his recreation of Sophiatown "as determined by his own 
literary-mythical perceptions" (1988: 13). Repeating the scene he seems to have lodged in 
his head as emblematic, Sampson reports: 
One evening, in a noisy Sophiatown shebeen, 1 watched a faithless 
husband hiding under the table from his wife, while his friends chased his 
mistress out of the window ... It came to me suddenly that I was watching 











the of the Globe, lugging their dead bodies with them. Sophiatown 
had all the youth of London. It was the same 
upstart slum, with people coming from a primitive country to the 
tawdry sophistication of the city's and police state 
were around the comer: and was the imminent direction: 
with bodies ... (1956: 80). 
The theatricality of this description, and sense of enjoyment and distance it implies, 
on particular resonance from a Englishman especially placed next to 
Modisane's account of living in Sophiatown's violence. This, too, is done with reference 
to Shakespeare: 
Violence and walk abroad Sophiatown, striking out 
for thrills or caprice; I lived in room, trembling with 
vn' .. "' ... Jl .. "", when it would my tum, sweating away minutes whilst 
somebody was screaming for shouting the violence which 
was claiming death another victim. . . it a friend out whose 
blood is screaming forth through multiple stab wounds? relative, 
perhaps? ... a ... [T]here my room I knew that the 
been examined, ... the rationalisations equated, the truth will 
confront me with a sense of shame; I would admit that no man, no 
or or death a beast. It was v",,,,,c.u 
boast that skies are painted with unnumber'd sparks, are all fire 
and one doth I allowed one spark - no matter how 
and insignificant to be extinguished, then by this, my fire too would 
the to (1963: 59-60). 
The TT",,'PTlI'P between nn.,,,,...,,,,,,1' and participant is inscribed in the 
emotional response to the drama. Sampson, as a spectator, uses the Shakespearean 
framework to describe the enjoyment of observation, a way which l1H"U"lS"''' to erase 
fact people were forced texts become a 
conduit the expression of distress, as well as for in a suitable re~.lst(~rthe 
effect extreme IVI',","'-,,,, on himself others of his community. It 
seems from accounts this Shakespearean drama was more fun to watch than to 
be of. 
Modisane refers to Shakespeare throughout autobiography: "Why not? Even in 











...... M~., from quoting causes people to (89). 
take (143) and 
to exemplify the emotion 
description of Othello to place of the 
black man white society (168), to such as: "IfI am a it should not be 
lnt,,,.rnrph"'i1 as a failure oftheir education for a Caliban" (179); "We took up 
arms the advance (103); and ''the sound and thrillers from 
(65). Johnson Modisane as words of 
characters in to ... A ......... '" his own pS)lCnl)10jglC':U processes" (1996: 
175-6). Given the complicated relationship Modisane presents .Ulllli)"'U as having with 
culture he loved, his use of Shakespeare must also learning in 
Equally important is desire to use to normalize the chaos 
UUlI"'''' in terms that are both accessible to his and that work to 
confound value Abrahams' young man is 
nrH.lPT'1rV and illiteracy 
whites will judge 
educated blacks on the standards see most blacks): 
Shakespeare's time ..... 
"Shakespearean idiom" u • .,.uu.,,,...,,.., in pieces in which describe and send up 
tn'\'ll1"IClhl1'\ life. A tabloidesque called "My husband was a flirt" by "Joan 
may 
know the old """ .. ", ........ 
under a pseudonym, 
a woman scorned.' And 
of hell in the first "Yes. Hell hath no like a woman t;!l"{'1.rn~·l1 
(May 1953) (qtd. Nicol, 1991: 1 An excellent example ofthe fusion 
one of them Shakespearean, into something p"I"ral"n urban, and speCltl.cal1y 
is Motsisi's "Lobola? It's a Racket": "Ah, there's the rob rub!... 
me paying lobola!" lJee,emtler 1956) (Qtd. 1990: 147). 
:snliKespeare also had a meta-(,eXtUal influence on 
Ir ... """ .... as "Shakespeare Shebeens", because to 
on a shebeen table reciting Shakespeare (Nicol, 1991; 216-226). Can Themba 
AJ",E:>U~'U teacher, thus 
went on to teach him about 
man "who once taught Motsisi Shakespeare's sonnets ... 











idiom has spilled over into critics' descriptions of the life and times of the Drum writers, 
as in, "Despite its destruction the importance of Sophiatown as a community and a 
culture has lived beyond its death, because not all that was solid melted into air" (Gready, 
1990: 163). 
Can Themba, of all the Drum staffers the most "steeped in English literature" (Chapman, 
1989: 209), also makes use of Shakespeare in his depiction of Sophiatown life. 
Shakespeare appears as both content and as stylistic. feature. Examples include a slang 
reference as part of an illustration of tsotsi taal: 
'0, Zigzagza, it's how there?' 
'It's jewish!' 
'Hela, Tholo, my rna hears me, I want that ten-'n-six!' 
'Go get it in hell!' 
"Weh, my sister, don't lissen to that guy. Tell him Shakespeare nev'r 
said so!' 
The gibberish exchange was all in exuberant superlatives (Themba, 
1985: 59), 
as well as in his propensity to invent words, Shakespeare-like: "the law in all its 
horrificiency prohibits me" (2). 
Shakespeare seems to feature prominently in people's memories of the kind of English 
spoken in Sophiatown, and Themba appears emblematic - of both a particularly proficient 
English-speaker, and of a particular social group. Don Mattera remembers: 
A guy like Ca  Themba, for instance ... I mean really. Those guys used to 
talk more English into their ethnic language. Like "Ai daai kelele chap 
huti hey daai kelele, don't come here to me with your what-what, ai 
quelele kipi Shakespeare boei" (Stein & Jacobson, 1986: 13). 
In this example oftsotsi-taal, as in Themba's above ("tell him Shakespeare nev'r said 
so"), "Shakespeare" denotes someone who speaks with authority. In Mattera's example, 
this quality is extended to imply someone whose authority is impressively rhetorical, with 
the additional implication that it is not to be trusted; "Shakespeare" is someone who tells 











variation the same 9 Mattera's would thus roughly as: that 
tall chap, hey, that tall don't come to me telling me things, [disgustedly] 
tall-guy-Shakespeare-boy. In Themba's example, the suggestion is: if Shakespeare didn't 
say so it true, or it shouldn't be listened to. In both cases, "Shakespeare" denotes 
access to language either as tales, or as 
The association of Shakespeare with rhetorical was 'also to signal a geIler;al 
atmosphere linguistic aptitude. Mphahlele links education, Themba and 
Shakespeare, order to point to the kind English available in the environment: 
"[A]t .. we spoke English. The dark-room guy and the spoke too ... 
Can might rich but knew that a 
number of people would understand it" (56). 
Themba's short story, which was also the winning story short story 
competition, has as its protagonists a young couple, victims of ... often ill-
starTed ways" ("Mob Passion", published in April 1 (Nicol, 1991: 162-72). 
Instead a Montagu and a Capulet, we have an urnXhosa and a MaSotho, but the tragic 
consequences of their communities' irrational 
literary tradition. 
are written in stars, or at least, in 
In his most sustained use of :.snluce;speare as both and 
Sampson' s metaphor ("Anthony Sampson, some-time editor 
person to that turbulence of urban African 
Shakespeare's Elizabethan world ... " [Themba, 1963: 150] ). 
"""'"n". Themba picks up on 
==, was perhaps 
was like the stage of 
too, 
Sophiatown in terms of Elizabethan out what denotes the 
flamboyant theatricality of both places. on to extemporise about South m 
terms Shakespeare's plays. Themba's use Shakespeare to describe of South 
Africa is different in quality from Sampson's. drawing on Englishman's 
analogy, writes a who enters into his than a 











"Shakespearean" world to denote the position an audience member. Themba draws 
into South Africa, makes the dramas speak of Sophiatown and other South 
African spaces, in contrast to Sampson's descriptions which utilise a Shakespearean sense 
of the absurd to amuse a .... ""' •• I¥" ... "' ... spectator. 
In what can be characterised as an example of Ashcroft's cultural transformation as 
resistance (2001), Themba offers a sophisticated, ironic, humorous and ultimately bitter 
use of Shakespeare in "Through Shakespeare's 
Dube, Agincourt". 
, subtitled "Falstaff, Dumizulu, 
between "Africa" and 
Shakespearean drama: "the action, passion, the lasciviousness, the high drama, the 
violence and then [following Sampson]: 'Exuent [sic] with corpses' .. (150). Themba 
what he ..... "' ... " .. "'.., as the daily violence of 
:sn,aK~~speaI'e would have understood without the interpolations of the 
scholars, and in this wise the world of Shakespeare reaches out a fraternal 
hand to the throbbing heart of Africa (150). 
Themba "'."""u," a special relationship, a brotherhood, between naI<:esJ:,eaJ~e the 
Elizabethan and Africa's "throbbing heart". Why Themba would want to draw a 
particular connection between Shakespeare and "Africa" clear as on to 
use this relationship to political in a characteristically sardonic tone. 
By writing his familiarity with Shakespeare this wise" into both the style the 
story, Themba delnOlnstrat~;,s at once his own sophistication, education, urbanity and 
intelligence, and the stupidity and brutality of the system that denies him equality. In form 
and content, Themba harnesses the best of English to make a point about the worst of 
South African. tone while still a current 
pain, bitterness. This contrasts with Sampson's delighted whose 
position the audience protects pain. 
retelling the story of Julius "' .... ,"" ..... "that ... starting point the Shakespearean (,\I'n,,,,,,,,,,,\, 











retiereltlCe to both the fraught history of literacy for Africans, and to African achievements 
in this sphere: "There is a translation in Tswana by Sol Plaatje" (150). The amalgamation 
of themes in the South African >!..!:!.!.!..!:!2~~!!. he presents, from high culture to apartheid 
ugliness, all wrapped up in tales of blood, is reflected in the mixture of registers Themba 
uses, colloquial and formal, "Shakespearean" English, and isiXhosa, with a dash of 
locally resonant characterisation to thicken the plot (the conspirators are men "from the 
cities"): 
Apparently, Chief Kaiser Msi had trampled down the haughty head of 
most of the chiefs the was so widely acclaimed 
by the rabble and world at large that many of these disgruntled 
chieftains murmured: 'Why, man, he doth bestride narrow world! 
a Colossus ... ' But there were other Xhosas, mostly from the cities, 
who of this upstart ... A idea hit them! What 
they needed was a high-placed Xhosa ... Dilizintaba Sakwe ... As the 
Americans would say, they sold him the line of how Kaiser was 
ambitious, and ambition threatened the weal Transkei, and how 
Kaiser had to die that Transkei might live ... On Ntsikana's Day ... the 
conspirators approached [Kaiser] ... they stabbed one after ....... n..,"'. 
and when he saw Sakwe also as one of his killers, he cried out in anguish: 
'Tixo, nawe, mntwanenkosi!' ... Ah, me ... that is fantasy ... (150-1). 
The difference in tonal between formal casual, contributes to Themba's 
which points to the <In .... .., ..... , ... ,. 
one level, Themba vllJIIJUI1i:>I.:'vO this 
apparent difference by his mock-reeTetfu "Ah, me ... that is fantasy ... " HnUlP'vpr 
irony doubles back on and hal<:esJ)ewre becomes a vehicle 
~!.!:!:2~~~ perfectly incorporates African stories and experiences. On the one hand, 
this illustration ofthe applicability of "Shakespeare's" play serves to underscore the 
common humanity shared by and original of the best of the 
"Western tradition". the same time, by pointing to the Shakespearean quality of 
politics, Themba also suggests that there is an quality to ::sn'1Kespe~are 
plays. 
pointing to attributes shared between Shakespeare himself and "the youth of 
townships", Themba asks, 











young Shakes and the youth townships hanker acting 
the posturing, seeking are so 
much a part of our daily lives that we are startled when some critic 
such-and-such an African actor was good. All the time we 
thought he was just living. . . is why we HI;i\..I;i;);),CU 
exaggerate (151). 
Themba turns young actor-playwright into a youth of township, stressing the 
common human love of the of both Boeta and the young 
Africans whose is misunderstood (by whites) and thus explanation 
explicable, elevating, terms: "No wonder Shakespeare stepped off the boards and 
wrote the people's stuff' 1). people" Shakespeare's people, the people 
of the world, of which Africans are a vital 
Themba continues to illustrate what he designates as African Shakespearean situations. 
Through a Johannesburgian Falstaff, he makes the point that the "striking two-world 
contrast South Africa has already remarked upon by a of our more perceptive 
white writers." Themba thus uses Falstaff to bring up South Africa's social and economic 
discrepancies. underworld that Falstaff traverses is transposed onto townships, 
allowing Themba not only to detail disparate social conditions, but also to refer pointedly 
to the whites who, like Prince Hal, enjoyed "slumming it" the townships, including the 
shebeens of Sophiatown. At the same time, one of the ironies the rptjp.rPlr'lC"P to their 
"more perceptive" comments is that they, at least, are exposing themselves to life 
people in the townships. makes them Princely to the townships' Falstaff, a 
designation which not only points to their privilege, but at the same time their 
"U'''51'''''''''' at to world a stamp of approval. 
"Of course," Themba goes on to the "[striking 
South Africa] is the staple of Non-white UlMt .... '" 
between the two worlds in 
whom reciprocal access to the 
world of white priVilege, and the ability to cross the borders between the two worlds, is 
not a possibility. "Non-white writers", Themba thus ""51S"''' live permanently with an 











trendy, and transient - white writers, is the "staple" subject-matter of both the writing 
and of black equal in \OiU\.lL",aLIVll and (as this use of iSnliKespe:are by 
Themba is elaborate proof) not under their white counterparts. Falstaff thus 
urn .. ,," the plays which he aPtleaI"S. ope:ratc~s as a symbol which resonates both 
from within the (recognisable and endorsed, because Shakespearean) tragedy and absurd 
comedy that is South African life; Shakespeare invoked to express and authenticate the 
bittersweetness of this experience those most subject to the power of the state. 
It is not simply that South African life reflects Shakespearean themes. Shakespeare was 
so accurate in his depictions that wrote about Themba's South Africa: 
took Shakespeare, about 300 ago, to report on the frolics of a 
high-born youth from wealthy Parktown ru:nong dubious companions in 
Alexandra Township (151). 
Themba is pointing out that in South Africa, there is no concomitant history of 
"European" depictions life the townships; this is the which has been 
province of "Non-white UN"1F"""'" • Since "it took Shakespeare" to "report" on the one side,. 
South African black writers become possible Shakespeares for the other side. 
Furthermore: 
No-one has told us all Johannesburg has been doing in Sophiatown, 
Kent in Alexandra, or Mike in Orlando. These boys were accepted ru:nong 
tsotsis, and as as was Father Huddleston. I 
more of township bright had heard of Harry Bolingbroke 
(151). 
Themba shows up white racism by pointing out that across the social spectrum, blacks -
from tsotsis to churchgoers - "accepted" a of whites - from "Mike" to 
Huddleston - "readily." Finally, suggesting that Shakespeare is not in fact as accessible 
to "the township bright boys" as he should be, he may commenting on the relatively 
recent change in access to literacy for these "bright boys". 
Themba goes on to offer a mock-drru:natic dialogue between "labourers ... a school-











Africans. One of his labourers tells a story which expresses the frustration of doing 
menial work, for a racist white boss. The boss's capriciousness and cruelty become 
especially pointed when the labourer makes it clear that both men recognise the 
labourer's education and abilities qualify him for different work, but his skin colour traps 
him in the menial services of this white man: 
Here is an authentic piece oftownship conversation ... 
FIRST LABOURER: But what's wrong with the white man, he? .. 
Today at work, the boss sent me out to the Post Office to buy stamps. 
When I returned, he wanted to know "wherrer hen you been?" He said 
he's been waiting for his tea ... Ten minutes later he came to the sink, 
leaned in the doorway, with legs crossed and a funny smile on his mouth: 
"When will you blacks grow up? I'd never've thought a man with your 
education would wash cups and make tea." I suddenly felt blindingly 
mad, as in could stab him, and suddenly, too, gave up (152). 
Another example is the schoolteacher's lament, 
SCHOOLTEACHER (bitterly): ... Look at me. I'm educated, ne? I know 
what to teach and what not to teach, ne? But it breaks my heart to see 
what I teach just because the white man tells me that it is good enough 
for black children. Why do I go on teaching? I've got to eat (152). 
The policeman's complaint is also about "The white man", who is blamed for the 
brutality the policeman has committed for the state, in the name of his job: 
THE COP (still off-duty): The things I have to do for these white men, 
Mcuil (smacking his lips and crossing his fingers) God will hear us one 
day. When He asks me, I'll say it's the white man. All those poor men 
I've led in a crocodile to the jail, it's the white man. All those women 
I've left husbandless, childless, nyatsiless, God, it's the white man. Those 
heads I've broken, those ribs I've kicked in, those noses, those mouths, 
those eyes I've bashed ... God I feel like crying .... (152). 
Through this dramatic dialogue Themba points to both the complicated position caused 
by economic necessity for one kind of civil servant - the teacher - and to the policeman's 
hypocritical refusal to accept responsibility for a system he continues to prop up. He may 
also be illustrating the degrees of complicity with the state in which some kinds of black 











Themba "the big-bosomed queen" (152) to as the foil - " 'I don't 
want ma:-p(")HIUW at my place' ... tension breaks, and laugh hilariously)" 
(153). his reader to V Act IV comments on 
"dramatic of "the common their mind to This point is 
made in 
Africans 
to accommodate an - that in apartheid South most black South 
common men") do not even this kind of accidental or deferred 
recourse to eXJ)re~)Strlg their opinions to the powers-that-be: that in these latter 
as this is rrn1illnE'f1 (153). £.I ... " ........... ""''' .... UUA}:', the uu'."-.a ..... 
his African Shakespearean characters, the possibility 
own OpInIOn, an 1T'1ti1rp,~t manner. Thus 
flamboyantly points to his ability to outwit any would-be S1lC:mcers The use of 
dramatic "asides" to pv~ .. rp,~c 
this task further '"''' .... HI to the demonstration of his learning and wit. 
Just as ;:,mlKespe:are wrote characters who communicated with ruler, so Themba 
writes lllU:l"'''' .. position from to his mind 
thus uses 
African 
Shakespearean half of his "Shakespearean 
partially by "elevating" African concerns to 
charge. 
equation to facilitate 
drama, and partially by using dramatic techniques that are Shakespearean. Like the UUl,"' • ...,A 






... "''', ...... , ... '''''', "I cno,ose in this lofty U\;iUGl\;i. I 
common men their 
Moving next to Othello, Themba uses sexual and of that play to 
savagely defensive identity 
superior prowess 
behaving as does - implicitly a 
white man. It is 
labour-related) 
black man' s .. ",..,."t~'11 
threatlens the white man into 
at 
the horror that one can conceive in the of a backveld 
t" .......... "' .. who has tended lands, jealously; honour, savagely; 
and contemplated his women in this dark jungle of black, virile, 
uninhibited men, fearfully; leap up when these words ["Even now, now, 
now, an old black tupping your ewe!"] are hurled to 










then takes the ....... ", .... 1"1", to advise his urban readers, Othellos all 
Africa ... We have .. u ....... 1; ......... to uncurl the veneer in the great 
white man where it warped a little and ... we met eye to eye with him, 
our haunches on our backs and guffawed ... Where we have proven that we are 
equal. .. we have raised fury in him") on how to a girl: "It is just 
Othello went and 
that the urban 
the injury of the 
having acquired a white 
still, he made .... ,,,,,,,",u lIllOls.pelllsabJe to the state. It is 
is continually doing" (1 adds his 
threatened potency by "' .... ' ... ",.' ....... 5 on his own 
and a real Desdemona at that: 
"Nay, man, you got yourself a that's got background 
and bodice; like the lord took special make her. Not one 
of those weathlert)eaten crows from Fordsburgville." For the boys are 
kind of a white girl you found yourself (154). 
casually brutal is not reserved women: 
A friend me that if he ever for raping a white 
woman, he would the judge: "Your Honour, aggrieved that 
anyone could ever that I would ever be attracted by a scrawny, 
colourless woman that. .. Allow me to the court a full-
blooded African woman and I will show you 




use of Shakespeare, 
""",Ir"'" "Boeta Shakes" 
a particular 
to attack the ",h", .. ", he is envisaged as 
most vulnerable: 
and oppression 
..... "' ...... ,, .. allowing the heat 
Themba brings 
women. Themba's political point, about the 
black man, is made with 
bitterness to be cooled 
of politico-sexual 
and coldness, the 
!:Irr'lpnl"n into a we;apon. 
into the realm 
brutal, extreme, ....... , ............ "''' .. ''6 thus inhumane) ..,v •• "' .... '..,. in their 
..... ..,..,~, ..... ". control of the ....... "' .... n .... ''''· .. '''r.· .... the boundaries "civilised" behaviour: 
By the way, let this said in the world that Shakespeare cast for 
Othello and his doings, this kind of thing was not illegal. 
They had not yet come round to an Act of Immorality. law, those 










practised on a girl to tum her mind to unnatural love. That was a serious 
But we the townships have that City-bred 
lover-boys who still use "roots" to catch the girls get laughed out of the 
shebang (154). 
Themba's is characteristically complex. In Shakespeare's Venice, 
was only a matter oftime until they would "come round" to implementing racist 
legislation, thus pointing to truly backward inevitability of the white man's 
Venice, witchcraft is still taken seriously, whereas 
"have long passed that colonial discourse of the 
176 
White Burden (of which "Shakespeare" is a component), which barbarous 
to 
dismantled. 
which enc:ooc;,s cultural. religious and moral superiority, is 
Themba offers a kind addendum on ~~~~~~~ the conclusion of his 
Themba 
One thing that me is that Shakespeare shows more compassionate 
understanding for Othello than he did for Shylock ... I could not escape 
the impression that Shakespeare joined the ... anti-semitic rabble to 
make sport of the Jew. 'Tis 'tis 'twas 
mean. And, fancy, that Venice there was hardly any risk that 
anyone would have peopled the isle with Calibans (154).10 
the black man's imputed potency the white man' s of 
su,£;:ge:stll1lg it is the main cause hatred. highlights own tolerance 
civility, even perhaps than Shakespeare's. Finally, he concludes article: 
But I wonder what we shall like when that time comes, we have 
turned the last folio, and the curtain has fallen upon all buffoonery 
and and painted lives pathetic half-hopes of our little 
spell upon What manner shall we be then ... or, 
for that matter, shall we be (154) 
Smoothly appropriating ............. " ...... , .. " final metaphor, and thus grasping the whole 
by 
Shakespearean oeuvre and returning his piece to its starting point - Shakespearean 











drama functions as a and for African life - Themba highlights the 
bathos of racism. "we" overwrites apartheid-imposed separations, and 
points to a masterful (the adjective is used 
advisedly) ~nllke:speare,an a}'pnDprlatlon, Themba claims Shakespeare for South Africa to 
speak of an apartheid; and to articulate a complex resistance to the 
always 
beciomc~s a tool 
famously 
one 
master's language has been a key strategy in self-
"'V\,u" •.• "'''' •• [E]ffective post-colonial resistance has 
imperial system it is dismantling" (2001: 58). This 
Themba's use of Shakespeare, although 
complex "imperial system" of which 
issue in Ashcroft's formulation is that ."",.." ... ,,...,,"" 
comprador and not, as is often asserted (perhaps most 
description of the colonised African mind), versa, IJIoJ,-,au.>IoJ 
"cc.mJ)ra(lOr "" ... .,nT"tT , the access to the colonial world gained though ...... .." .... "..,,'" comes 
about not 
(57). 
acquisition the colonial language, but 
act of self-assertion involved in using the language 
can be seen to belong to the same trajectory as 
they mobilised to express their frustrations. 
their apparent lack of political commitment. 
conceptualizes them, is as "aspirant black U/'T',t"",,,,77 
South 
of the 
were not politically coherent individuals, who were lQe~Ol(}gIICalry '''Ju .......... .... 
not activist enough in their writing (1990: 151). 
the legacy of petty-bourgeois liberalism, were not as politically 
could have been (2001: 158); Van Dyk's thesis is the political 
has been undervalued; and Chapman their concern to 











depict social reality. Adldrc~ssilng this debate 
the expense a proper forum for the most ?"IrE""'''''," 
glamour and cm~eSI~aKe. at 
issues ofthe day ... ? 
were the glamour and 
contained in the "'''''''IJ'''' 
images a clever way of camouflaging the potent 111"', ....... i"""' .. 
that were there to be explored by the more conscientious 
readerT), John n ..... ,."'ulAu, ... refers to "the split per'SOIlaUt:y ==. .. He also mentions 
presence ofthe white 
blacks to 
flamboyance 
(2001: x). Clearly 
National Party (which relied in part on 
was "",,,,,,"un "' .... "uu .. u, .. "'~ front, ,",U,",'V'U 
their station, bravado of their 
or in the over-educated ..... uJ.., .. "" ... in which they 
"""' .. " ..... ,."'''' to apartheid was obvious, even ifthe authorities 
couldn't quite follow the ... "'.' .... '" 
kind of resistance 
humanist. While 
on rralllIll(ms of thought and 
on the one hand 
are both 
ODl)OSltlOnal potential 
philosophies when u,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,'u. as discourses against apartheid, the educated resistance 
in English exemplified by these writers for 
development ofliberalism as part of bourgeois ideology 
is also implicated in the 
Africa today, as will be 
discussed in more detail following chapter. In apartheid South Africa, it was 
perhaps easier for radical '"'v .... "' ... intention to co-exist with ............. '" v aspiration. 
or~~anISallIO[lS than in political notes that many of the writers were more active 
not seeking to overwrite real class movements (Sole, 2001: 1 
dltter'enc:::es and interests this period, I would 
suggests: 
to ... v." ... v ....... any easy 
of culture and politics). 
One is left with the impression that, outside of the context 
apartheid state, at some of these writers would 
members of the and hence had a feeling 
with white liberals and culture rather than the 
petty-bourgeois by frustrated hl''''''''0',,"n1 












class-based critique is important to in mind for any discussion of the nature of 
.... "' •• 'a ............. offered by writers trajectory I have sketched and in the 
the context 
• and of the aims 
of "blacks" who were 
bauC~ltlon Act, on the one 
their 
context 
access to a certain kind education, with all the it brought, 
writers were political same way Plaatje was: by colonial 
culture to serve their own ends. Both the tools they had to call attention 
to Mphahlele says of writing in Drum that, "the writer found his tongue, 
a and relative that matched political expression of the 
(1987: 12). Thus political resistance was written 
:sn,lKe:spc~ar~ean idiom ......... 0 .. " ... as a medium 
opted; "best" of the ....... ,;:,u" ... .. '... 5 ..... 1','" becomes a tool 
protest. 
idiom then, was OOlLcatea, characterized by a 
its sometimes 
ext)re!;SlCm was co-
' .. "'eA."' ..... UTMT"'''''' to use 
to to bitter, and partly "'"'11'''''''' by an awareness of language, drama, and 
education troped as ;:sn'lJ.{e:spC;.lar4ean . One more important point to be made 
about characterization Shakespeare. This is written 
by largely about men. UO]rotrlV illustrated demarcation 
of masculine and feminine ""nt,,,,,.,,,,," " and linked these COlIStJ:UC1tlOllS to urbanization and 
consumerism. She details how "established gender in its configurations" 
(1996: 232; 234). 
In the stories and journalism women occupy a subject status which is deferred 
or secondary, if present at all. Women often figure as most usually through 
sex their bodies rer)relsent. of the Tsotsi", 
.rL"',"' ....... '" drink, stabbings 
example is in Nxumalo's 
cnlmulall,t)i is marked by access to where the entrance 










women" (Chapman, 21). When WOlnen bodies as sex 
to which tsotsis have "'''''''''''''''. women's sex becomes troped as ........ "'.,..., 
criminality. Of the UV'''''A~,a", the female tsotsis, Nxumalo reports: 
Very 
into the handbags, and so .... "'T"u""'~n their 
It is for this among others, that the skirts 
fitting at the waist and broad long at the bottom. 
wear are tight-
do not wear 
any bloomers (19). 
at the ........ ,,''' .... '''.1 parties which are established by criminals in 




use of women's bodies, in the ~TI'\'n"'~ and on the covers of Drum, has been variously 
enjoyed by commentators. Nicol ",v,,.,lIn ... ,,,,,, the use and 
Dames" for which he interviews ... ",up.,rp.,. Stein, editor Sampson, who 
comments: "cover sold that magazine. It wasn't a matter of demeaning anybody ... 




"' ... u ... "'.", ..... to ....... " ...... the attitude of the men: 
about the men on Drum is that loved women. I 
.. ,"',,,.....,, .... being objects 
them it was a real appreciation a joy to see a 
curvaceous woman in a suit. The way they presented it, it wasn't 
otliensive it wasn't a Playboy It wasn't harassment, it was 
meant nicest way (Nicol,1991: 
Gready discusses "frequently writing, and it to the writers' 
attitude to sex which they pursued both escapism and identity" (1990: 156). 
use of women seems to have an 
of its pnl'TOI'·tl 




photographs that depicted "the that Sophiatown represented" a which 











boxers sparring, mass meetings at Freedom jamming and of 
cne:ese:Cal<~e in swim-suits" (1988: 17). The it includes "of course" 
women as "cheesecake" problematises the possibility of for, to, or about 
women. many, if not aU, ofthe pieces supposedly women were in fact 
Dennen by the an~male staffers, is a neat illustration (Dolly popular Heartbreak 
it turns out, was a composite of some of the who were exclusively men 
[Nicol, 1991: 149] ). 
Shakespeare, the Shakespeare of an with 
stre:tchinf! through Abrahams and into by 
and embattled. to men who, to various 
;:;n;aKc;~spear'e as a sign of their and as 
.... LL' .. "' .. u ..... ,u .... 'u"'. culture, to fight in their and 
A kind is at work in this process. The South African ::smuce;speare which is 
written into is not a Shakespeare who belongs or to 
function is partially to appeal to professed "Western" humanism . .L .... "'I.U .... 
foremost a particular kind of class- and geIlQe:r- lrme:cte:o 
practices of "racially" -based 
by a theory of culture mtlOITIlea 
tT,>.'\C,u\...."... under pressure. 
"' ....... u .... purity, by not "belonging" to 
, even as "his" 
and 
ofa 
embodying culture's fluidity, and by 
n .. u,nnn an economy of species" (Green, 2001: 49), 
is informed by the historical conditions ne,:essary 
for "his" creation: uu,,"' • ..,'u schooling and its role in processes of colonising the minds 
its students, literature's "deceit"; the development of class in South 










and social "' ..... ,'" .. " and the increasingly oppressive political situation, with all its 
same a particular Shakespearean .. .u", .. ,vu. 
tool serve the purposes of a loosely COlmf:ctf~ 
South the first half of the twentieth 
v.., .. ,a .... ,.., while it is shaped by one set 
I"r"."'t,,,rI as least partially as a 
of men, writing in English in 
then, is hybrid 
mtleflltaIlCes. it is 
fundamentally of, about, and for the men who wrote it - <Au ........ '... by a particular 
access to literature, inflected by a education 
the individual's rights, and by aspiration. The connection h"'f,'''''' ..... 
subject, insofar as liberalism entrenlch~~s bourgeois values, begins the 











Chapter 6: The kind. of thing which keeps the magic of Shakespeare alive: 
"Shakespeare is African" 
There is something about Maynardville ... which seems to shift the 
requirements of one's critical perspective a little. What Maynardville 
does for Shakespeare is perhaps best judged by looking at the audiences 
who stream into the park in their droves: entire families breaking out 
together, solitary couples holding hands and sharing a blanket, once-a-
year adventurers daring to brave themselves to "art", droves of 
schoolchildren lured by the promise of an outing. Carrying blankets, 
cushions, and picnic hampers, they fill the little moonlit dale with the 
buzz of real expectation ... Just the thing for an early autumn evening 
under the stars. It is this kind ofthing which keeps the magic of 
Shakespeare alive (Hauptfleisch, 1989: 99; Hauptfleisch, 1990/1: 91). 
It became a matter of the greatest surprise to us to realise that some of 
these people (ie. the [liberal] whites) were living appallingly empty 
lives ... We had thought their lives immensely beautiful, imagining them 
to be enriched by numerous, glittering concerts and plays we could not 
enjoy ... If everywhere in Europe the virtues of the bourgeois life were 
visible, South Africa had nothing to show for it except the Johannesburg 
skyscrapers, the mine dumps and the Cape blue train (Lewis Nkosi, 
Home and Exile [1965]. Qtd Sole, 2001: 161). 
183 
This chapter will explore the nature of liberalism in South Africa in order to offer a 
description of a South African Shakespeare which can be contrasted to the Shakespeare of 
Plaatje and the Drum writers traced in the previous two chapters. As much as I wish to 
stress the transformative and resistant aspects of culture, I wish to acknowledge and 
describe other practices of culture in South Africa, and "Shakespeare's" part in these 
practices. Only by acknowledging the fun range of possibilities inherent in Shakespeare 
in South Africa can we release the potential to reconceptualise "Shakespeare" as 
something of use. I will illustrate a manifestation of this second, "liberal" South African 
Shakespeare by analysing the construction of MaynardviHe, "the open-air Shakespeare 
theatre" ("The Maynardville Chronicle": 6), as a space of liberal English identity. I will 
examine responses to the play uMabatha, the "Zulu Macbeth". Lastly, I will present a 











invoked by and the writers, resulting in a "new South African" 
the first half of this thesis, I pointed to the different possibilities inherent humanism, 
; 
and sketched continuation of elements of humanist-inflected in traditions of 
radical criticism which sought to critique humanism's inability to reconcile an ideal 
subject with the realities of social and political contexts. of the points that has 
from the of the development of English literary study, literary 
Shakespearean theory, is that theoretical positions within the discipline that seem 
antithetical may inherited of that they in fact share. Similarly, two 
South Shakespeares presented here elements can be characterised as 
and humanist, in philosophical understanding of universal human rights and 
and in class aspirations. 
shared elements ultimately allow a fusion two kinds of Shakespeares, 
which are not, in final as as they historically seem. The .. """, .. ,1'"..,. 
transformative South Shakespeare in chapters four and joins with 
traditionally liberal-humanist Shakespeare below, resulting a New South 
African Shakespeare which is constructed to be available for export to the global Western 
market. profit such a Shakespeare is accruing where it should, to the 
group by class, and to whom it belongs. 
Two faces of Shakespeare Africa 
Shakespeare - as an embodiment of education and linguistic aptitude, and as a 
exemplar - was part of a of resistance writing of and about 
magazine, a time apartheid was being formalised an unprecedented 
commitment from the new government. Can Themba, one of the most longstanding 











complexly ironic critique The kind of education to 
facilitate this access to :;sn~lKe:speare was increasingly barred to 
South Africans with Education in this period. J.V.U'"'''A'I..''' "''''U''''J' 
education enabled some to identify with its humanist AU...,.U"', 
tools with which to even as the experience of living 
formally racist state frustration at the limits of what 
offered 
Frustration V"AJL"''''''' made by a group of predominantly white South Africans, 
... U··HU . ...,U'"'v •• ...,... or theoretically viable, can be said to characterise one set of 
responses to a'"'''', ..... " ................... "' .. arisen in South Africa with a self-proclaimed 
link to the hunlanllst 
South L .. .u.."' .... 
having a to 
simple signification. 
South Africa means 
apartheid state; 
and naturalising 
the world to 
entitled to a 
as the sphere of the as 
:;sn,ak€~spear'e has been made to stand IS no 
Shakespeare to represent liberal ..... .., ....... v ..... or Dr3lcwces In 
denotes both a humanist, humane foil to 
is complicit in apartheid education ... "' •• "'''' .... entrenching 
."""",n"n ... ", as the best by encoding a particular history 
by palliating apartheid privilege through empty 








African use of Shakespeare .. v,"' ..... .,c"'·11 
... .., ...... ,.}", expression within a"' ...... ,." .... 
Shakespeare was 
committed to 
(which understands itself as 
Shakespeare epitomised in 












of the of Maynardville 1955, set up a "permanent 
Shakespearean Company" ("Maynardville . 3) as well as its initial 
into a South UAA''''' ..... history and oppression, performance history, 
African :;nCltKes:pea constructed by this story is white and liberal, and part of 
a South ........ ,.VAi of (at well-intentioned but humanist-inflected 
IJV,1..,.",,,,. and at hypocritical Either way, South 
"' ..... 'v ..... Shakespeare is a beneficiary of apartheid. The history of Maynardville an 
example of how the African can be seen to have been "written out of the encounter" 
nerwel"!n the racist Afrikaner Nationalist and the liberal ....... 15,,",u. humanist (Johnson, 1996: 
In this Shakespeare, "' .... UUJ'uE, for , was a critical term. 
removal of Africans from this encounter becomes literal once we acknowledge access to 
land (among other kinds of spaces, from and institutions to equal access to 
citizenship and humanity) as an to South history, to apartheid, and to 
1950s, '-'VIV ....... .., its ."' ............. A townships came being 
denied rnlUTlP1'c:!h1ln of most of the in the country, It was destroyed ..,"'''"' ..... ,,''' it was 
a freehold "black space, and uncontrollable. 
long been an f r liberal John A. Dixon, applying 
response establishment an informal .... "' ... "' ... v.,n 
Bay, points out: 
The conceptions ofland rights by liberalism 
asserts individual's to an inviolable private domain] 
apartheid [which asserts necessity of racial division] should not,., 
us to 17). 
Paul Rich illustrated the relationship the development of ideas 
segregation, growth liberalism In South Africa. He demonstrates that 
discourses land have been 
the territorial was, 
I "There is no tradition of Afrikaner liberalism" (du Toit, 1987: 
discussed in more detail below. See also Welsh, 1998: 7. 
to the idea of What 
the behind 











racist ideology that developed in South Africa~ in contrast to the biological racism which 
informed development of seJ2~e~(atl0nllsm In .L .,U1'"'A;'''' .... It is the OlSICOUlrse of territorial 
up by liberals~ which Rich racism facilitated 
the exploitation that underlay the pre-apartheid and social 
groundwork (Rich, 1984: 5-6). 'wU,,''''H,''''''';'U in South Africa. like humanism~ 
contradictory historical and political 
Liberalism in South Africa 
a complex 
addressed in the fIrst chapter, Mike Kirkwood offers a sustained critique of the 
tendency amongst liberal English speaking white South Africans to characterise 
themselves as the mediating term between two extremes {1976: 106-8; see Johnson, 
1996: 158-61).2 self-identifIcation as rational and humane point between two 
extremes is an important characteristic of South liberalism, a political philosophy 
which also been invoked, on the one hand, as the apogee "''''.~U'. and on the other, 
as a fundamentally black quality. 
Despite arriving South Africa with British liberals the Cape, liberalism was only 
formalised as a political party in early 1950s (Johnson, 1998b: 377), at the same time 
as Maynardville was established, Sophiatown demolished, and the National Party's 
apartheid government was entrenched with an overwhelming victory in the 1953 
elections. Cape liberalism, formal political liberalism's precursor (Davenport, 1987), has 
been ch~ifalctensl:::d as .. " .... "'1'1'". (Welsh, 1998: 5), and "Victorian" (Dugard, 1998: 29),3 
Liberalism in South Africa currently accrues to itself both intense criticism and almost 
m(;:sS],an:lc adoration, as well as a nuanced resPolose:s covering territory 
2 Kirkwood that more accurately the "middle men" are, and have been, "the Coloureds", in 
both historical and socio-economic terms (ibid). 
3 According to this outdated character manifests in South African liberalism's concern for 












two reSPOltlSe:s. In the preface 
Suzman"'u ............. liberals as "society's watchdogs" 
(1998: n.p.). This self-appointed maltlSnlp status is one of the characteristics for 
which liberalism is both lauded and vilified, hence the title of another collection of texts 
which attempts to quantify, describe, and evaluate liberalism in South Africa: Watchdogs 
(1997). R. W. Johnson replaces the notion of "hypocrite" with that 
"lapdog", as the alternative pole to the liberal "watchdog" (1998). Liberalism is thus 
of human and an ever-vigilant voice ready to speak against state 
status quo which, partially through its economic 
power it it to moderate. How did that 
as a political philosophy as a broad ideological framework, come to 
occupy such a contradictory position South Africa? 
denote opposite intentions? 
does one label come to 
Liberalism as a political philosophy has a long European history, which can be traced 
back as as the Magna Carta. fundamental and consistent core is an "insistence on 
the rights ofthe individual" (Davenport, 1987: 21). Uday Singh Mehta has drawn out the 
connections between liberalism as a political philosophy in England, and colonialism 
(1999). She defines liberalism as 
committed to individual liberty human dignity through a 
political cast that typically involves democratic and representative 
institutions, guaranty of individual rights of property, and freedom of 
COllSClence, all of which are taken to limit 
the legitimate use of the authority of the state (Mehta, 1999: 3). 
This philosophy, seemingly in contradiction to its fundamental concerns, is linked to the 
kinds of discourses that facilitated the abuse and exploitation of colonised there 
was a "liberal justification of Pm,nlt"p' (2). Mehta asks, 
How did thinkers who were committed to of equality and liberty ... 
see in a plurality extant life forms little more than an occasion to assert 
a rational paternalism? .. [H]ow did of equality, liberty and 
fraternity lead to empire, liberticide and fratricide? .. [H]ow did a 











characterizations ways strangers their (190). 
One of Mehta's main concerns is liberalism's inability to accommodate the 
strange and unfamiliar with which it was presented when it came into contact with others 
as a result of colonialism. "was self-consciously as a 
... \.I,,"u, .... ethical creed", Mehta how "it fashioned this 
creed an were if 
not almost exclusively (1). This is similar to that detailed in chapter 
one against a particular kind of humanism, levelled by Belsey and Dollimore (as 
representative of the radical tradition of Shakespeare scholarship reacted against a 
humanist Anglo-American Shakespeare): the humanist subject, masquerading as 
universal, in is a particular, Western, (and ) implicated subject. 
the ofuniversalising such a subject has direct implications colonial 
impositions on Others, whose experiences and humanity are not recognised they 
are not seen to fit the of what it means to be most fully, most perfectly, human 
also Lindqvist, 1996). achievement, the attainment full humanity, is seen to 
"White 
I have drawn out some ofthe other possibilities inherent humanism, however, and 
attempted to demonstrate that can be other of humanism, and other uses to 
which it can be put as a philosophy. insistence on universal humanity, humanism 
informed struggle apartheid. As a part of colonial ideology, it also facilitated a 
particular kind education practice, which helped to shape the subjectivities of a group 
or of South and impacted on the development of writing in that is 
no less being by western humanism. What then, of what 
Medalie calls humanism's "traditional bedfellow", The 
of liberalism in Africa are more vexed possibilities 
humanism, perhaps liberalism is more "P"""U.LV"",U tied to a political tradition, 











Liberalism as a political philosophy in South Amca, in the words one of its 
proponents, offers views on the appropriate are liberals to 
them" 1998: 31). This is ofthe problem, of 
liberalism as woolly at best, weak at worst (Friedman, 1997 [1996]; 
Elphick. 1987: 78-80). Indeed, some liberals many against the 
philosophy South point out that liberals be both responsible 
social (Asmal Roberts. 1997 [1995]; 1997 [1996]; 1997 
[1996]) and too "' •. u ......... and to have 
David Welsh "Historically, liberal UUU,HJU in South been a uu ....... '" 
one, organisational for much existence. It has never been a dominant 
political ; yet, according to Welsh, liberalism has "acted with catalytic force" in 
South Amcan political history, due to the ability of "liberal values ... to at those 
power committed illiberal practices (Welsh & Johnson, 1998: 1). Liberals fulfilled 
Stephen Biko's exhortation to as a lubricating material so that as we change 
in trying to find a better direction for South Amca, there should be no grinding of 
metal against metal" (Qtd. 20):~ liberals' "ability to expose the human cost 
apartheid, and unceasing championing of an alternative vision of society based on 
respect for human rights acted a form of water torture on the Nationalists" (Welsh: 
20). is the liberal watchdog celebrated. Indeed, Welsh's introduction to "The liberal 
inheritance" is characterised a tone which he with other liberal 
who have written about liberalism's besieged credibility the """"'M"'" 
Africans 
of the 
proceedings a conference designed to address !:lSl!'ill]~~.1dQ.§lillgn..m..~YlllLl.!;lI!£~ 
that "Within South .. [liberalism been] --C'--J 
defined enemies, not Elphick Welsh, 1987: 4). 
This tone is defensive ....... "" ... ' ........ "'. it to feeling 
liberalism has been undervalued over- unfairly criticised. Thus Welsh: ''No 










would that was the force in South 
transition" (19), its there is a 
would not claim more liberalism's due as a political 
of liberalism who operate from a sense what are, 




.l:Se.nml<I the defensive tone is a reaction to accusation of racism which underlies 
criticisms of liberalism and liberals South (Makgoba reiterates that for him, 
191 
although liberalism as a concept is not intrinsically racist, white South African liberals are 
[1998: 266-7] ). Many white liberals are aware of Biko's critique of liberals, which 
has informed criticism liberalism its practitioners (van Zyl Slabbert, 1997 
[I : 8; Mosala, 1997 [1993]: 14). and may help to explain why black liberals are 
closeted (Moganedi, 1997 [1996]; Sono, 1998). Mosala, [1993] attacks black 
as collaborators [16] ). Another reason for def nsive stance sometimes taken· 
by liberals ongoing acc:USllt1(Jin that liberalism is a to protect 
(Husemeyer, 1 XVI; 1997 [1996]b; Mazwai, 1997 [1996] ). 
At same defences of liberalism can on the messianic tone, 
because of some proponents' insistence on liberalism as the only possible response to 
South Africa's political as solution to our inheritance 
difference, of resources, and social seJ;!rej;~at1on. 
Underlying this insistence though, is what often sounds like white fears of being targeted 
by new dispensation what black intellectuals actually mean when they use 
'liberal' such derogatory force? it now simply a synonym for 'white'?" [Williams, 
1 {1996}]; Davis, 1997 [1996]; 1997 [1996] ), thus triggering the charge of 
hypocritical selt-Hlter'est dressed up as a concern for universal human values. 










The celebrated elements 
liberalism are: 
definitions (what Welsh 
tunloarneIltal HUJ.JlU .... rights and 
emphasis on 
rights ... ; 
possibilities 
A definition of liberalism 
Liberalism in South Africa. 
the conference took place in 
seemed more threaten!ed. 
law; a commitment to constitutionalism, 
IUn.aaInerual principles must remain "'''''.1£'11''''' 
government; a belief in equality ... and ... the 
political, economic, and social 
of the individual as the possessor of maller lao. Ie 
of conflicting viewpoints; an optimistic 
.. ; and compassion (Welsh: 2). 
L >.un" .. is also given by the ealltOl's 
reflected the sense 
n .. ,."' .... in South 
polarization between white 
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) of 
seemed more severe, or 
Welsh, 1987: 14), 
uu .. , ....... ground less likely" (Butler, ........... 'U ..... 'A & 
South African liberalism to emerge from the 
conference were: that it is concerned" with freedom, of communities as as 
individuals; that it is influenced by Christianity and "social humanitarianism" and 
espouses "humane values", and is accordingly part of a "moral tradition"; that it deten<lS 
discriminated groups and supports attlmlatllve action; and that it is altruistic. In ..... , ...... vJ.J it 
"defends private institutions by , and insists on ethical political 
behaviour. South African roots that beyond party politics, to 
encompass "an optimistic aSSles~;ml~nt human condition and 
prospects", despite the Liberalism protects against the 
the state and "asserts freedom 
importance 
. It "affirms the rule of law" (8; 
law to South African liberalism is 
by Dugard [1 ). has always been concerned with the 
minorities"; once the false Marxist pel"Celmcm of liberalism as economically elite is 
of 
countered it is clear that liberalism something to offer the "black majority" (13). 
Liberalism has always been critical of colonial and of white domination. It has a 











by its "theoretical pluralism" (9). This is an example ofthe messianic tone that tends to 
creep into liberals' definitions of liberalism as a creed. One of the effects of this tone, 
aside from the celebration of such positive and hopeful (naIve?) concepts as "ethics" and 
"humane, moral" behaviour in politics, is the naturalisation of the right to private property 
as an intrinsic part of, and equally as morally "good" as, an ethical system which 
celebrates and protects universal humanity. Thus the naturalised centrality of class to the 
core characteristics of liberalism (as of humanism) raises its head. 
There is a potential conflict between liberalism's espoused commitment to addressing 
entrenched inequalities, and its insistence on the "individual as the possessor of 
inalienable rights", including the right to property. Part of apartheid's driving force was 
economic - the securing of cheap labour; the control of access to land, which had extreme 
and sustained economic, and thus social, consequences for both blacks and whites; job 
protectionism. The securing of capital for whites, and the establishment of a large, 
urbanised, black working class, was a main reason for and consequence of both pre-
apartheid and formal apartheid policies. Thus, arguably, in South Africa, the right to 
property clashes with the need to address entrenched inequality, in that the right to 
property, and other economic rights, have historically been reserved along race lines. 
Furthermore, under capitalism broadly-defined these rights accrue along class lines. This 
is not to suggest that the fact of historical inequality precludes the theoretical extension of 
these rights to all. Rather, practically speaking, it is easy for the liberal insistence on the 
individual's rights to overlook the material reality of how this insistence can serve to 
protect his! her historical privilege, by casting the economic history of colonised South 
Africa as a right, and not as exploitation. Equally, at this moment in history, it is very 
difficult to imagine the individual's right to the possession of property being anything 
other than theoretical for many, if not most, individuals in South Africa. Since poverty is 











L. Susan Brown discusses some ece,nolmlc Im1:mc:aWlns of the stress on the 
individual for liberal political "' .... J .. F. ....... ., that a framework which 
sees the defining characteristic individualism as possessive, is most useful 
understanding the nature of this mc.111Vllc.tuaw;m, which is: 
characterized primarily by selt:-ulteJrestec.t relationships of ownership of 
real property and property person, and the freedom of will that 
accompanies such .. liberal individualism [is] necessary to 
continued [and] contribut[es] to its practical 
ideological problems (1 
Brown to C. B. lVlaCpners()n 
formation of the liberal Hi'"" ........ 
on the intrinsic role of capitalism 
individual: 
Political society is a for the protection of the 
individual's goods, and (theref re) 
maintenance of exchange between 
regarded as .. Macpherson 
for a full to exist, the right to hold property 
be affirmed, and, additionally, individuals must be free to 
power to to sell labour power, it is nel~eSSaI'V 
individual owns that labour power in the first place ... [M]uch 
thought is to legitimating, in one way or another, 
individuals to and to own property in the person. Without 
capacity, could not exist (29-30). 
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An immediate 
in a system 
material HaJ .... ""eu 
is raised is how "free" individuals are to labour, 
majority of the society unemployment often ... " ............ at best, 
starvation. Under apartheid, the notion that this freedom 
on to point 
property 
complicated by the development 
the majority ofthe black wo:nClrlg 
npr,uP'~n self-interested owners 
.... .,1"".-.n can never in the freedom of aU u",,-,au..,,,, 
in relations of bor,dm:ailoln and domination" (32). 
economic and '"'" ...... "" ...... ·,cuu .. u the reliance of this model 















entrenches a bourgeois in much the same way as .... J ...... U." .... , 
to account for the charges self-interest that have been levelled against the 
political philosophy South Africa. contradiction at the heart of is that, as 
a ,",UA.AU»'''',",'''' which "pressed the individual rights to self-development", it 
was market <>"'" • .., .. the beginning .. ",~, ........ ..,y 
assumption, ... u ............ " .. man.' " 32-3).5 
Liberalism's protection of ownership at the expense "'''''!"'In, whose rights it 
"' • ..." ... '" to ..... ,.,1""",'1" is a key issue for who question liberalism's claims. The negative 
have accrued to liberalism in South Africa contradict the positive moral 
proponents for philosophy: 
Liberals have been repeatedly as """"'.n", ... 
patronising whites who to into the ..... "", .. "' •• "'''' ~-'Ua 
liberation struggle but want to dictate the shape South 
Africa. The very word ... now exudes the sort 
associated with terms like "fascist", "hit squad" and 
regarded by black South Africans as 
"racist" (Husemeyer, xv-xvi). 
are elements ofthese true. Denis ...... ...-.. n"" ••• addressing the South 
Liberal Students University in 1995, 
liberal dissatisfaction the new South Africa. which he 
the liberal fears for under black rule, (inadvertently) points to 
that underlies much South African liberalism. highlights how 
S Brown wishes to stress the within liberalism to recognise agency, and to "salvage the existential 
liberalism ofliberal In some ways Brown's project for liberalism echoes my own for 
humanism. Brown concludes that "the consequences which would logically flow from the 
conrnuete realisation of the free human individual" are with participatory 
delirlOcracy. Democracy, like any m Its will entrench relations of 










and ..... ".",.., ... (compounded by a sense besieged) have become manifest 
....,'V ...... ~,.~'V'~ .. in post-apartheid South 
~,I":I'-'-"J you should eX[]lect 
things have out. 
eXIlectea that this society 
in the grip of one with 
painfully replaced by .. LA .......... L. 
to be really rather oveIjoyed 
nearly all our lives we all 
anything but liberal. 
eXl)ectatllon that it would 
the bus timetables stick. Now we in essence a liberal aernoc:ratJlC 
state with the top party more liberal, in all but 
day ... [B]ut in fact there is carping and griping ... liberals ... 
displaced ... As [a famous liberal] told me recently: "they don't us 
anymore, you know."... is almost an inverse 
whites. The further you were in the Old SA the happier 
the New. That a if you relate reality to eXl)ectatllons. 
The ex-Right expected and pillage, blood and tears. What they get is 
a courtly gentleman in a 6 making them weep with The 
liberals would be better. and (b) 
would be in is privately hijacked politically 
ignored (1997 [1 
1:Sell;KeU here points to what R.W. has described as the 
position" ofliberals "since 1 (1998b: 382). Liberals find ...... , ....... "'. 
embattled 
accuse:a of 
racism and complicity, while at the same time in possession of a history which, albeit 
complex and problematic, 
furious insistence of the 
liberalism part of the anti-apartheid "The 









of non-racialism and 
solidarities on which the 
identity in South 
and belonged 
largely (but, importantly, not solely) to a minority 
withholding of human 
Liberalism in South 
white liberals 
freedom of the ncn".nn" 
not historically been the 
a can, the weight 
cannot achieve its own 
v"''''''' .... ,,''' .... from the 
of whites only. Perhaps 











across race lines, and should be carried instead by a class. Given the complex history of 
liberalism in South Africa, as well as the neo-liberal thrust of our current economic 
policies (with their stress on the importance of the individual's acquisition of capital, and 
the protection of the right to possession of property of the person), perhaps some of the 
anger and frustration directed at liberals as responsible for blocking a more equitable 
redistribution of resources is better directed more broadly at policies that can be classed 
as liberal, but not as practised solely by whites. It is possible to characterise as both 
liberal and humanist founding members of the ANC (such as Plaatje, and Albert Luthuli 
[Johnson: 1998b: 377]), and some of its more recent leaders (Laurence, 1998: 49; Welsh, 
1998: 7; Makgoba, 1998: 265; Elphick, 1987: 66). Plaatje's liberal humanism is not 
separate from his place in the trajectory I have described, which is characterised by class 
aspiration. This aspiration is implicated in a belief in the liberal rights ofthe individual to 
property, which is an important element in the trajectory of resistance I have outlined for 
this group. Sole says ofthe writers in the 1950s, of which the Drum crew are an integral 
part, that they 
formulated their protest in liberal terms ... In essence the "revolutionary" 
reaction of the black petty-bourgeoisie to the apartheid state can be said 
to cloak a different ideology of domination and inequality, and to explain 
their interests vis-a-vis capital as a general interest (Sole, 2001: 156-7). 
Another criticism levelled against liberalism is its focus on the individual, with the charge 
being specifically that it ignores community and is thus not suitable for most South 
African societies (Welsh: 2; Makgoba: 272; Bulger, 1997 [1993]: 21;). Makgoba uses 
the term "humanistic" to denote a community-oriented, "African" liberalism, and opposes 
this to a white, racist, "individualistic-dominant" liberalism which is incompatible with 
African thought, and which over-emphasises divisions within South African society: 
"Individualistic liberalism flies totally against most things that Africans have stood for 
and cherish - ubuntu, humanism, tolerance, the elimination of racial and class divisions, 
and the emphasis on society" (1998: 272. See also Ntsane, 1997 [1994] ). While I do not 











the history of class 
useful is Makgoba's C011CepUlLallsallon 
multiple, and sornetlmc;,s !""'U ..... ,"''''T1 
and mentioned above), what is 
liberalism as able to hold 
formulation, both concepts are 
cast as intrinsically 
idealised, it ne'vermeaes,s 
monolithic and 
seen to have histories 
and uses in South 
Europe. 
are ditlim;,ntlv uu.""'."' ..... "'Tn, ... ",,,, and uses 
In the face of apartheid, what 
accused of naivety (Chanaiwa, 
preserve of whites 
true, as has been discussed 
called hypocritical or patrOnlSIrlg 
Welsh's celebration 
Ntsane's reminder of 
cn,aractenst;'s as liberalism's optimism has been 
that it has historically been the 
(although this is by no means absolutely 
self-styled "compassion" has been 
LJL ........ "'n.& Welsh, 1987: 4). In opposition to 
role in South African history, is Stephen 
which liberalism Africans down in the 1930s. He 
characterises liberal trusteeship as rrrnUf1TH" into apartheid's separate development (1997 
[1994]: 29-30. See also Rich, 1984: 
Liberalism South although it nrp<:lpn,T<:l itself as a "watchdog", is equally capable 
of being conceptualised at 
liberalism as a political .""_v.v· .... 
or shamefuL6 ... " ... u ..... I 
cannot <'1 .... "nlu 
1998; 
(Mosala, 1997 
a "hypocrite". I am less concerned with whether or not 
South r.o..u~ ....... and whether its history is proud 
out that it is a large subject in its own right, and 
Lau,I\J"l critique of all things humanist - not 
,., ..... 1. ........ """.,,',",U;U>i",'H can denote ubuntu (Makgoba, 
[1996]'). It can denote support for apartheid 
a racist "liberal" "plot" as a 
np.r~nnal OJ)lnIcmabout political liberalism in South since it 
has resulted in the Democratic rUlll<Ul"'''', is that it is rather more shameful than proud. 
7 Makgoba appears to have to "Sunday Times" Letter to the Editor in his 1998 
article. 











"Shakespearian 'conspiracy' " [1997 to which van 
much ado about nonsense" [1997 {1996}] ). It can "' ..... ,nt' .. 
Slabbert replies, "there's 
............ " .... "5 position between 
the two, both positively (Gevisser, 1997 [1 
(Kirkwood, 1976; Bunsee, 1997). hwnarusrn, HIIJ"" .... U<>JlH c(mUnns within itself the 
possibility for both hypocrisy and to oPt)reS;Slon. 
liberalism is inextricably tied to 
In accounting for the utilisation 
Africa, and Shakespeare's role within this <llS:COl11rSle. 
for him, South African English 
themselves by mediating between the 
constructed as two opposing 
importartt points, not least in 
credentials as a resource in the struggle against (147), 
.......... "' .... some 
who, at best, can be characterised as not suffering its artd at worst as 
complicit and benefiting from its socio-Iegal structures. addition, 
how, 
speaking South Africans in general positioned themselves as mediators Africart 
and Afrikarter extremes, as a liberal response to the dilemma of how to act a corrupt 
society (158). Shakespeare then becomes an English South Africartliberal (159-161). 
This is one vision of a South African Shakespeare in the politically crucial ""''''''"au'"" 
50s, although Johnson's allegation (made also by Orkin, 1987 & 1993; respollse see 
Brimer, 1993) that English lecturers were apolitical because they did not "nn,prp 
politicised Shakespeare seems to simplify the processes of resistartce, t;:SJ;,t;l.,;lli111 
classroom. But Johnson's framework can serve as a partial contextualisation a 
a 
Shakespeareart space that is different from Sophiatown' s Shakespeare, in liberal 
intentions artd collusion in racist practice. Shakespeare as spokesman of a cultured, 
liberal, South African Englishness does have a problematic history. 
slavery ... it is a useful and highly valued weapon in the hands of white people ... The spilt blood ofBC 
stalwarts ... and the and marks inflicted indelibly on the bodies and souls of innumerable black 












English liberal discourse: Maynardville 
By examining two discursive constructions, which mark significant moments in its 
history, I offer a snapshot of how Maynardville was formulated as an English liberal 
for a compatible Shakespeare. Maynardville is a contrasting space to 
Sophiatown on a number levels. Unlike the male-dominated milieu 
Maynardville was founded and run by two white women, Cecilia Sonnenberg and Rene 
Ahrenson, whose histories are lovingly rehearsed the booklet produced 
Maynardville's 20-year anniversary, "The Maynardville Chronicle 1956-1 . The many 
lush descriptions of Maynardville's gardens (of which the prefacing quotations to this 




Sophiatown was by a of uncertainty and hostility, 
epitomized by threat of removal which hung over it from .. an 
uncertainty prevailed which... people to ... build of 
uncertainty ... [A] mutuality amongst the oppressed and a huge generosity 
spirit co-existed with conditions that made it a "deplorable, sickening 
(1990: 
VUUc"-'I;;U a booklet to mark tenth ,uu,iu,,,, .. ,,,·,,,,-,, "Maynardville 
1955-1964". This constructs a history for the theatre and land, as well as a 
for Maynardville apartheid South Africa's cultural life. In "message" which 
opens booklet, the Province A(1mlIllstratl)r J.N. Malan 
the history of the 1""'",,'"'''''''' in the Cape Province which merits reC'OgrJlltlC)o by who 
cultural development all ,,"',...lr,n" 
his accolade: 
population at heart" (2). The Mayor 
The annual Shakespearean Open Festival at Maynardville 
become cultural event in our season. Citizens of Cape are 
justifiably proud that it won world-wide recognition. Throughout the 
Republic and in many parts of the world, a night spent at Maynardville 
""un" ...... an experience of never to be forgotten .. Countless 
thousands and a generation schoolchildren are gladly in ... [the] debt 











The ,,;.0,"5"''''5''' here, which silently excludes the majority on Ulh,n!:1p labour and 
disenfranchisement apartheid South Africa ran, is typical of the kind of discourse against 
which radical South African Shakespeareans have objecting. to 
forgotten beauty" of the Maynardville experience becomes representative of the exclusive 
white Africa, which on denying what place 
outside description of Maynardville's idyllic cultural physical space 
becomes a pallmt'Se~a. with a aarKer history which is written over by 
happy schoolchildren, cultured English Shakespeare. 
In this formulation, Shakespeare is a powerful symbol of what-is-to-be-savoured 
privileged white South Africa, as well as of what-is-to-be-gained culturally. Shakespeare 
stands the goodness provided by the space that is Maynardville. An idyllic encounter 
with "Shakespeare", with aU that such an encounter suggests about enjoying high culture 
and concomitant personal betterment, to resonate the context ofthe wide-scale 
political oppression of the 1960s, which marked an increase in state's repressive 
straLtegles, and a movement away from resistance policies of non-violence. Umkonto 
was formed in 1961 (Karis & 1977; 1983a; Wilson Thompson, 
1975). the same that the National won its electoral 
~ .••..• ,., to General Elections. 1964, the year of Maynardville's tenth 
celebrations, and the year Rivonia Trial judgement saw 
Mandela, Mbeki to life prison said: "Only 
..,uv,."''''''' were left, or fight" (Karis & 1977: 656). 
In an article in "Maynardville 1955-1964" entitled of Maynardville", a 
particular history of the land is enacted. It begins: year, when Shakespeare comes 
to life at Maynardville, you walk the Oleander A venue leads to the heart of the 
magic. What you remember only the oleanders?" A description of the landscape 
follows, in terms a range of Shakespeare's Maynardville made 











always be peopled you by and Lysander, .. Surely the 
of Arden will .. " Then, in a rhetorical twist which makes 
colonial South African a play to be observed with as much and in the 
comfort of the Maynardville as any other work by assumed 
reader is asked: "Or will you rather, the characters who peopled 
Maynardville and called it more than a hundred 
uncle James Maynard?" (4). constructed by this article, "you" are 
Maynardville spectator, imaginative and engaged, and familiar with the of 
Shakespeare's plays, ideally attended Maynardville 
seen them brought to by the IounQ(~r 
Maynard, a familial which tropes the Maynardville as 
English and white. 
The booklet goes on to outline a colonial history of South Africa. The tenns in which this 
history is constructed are familiar, Del1ong;mg as they do to a discourse which has 
well-mapped by post-colonial Loomba explores the of 
cultural difference in early order to demonstrate how 
become the "site layering" which TPW'nTII' 
of difference, and of different kinds of otherness 171; 
1 Loomba's work of Shakespeare scholarship which 
concerns itself with unravelling the 
this tradition can also be seen to 
constructions of difference in 
of a larger critical awareness of the ways in 
which textual fonns, from theatrical to travel literature, <>rh,'<>nillT'I'> 
journalism and anthropology, created a framework through which 
'"'v.v ... "'''' .... spaces) were constructed. It was through a European representational .. u. ........... .. 
hUlronearls understood their encounters with experiences of colonial 
Anthony Parr offers an example 
nre:senltatl<)n helped to 
GA .. 'lU • .I5, ..... has shown how a 
................ '''''.., (1988); and Andrea White charts 
... "' .... "'1'1,,""'" present and 
in Jacobean ~Ul::"-"- (1996); 
.t .... "'tnlr .. infonned British ........ ~""" 










colonial expansion (1993). While the exact causal links between discourses 
encouraged ,n-'I? ........ 
Said 
and constructed ,",Vl.VUJl"'U.,Ul 
connection .. por,,,,,,,,,'" 
Others are difficult to 
and ImI,en:ans:m 
203 
"Maynardville 1 presents a history development of the land on which the 
theatre is established as " the whole story" Maynardville, according to the 
letter. "The magic Maynardville" inscribes L.;"j5U~Ul settlers in South Africa as part 
of an heroic history expansion of civilisation, through which the "White 
Burden" was manfully shouldered, and 
harsh land: 
J....<u,"' .. " ... civilisation 
With 1820 Settlers on of South Africa came 
the ..... "".:u .. ',,'" 
Many families today pride in tracing their origin in 
this country to those gallant people who uprooted themselves from their 
native homeland to re~establish themselves a strange and distant land. 
Their arrival and settlement, mainly in the Cape, wrote a chapter 
fraught with Unused to African so primitive and so 
arduous disaster to follow - droughts, 
floods, crop cattle raids, attacks against whom they 
were forbidden to punitive or even to employ as 
labour. . . of the families and struggled on to 
prosper came to love with a 
great love which can only be born through The Maynard family 
was one and so forms a link between the Country of William 
Shakespeare you, sitting here tonight in delightful 
surroundings, to his inspired lines, remembering 
("Maynardville . 5). 
to a 
is a text-book ",,,,,,;n"I-'I'" 
space.9 
discourse W(1,rKllng 
a glorious past (the ... ",1'1,,<>,n 
to construct a particular 
"will you 
remember ... 1" is ret)eate<1 the article). This nostalgia uses Shakespeare, the 
embodiment of British cultural achievement and therefore civilisation, as the connection 
9 See Kirkwood's discussion Butler's "Bronze Heads" for a similar of the use of "romantic, 
nostalgic identification with a of history in order to the contradiction" implicit in an 











between South African English speakers and the "", ..... "" •• u of colonial England. 
There is the adversity of harsh clime and "n~T"U"C:' whose deserved extermination 
or domestication the embattled ptt,Pl"t'.ncr (the reasons 
why are omitted, contributing to the sense lrr~LtIonaJJ" harsh land amassed against 
the English). There is tragedy (which for a as painfully ironic), 
high adventure, endured by the ."', ........... " ... '" J..Ju.5uo,uJ.J ... a for the of the land which 
he comes to earn as his own. 
set piece of colonial ... A" .... V ... '.,,'" 
history ofthe land as "'1"<nn<> .,.PTn .. p 
1820 settlers stepped 
adventurer. The African is nrl"C;:Pl,t as om)ta(~le. 
..... .. ;E) .. ~ ... settler as a pioneer and the 
historical situation into which the 
of the intrepid English 
responsible for a set 
of "primitive" and before the arrival of the 
civilising English, dominated a Afrikaner presence on the 
land and in colonial history is "",~"\1, ... T'rpn and the English ",pTlr I P .. becomes the lone 
frontiersman. Except for the natives, who not count, the land was empty for 
it was thus earned through forged by the English colonists 
is passed down to the today [who] take pride in tracing their 
origin in this country". Maynardville as a theatre becomes testimony to the 
gifts that English-speaking South bestow on South Africa, as well as, crucially, 
proof oftheir right to be 
The story "' ....... v ........... '-',u. of Maynardville continues in the article, and it continues to 






to be Irnl"1.ul1"l 
how the ... "".v.v James Mortimer Maynard, blessed 
acquisition of apparently empty land: 
really rose. Business boomed, and 
ofWynberg and Newiands 
Df()t)ert1C~s near the city. On September 18th, 1844, he 
LI"'''''LU' '" land" ... Thus began the gardens that came 











The sordid and violent history of the extennination ofthe ofthis land 
is absolutely erased, as is the struggle over so 
crucial to South Africa's subsequent history. world Maynardville is 
credited with creating in tenns of the plays it came to to the illusion of 
white cultivation in the name of name of James Maynard 
and his extended family. Thus we are told that Enid who inherited the land, 
"' .... ""' ... ,.... "her impressively dedicated and sympathetic nature" her spiritual admonition 
"meditate every day on an abstract thought as Divine Peace, Purity, Devotion and 
Worship, Charity, and to (9). Rhodesian sons" gave the 
land to the City Council on her 
romantic chapters in 
illusions of the colonizer" 
It was with the arrival of "two 
Shakespeare" that the open-air 
lovers of theatre, Rene Atrrel1Soifl 
is 
which marked the end of "one ofthe most 
Kirkwood calls "the stereotyped 
this theatre." Like the English """ttl"" .. ", 
theatre and of 
remember those two dauntless 
who dared to create in dreams 
pioneers were possessed 
"indefatigable spirit [which] ... 
had to be a success, which, 
possible" (ibid). "The 
early success, would lead to progress 
and expansion over the years" (10). is liberal colonial discourse at its worst, 
assuming that and 




in the 1950s" 
was established. 
parlSlCtn for one are progress and expansion for all, 
"Tn,,",""'" with its own vision of unitary goals and a 
was partially dependent on schools for an audience. 
nnlY1Pl1t of importance in the teaching of Shakespeare 
arrangement for schools' perfonnances" 











the school setwork: "During each season ;)1./\,i1",U:U pel'tolmancc~s are for thousands 
of schoolchildren, and their appreciation has unbounded", proof, a photograph of 
a school audience is provided with the caption, school's night with the house 
packed full of eager and absorbed schoolchildren" ("Maynardville 1955-1964": 11), The 
booklet also includes a letter "From the Rochelle Girls' High School, 
endorsing the fact that the Maynardville nel·tormancf~S are "one of the highlights" 
ofthe pupils' year. "To these boys and Shakespearian characters come alive ... 
They go back to a T'p.np.WI~11 , .. ,,. ...... ,,t- Shakespeare, some of them for 
a""~J'J.""':> of the greatest of all English the first time with a 
dramatists" (18), 
Johnson suggests that school do not Maynardville performances as much as 
their elders would like to think (1996: 1 
noticeable about this repreSlentlfltlon 
however, what is most 
scnOOl children <>h"n .. h,l1"1O" 
the best of culture in their 
majority of black South 
"''''''"'' .... '''.v .. of the school experiences ofthe 
1'''''1 .... t: .. -" which by 1964 were determined by the 
strictures of Bantu Education. In the COllteJ(t sep,arate education, and the philosophy 
behind Bantu Education, these Maynardville and the description of its 
effects on "thousands" of school children scream the silence of apartheid inequity. 
The pictorial rer're~;enta 
the and 
photographs depict a 
booklet include photographs of "Rehearsals Through 
actors who took part in Maynardville productions. These 
beauty, it seems, .... '"V ... ' ...... C01.JICnc~ 
rl.\J\,'Woo to Shakespeare and to Maynardville's 
terms that celebrate their contributions to South 
African cultural 
popUlation. 
elopm.ent at only intended for a certain portion of the 
DeC)Dile. as humans who also have a relationship 
with cultural development) as occluded the booklet's pictorial representations of 
Maynardville as a South ...... ,J."""'u cultural space, as it was in the depiction ofthe settler 











with creation of an idyllic Shakespearean Finally, linking the economics 
space, are the adverts which end brochure, where lines from Shakespeare's plays and 
sonnets adorn advertisements for .. " .. 'nIT n from clothing to cigarettes, to fruit juices, to 
petrol (this last in verse: 
the theatre you may as well 
na1i:eSI)eaJre will privately tell that when you to 
"Key to the quotations in the 
advertisements" is "".n' ................... Maynardville visitor-reader (28). 
A second booklet was ",nt·,I"I".rl "The Maynardville Chronicle 1956 -
1976", This booklet "" .... ,"' ..... anniversary, and summarises 
some of the "'."'''' .. , ....... of the Maynard estate 
booklet. It also provides a with commentary and photographs, 
season's play from twentieth anniversary season 
first time there is a photo or rptiF"rplnt"P to any of the other "sections of our population" 
mentioned by Malan (if we discount a photograph of a Othello 
from the 1970 the unfortunately-named Bernard Brown), is 
section reporting on play. In 1974, albeit in a strictly 
manner, other South 
Msomi' s uMabatha. 
came to Maynardville, with the staging of Welcome 
~~~:!!.then 
UU,U"'IJU""" in the Maynardville 
was both writer and main actor. 
"Originally .. by Elizabeth Sneddon 
Professor . Although uMabatha first played in 
after its success at World Theatre Season at the Alwych 
on==="" 
IS as 
, ...... '~h,.,.n by 
1970, it was only 
....... , ...... LO][lQOn that it was 
picked up by Accordingly, the play is billed as .... v.u .. "15 










represented textually as the ignorant masses to whom theatrical culture was being 
brought: 
For Rene and Cecilia the sense of satisfaction, and indeed justification of 
their faith and work, was overwhelming, and perhaps what gave them the 
highest fulfillment was the reaction ofthe African audience. Ofthis John 
Burn wrote aptly: "Hardly a person in the packed open-air theatre knew 
or cared who Rene and Cecilia were: but these are the two whose 
tenacity, patience and faith made that performance possible" ("The 
Maynardville Chronicle 1956-1976": 51). 
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This is perhaps a reference to the difficulty in organizing the logistics of black players 
performing to white audiences, also perhaps delicately mentioned in the opening of the 
piece: "It took two years of patient work and negotiation to bring to Maynardville this 
production" (51). The twisted diction stresses the centrality of the location to the sense of 
the sentence, while avoiding a subject for the difficulty of staging uMabatha in this 
location. 10 The account of the ladies' joy at the response of the "African audience" does 
not mention that most of the Maynardville performances were barred to black African 
audiences, for whom a "special performance" had to be arranged. 
The advertisement in "The Argus" newspaper proclaiming this special performance 
clearly constructs the African viewer of Shakespeare as very different from those for 
whom the Zulus usually danced Macbeth. While the advertisement for uMabatha which 
ran throughout the month of January referred viewers to book tickets either at the City 
Hall or at the gates an hour before performance, the advert for the "Special show for 
AFRICANS" which appeared below the usual advertisement on 11 January 1974 
suggests, "Book now at Bill's Butchery NYIIO Guguletu or City Hall, Cape Town. 
Holders of reserved tickets only will be admitted" (14). The image of unruly hordes 
arriving at the gates ofthe pristine magical garden and overrunning the premises is 
10 The difficult logistics of staging the production are mentioned a number of times in the newspaper reports 
at the time; for example the "Cape Times" of January 7 1974 reported that it took two years of negotiations 
to get the play to Cape Town ("Zulu play begins run": 9). In an interview with "The Argus" Rene Ahrenson 
confmns that "We have just obtained all the necessary permission and co-operation to stage the play again 










encoded in the reminder of limited access, which is not repeated anywhere else in the 
paper's coverage of the show. 
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Limited access for South Africans who were not white erupts as an issue in a letter to the 
Editor on 14 January, which is entitled "Seating Plans unfair to Blacks": 
I booked four tickets for the play UmaBatha [sic] at.Maynardville. As a 
Black man, I feel very annoyed at the way the seats are situated for Black 
patrons. In fact, it is outrageous the way our people are culturally 
exploited ... [W]hy [are] our seats ... situated at the back of the theatre ... 
Culture cannot be divided by a rope, separate sections or characteristic 
"black smells" ... Umabatha [sic] is a drama of common human 
emotions. Therefore there must be no barrier which has a psychological 
effect on the Black members of the audience, preventing them from 
becoming emotionally involved in the play. This is a drama of great 
cultural value and it is staged by Black players who are native to this 
country. It must not be staged before a divided audience. It should draw 
us together and be appreciated and criticised as an entity ("The Argus" 
January 14 1974: 10). 
The writer of this letter, D.C. October, expresses a hope that the power of "cultural value" 
implicit in a play that bears a relation to Shakespeare and that thus speaks of "common 
human emotions", will overcome the cultural exploitation of "our people". The racial 
separation he concedes in this phrase is challenged by his insistence that black audience 
members respond to the same cultural stimuli as white audiences. Here a humanist 
Shakespeare is being invoked to insist on the shared humanity of black theatre-goers. 
October's identification of black audiences with black performers, in an attempt to make 
his point about the insult that unequal access embodies, is undermined by a dialogue 
about racial identity and identification which is set up by the response printed underneath 
the letter. Enforcing apartheid categories as emphatically as he enforces apartheid laws, a 










To enable Coloured to attend the show at Maynardville the 
to apply to Department of Community Development 
a permit terms of the Act. In granting the permit the department 
would impose certain conditions in regard to seating. 
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Responding presumably to his which "sounds" "coloured" (although the fact that 
October is not to the "", ... "." .. "", performance for as is obvious by the 
date, might also led to assumption that the writer of the was 
"coloured" and not "black"), the "spokesman" refuses October's of blackness. 
He ignores October's appeal to universal humanity, and concomitant right equal 
access to "culture"; the spokesman on the inviolability law 
seating, at the same time reminding October that "' ....... '''' ....... permission is nec:;essary 
for coloured prf:selrlCe at 
life black South Africans OU1[SlCle ofMaynardviUe's magic IS 
mentioned in Maynardville Chronicle" in a which u .......... '" it clear "African" 
life is naturalised as different, as something other to the Maynardville was built to 
..... lll .... ". In jJ"""'''A''E5. the "everyday" work done cast 
African labour belongs to a specific C!nhpTP which cannot include performance. 
Ironically this is same sentence as a complacent assertion of racial harmony: 
Sold out long before the season ended, and four 
because many cast members could no longer be 
everyday employment in Durban, it l~~~~J ,.. .. "'."'t~.,.,. a tidal 
wave must seen as a road of 
relaxed and naturally friendly race relations (51). 
African reality outside of the borders of Maynardville, when put together with the 
newspaper that apt)ea:rea concurrently with uMabatha's run, shows up a 
Shakespeare who is reserved whites, and who is to emphasise Zulu (and from 
there, black South African) OUlenless. uMabatha is used to construct discursively an 
"authentic" picturesque Zuluness which stands for an Africanness, "'l".,,u...,,,,. which an 












whites-only :Sh,aK(~SDeat'e IS ......... au ........ at 
use naIi:es{)erure expressed in the production 
re[)re:ienlatlon into creating a binary: this 
pertor:ma:nce of Africrun tribal otherness put 
on in his rund 
The month that Jrunuary 1974, the two longest-running Cape Town 
dailies (Shaw, 1987) rrun a number of rund on the play rund its players. lrun 
Forsyth, reviewing the play for 
experience" but seems to have eXt)enlenc:ea 
it a "vibrrunt theatrical 
spe:ctade as He finds the 
"sound of Zulu ... terrifyingly ..... .uJ'M"' ... ..., (Witch Doctors) ... evil rund 
frightening", rund Maynardville as a venue so 
suspects that UmaBatha played in a v~u, ..... ~ ..... thl"!:ItT'p 
they were - could become really quite frightening" 
rave review reassures "runybody who has 
described ... as a Zulu Macbeth ... bec:au~;e 
lose this doubt. .. It is unnecessary to 
accessibility of Shakespeare's themes is aIIlrmlea, 
what gives the experience 
accessibility of ~~~!;!:! 
"Shakespeare's themes". 
belong to, Shakespeare. 
Shakespeare's fundamental humrunity, not their own. This 
Shakespeare CaJnnot be comfortably to the apartheid 
more recent reviews ofuMabatha demonstrates below. 
In 1974, too, the stress on how naturally Macbeth ...... "n .. """ 
proof of Shakespeare's genius, and reflective ofa concern with 
experience of "Zulu culture".ll "The Argus" reviewer at the 




what has been 
should rapidly 
to be Zulu" is 
history, the 
universality of 
"M'."""'" with rund 
of 
as the ......... "' ... of 
""""" ......... is at once 










counterpart, similarly '"'v,e...,,, .... "" ... the playa "theatrical triumph"; 'p.V,,\T1,.. and startling", 
The adjectival terms in which describes the "'v ... ' ....... nr·p are telling: 
MaLcbc~m. who was a warring, bloodthirsty and 
transposes easily and naturally to days of 
Ambition, blood, courage, nobility, a 
strong belief in a hierarchical society and traditional values ... - fit 
themselves naturally into noble Zulu .. It all sounds very fine 
stirring ... with cadences of a natural euphony... is a 
all play together what must an instinctive 
n-<OJ"" .... ' ........... was a masterpiece of ... uP,."".P 
are very weird and very credible, crouching 
................. ""'" ... over their pot ... [the] production has brought something new 
and vivid to Cape Town theatre (emphasis added. 9 January: 12). 
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The stress on nature serves to COIltmn authenticity offered n"'t"1"?''''''' to gaze 
at, and '"'v .......... u'"', a pe]~tolrInlmc:e of Zuluness: "half-naked" women are "very 
credible"; the play is both "exotic" and "genuine". It 
of blacks with nature. This description ascribes to 
plays on the association 
culture" a "natural an 
"instinctive sense of ensemble", which stresses two <.It''T',,, ... hn,\,,,<.l that are musical, 
and that they nn'''T'!l1t", communally. is another sense in which !!!!:!::.!:!!:::.!:!! "naturally" 
Zulu. David Schalkwyk has pointed out to me that it is not coincidental 
that of all Shakespeare's plays, should so and function 
as an "African" cultural export. ~~::.!:.!!, set as it is 




is contrast to more insistently cerebral context of, for ""A'UUIJJ."", Hamlet. 
that the enormously popular "Zulu Macbeth" has never 
with a "Zulu .......... u'''''. because the assoclatlClns 
superstition, VlC'leIlce. and CI8mIISnne!:;s accrue to ~!£Q!~ 
stereotypes ........ ,,. ..... v easily into kind of physical and aural 
lmcarme:ss Msomi to offer through uMabatha, as will 
discussed below. Pointing to the representational smttefl:les available to 
Rampolokeng orelacc~s his recent play "'-==...:::....:::==~ (2002) with the eolt.aon 











"Beyond song and dance, and sound the African IS 
inarticulate" (allafrica.com/stories/200211 060320.html). 
The "naturalness" both of the Zulu work and its performers, became a theme dominant 
the representation original Maynardville production in the papers. an article 
run its "Focus on Women" section about the costuming,12 the "Cape Times" 
reflects a concern with authenticity which is understood terms of the category "tribal." 
article is called "!-I.e,otic that a story": "They're aU authentically 
Individual me:mlJlers of the cast have contributed a or two of their own ... " And this 
authenticity of costuming is to an authenticity of behaviour: 
All in all the backstage scene at Maynardville is as uncomplicated as any 
producer could for. Instead of a of greasepaint make-up 
"LV""""" there are only neat little rows of black cloth cowhide 
skirts... bundles of bead trimmings. the cast is 
on stage nothing happening backstage - no 
orolm[)t. no manager, no conductor. Everyone knows to move 
and when, Mrs Stuart said. "They have a wonderful sense of theatre and 
timing. There's no script and if anyone his or her lines no 
panicking. They simply carry on" ("Cape January 10 1974: 
These performers are actors in what is understood to :')naK(~Spiearean sense. 
are what comes "naturally." This is au~ummu,a by a pn()to~ualm of Mrs. 
Ntombi Nkosi Mhlongo, MacDuff" who is pictured in "splendid display of 
beads. ~ . real life Mhlongo is an in a shop." Mrs. Mhlongo' s "real 
does not include Shakespeare; she is not "really" an 
What it might mean to come to terms with aUltne,ntl'~lt~ takes on a voyeuristic quality 
that "''''.'''n ....... beyond pleasures of watching "natural" dancing dress. IS 
12 Both "The Times" seem to have considered ofthe production and its 
history to be of interest to women. "The Argus" ran a story in "The Women's 
Supplement" on 3 one of two that ran before the play had opened ("UmaBatha": 2 ). A 
('{Uy,.",,.;,,,,,,,, of the lives of the women who acted in as detailed in "The Argus", with the lives of 











a n"""".",,,, of prurience, couched in paltroll1Sltng cultural relativism, reflected in 
play caused about the U".IU""H 
"Bare hr",·""t" culture, UmaBatha 
........ '" ..... breasts on 
, black breasts become 
In one 
embodiment 
of Zulu values. Msomi is quoted as saying, 
greatly and bare breasts are highly by the Zulu ",,,,,",'''''''' ("Cape 26 
1974: 11). article continues: 
Thembi Mtshali, a told me: breasts are our 
custom and so they don't us.' When I spoke to her was orl""'""",orl 
in trendy which included a fashionable denim jacket. " 
NO 
She admitted that, although she saw as a or 
urbanized woman (when not UmaBatha she works as a 
shop assistant in a department store in Durban), she felt no conflict 
about performing before a White South African audience in costume 
ancestors ... 
Mrs. Mhlongo said the UmaBatha cast were "deeply interested" in 
presenting history and In purity for White South 
Africans to see, 
Breasts become symbolic of "the Zulu culture" in a verbal slippage, Dec:OITle a "form 
exotic, primitive naked thing, "Zulu of dress", highlighting 
culture": "A prominent Town academic, Dr David Welsh, who senior lecturer 
Comparative African Government and Law University of Cape said that 
bare had never been considered erotic among Bantu-speaking people. were 
traditionally a natural of dress the Zulu people" (11). The use of "pure" 
culture, into to be presented the of white both 
this article, De(~Ol1l1es a comment on the The 
article's stated purpose, to educate audiences on how to .... "',,, ... " the women's 
breasts, a display of exoticised ....... " ....... )thlerness in its accompanying 
photograph of Daisy Dumakude, (she is captioned "Lady Ml:lCb1eth",; her character's name 
is Kamadonsela) traditional ..... J<..,,,ua , bare breasted. 










article continues quote the .. a"'''''''lu .. tl5 voice of W estern TP~(:nn the white 
aCa,aelTIlC who has this object called "Zulu culture", order to reassure 
.... ",ri .... that bare hTP'ClCltCl are not a degeneracy <lmn",,,,,. the natives: 
Welsh added that strict rules regarding "'''''''''LL.- sex, 




within the tribal was always limited.' " The Zulus, then, are not covertly 
badly perform - to - their "natural" "traditional" culture on 
Williams, wrote on the for "The , seems less rnl'''f1"nr~'n She 
up the ael:late a headline two views on nudity" which 
begins: "The anClmalles of South 
bare-breasted of 10 women 
censorship are 
affluent 
shown up '"'v ..... "'· .... 
audiences": 
... Because they are Black (the badly reasoned excuse that this is 
traditional of African tribal life is ridiculous when considering 
""''''',''"'uu'''<n ....... of many women in cast), these women 
may most exotic manner while the ....... '40 ..... "' ... ' 
including a number of prominent Nationalists I saw 'it, applauded 
enthusiastically. The tribal are fulsome natural, but it 
argued that they are erotic ... ( "The Argus" 1974: 
by the 
article accompanied by a picture of Daisy Dumakude, with caption: "A 
not what ;:smlKe;speare intended." beaded and h~T'P_I"ITP~n:!t~'rI Lady Mc:Lco,em was 
reply was sent as a "Letter to the the following 
read Patricia Williams's article on semi-nudity in Zulu 
play uMabatha ... I must reason that she is from the 'Liberalism 
Bug' unfortunately afflicts certain of the Press time 
to whole the between Europeans and 
Zulus cannot merely skin as would 
have us believe ... 
Williams tartly, "the playing in uMabatha are urbanised the principle is 











Argus" January 21: 13). What this discussion (the second part to it is 
objection a the Garden of Eden with a topless white Eve was banned 
.!:!:!:!:!:!:!.!:!:!:!.!:!;!!i!: was not, and "where could U"""",\JLU"":l.:> more traditional than 
5] ) is the concern with Argus" January 14 
tradition, U"'lUll~;':> to blacks, as "' ................ When is nudity not 
when ""uu,"",,", not be titillated by it? woman traditional 
her body to beC:OnJle "traditional dress"? When IS breasted, as long as 
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are "black"? if she ordinarily wears a jacket? ways in which .!:!:!:!~!!!:!!!!! 
represents tradition", in order to commodifY a brand of"Africanness", have 
oec:olTte more in recent perfOImances; will be addressed below. 
production's rec:enUOlrl ..... ,"~" ......... u in "The Argus", attributes to 
Msomi a Ulua'-'L.l'-' hope for .!:!:!:!~!!.!:!!~ to .,.1' ... ·019' .......... ,.. use of 
:sn,ikespe:are for Setswana. While many that discuss the 
stress benefactor, Elizabeth uu., ........ "',vu.("Women's Argus Supplement", 
"UmaBatha" 3 January: 2; "Weekend 
January: 2), Msomi's intentions for his 
Secret Story Behind ""' ...... , .. "."'." .... 26 
are also represented. "'LUl'''U through 
the extremely successful run (it to sold-out houses as early as January 
9, it opened and by 
2 February ["The 
it was sold out until the 28 th, with a "few 
January: 14]) the "Weekend 
story which focused on Welcome Ms:ornll: 
'uMabatha,' he says 'proves that the things we have got, 
cultural background, music so on are not inferior ... 
people in this country never we could do ... ' Mr .I. .... "UUlU 
uMabatha and the coming 
Juliet, which Msomi is reported as having written] 'might cause more 
people to learn Zulu. There are parts in uMabatha where a 1"1_(" .. 1"1 
say to himself: "I I he said then", and wished 
sitting next to him to what it was all about.' 13 
13 Msomi mentioned to an American reviewer 
nmltlcl111tull'al, future production of the musical "West Side 












performances for some blacks, and separate "'''' .... ,...... others, 
construction of a white audience member "''''",,'u. ... 'I''. a Zulu .. "' ..... n'''' 
is .... ~ .... "" .... also mentions that: 
Msomi said one 'extremely valuable' 
Imtlact was the reaction it had caused _.u''''UF. 
'Most of them show gross ignorance of the dltlere:nt 
South Africa but, through UmaBatha, many 
lerurmrlg to appreciate at least the Zulu . Mr ,LT."""'''''A 
already had several inquiries from White people who "''''''1'<>'' 
Zulu language ("Bare breasts culture" January 26 1974). 
"The Maynardville Chronicle 1956-1976" the last """"1r.,,, ... 
accolades for the theatre. Philip Birkinshaw, "one 
aPtJearea at Maynardville and 'who doubtless "1.1"' ..... " 
credited with a eulogy to Maynardville which """"l'HTI 
"Shakespeare's verse") into the Cape landscape: 
The other thing is the English language, 
speak it anywhere has always been deeply 
shadow of this great mountain, intimately so. 
I can do without, even but 
grabs me. There seems a special affinity 
never look at the majesty, the 
booklet is dedicated to 
himself'is 
....... ,:" ....... (embodied by 
special thing. To 
to the 
without thinking what an verse. 
Shakespeare brings his own OVL .. ",.UU"I". to of course, the most articulate 
civilized moment since lord of my language and the 
spirit of my to serve South Africa at 
Maynardville I count as a 
This description "' ...... '''''u,''''.u"'''' of Maynardville contrasts to what 
given the erasure 
this booklet ~~~~. This erasure was pth"l""t';'rI no 
doubt, in order to stress of the play. There was no room 
an African author at cultivated beauty, is 
as a space for a ~nlikespe~are a black, tribal South African 











d.olme:stlC:at<:~d to English, is appropriated erasure 
of African from the landscape. 
Birkinshaw's secure cultural position encompasses his """ .. t<a1,,,t,, of 
access to the landscape of as spoken by Shakespeare, and his 
Maynardville, this piece of writing, the landscape of Maynardville and its 
are ....,Hi5H~"1 - there is "a special affinity" between the of English and 
to no" .. 'JH" 
Englishman's cultural identity 
the world, that is encoded UT1TnlT1 
for the elevation 
contrast 
through 
uu .... "' .... access to the white stage and the 






only with special opportunity to act as a break from their "real 
permission to occupy the space at Maynardville. The best can hope to be through this 
lens is a of "authentic" Zulus showing they can also "do" ::smucespeare. 
This is meant to suggest that the representations HA."'''''''' and the cast of 
English-language newspapers accurately their personal 
at Maynardville, Instead, I hope to provided a snapshot of 
::smuce:speare has been in South to point to the fact that, 
OJ.v ........ what has been characterised this IvOlOUUi"t, transformed 
South .n...LI.J."'''d1 ::Shal(eSpe~lre, we should not lose has been 
name of a "liberal" English culture "'''''''''''''1.1'''U''''''' an exclusionary 
and binary with "African" "tribalism", The a Shakespeare 
recognised as to the "West", and African-ness as "' .... fJv ... ,,"' .... by uMabatha, 












exile for thirteen 
Business Times, "Sunday 
newsm.htm]; Hallberg, 
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:@::!J!!:l:ru:!l~ toured America, 
for Welcome M~;Onll 
1997 [www.btimes.co.zal97 10302/newsm! 
uMabatha was revived in 1995, ran 
Durban in 1996 (ID~4!!J~~ffi~~~illr!~WJ!rn!nrud!tm), the new 
Globe Theatre in London, 
the Celebrate South 
which it toured America in 1997. Most 
London in 2001. 
it opened 
review of the ..... "''''v<'''''''_''' """nv." .... in the press by the 1997 and 2001 peI'iormancc;:s m 
South Africa, that Msomi can 
of South African users :smlKe;speare outlined in this 
trajectory 
the ways 
"hl1m;amst" Western in which Shakespeare cormnues 
culture (concerned with ,.,.".7"''''''' 
used as a marker 
humanity) which has a problematic relationship with 
what is constructed as a M""'l"'~l"'<l'Hy "African" tradition are also interests, 
especially in terms ofthe accumulation of different kinds 
role. Msomi's career 
part by tourism 
package "authentic" 
the potential for economic 
£11.Uv.:" which generates 
14 
..... ~}U,,". continue to playa 
T!lIn(,pr'nP'r'lt made possible in 
those who can 
One one n .. "vu,u is :smlKe,speare to promote of 
Zulu-ness, and 
Shakespearean ...... 'un'''' 
npT'h~T\q the basic humanity 
put them in the Zulu idiom. It is culture,' 
Msomi maintains" \.!!.~~!:!!.I.!:!!J!.!.!!!~~~~!::!!.!i~~:t...!..!..~:.!:!.!.!l!E' Umabatha.html); "I 
hope American ClU.I • .u .... U\v\,i.:> away more familiar with the terms culture ... People 
in countries around world should see what they have not sharing their 
different cultural ("Beware the Izangoma". 
14 For a much less cynical of the ways in which ~~!.!:!!2 one which relies on 


















"All Shakespeare's plays 
themselves well to he was a is also a <!T£,..,"UTP. 
language" ("MacZulu a stir in Britain's cultural cauldron". Justice IV,u:u<ua. 
"Sunday Times" 29 April 2001). Accordingly VUL"""U"'15 
comments, "Msomi does not believe in cultural hnl1nn'!l""'(!' (2001: 75). 
However, H'J.""JHH this way to "people countries 
around world" 
to represent Zulu 
not always been _"''''''~'''''':7""rI uMabatha has been a 
tradition representations , directed at of 
being accurate or such replreSienl:atllOns are deformed by COl1rnnerCl 
and by prejudice (McLuskie, 1999: 156). traces the "black 
musical" from King Kong, a production Sophiatown, for which Todd 
Matshikiza 
arem 
music. Thus ==== is situated in a generic tradition whose roots 
HL"" .. nUL is implicated a use of Shakespeare which is part of a 
trajectory enc:omtpru;SInlg the Matshikiza. 
Msomi the trajectory traced 
an emblematic moment in the life 
~mlKespe:are by sharing African uses 
aspiring (male) African In typical 
narrative, an encounter with Shakespeare functions as a catalyst, IJ"'U:LUI". the young 
one of the 2001 man into of "culture" four above). In a review 
Globe periOnnaIllCeS the "Sunday ,Justice Malala retells story: Msomi 
Shakespeare - funeral speech - to crowd of his friends 
at school in recalls, applause 
that that I would not be a /'1",,,.1"1'\... as my parents wanted me to ' " ("Sunday 
April 2001). Similarly: aspirant doctor when he was growing up, it all 
he received a ;:)LgjJ.\J.U for his part in a play" ("All the 











This 1997 article provides a profile ofMsomi, age 54: 
Title: Chief executive of Sasani Investments ... Achievements: putting 
together the presidential inauguration ceremony ... The idea behind 
Sasani was to 'carry on ideas to market the richness of our culture both 
here and overseas, much like Hollywood has marketed America to the 
rest ofthe world'. 
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uMabatha, unmentioned here, is the vehicle for a successful career which spans, and 
unites, politics, business, and the performance of culture. After his work on uMabatha, 
and the presidential inauguration ceremony, Msomi was communications advisor to the 
ANC during the 1994 elections (Hallberg, 2001: 77; McLuskie, 1999: 157). His theatrical 
career extends beyond uMabatha ("When working together works" "The Star", January 
28 1999). His ability to combine producing, politics, and finance, culminated in his being 
named chair of the board ofthe Pretoria State Theatre by Minister of Arts and Culture 
Ben Ngubane in 2000 ("New board formed for State Theatre". Garalt MacLiam. "The 
Star" July 11 2000). MacLiam comments that Msomi's appointment "will pretty wen 
guarantee [ , . ,] that both sound business principles and the pressing need for 
transformation will guide the board's deliberations." 
Malala is equally approving of Msomi' s move into the industry of culture: 
Msomi is thinking of starting a company that will package South African 
cultures as a brand that can be sold elsewhere in the world. 'We need to 
talk all these things and ask how we get them to appeal to overseas 
markets ... what we need is to create this South Africanness brand. There 
is a huge potential and all we have to do is stop copying other countries' 
work and tap our own uniqueness' ("MacZulu creates a stir in Britain's 
cultural cauldron" "Sunday Times" 29 April 2001.) 
Despite the constant billing ofuMabatha as "the Zulu Macbeth", and as a "translation", 
Msomi doesn't seem to understand his work as primarily derivative. uMabatha is an 
expression of "our own uniqueness". What is most useful about this uniquely South 
African product, however, is its marketability, and Msomi is explicit about his intention 
to brand "South Africanness". Perhaps most noteworthy is Msomi's tone. He does not 











the ongoing intentions infonning uMabatha. During the play's initial Maynardville run, 
"Zulu culture" was packaged for white South Africans. More recently, uMabatha has 
become a vehicle for the packaging of "South Africanness" to the world cultural market. 
The shift in socio-political context enables this expansion from the domestic to the 
international. The end of apartheid and the growth of globalisation are intrinsic to this 
process. In a neo-liberal, post-apartheid South Africa striving to enter a globalised 
economy and compete in world markets, "culture" becomes an important national 
commodity - as long as it is accessible to outsiders. This means that notions ofthe 
"African" and the "South African" must be recognisable to the tourists whose 
expectations of the exotic must be met in order for the product to sell. 
McLuskie comments on the levels of cultural commodification that adhere to the play's 
more recent perfonnances when she notes her post-colonial critic's "embarrassment" at 
the spectacle of "The cast. .. dressed in leather skirts and furry leggings" (1999: 154). 
Breasts are still note-worthy, although this time the "traditional culture" they denote is 
embarrassing to the educated po-co critic: 
The perfonnance of Umabatha was definitely Shakespeare without 
his language ... but ... its style ofperfonnance was too finnly tied to 
Zulu drumming and dancing to demystify the social relations of 
Shakespeare perfonnance in the post-colonial world. Part ofthe 
problem was the style. Bare-breasted women with beaded hair and 
dancing warriors in furry leggings are a slightly embarrassing image 
of Africa for the sophisticated consumer of post-colonial 
Shakespeare ... (155) 
While McLuskie is pointing to the problematic "tribal" image of "Africa" that Msomi 
could be described as selling back to the West, this assessment presents its own 
difficulties. As well as filtering South Africanness through a tourist lens, Msomi is also 
presenting elements of how people actually did and do live. McLuskie's desire for the 
play to "demystify the social relations of Shakespeare perfonnance in the post-colonial 
world" once again weights primary meaning in the West's favour. uMabatha becomes 
most valuable for what it reveals ofpost-colonial, secondary, responses to Shakespeare, 











commodification "African cultural expression" .. "'nut'."" or nel~at(~s its capacity to 
represent "Zulu-ness". of the problem is how to "Zulu-ness" at all, given 
the discursive of colonialism, apartheid, and post-colonialism. A 
dual awareness 
African -""'----J 
commodification of Zulu-ness is problematic, and that a refusal of 
problematic, is compounded when McLuskie notes that her 
sophisticated ernllJalTaS,srnlent is not shared audience: "the 
mostly (but 
reviewer put 
white audience at 
was 'a form oftourist theatre 
n.'"'''' ...... it up. As the Guardian 
invites us to celebrate the 
and treat it as a photo opportunity' .. (155). 
How then do we reconcile Msorni's unashamed to market South with 
the critic's embarrassment asked to be a tourist 
Msorni, who is a successful businessman 
working party, is quoted journalist to 
his plans to a new South Africanness. approval at 
adheres to sense that South is something worth 
value an emblem of pride. This is noteworthy given the history of 
the that was partially for the elevation of as the 
emblem South African English pride is also significant the 
tradition" as to (something worth 
seem not to understand "'U;''1'"''''H''''''' is what De~ODJle 
aDl)reICla'te about us,' says Msomi, this means our lan,guag(~s 
and their idiosyncrasies. 'It is all "'A"U1.51."5 people's mllnas:ets 
about themselves, about their 1",u"'1", ..... Why should we be <tSrlarIleU 
IS McLuskie notes, "In South Africa, as 'Shakespeare' was overdetermined as an emblem of 
human but in South Africa in was also associated with the cultural 
pre:tenslOllls of the settler community" [1999: See also Jean Meiring's review from College, 
VAAVIU, for an of a cultural "South Africans culturally at the of a hat. To us, 
gCll'Wlt;\,;Wl/t. to more urbane is a knee-jerk reaction ... it is clear that 
this is no Zulu Macbeth. Its creator, Welcome himself admitted that it ... is no of the 
Is our cultural such as it so threadbare that a South African cannot 










what we are?' (Mal ala, "MacZulu a 
cauldron" Times" 29 April 2001). 
in Britain's cultural 
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"""'Hln"""", Msomi worth to on which survival depends: " 'It 
dawned on me what we had was something that it needed to 
preserved' "(Qtd. 2001: 84). In the of uMabatha, then, LV .... ''"'U .. is not 
only using Shakespeare as packaging for Zulu culture. What he is "' .... uu".."lS now more 
directly commercial, its profit carries complex implications in a global cultural 
uu.", n. ... , •• This can different versions of how and why ..!±!;!~~~ was written 
revived which the 
different packaging product for 
"Sunday Times", 
Umabatha, which he wrote over 
giving him world's applause 
on 'because 
changed a I wrote 
and which could as 
,.",,,,,,n'-<u.LF. to South African 
nights in 1969, 
.. 'Umabatha 
the cast.' " (Malala. "MacZulu creates a 
cauldron" Times" 29 
However, four years previously, a South African journalist reported 1997 America 
tour that: "Umabatha: Macbeth ... is a lavishly revised and eXl;>arloeo version ... 
play] 
61997 
expanded"; as a new improved "?>1'C'u,n 
" ("Good to be 
tour is billed as "lavishly 




reviews also circulate most detail, and most repetitively, Mandela 
requested the revival, a common-sensical el1(]Or'Selneltlt of this product as the "real thing" 
its overseas TP"lPl.xlPlr<;1 especially in £">H ..... "" ....... , ~~~~ UlIlCUOIlS as the "real thing" 
an additional manner. It becomes """UH .. "" of Africanness, of proud 
Africanness. In a "'1"""""""'" which .LV"'",""",,". via "the Zulus", to stand for all 











South African playwright! director Welcome Msomi set out to 
write an drama about history of the Zulus, 
was bluntly that a play on the African nations would never 
succeed. But fervently that could not only create such 
a drama, but base this history Zulus on :sn:akc:;:spcearle' 
of intrigue, and murder, 'Macbeth' (" Center Kicks 
Macbeth' ~~~t!YJ~t&gYmYllJlf.l!:).~~!'mJJ~::!£!l;;§'" 
Msomi was at UCLA to lecture on origins of "what is being hailed as South Africa's 
only cultural "" .... ,.,.'" . This remarkable assertion is even more startling 
within a university's cultural studies programme, which can unproblematicaUy 
endorse "",,, ........ ,,,. of authenticity, in terms that relnsc:nt'e the "With vividly 
hued costumes and intricately ___ .. ,.., .. _ 
Zulu authenticity in style, 
O.Ollae. Umabatha.html). 
African drums, 'Umabatha: The Macbeth' 
history" (www.dailybruin.ucla.edulDB/issues 
The reason for academic construction ofuMabatha as uniquely and authentically 
sUj~ge:ste:a by another "",'"",·<.n university'S utilisation ofthe play. 
J::SlIlgnamton University the occasion of the play's performance offer a thematised 
semester's on "how the .... {"UUll:: of the world influence and interact with one 
another", u ....... 'a.uo ..... really shows how Shakespeare was experienced in and 
also us a chance. .. . share the experience" ("Zulu Macbeth pertormance to 
highlight j::., ............ :u education on global perspective" inside.binghamton.edul 
September-OctoberISept-4-97/Zulu.html).16 The Macbeth" is to stand 
the entire experience" Shakespeare. This metonymy is continued in the 
syntax description "the Zulu r";1r.nn is made equivalent to French nationality: 
"The .. season will to the stage at Binghamton '?In,,,, ... ,,T'U an entire world 
of entertainment including .... a ballet company ... , and the sight, sound and 
SPC:CUlLCle ofthe Zulu "'''T'''V''' (ibid). 










proof of the play's autlnen:t1Clt'ly Msomi invokes ability "remind" people 
they are, as he provides details of plans to present to ...... "' ..... '" the authentic 
Afiicanness they lost. Authentic Africanness is '"'VA ...... 'U"' ... uMabatha, and can 
redistributed to 
to share this culture 
foundation. People 
erpnvllle~;ea:" 'We plan to 
,.""Tn .. ", I believe when a n ..... tvn 
"v~u..."un.li"'. about ... v.un,"'" 
more rural areas 
its soul, it loses 
.ucla.edu/DB/issues/97110.0l/ae.Umabatha.html). 
~"'U'vuu says" (www.dailybruin 
construction of what ~Y.L'>VU." 
on to describe as 
contributing to the 
Msomi is 
play's "legacy" makes its, :Lt,""" ........ , .. audiences feel that are 
of Afiican pride by supporting the show. 
public. As wen as " ...... uu.,i"'. for a 
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commodification ADr1C~mness In UJ-"Tl'r'rO-i commodification ........ -.. """'" becomes a 
commodification of "new" South 
Guardian" .. """""""""" .. is hoping for "an k:)flIlKe.speare which 
tourists and would offer a more discerning "''''' ... ...,1.''' .... an insight into the 
political "' ...... VA.'" of contemporary South (155). Counterposed to 
1n(:anne~;s in "The is the "real" 
becomes an ........ "' ..... '" cornm.em on modem 
of South 
which in tum 
becomes same thing as life (as though continent were 
reducible to one country). The ANC 
this South which would explain M~maela 
promoting 
promoting 
the authenticity of the production overseas. 
for the Celebrate South Africa festival, the promotion of"Today's 
is cited as the festival. Celebrate South Afiica will present 
nation" on the "world by showcasing examples cultural expression: 
aarlceI's. musicians, 
of the capital as A-/V.UU'J' 
dynamism of a new nation 
the world stage as a in the process of transfonnation. Yet 











country. South is so much more ... (5 April 2001 
"London explodes with a South African 
www.music.org.zalnews/celebrateSA.htm ). 
The desire to introduce the world spectacle of the new South Africa include 
the hope that it will for its ticket. "ANC Daily of 6 April 2001 reports that 
CellebI'ate South Africa campaign is at creating markets for rural artists ... " 
'-'-'-"'-'-'-''-'==..:..:==-===.:::...:..:..==-=.::::...::...:..!.:!=...:..:.!:!C~== Billed as a 
festival is .... w,"' .... Shakespeare in 
production Umabatha 
ownership ascribed in 
Zulu Macbeth at Shakespeare's 
1 Maynardville 1J1 ... 'U"' ... U .... 11. 
existence is authenticity as a South African 
In a packag;mg of history 
Maynardville 1J"".111J111 .... "'. as well as 
the kind colonialism 






with the rest 
LOJ[lUlllD which, along 
UK, boasted force "F>'"U''''' apartheid in Europe 
demonstrated Ull:;tlrltUllg South Africa's journey to Qelno(~ra(~v " 
The Celebrate South Africa 
Its then High Commissioner, 
Africa. 
u ...... .u ... ,.:>n." ... seems surprised 
was hosted by the South African 
Carolus, is now national head 
The production ... came an endorsement 
Nelson Unembarrassed academic 
knowing appreciation of the witty of global 
Commission. 
in South 
commercialization, praised the production for its Qntm,U12~at10n of 'the 
universality of and (1 155), 
J.VU,J....;\J."n.Jl ... finds it n."' ... Ul0nrn" 
unembarrassed by 
of global commercialization", 
of authentic, Tnn."""..... new South 
.,~L ..... JU she is unaware witty 











to v~"'vu .• '" Msomi. Included the press release 
~ ..... ,::;.u"'. 1997" (fin 5: 155). McLuskie does not 
reviewers of the production 
Mandela's endorsement ofthe play 
universal as evidence of his use of this discourse to on the 
expectations of the 
letter the press release 
H."" .... ". Neither consider that reproduction of this 
signify Msomi's use same. ofthis 
Mandela in a to Western reviewers authenticates uMabatha as a 
South artifact, and its accessibility to its market. Shakespeare 
functioned to authenticate original so Mandela functions to authenticate 
same time as Mandela and Msomi are capitalising on the commodification of 
fi1c:amness, they are also trying to to its humanity. this strategy has 
not entirely the potential for cultural (and 
straightforwardly financial) capital available to revived the ways in 
which Zuluness becomes South Africanness, be(~OnleS proud, Africamness 
for many reviewers Shakespeare's themes .vI.L ..... A! emotions that 
Shakespeare's universality is invoked 
not only that IS , but that the of the humanity 
is shared is defined Shakespeare, of Western which is splendidly 
gmlent<::d by the of African Shakespeare the universal "'V'''V'''_ 
the Africans the music and the mass of bodies: "Incorporating 
tUD,eless themes of ambition, deceit, love, hate fear, "Umabatha" 
dramatlZC::s the the u",,,,,u •• u Shaka 
song and 
"Welcome Msomi has transported Shakespeare's 11,..·''' .... '''ll 
and fear from the Moors of Scotland to the vast plains 
story of ambition, 
African continent" 
\..!..!...~~~~~~~~=~~"::"'::"'.!..!......:~~~~~~~~ Msomi is not seen as 
contributing to culture Ull'JU!:,.ll ;:sn:aKt::spiear,e; instead, 














"the vast plains of the 
themes, in African manifestation, are expressed through spectacle, song, and 
dance ("joyous exuberance prevails ... [in] authentic songs chants ... authentic tribal 
ceremonies and customs" [Hallberg, 2001: 80; 81; 86] ), not through words. a 
performance of Africanness be lmavoidable. McLuskie suggests that 
artifacts of traditional culture are so overlaid with the 
appropriation, so in the market, that they 
oec:OITte [following Appiah] 'neo-traditional'. Their involves 
a of modernity, an obfuscation of the real cultural and economic 
relations of the contemporary world 164). 
.",w .. .u~,,,,,>, however it is presented to the , by virtue of the act of presentation, 
carmot esc,ane becoming a construction most LVVV&,U"",,, .. V UU'"'Y""U a tourist Asa 
through which global repreSient.atlOin occurs, 
the following promotional blurb, provided in the Shakespeare's Globe 
review of the 1997 production: 
Bulletin 
Welcome Msomi's transposition Shakespeare's story of ambition, 
and from Moors of Scotland to plains of the African 
continent was an success, displaying both the flexibility of 
Globe space and the incredible talent of this visiting company. 
Welcome Msomi concluded by 'Shakespeare 











play, necessarily authenticity concomitant performance value, is ascribed 
to even as the elements ofthe story remain :sn;aKe:splearle' 
specificities history become an ....... .u.LA''''L''n.''~ ...... landscape, 
phrasing that is rer)eated in various of the show. a "tr~msl00s:Itlcm 
demonstrates the "flexibility" of Shakespearean space, its ability to hold an "'H1.'Vi:>~ 
At the same this triumphant the 
new ,-,1",,''''''-'_ IS a status as an icon of nostalgically-driven nationalism 
which overlooks class-based deprivation in modern much COlmtlented 
upon (Holderness, 1988). Msomi's transposition also demonstrates the "incredible 
• the abilities Africans who have engaged with English r. .... 'f<lC ... 
reo're~.ented by • and which is their own. Msomi 's 
statenlenlt, and the ofan enthusiastic response a are 
presented on a which international with the prCtreS:SlOnal 
of "Shakespeare's" Globe. declaration "Shakespeare is African" relies on 
an understanding most importantly makes use of, 
Shakespeare's value world cultural market. It is to colonial that 
Shakespeare stands for something would want to claim. At the same as 
Msomi is claiming access to essential humanity for "Africa", he is claiming access to the 
within a world market, for the concepts "Shakespeare" 












Ngugi wa has contested authenticity he calls an 
literary tradition. This belongs to petit-bourgeoisie classes 
which are a creation of colonialism, tradition" and not a truly 
African one: "Afro-European can be as literature written by in 
European the era " This tradition "is likely to last as long as 
is under this a neo-colonial set-up" (l 26-7). 
Insofar as the South African I have sketched belongs to an 
educated by colonial institutions offered mobility through education, I 
indeed described an tradition. this analysis differs 
from is in the of sites of cultural of 
cultural purity. I contend that a post-colonial, increasingly world, it is not 
possible to quarantine culture. This is not meant to Ngugi's important analysis 
cultural imperialism. it is to insist that the so-caned "European" of the 
hybrid is as African as who it. 
is suspicious hybridityas an inauthentic ofthe . This 
SUspICIon theorists, for reasons. Hybridity needs to 
carefully in order to a cultural condition produced by material of 
inequality. amongst others, of overwriting processes 
and group It can easily become a way the "European" component 
to dominate define its components, especially ongoing inequities in 
eC()ll()tmlC. political, and cultural the world. However, hybridity is useful in that 
it Bhabha has a Third a place where practice of 
culture, occurs. This by definition, is deferring attempts 
to describe org:anl.sm it Nevertheless, hybridity the belief that a way 
must found to account for cultural identity an inaccurate 
demarcation ofthe and the colonising into separate (!ntIPt"''''<::! 
impetus to oppositional or binary confirmed by ways in which 











history of opposites South African .... 0.·" ..... ' cultural, or political history. This signals a 
move away from the of apartheid, and towards theories which try to account for, 
broadly, the actual practice of life as an inevitable cultural ml;ICm:g. 
Radical scholarship, concerned with the socio-political rights of the cannot 
completely escape the liberal humanism it uses as a springboard to OPflPT'!:Itp oppositional 
energy. What appear at first sight to opposing camps, can be seen on 
examination to be parts of a web of influence. Accordingly, studies' 
critical history draws on itself in order to new critical theory within 
discipline. This implications for scholarship which at 
overlooked by proponents oppose a particular tradition liberal u .... , ..... , .. "'., .. 
within the field. The of writing English in South Africa is implicated in a 
humanist framework which informed the anti-apartheid struggle. the same it 
grew out of a liberal tradition which, for all that it has been accused of racism and of 
entrenching white economic privilege, resulted in the neo-liberal policies that inform 
export of "South African culture" as a commodity. Shakespeare plays a role in 
packaging this commodity, as "he" played a role in aiding some South African to 
find as writers in .... ul., .. ., ... 
A category that comes into focus as we the (economic, race-relations, and 
educational) history in South and which an important place the 
trajectory outlined above, is One of the objections by attempting to 
resist the naturalisation of the liberal-humanist subject, is silent inscription 
bourgeois subject as the essential, essentially human subject. This entrenches capitalist 
economic and social relations as intrinsic to what it means to be human. At the same 
time, a belief in basic human rights, and in the right ofthe individual to freedom and 
are that cannot the philosophical and political traditions of 
HU''-'U.U,,''U and humanism. It is more useful to recognise explicitly the roles that 
and have played in the development modem cultural, literary, and 











I have made use of post-colonial notions ofhybridity, resistance, and transformation: 
that the potential in meeting cultures, even ifby 
and that for a move beyond position of victim for colonised. I done so 
in order to explore the existence of a African Shakespeare, in a way which 
notions that culture can work separatist, "own departments. There is at 
one way of reading a South which charts a "Through 
Shakespeare's Africa", with Can an ex,ample of a transformative 
use of ;:snaKI~spem'e as a 'esl:starlce, at the same time as "he" is owned as something 
personally meaningful for South African who masters "him". In this it is 
possible to reformulate the weighting, and to "[South] Africa's Shakespeare". 
Arguably, a "translated, (De & Stallybrass, Shakespeare has 
..,h,L;'L,,, .. in South wrote into Furthermore, what the 
... ,.. ........... '" ofPlaatje UA ..... ..,;, it was the liberal-humanist tradition criticised by 
inside outside of Africa which 
claimed ;:sm:u<:espe:are for own, 
forged a political, South 
However, at same as it is to trace tradition of a South 
Shakespeare, it is also to keep in both the colonial history from which 
English literature, with Shakespeare at the helm, developed, the ways in which 
Shakespeare has been mobilised by a problematically "liberal" white South African 
ideology. second use of Shakespeare not only key historical colonial 
so 
conditions, as can seen in booklets the and un' • ...,." 
ofMaynardviUe; it colluded the of apartheid binaries of civilised 
culture native tradition. 
"South Africa's Shakespeare" is not a singular entity. While growing out of a history 
colonial education and informed by apartheid social practices, figure has 











manifestations have at times apparently been opposed to other so that the uses to 
which Plaatje or Themba put Shakespeare are some ways very different from the way 
which Shakespeare is used to South as an English colony in the discursive 
establishment of Maynardville as an Shakespeare theatre. However, these 
different of Shakespeare, symbolised by the different spaces of 
Sophiatown and of Maynardville, have culminated in the globalised 
"Shakespeare" exemplified by Msomi's "Zulu Macbeth", This at once draws on 
stereotypical ideas of "the African", allows Africans of a certain class to benefit 
the commodification of these selling to the West image "Africa". 
of the implications of this history, of the trajectory of African Shakespeares 
that I have traced, is the Shakespeare" imagined by politically committed 
anti-apartheid be an unrealisable But insofar as Africanness been 
commodified through the invocation of Shakespeare as a universal CTn,>",lTP' the of 
"People's Shakespeare" that now is implicated in of ",,,,,nn.'LUJlV and 
cultural globalisation. The raised by South African particularly 
Johnson, about the role of South Africa's pre- , and 
education are now irrevocably inflected this of 
an for profit. It is no to bemoan cultural 
practices, or to wish to recoup Shakespeare for People", or "Against Apartheid". 
need to acknowledge the complex history of :Sh~lke:speare 
South African literary history, and connections between 
positioning and use in 
history and other 
interlinked histories the development of the categories of class, race, and gender, 
South Africa. To do so be to assist us in understanding "new" South African 
cultural expressions, such as the revived uMabatha, have taken the form that they have, 
and how they are linked to neo-liberalism as an economic as a cultural philosophy. 
is imperative to facilitating dialogue about of South identities 
for too long have been t"nl'lC!nr'llt"'rp" as oppositional, and as separate: race is in many ways 











is to attempt to beyond the notion of a "People's Shakespeare", as a 
response to the colonial and ", ... ~,rlh,,'., mobilisations of the texts of the icon. 
promise of political efficacy, a liberatory Shakespeare, in radical Shakespearean 
be 
must be problematised on 
to offer South Africa. 
own theoretical terms, and in terms of what it may 
not been a politically liberatory South African 
use of Shakespeare, a Shakespeare Against Apartheid, in terms imported from Anglo-
American political theories. Shakespeare is not people' of South Africa, or 'for' 
them. This not mean Shakespeare is not to Africa, as a source 
literary inspiration, as a tool for political purpose, as a source of hybrid, transformative 
creation. Nor does it mean that Shakespeare cannot "be" something more personal to 
individual subjects, something that cannot be quantified in terms of use-value, although 
this more difficult to access through written sources, and falls outside the 
scope of this Rather, it means Shakespeare South Africa is likely to remain 
middle-class - by virtue of the history of colonial, followed apartheid, education 
practices, as well as by virtue of the Shakespeare industry's power in a globalised 
economy. 
Within oppressive socio-political context of South Africa the twentieth century, 
leading up to and including the formation of de jure apartheid, one kind South .... .uLA"''''''' 
Shakespeare was able to a tool of resistance which can read as transformative and 
creative. David Johnson devotes a chapter to 
~mlKe;speare and Apartheid: The 1 (1996: 147-180). Because Johnson sees 
Shakespeare's utilisations in South as ultimately all problematic in their relative 
enclOI'serneJrlt of policies, his project closes down the possibilities a resistant 
(and therefore, legitimate) South to ~h.lkespe:are 
as a as a colonial tool, as a literary influence. He contrasts as 
"he" is utilised at South African universities (as part of a "contradictory cluster of values" 
that fitting into apartheid education system) to at 











also a well-intentioned but liberally hamstrung "Shakespeare opposed to racism" 
a tradition which Plaatje, and liberal critics" (173). I have 
a African Shakespeare P]aatje to Themba, which I have characterised as a 
subversive, and petit-bourgeois, voice. Trapping Shakespeare into a binary where 
"he" must be a political radical, anachronistically and theoretically problematically 
"against Apartheid". or where 
oppressive policies. is to fall into 
African. a response overlooks 
creative formation 
colonial or a post-colonial 
inspired 
is a misinformed humanist ,nUJlIr,n 
same trap which sees as 
endorsing 
European or 
places of interaction, response, reClanlatlOn, 
must be into account when ..,,,,,.,,,,u .. " .. ue'b a 
and unrealistically traps a"' •• "' ...... "'nv 
engaged South LLA""' .... ., into victimhood. 
thesis sketched an att4~mlpt to an alternative, a way to break the run,.. .. " 
Shakespeare-culture-civilisation-West/ (with all concomitant Othered 
associations), while still acknowledging the nn,selllce of the neJ~el]llOIIY 
The commodification South one result of the world that 
as a result of this ne:gernOlll) It is true that without 
that came with them, men such as 
mission schools and 
u"",uV", and Msomi 
would not had relationship \:vith :sn'aK:espe:are that they It is also 
however, that they were passive of a culture; that the np.f'"<::lU1 
'''''' ....... ',."" on which they embarked, the discursive they left, were every bit as 
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